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RADIO CONTROL FOR MODEL TRAINS

ake it
a Sound

ecsion...
Choose Lesa!
a
CD2/21 AUTOMATIC STEREO CHANGER $39.95 4 -speed, pre -wired for mono and stereo. Jam -proof
mechanism with constant 6-second change cycle. Flutter, wow, and rumble on a par with broadcast standards. Heavy duty
MANUAL STEREO PLAYER
4 -pole motor. Perfectly balanced no -resonance, no -feedback tone
$23.25 Pre wired for mono and stereo, plays all size and speed records. Automatic stop at end of record play. ['recision
"LESAPHON"
turntable speed control accurate to 1.5%. Small space, elastic suspension
HI-FI PORTABLw PHONOGRAPH $105.95 Combines the CD2/21 with a powerful amplifier -speaker system in a handsome portable for truly full dimension sound reproduction. Beautifully styled, finished in tutone vinyl with gleaming brass
"LECOSTEREO" AMPLIFIER -SPEAKER $53.95 Custom -designed for superlative stereo, the
1/SA simply plugs into the 57/SA and you have a balanced stereo system with single -point

arm,114V3/11
mounting.-57/SA

trim.-1/SA

j
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Parts Corp., 530 Canal St., N.

Address

Custom Crafted in the Renowned Italian Tradition
Unsurpassed Quality and Lasting Beauty !

Y. 13, N. Y.
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New 4th edition

now available!
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The book that keeps growing in

usefulness and popularity

:

CIRCUITS
APPLICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

Partial List of Contents:
Basic Semiconductor Theory

Transistor Construction Techniques
Small Signal Characteristics
Large Signal Characteristics
Biasing
Audio Amplifiers
"Hi -Fi" Circuits
Radio Receiver Circuits
Transistor Radio Servicing Techniques
Switching Characteristics
Basic Computer Circuits
Logic
Unijunction Transistor Circuits
Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Tetrode Transistors
Power Supplies
Transistor Specifications
Rectifier Specifications

It's here! The brand-new 4th Edition of
General Electric's famous Transistor Manual
... 227 pages jam-packed with vital information you need to keep abreast of this
fast-moving and fabulous field.
You'll find 74% more information ... new
material on small and large signal characteristics, transistor radio servicing techniques
and basic computer circuits ... all the latest
G -E transistor specs and a complete, up-todate list of registered JEDEC types.
This is the one book in the transistor field
you can't afford to do without! Get your
copy from your General Electric Tube Distributor, or by mailing the coupon below.

r
I
I

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

I

General Electric Company
Semiconductor Products Dept., Section S81129
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Rush me the new enlarged 4th Edition of the General
Electric Transistor ManuaL
enclose $1.00. (No
stamps, please.)
I

Name

Address

I

City

Zone

State

POPULAR ELECTRONICS is published monthly by Ziff -Davis Publishing Company. William B. Ziff, Chairman of the Board (19461953). at 434 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago 5, III. Second-class postage paid at Chicago. Illinois. Authorized by Post Office
Department, Ottawa, Canada. aecond-class matter. SUBSCRIPTION RATES: One year U.S. and possessions, and Canada $4.00;
Pat,-American Union countries $-I.SO. all other foreign countries, 55.00.
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Discover for yourself why Sherwood
is the most honored line of high

fidelity components in the field.
Sherwood Tuners (the first ever to
achieve sensitivity under 0.95

microvolts) feature: Inter -Channel
Hush,

a

noise muting system which

makes FM tuning easier than ever

Multiplex Output

FM

Tuning Eye
Control

"Feather -Ray"

Automatic Frequency

Flywheel Tuning. Combine

these tuners with either of Sherwood's

"mated" stereo amplifier choices;
20+20 watts

or 36-r-36 watts. And

only Sherwood offers all these

features: Single/Dual Bass & Treble
Controls

Mid -Range Presence Rise

Stereo -Mono Function Indicator Lights
Phase -Reverse Switch

Damping

e

Factor selection. Sherwood also offers

either 36 or 60 watt monaural

Model 5-4400. Stereo Preamp.

emnú~-

4:1.

'1
Model S.5000. 20

amplifiers, FM Multiplex Adapters and
a

-The

3 -way

+ 20W

Stereo Dual Amplirier-5189.50

-f3*

complete decorator -styled line of

cabinetry and

36W Amp. -8I59.50

speaker systems

Finest in High Fidelity,

Model 5-3000 II.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.,
4300 N. California Avenue.

F14

-

Tuner-$105.50

..m- twiroM-- ...swum=
P V V
© 14

Chicago 18, Illinois.
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Model 5-1000II. 36W Monaural Amplifier-4109.50
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Model S-200012 FM -AM Tuner-$145.50

only for those who want the ultimate

liERMHIGH
For complete technical details write Dept.
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'That gadget on our January cover with the TV set
backdrop is featured
an article entitled "The One -Tube
Laboratory." If ever a device deserved the description
"multi -purpose," this build -it -yourself unit is it. The one tube lab will function as a modulation monitor, signal
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more instruments.
Among the other construction projects is a deluxe dry
cell tester -rejuvenator which will put new life into those
old worn-out 1,/z -volt dry cells. For the hams and SWL'ers,
there's a do-it-yourself beam antenna made from standard hardware -store aluminum stock that will really pull
in the DX.
And you won't want to miss the January installments
of our hi-fi and test instrument series.
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NO PREVIOUS TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE

Micro -Waves
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OR ADVANCED EDUCATION NEEDED!
p

Laborers and bookkeepers, store clerks, shop men, farmhave taken the
men of nearly every calling
ers, salesmen
DeVry Tech program and today have good jobs or service
shops of their own in Electronics. You don't have to quit your
present job. If you are 17 to 55, see how you may get yourself ready for a future in the fast-growing Electronics field.
Whether you prepare at home or in our well-equipped
Chicago or Toronto Laboratories, you get sound, basic training
in both principles and practice. At home, you use educational
movies. You build actual circuits and test equipment. You read
simple directions, follow clear illustrations. When you finish,
you are prepared to step into a good job in an excitingly
different field. You may even start a service shop of your own.
Mail coupon for free fads today.

-

-

Radio

now employed.

Computers

Autoiiiátion
o

an interesting booklet,
give you a free copy
"Electronics and YOU." See for yourself how you
may take advantage of the opponunitier. in this fastgrowing field.

.

Electronics
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FREE FACTS

DeVry Technical Institute

I
I

r,

4141 Belmont Ave.,

CAíogo 41,

1111.,

Dept. PE -12.P

Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics and YOU," and tell tee
how I
ay prepare to enter ono or more branches of Electronics, as

listed above.
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We have valuable information
for every man of draft age; so
if you are subject to military
service, be sure to
check the coupon.

with job
opportunities-or helps you
toward a better position in
the plant where you are
Puts you in touch

Industrial

,

Draft Age?

Live -Wire Employment Service

.Communications-

Check here

1090

STATE

if subjen to military training

DeVry Tech's Canadian Training Center is located at
626 Roselawn Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario
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Notes from the
Editor
STEREO MUSINGS. Just a few days ago I went to the annual fall Audio Show
held in New York. Naturally enough, the emphasis was on stereo. In
my opinion there were several things that were noteworthy in addition to the new equipment displayed.
The technical quality of stereo records has improved tremendously
since the last Show-so much so that one company, Vanguard, had the
courage to run an A -B test comparing a stereo record with the
master tape from which it was made. Although I didn't agree with
Vanguard's contention that it was impossible to tell the difference between the two (to my ears, whenever any loud passages were
reproduced, the tape was far superior to the record), the mere
fact that such a test was even attempted says a lot for the quality
of present-day stereo discs. I doubt that anyone would have dreamed
of making an A -B comparison last year between a stereo record and
a stereo tape (and a master tape, at that!).
I have been fooling around with stereo for quite a while now-I
had a stereo recorder back in 1951. And I became doubly convinced
at the Show, after listening to perhaps 50 stereo systems, that
aside from any new approach which stereo brings to home music
listening, the important criteria for judging a sound -reproduction system remain the same as those we 've been using since the very
beginning of high fidelity: wide frequency response, low distortion, lack of artificial coloration.

For me, directionality is not nearly as important as these three
other factors. No matter how much separation and directionality
your system may have, if it doesn't meet the basic standards of
high fidelity, I think you have wasted your money. When you get
right down to it and compare "old-fashioned" multi -speaker mono
equipment against stereo, the mono stacks up pretty well-and it
is incomparably betterthan a great majority of the pre-packaged,
all -in -one stereo systems now on the market.

Another aspect of the Show that gladdened this audiophile's heart
was the concentration on music rather than "sound" and separation to sell stereo. I can appreciate the manufacturers' early
efforts to convince the buying public that stereo really was something new-by having bowling balls and locomotives rolling down
the middle of their listening rooms. But I, for one, who would much
rather hear Dvorak than Diesels, welcome this additional indication that stereo is coming of age.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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reel of spirited classics

A happy

available in a special Audiotape bonus package
your classics bright and melodic? Do you enjoy music of the toe -tapping variety? Then "High
Spirits" is just for you. This reel of sparkling classics
shows you how vibrant and colorful music can be
when it's recorded on Audiotape.
The makers of Audiotape have not gone into the
music business. They are simply using this reel to
allow Audiotape to "speak for itself."
"High Spirits" is available RIGHT Now from
LIKE
DETAILS OF THE PROGRAM

"High Spirits" includes these
bright selections:
Strauss

Strauss

'

Beethoven
Tchaikovsky
Bizet
Berlioz

Frisch ins Feld
from Fledermaus Waltz
from Sympony No. 1 in
from Capriccio Italien
from Carmen Suite
Rakoczy March

C

DETAILS OF THE OFFER

This exciting recording is available in a special bones package
at all Audiotape dealers. The
package contains one 7 -inch reel
of Audiotape (on 15Áz -mil acetate
base) and the valuable "High
Spirits" program (professionally
recorded on standard Audiotape).
For the entire package, you pay
only the price of two boxes of
Audiotape, plus $1. And you have
your choice of the half-hour two.
track stereo program or the full hour monaural nr four -track
stereo versions. Don't wait. See
your Audiotape dealer now,.

Audiotape dealers everywhere. (And only from

Audiotape dealers.) Ask to hear a portion of the
program, if you like. Then, take your choice of a
half-hour of two -track stereo, a full hour of four track stereo, or an hour of dual -track monaural
sound all at 71rz ips. Don't pass up this unusual
opportunity to put yourself in high spirits.
"High Spirits" makes an ideal
companion to Audio's first bonus
reel, "Blood -and -Thunder Classics."
still available at Audiotape dealers.

-

F1

.* í=

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, N.Y.
In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.
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In Chicago: 5428 N. Milwaukee Ave..
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A complete guide to HOW,
WHERE, WHEN TO USE

OSCILLOSCOPES
Learn to use your 'scope
on all types of AM, FM,
and TV work
and see
how much better and faster you get things done!

...

Here,

in

a

edition, is

big 2nd

THE book that really shows you

how to use oscilloscopes!
Clearly as A -B -C, MODERN

OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR
USES tells you exactly when,
The book

where and how. You learn to
locate either AM or FM radio
or televisión troubles in a jiffy.
Tough realignment jobs are made

that tells you
No involved mathematics!
what you need to know easy.
Every detail is clearly

about 'scopes!

-from

explained
making connections to ad-

justing circuit components and

setting oscilloscope controls. And
you learn to analyze patterns fast and RIGHT!
Includes latest data on use of 'scopes in. industrial electronics,
teaching, atomic energy work-plus details on quantitative measurements-the slickest method of diagnosing many color TV
troubles and aligning sets properly. Over 400 pages and over
400 clear pictures. Dozens of pattern photos make things doubly
clear. Price only $6.50. Use coupon for 10 -day free trial.

DON'T THROW OLD RADIOS

Super Stereo Corrections
In reference to my article "Build a Super Stereo
Amplifier" which appeared in the October issue, I
would like to call the attention of your readers to
some unfortunate typographical errors. Resistors
R8, R9, R35, and R38 lost a zero somewhere
along the line, and instead of being 3000 ohms,
the correct value for them is 30,000 ohms. The
value for R12 is 18,000 ohms, as indicated in
the parts list. Also, the control grid pin of each
of the output tubes is pin 5, and not pin 1 as
indicated on the schematic. Any standard crystal
diode, such as the 1N48 or 1N34, is satisfactory for
CD1 in the 0-1 ma. meter circuit.
I would like to stress the fact that the power
supply capacitors should be covered with the
cardboard insulating tubes specified in the parts
list. Since some of the electrolytic cans carry about
one-half the B+ voltage, it is imperative that
this precaution be observed to prevent shocks.

AWAY -!
This giant book shows
exactly how to fix them
without a lot of
previous experience!

HARRY KOLIIE

New York, N.Y.

Stereo and Acoustical Tile

After reading Mr. Lorant's article on acoustical tile in the October issue, I am convinced that
Mr. Lorant has stereo confused with binaural
sound. Since when does the left ear hear only the
left speaker, even in a free out-of-doors sound
Just look up the how -to -do -it data on
field? Both ears hear both speakers. The factor
that old radio you want to fix!
which accounts for stereo directionality is phase
Four times out of 5 this giant. 3r/zpound, 744 -page Ghirardi RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S
difference between the two stereo channels.
H \NDBOOK gives exactly the information you need.
Tells
So far as an acoustically deadened room conwhat is likely to be causing the trouble
shows how to
fix it. Covers practically every radio receiver model made
tributing to better stereo or hi-fi is concerned,
by 202 manufacturers between 1925 and 1942. Using it. even
that's a lot of baloney. From 1930 to 1940, all
beginners can easily fix old sets which might otherwise
recording studios and concert halls were -dead and
thrown away because service information is lacking. With bea
few simple repairs, most of these old sets can. be made to
were considered the "rage." Today the trend is
operate pc fectly for years to come.
back to live halls and studios, and some even acid
Included are common trouble symptoms and their remedies for
reverberation artificially.
over 4,800 models of old home, auto radios and record changers:
Airline. Apex, Arvin, Atwater Kent, Belmont, Bosch, BrunsSeverance Hall, home of the Cleveland Orcheswick, Clarion, Crosley, Emerson, Fada, G -E, Kolster, Majestic,
tra, was recently brought back to life. It had been
Motorola, Philco, Pilot, RCA, Silvertone, Spartan, Stromberg
thought to be one of the best acoustically designed
and dozens more. Includes hundreds of pages of invaluable
halls in the country. And believe me, it was dead.
old time tube and component data, service short cuts, etc.
Price $6.95 -10 -day free trial.
You could hear a pin drop on the stage, but it was
dead so far as reverberation was concerned. \Vhat
am 'PRACTICE 10 DAYS' FREE!'
was the public reaction? Some said it was specDept. PE -129,
ARINC..T
&
INC.
CO.,
1 232 Madison Aun.RINEH,
New York I6. N. Y.
tacular and others were disturbed by the acoustics.
Send book(') checked below for free examinallon. In 10 days
1
I have a very live music room. The walls, floor,
I will either send price shown (plus postage) or
books
return
postpaid and Owe nothing.
and ceiling have an absorption coefficient of about
1
MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER5
1
AND THEIR USES, $6.50
.08 compared to .5 of acoustical tile-which means
HANDBOOK, $6.95
SAVE! Send eonh ,v ill, order and we pay Postage. Same I0 that the sound really bounces around. The frequency range of my sound system is from 25 to
II Nome
20,000 cps ± about 10 to 15 db, depending on the
placement of the test microphone. To increase the
1 Addresv
amount of reverberation, I use six artificial reverCity. Zone. Slate
beration speakers around the sides of the room
I OUTSIDE
U.S.A.-Add 50c to each book, cash with order only
that have a delayed reverberation of about .1
Same 10 -day return privilege with money refunded.
second and a decay of about 3 seconds. What is
10
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These men are getting practical

"

training in NEW Shop -Labs of

COYNE

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRONICS
ON REAL
Motors-Generators

-Switchboards-

Controls-Modern
AppliancesAutomatic
Electronic
Control Units

in Chicago-prepare for today's TOP OPPORTUNITY FIELD. Train on real full-size equipment at COYNE where thousands of successful
men have trained for over 60 years-largest,
oldest, best equipped school of its kind. Professional and experienced instructors show you
how, then do practical jobs yourself. No previous experience or advanced education needed.
Employment Service to Graduates.
NOW-PAY LATER-Liberal Finance and Payment Plans. Part-time employment help for students.
BOOK-"Guide to Careers" which describes
all training offered in ELECTRICITY and TELEVISION -RADIO ELECTRONICS-no obligation;
NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.
START

GET FREE

LEVISFO

Coyne Electrical School,1501 W. Congress Parkway
Chartered Not For Profit
Chicano 1, Dept. 99-2C

RADIO ELECTRONICS

-

ON REAL
TV ReceiversBlack and White
and Color
AM -FM and
Auto Radios

Transistors
Printed Circuits
Test Equipment
'13t1 ..- 9

`~71

!

MAIL COUPON

OR WRIVE

ADDRESS,BELOWJ

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Dept. 99-2C-New Coyne Building
1501 W. Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, III.
Send BIG FREE book and details of all the training
you offer. However, I am especially interested ire
Electricity
Television
Both Fields
'

Name
Address
City

State

o

we.

COYNE otters

OW

COST

IO

¿o"
.

.`
1EL1.Trainin

g

YOU CAN
QUICKLY

in

Spare Time AT HOME
The future is YOURS in TELEVISION!
fabulous field-good pay-fascinating work-a
prosperous future in a good job, or independence in
your own business!
A

Coyne brings you MODERN -QUALITY Television Home Training; training designed to meet Coyne standards at truly lowest cost
-you pay for training only-no costly "put together kits." Not an
old Radio Course with Television "tacked on." Here is MODERN
TELEVISION TRAINING including Radio, UHF and Color TV.
No Radio background or previous experience needed. Personal
guidance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job Guides to show you how to
do actual servicing jobs-make money early in course. Free Lifetime Employment Service to Graduates.

NOT FOR PROFIT

1501 W. Congress Parkway
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UK/ Tills

Send Coupon or write to address below

for Free Book
and full details,
including easy
Payment Plan.
No obligation, no
salesman will call.
r
COYNE Television
Home Training Division
Dept. 99-H2, New Coyne Building
1501 W. Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, Ill.

Send Free Book and details on how I can get.
Coyne Quality Television Home Training at

B.

w.

comes,,

President

Coyne-the lnetitul ion bet ind this

99-H2

INTERESTING
PROFITABLE

low cost and easy terms.

E'LEC7`'R1CAL sC1ilOOL,
CHARTERED AS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

BE DOING

(no...

f

he

foryeat, ofdeat. beat equipped
t

roe Idrntiar,ehoot of Ile kind.Foundedle99.
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City
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PROVE

your
Amplifier

-

.

n
.

.in
5. ways

with the

Am perex®
GZ34/5ÁR4

RECTIFIER

A LOW -IMPEDANCE, INDIRECTLY
HEATED, FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER
WITH 250 MA OUTPUT CAPACITY

The unique AMPEREX GZ34 replaces without circuit changes, in the majority of
amplifier circuits, an entire line of popular,
heavy-duty 5 -volt rectifiers-5U4G, 5V4G,

etc.-with the following benefits:

Better voltage regulation due to lowered
power supply impedance;
Higher power supply output
voltage for more power;
Added filter condenser protection
due to reduced surge;
Cooler operationduetolowervoltagedrop:
Protection of costly power output
tubes through delayed warm-up.
.

OTHER

Amperex TUBES

FOR

HIGH-FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS:

ELB4/6B05
6CA7/EL34
EF86/6267
ECC81/12AT7
ECC82/12AÚ7
ECC83/12AX7
ECC85/6AD8
EZ80/6V4
EZ81/6CA4

9 -pin power pentode; 17 W PP
Highpower pentode; 100 W PP
Low -noise high-µ pentode
Low -noise medium -14 dual triode
Low -noise low-µ dual triode

Lownoise high-µ dual triode
High-µ dual triode for FM tuners
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 90 ma.
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 150 ma.

At All Leading Electronic Ports Distributors

1 Amperex

~n
12

-

ELECTRONIC CORP.

.230. Duffy

the result? Anyone who listens to my system
claims that it is the best stereo they have ever
heard. The realism is perfect to the point of expecting the draperies at the speaker end of the
room to open and reveal live musicians.
I'm convinced most sound experts who have anything to say in magazines are a bunch of tin -eared
characters who think they have a sound system
better than anyone else's.
R. A. MARQU ARDT
Garfield Heights, Ohio
P.S. Did you ever listen to stereo with just a preamplifier and headphones? Fantastic, isn't it?

¿e

5T4,

(Continued from page 10)

Ave., Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y;:

Yes, it is; which only goes to disprove Mr.
Marquardt's point that stereo is just as good when
both ears hear both stereo channels. Unless the
inter -channel separation is excessive, stereo is heard
to best advantage by listening wills headphones
since each ear Then hears only one channel. The
importance of the factors which contribute to the
stereo effect is debatable; some authorities hold
that intensity differences are most important,
others feel that other .factors such as arrival-time
difference, waveform difference, and phase difference are of primary importance.
Each to his own taste. If Mr. Marquardt likes
to listen to stereo in an ultra -lively room with six
extra speakers to increase the reverberation still
further, we say-more power to hies, but we
wouldn't recommend it for most readers.

Atomic Clock?
Whoever wrote the article on the atomic clock
in the October issue is as confused about Einstein's theories as Einstein was himself. Einstein's
theory of relatiY ity does not say "twenty years of
travel in space at the speed of light," because that
would be merely twenty years and no more. If
Einstein made such a statement, he had in mind
twenty light-years, which equal millions of ordinary years. (Ed.: Light-years are usually considered to be a measurement of distance, rather
than of time.)
Again, who vouches for the statement that the
atomic bomb was the result of Einstein's theories?
Einstein was merely the "go-between" in bringing
the possibility of an atom bomb to the attention
of President Roosevelt. Bohr and others from
Europe brought the idea over here. And the
effects of motion and gravity are not opposite as
stated in the article; the two forces run at a right
angle to each other. Einstein's proposal that acceleration is the cause of gravity is not true; on the
contrary, gravity creates acceleration.
To make the story short, neither Newton nor
Einstein solved the problem of the origin and stature of gravity. That privilege has been reserved
for me. I have found the answer to the problems
of stature and the universe, which naturally includes the force of gravity. Kepler, Newton, Laplace, Moulton and Chamberlin, and Einstein, have
been unable to solve any of the problems correctly
simply because they did not realize that electricity
is the foundation of all that exists.
You may think of me as a crackpot, but that
does not alter the fact that I have solved every
problem (yes, every problem) in nature and the
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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That's what I.C.S.

offers you. No tricks. No

gimmicks. Whatever your job interests-from
accounting to zerography-there's an I.C.S. course
tailor-made to help you get ahead in your present
job. Or in finding a new career.
I.C.S. is the world's oldest and largest training
school. Each I.C.S. course is success -proven by
thousands of former students who now occupy top
supervisory and management positions.

Texts are prepared by leading business and industrial authorities working with I.C.S. You get
bedrock facts plus practical, on-the-job application.
Everything you learn has immediate "cash value."

°
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going to and from class, waiting for slower students
to catch up. If you like, I.C.S. will make progress
reports to your employer to let him know you're
the kind of person who wants to-and will-get
ahead. Thousands of I.C.S. students report pay increases within a few months after enrollment.
THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW ! The sooner you win
the coveted I.C.S. diploma, the sooner you move
ahead to bigger pay, a better job, real security.

.3

your spare

FREE BOOKS ! Cheek the subject that interests
you in the coupon below. I.C.S. will rush you (1) a
special book outlining opportunities in this field,
(2) the 32 -page gold mine of career tips, "How to
Succeed," (3) a sample lesson demonstrating the
famous I.C.S. method.

For Real Job Security-Get an I. C. S. Diploma!

I. C. S., Scranton 15, Penna.

As an I.C.S. student you study at home-in
time-at your own pace. No time lost

Accredited Member,

National Home Study Council

I.

INT.E,RN'ATION+AL- CORRESPONDENCE_ SCNO.ILS

.

ICS

BOX 82622L, SCRANTON 15, PENNA.

(Partial list of 258 courses)
Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW to SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which I have marked X (plus sample lesson):
ARCHITECTURE
AVIATION
Good English
Industrial Electronics
CIVIL
Aero-Engineering Technology
and BUILDING
ENGINEERING
High School Mathematics
O Practical Radio -TV Engrg
CONSTRUCTION O Aircraft & Engine Mechanic
High School Science
Practical Telephony
O Civil Engineering
Air Conditioning
Radio -TV Servicing
Short Story Writing
O Construction Engineering
BUSINESS
Architecture
O Highway Engineering
O Accounting
LEADERSHIP
Arch. Drawing and
O Professional Engineer (Civil) O Industrial Foremanship
Advertising
RAI LROAD
Designing
Reading Struc. Blueprints
Business Administration
O Industrial Supervision
Car Inspector and Air Brake
Building Contractor
Business Management
O Sanitary Engineer
Diesel Electrician
Personnel
-Labor
Relations
Building Estimator
Structural Engineering
Cost Accounting
Diesel Engr. and Fireman
O Supervision
Carpenter Builder
Surveying and Mapping
O Creative Salesmanship
CI Diesel Locomotive
Carpentry and Millwork
MECHANICAL
Managing a Small Business
DRAFTING
Carpenter Foreman
and
SHOP
Professional Secretary
STEAM and
Aircraft Drafting
Healing
O Diesel Engines
O Public Accounting
DIESEL POWER
Architectural Drafting
O Painting Contractor
D Industriac. Welding
Purchasing Agent
Combustion Engineering
Drafting & Machine Design
Plumbing
Industrial
Engineering
O Salesmanship
Power Plant Engineer
Electrical
Drafting
O
Reading Arch. Blueprints
Industrial
etaumytation
Salesmanship and
Stationary Diesel Engr.
Mechanical Drafting
Industrial Metallurgy
Management
ART
O Stationary Fireman
O Sheet Metal Drafting
Industrial Safety
Commercial Art
O Traffic Management
O Structural Drafting
Machine
Shop
Practice
O Magazine Illus.
TEXTILE
CHEMICAL
Mechanical Engineering
ELECTRICAL
Carding and Spinning
O Show Card and
Analytical Chemistry
D Professional Engineer (Meth) D Cotton Manufacture
Electrical Engineering
Sign Lettering
Chemical Engineering
Quality Control
Elec. Engr. Technician
Sketching and Painting
D Cotton Warping and Weaving
Chem. Lab. Technician
Reading Shop Blueprints
Elec. Light and Power
Loom Fixing Technician
AUTOMOTIVE
Elements of Nuclear Energy
Refrigeration and
D Practical Electrician
D Textile Designing
Automobile
General Chemistry
Air Conditioning
Practical Lineman
Auto Body Rebuilding
D Textile Finishing & Dyeing
O Natural Gas Prod. and Trans.
(Elec)
Toot Design
Tool Making
Professional
Engineer
and Refinishing
D Throwing
O Petroleum Prod. and Engr.
RADIO, TELEVISION D Warping and Weaving
Aulo Engine Tuneup
HIGH SCHOOL
O Professional Engineer (Chem)
General Electronics Tech.
Auto Technician
High School Diploma
D Worsted Manufacturing
O Pulp and Paper Making
Age

Name
City
Occupation

December, 1959
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State

Home Address

Working Hours
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Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools, Canadian, Ltd., Montreal,
Canada.... Special low monthly tuition rates to members of the U. S. Armed Forces.
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STRANfOR CIRCUITS...

(Continued from page 12)

universe on the basis of one sing e concept. Some
day I hope to publish my discovery which will
shake the very foundation of present-day science.
HENRY J. \NETT

Miami, Fla.
'R.4r',[SIYft

UDl
IL

R

NG

TWAY!

CirctúlTAPT

Are you kidding vs, Henry? Those foundations
are pretty secure, you know.

Record Clubs

have just finished reading your article on
record clubs in the October issue. I found it very
interesting, and it is true to the last word.
But let me tell you about one man's experience
with a record club. From all the friendly advertising about getting so
many records for the price
of one, I joined one of the
larger record clubs some
I

c.,.>

time ago. Everything

This popular book and eight new low-cost

transistors are available now from your
nearby Sylvania Semiconductor Distributor

With the newest edition of Sylvania's Transistor Circuits book and eight diversified
low-cost Sylvania transistors you can economically build a wide range of electronic
equipment. Projects ranging from Fire
Alarms to Stroboscopes are outlined in full
detail for easy construction.
Contact your nearby authorized Sylvania
Semiconductor Distributor for your copy of
the new book at 35 and for full informa-.
tion on the eight new low-cost transistors.
Or write directly to the address below.

New Low -Cost Sylvania Transistors
Type
2N1264
2N1265
2N1266
2N229
2N233
2N255
2N307
21.1554

Description

Price

20v, PNP Drift RF-IF Ampl.
10v, PNP AF Ampl

$1.30

10v,
10v,
10v,
15v,

PNP IF Ampl.

NPN AF Ampl.
NPN IF Ampl
PNP Power
35v, PNP Power
30v, PNP Power

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Semiconductor Division

loo Sylvan Rd., Woburn, Mass.

SYLVANIA`)
subside., of

GENERAL TELEPHONE 8 ELECTRONICS
14

.65
.65
.65
.65
1.35
1.35
1.35

worked out fine until I
wrote them a letter stating
I was discontinuing my
membership. Then, all of a
sudden, the records started
pouring in-records I had
never ordered. After I had
amassed quite a collection
of unwanted records, I returned them to the club,
again saying that I had
cancelled my membership.
The pay-off came when I received a big fat bill
for those records I was supposedly hiding.
I have nothing against the record clubs, but I
think this practice of dumping records on people
who don't want them should stop. Of course, there
is the possibility that in my case it was all a mistake. However, if it was deliberate, the record
clubs should realize that this is the worst kind
of public relations on their part.
W. MORROW CUMMINGS, JR.

Houston, Texas

Opposites Still Attract
Although in all probability you have received
99,999 letters on this same subject, certainly one
more can do no harm. Being just a fledgling in
the field of electronics (I'm taking a correspondence course at present), perhaps I am a little
anxious to show off some of my newly gained
knowledge. But you really shook me up for a
minute on page SS of your October issue when you
stated in the caption for Fig. 3 that "When the
plates have a like charge, they will move toward
each other; when they have unlike charges, they
will repel each other." That ain't the way I learned
it. If this were true, it would no doubt be regarded as the scientific feat of the century.
IN

ROBERT L. THOMAS

Las Cruces, N. M.
You're right, Bob. Until some basic laws of the
universe are changed, opposites will continue to
attract. 7'ry as we may, a crazy error like this
will slip in from time to time. Fortunately we said
it correctly in the text of the article.
30
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TE:LE.VI'S;iON

ELECTRONICS -RADIO

;

Learn ALL 8 PHASES in ONE MODERN HOME-STUDY COURSE
At Home

1I

- In Spare Time

YOU GET ALL THIS NEWEST
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT
Parts to build
all tubes plus

modern TV set, including
large screen Picture Tube

a

a

Parts to build a powerful Superhet Receiver,
standard broadcast and short wave

Parts to conduct many experiments and build
Continuity Checker, RF Ocillator, TV Circuits,
Audio Oscillator. TRF Receiver, Signal Generator
A

Valuable Professional Multitester

L
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TOUTS TO KEEP

YOUR NATIONAL SCHOOLS TELERAMA COURSE COVERS ALL 8 PHASES
1. TELEVISION, INCLUDING COLOR TV
2. RADIO,

FM AND

AM

3. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
4. SOUND RECORDING AND HI FIDELITY

S. PREPARATION

a

Resident

-

LICENSE

ss ith our
qualified staff, and Graduate Employment Service. EVER\ THING
10U NEED for outstanding success
in Electronics.

You can build a secure future for yourself if you get into Electronics NOW! Today's shortage of trained technicians creates
tremendous opportunities. National Schools Shop -Method trained
technicians are in constant and growing demand for high -pay jobs
in Broadcasting and Communications, Electronic Research, Servicing and Repair, and many other branches.
Technical School for over 50 years
train you for today's unlimited opportunities in electronics! Our Shop
Method trains you to be a MASTER TECHNICIAN. Completely up to
date, developed by experienced instructors and engineers, your Tele rama Course will teach you all phases
of the industry quickly, clearly and
correctly. You can master the most
modern projects, such as Color TV,
printed circuits
even prepare for
FCC License without taking a special

FCC

--consultation
many other materials and services
privilege

YOU ARE NEEDED IN THE TELEVISION -ELECTRONICS-RADIO INDUSTRY!

Let National Schools,

FOR

6. AUTOMATION
7. RADAR AND MICRO WAVES
8. COMMUNICATIONS

RESIDENT

course. You can handle sales, servicing, manufacturing, or make good
money in your own business. SEND
FOR FACTS TODAY!
EARN AS YOU LEARN. Many of our

'x

TRAINING

AT

ANGELES

LOS

in

your training
t. Los Angeles,
sta
our Resident
TY ca:UM:
O and
world's
the
Shops,
our big, modern Here you wads
Studios
rotes-P1
war
Radio

.: ishle

Schoo

students earn their entire tuition and
more in Spare Time jobs we show
them how to do while learning.

'

in

to

_finest, most
latest Electronic

lessons,

pletelfaciI

-

YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED

ti ousted
Is

by

ostccomY

tEmployment

Clear, profusely illustrated
shop -tested manuals, modern circuit
diagrams, practical job projects all
the valuable equipment shown above

near

-

'

home
attentton.nGradrate
in finding
while you
'Service. Help
time lob
full
part
school-and boo in eau?°° for

learn. Check
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS
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TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA'

s.

M°orta

FREE!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
S.

FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT.

I

R2G-129

ST.

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

I

Rush free TV-Radio "Opportunity- Book and samplu
lesson. No salesman will call.
!
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FAST SERVICE-NAIL 1OW TO

4000 5. FIGUEROA

.

APPROVED FOR G. I. TRAINING

4000

!GET

Fully illustrated "Career" Book in
TV -Radio -Electronics. PLUS actual sample
lesson-yours at no cost, no obligation.'
CLIP COUPON NEW . , MAID IT TODAY!
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KIT:

HSK33 turntable, 49.5

K

12

12" tone

arm, 23.95; TBA base, 17.95

P®P'fronias
Bookshelf

Mk'

... there's only one .choiceyou need to make

DELUXE ASSEMBLED:

33H

turntable.

79.50; 212-SX tone arm, 34.00; 33C base, 23.95.

If you have decided to go real hi-fi and
want the security of professional playing
eqüipment, then naturally you'll step up
to a GRAY turntable and arm combination.
Whether you choose the custom deluxe
factory assembled units or the economical precision kits, you get all the engineering extras exclusive with GRAY.
GRAY stands for superb engineering
and highest value for those who need
the best.
exclusive GRAY features

Is

GRAY

Hysteresis Belt Drive

GRAY
DEPT.

I6

P,

16 ARBOR

Oversized platter and bear
ing assembly

High Fidelity
Division
ST., HARTFORD

1,

CONN.

"TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS" by K. W. Cattermole. Published by the Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.
442 pages. $14.00.
If you have been looking for a comprehensive elementary treatment of transistors, you will find this
book invaluable. Starting with several chapters on transistor theo-

ry a n d manufacture,
it includes lengthy sections on single- and
multi -stage amplifiers,
power amplifiers, high frequency amplifiers,

TRANSB
CIRCU

power supplies and

bias stabilization, neg-

ative resistance, binary circuits, waveform
generation, counting and timing circuits,
etc. Although it will be primarily of interest to the engineering student rather than
to the average experimenter, the book is
quite thorough and up to date.

"TIME TABLE FOR THE CLASSICAL REPERTOIRE" by William Colbert. Published
by William Colbert, % The Audio Exchange, Inc., 153-21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica
32, N. Y. 34 pages. Soft cover. $2.75.
This is an expensive little booklet, but
it may be worth the money to tape recorder
fans who do a lot of recording off the air.
The average performance times for over
1200 compositions are listed, allowing the
recordist to select the optimum length of

tape for most classical selections. For instance, if you want to record Haydn's Toy
Symphony, you only need to plan on seven
minutes of recording time. Or, who would
know offhand that Ravel's Bolero runs for
13 minutes and thus requires only 13 minutes worth of tape? Mr. Colbert claims an
accuracy of ±10% for orchestral works
and ±20% for solo performances. Operas,
(Continued on page 20)
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STUDY AT HOME
for

career in ELECTRONICS
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CREI prepares you quickly for success
Electronic Engineering Technology, including
Servomechanisms; Computers; Radar; Automation; Aeronautical Electronics; Broadcasting; Communications and Manufacturing, and
the electronic principles associated with guided
missiles, telemetering, astronautics and instrumentation.

BENEFITS FELT RIGHT AWAY

Almost immediately, you feel the benefits of
CREI study. Your employer, when informed of
your step toward advancement (only at your
request), is certain to take new interest in you
and in your future. What you learn in CREI
Home Study can start helping you do a better
job immediately.
CREI HOME STUDY

... QUICK

WAY TO GET THERE

Since 1927, CREI has given thousands of ambitious young men the technical knowledge that
leads to more money and security. CREI can
help you, too-if you really want to be helped.
CREI lessons are prepared by experts in easy to -understand form. There is a course of instruction geared to the field in which you want
to specialize. Study at your convenience, at
your own rate of speed.
INDUSTRY RECOGNIZES CREI HOME STUDY

personnel. To name
a few: All America

INSJRANCE

Cables and Radio,

Inc.; Canadian

Broadcasting Corpo-

FOR YOUR FUTURE
IN THE NEW WORLD OF
6'

ELECTRONICS

ration; Columbia

Broadcasting System; Gates Radio
Company; Federal

tg

Electric Corp.; The

Martin Company;

EtE[tc0
NOe,IEE
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Douglas Aircraft
Co.; U. S. Information Agency (Voice
of America); Cana-

dair Limited; TransCanada Air Lines;
United Air Lines.

e

Get This New Fact -Packed
54 -Page

Book-It's Free!

PAYS FOR ITSELF- QUICKLY

Your very first raise could repay your investment in CREI education, and leave you a profit
the very first year. Increases in pay thereafter
are pure profit, and you'll be prepared for many
more promotions and pay raises.
If you have had a high school education, and
experience in electronics-and realize the need
of a high-level technical knowledge to make
good in the better electronic jobs-you can qualify for CREI home study education. (Electronics a perience is not required for admission
to CREI Residence School.)

CREI courses are prepared with an eye to the
needs and demands of industry, so your CREI
diploma can open many doors for you. Countless CREI graduates now enjoy important,
good -paying positions with America's most important companies. Many famous organizations CREI also offers residence courses in Washinghave arranged for CREI education for their ton, D. C. at the same high technical level. Day
and evening classes start at regular intervals.
Brand New Course: Automation and Industrial ElecQualified residence school graduates earn detronics Engineering Technology
gree as "Associate in Applied Science." Check
automation.
emphasis
all
electronic
phases
of
Special
Covers
coupon, or write, Capitol Radio Engineering
on theory, functioning, and applications of servomechanisms
and computers. Also noteworthy: Lessons on machine conInstitute, Dept. 1212F 1, 3224 16th St., N.W.,
trol, instrumentation, data-processing, and telemetry.
Wash. 10, D. C.
?

o

TAKE

jA; MINUTE

TO

MAIL THIS. COUPON FOR FREE

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula-Founded

1927
Dept. 1212F 1, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.
Please send me your course outline' and FREE illustrated 54 -page
book, "Insurance for Your Future in the New World of Electronics"
describing opportunities and CRE1 Home Study courses in
Practical Electronic Engineering Technology.
Radar, Servo and Computer Engineering Technology
CHECK
Electronic Engineering Technology
FIELD OF
Communications Engineering Technology
GREATEST
Television Engineering Technology
INTEREST
Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology L3
Automation and Industrial Electronics Engineering Technology
Name

Age

Street
City

CHECK:

P54 -PAGE

°

BOOK

To obtain fast, immediate service and to avoid
delay, it is necessary that the following information be filled in:

EMPLOYED
BY
TYPE OF
PRESENT WORK

EDUCATION:
YEARS HIGH SCHOOL
OTHER
ELECTRONICS EXPERIENCE

Home Study

Zone.
Residence School

.

State
Korean Veteran

L
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knight-kits make the Big News...
A PRODUCT OF

ALLIED RADIO

seé,therra= in .AL41 E D'S 1960"catalógTHE WORL.Ds

LADINO

ELECTROÓVI,C StJPPLY GUIDE

See these and scores of other great knight -kits

FREE
send
for it

/

1.-,a°
:fº
Y-731 Deluxe FM -AM Stereo Hi -Fl
Tuner (Multiplex add -in)
587.50

V-712 Custom Superhet Citizen's
Band Transceiver
529..95

only $5 down

V-608 Lab AC VTVM with Automatic Range Selection,
$99.50

only 85 down

only $5 down

7

Y-611

Lab DC

Scope with Triggered Sweep and
Plug -In Vertical

ó

Preamps (less

.

p0°O1
nO oo92

Preamps) $285.00

only 810 down

V-773 Super -Value 20-Watt
Stereo Hi -Fi Amplifier.$44.50

T-400 400 -Watt Transmltter(AM and
SSB add -ins available)
$395.00

only 82 down

only $00 down

1

Y-708 1000

Ohm/Volt

Pocket Volt -Ohm -Milli ammeter
$9.95

0-30 Amateur Grid Dip
Meter (1.5-3W roc). ..922.%
only 82 down

Y-711

Ammeter -Voltmeter for
Cars and Boats
$10.75

there's a money -saving knight-kit for every need
SEE PAGE AFTER PAGE. OF FASCINATING KITS, INCLUDING:
LOWEST tERMS
HEM
Only $5 down (or less)
5200' up
on orders up to
Fast
pay
to
to 24 months
red

handling-no

HI-FI KITS
Stereo Deluxe Preamp
60 -Watt Stereo Amplifier
Stereo Control
25-Watt
18-Watt

Amplifier
Amplifier
12 -Watt Amplifier
FM -AM Tuner
FM Tuner
Speaker Systems
and óthers

HOBBYIST KITS
"Span -Master" Receiver
"Space -Spanner" Receiver
"Ranger" Radios :
"Ocean Hopper" Radio -.
Clock -Radio
Radio -Intercom
5 -Transistor Portable
2 -Transistor Pocket Set
'

Intercom
Electronic Lab Kits Photoelectronic System,
and many others
2 -Way

.

sold exclusively by

18

L!. E D
ALLIED

R

INSTRUMENTKITS
DC VTVM
Volt -Oh m -M it l is m mete rs
5" OscilloscopesTube Checkers
RF Signal Generator
Signal Tracer
Audio Generator
Sweep Generator
Battery Eliminator
Capacity Checker
Transistor Checker R/C Tester, plus many others'
.

A-

D

1
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the Best News in electronic kits for 1960
SAVE UP

/

4,Des,

world's easiest L,-bild kits

11150%

WI /

0811111~11~

BUILD THE BEST

"

with the exclusive
knight-kit

MONEY -BACK

@.-
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..sl

Deluxe 40 -Watt Stereo Am.
Wilier (with Center Channel) $79.50
Y-774

...
,...

only $5 down

..-.....

..,..

.-.--

..,

GUARANTEE

KNIGHT -KITS
are an exclusive
Every KNIGHT
product of Allied
-KIT
Radio.
tions, or we refund meets or exceeds published
specificayour money
in full.

BUY ANY KNIGHT
IT MUST PERFORM -KIT/ BUILD IT!
EXACTLY AS
OR WE REFUND
CLAIMED
R MONEY,

-4.-..

....-

-

.1-2

__?1,19M-00~091910~~119110»
_
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only -knight -kits have

"

11,01\
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"CONVENIENCE ENGINEERING"

-

for easiest building...no previous
electronic experience needed

R-100 Amateur CommunicaSons Receiver (HI -gain, with
budt-in 0 -Multiplier). $104.50

Exclusive in Kñights-Kits, "convenience engineering
means -special attention to every detail.: resistors
are carded and numbered for easy selection ....all
parts -and hardware are packaged in clear plastic
wire Is precut,
bags for easy identification
stripped tinned and color -coded to save time...
special printed circuitry is used tó eliminate
complex wiring :_all parts are top premium
quality -you get ever.ythin9-even the solder!.
Finally, Kniáht-Klt instructions are clear as
crystal; step-by-step procedure.and wall -sized
picfure diagrams make assembly a marvel of
simplicity. Your final reward is -proud
enjoyment ofthe -superior performance
designed intó your Knight -Kit.

only $5 down

1

.

L
W."411"'-.

j

Y-713 Citizen's Band
Transceiver
$39.95

.

only $2 down

FREEsend

SEE THEM HERE
AMATEUR KITS

-AWED

°
-
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50-Walt

Transmitter
Sell -Powered VFO
100 cc Crystal Calibrator
RF "Z" Bridge
Code.Practice Oscillator

0700.

,

'

for the value-patked

1960 ALLIED CATALOG

Write for the 1960 ALLIED Catalog featuring the
complete KNIGHT -KIT line. -see the big news in
electronic kits-get.ttirs leading Buying Guide for
ever/thing in Electronics. Send for your FREE copy.

-

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 163-M9
N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

100

O Send
Pioneers in the development of the'woríd'i finest electronic kits

our 39th year
,

THE WORLD
.

December, 1959

-S

LARGEST ELECTRONIC SUPPLY HOUSE
.

FREE 1960

ALLIED Catalog

Name

Address
City

Zone

State

.
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Bookshelf
Now used as original equipment

by leading r anufacturers

(Continued from page 16)

however, due to various cuts made in performance, are more variable in playing
time.

"SERVOMECHANISM FUNDAMENTALS"

by Ben Zeines. Published by McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 330 West 42nd St., New York 36,
N. Y. 257 pages. $5.50.

Written especially for the technician,
this book is a general treatment of the
fundamentals of servomechanisms. The emphasis is on proper
servo operation a n d
SERVOMECHANISM

ERIE

maintenance rather

%

singlé=álement'STEREO cartridge
Take, a tip from the audio engineers
who design packaged stereo sets. For
your: stereo work or stereo fun-

replacement or conversion-specify
the. STERI EO ceramic cartridge.
You'll like its high quality, already
recognized by several leading manufacturers... balanced channel outputs,
high channel separation, full frequency response.
Ask for STERI EO at your electronic or audio parts store. Replacement unit as low as $6.95 list, and
conversion kit as low as $8.95 list
(dual stylus-sapphire/sapphire).
For where -to -buy information write to:

ERIE
ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION
Erie, Pennsylvania
20

FUNDAMENTAI.B

than on the design of
servo systems. Mathematical analyses and
formulas are kept to a
minitnum in the text,
but they are incorposzo
rated into appendixes
for easy reference. Elementary forms of
control systems, synchros, servo elements,
electronic and magnetic amplifiers are all
covered, and both d.c. and a.c. servomotors
are discussed in detail. The final chapter
gives examples of servos and servomechanisms. Recommended as an introduction to
the subject. Particularly valuable for service technicians, it will be a source of much
useful technical data.

"THE THIRTEEN STEPS TO THE ATOM"
by Charles -Noel Martin. Published by
Franklin Watts, Inc., 575 Lexington Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y. 256 pages.. $4.95.
The subtitle of this book, "A Photographic Exploration," hints at its contents.
It is basically a collection of 118 photographs of magnified bits of nature, ranging
from atoms and atomic nuclei to snowflakes. The quality of the enlargements-

going to thirty million times magnification
in one case-is almost incredible. And the
beauty of many of the pictures is breathtaking-the delicate and graceful snowflakes, for example. Perhaps the most
impressive photograph is one which shows
actual atoms of rhenium arranged in perfect circular patterns. This book must
really be seen to be appreciated. The text,
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER THAN EVER TO BECOME A WELL PAID

RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE TECHNICIAN

---

[IOW- Just S6 Stari's°if®iu Training
,
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toot and na.nible for
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Complete Facts Free-Act Now; Offer Limited

The new sprnyh..rry

HOME STUDY TRAINING IN SPARE TIME
Under world-famous 27 -year old Spray berry Plan, you learn entirely
at home in spare time. You keep on with your present job and income.
You train as fast or as slowly as you wish. You get valuable kits of
parts and equipment for priceless shop -bench practice. And everything you receive, lessons and equipment alike, is all yours to keep.

11or.

5

r

Only a limited number of students may be accepted on this liberal
and unusual basis. We urge you to act at once...mail the coupon below and get complete details plus our big new catalog and an actual
sample lesson-afl free. No obligation ...no salesman will bother you.

TraininghTeleviinnrReuilt nod tinted
celv
in

+§

Men by the thousands...trained Radio -Television Service Technicians... are needed at. once! Perhaps you've thought about entering
this interesting, top paying field, but lack of ready money held you
back. Now -just $6 enrolls you for America's finest, most up to
date home study training in Radio -Television! Unbelievable? No,
the explanation is simple! We believe Radio -Television must have
the additional men it needs as quickly as possible. We are willing to
do our part by making Sprayberry Training available for less money
down and on easier terms than ever before. This is your big opportunity to get the training you need...to step into a line job or your
own Radio -Television Service Business.

viuiblr

shop -hatch

fro 24

á

-p This great industry is begging
for trained men ... to step into good paying jobs
or a profitable business of their own! Our new
plan opens the doors of Radio -Television wide to
every ambitious man who is ready to act at once!

EQUIPMENT

To help you born fa.t the practical did.
of Itadw -1 e1ev io,aty we
send you expertly engineered training kith to

`iCi

"Learn-by®oing" oMay...
g
'- 4 úi'rtp.
}.Y $.

COMPLETE KITS
&
25 BIG,
of
PARTS

ire

sections.

Now olfer.d ... thin tfoo
modern usellIor:ope
You timid this puwerlul

two. band superhe erudyn..ndio receiver,=

LET US PROVE HOW EASILY YOU CAN LEARN!
Radio -Television needs YOU! And Sprayberry is ready to
train you on better, easier terms, that any ambitious man can
afford. Just $6 starts you! Mail coupon today ... let the facts
speak for themselves. You have everything to gain. Let us
prove the kind of opportunity in store for you!

SPRAYBERRY Academy of Radio-Television
1512 W. Jarvis Avenue, Dept. 105-E, Chicago 26, Illinois

e

4
i

December, 1959
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Mail:Thi's,Coúpon
You hñild the
new Spray.

thw

IN -range
Vol_ -Ohm

M.l
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=

Salesman WiÍI CálI.

Sprayberry Academy of Radio -Television
Dept.105-E, 1512 W. Jarvis Ave., Chicago 26, III.

want oKts :

Please rush all information on your A 1.1. N I? W Had io-Tele.
vision Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate no,
nod that no salesman wilt call upon me. Include New Catalog and Sample Lesson FREE.
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BUY IT!-I can't
even pronounce it!
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Bookshelf

(Continued from page 20)

incidentally, is clear, well -organized, and
to the point.

"HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF
TAPE RECORDING" by Lee Sheridan. Published by Robins Industries Corp., 36-27
Prince St., Flushing 54, N. Y. 128 pages.
Soft cover. $1.00.

"ah !" ELECTROSTATIC
TRANSDUCER...
the 2 -in -1 mid -range and super tweeter
that brings out "hidden sound"
your present cone or piston -type
speaker cannot capture!
Make it easy on yourself. Just ask for the "AH!"
Speaker and we promise you'll hear sounds you never
believed possible with your present Hi -S set-up. Your
conventional tweeter cannot and does not
you
complete high frequency response, due to its give
inability
to recover quickly enough from abrupt frequency
change. The AH' electrostatic transducer, of course,
is based on a completely new electronic principle and
reacts instantaneously to all frequency change-no
matter how abrupt-so, areas of "Hidden Sound" are
revealed with the "AH!". Just one minute of your
listening time at your dealer's will convince you.
The 2 -in -1 AH! is a mid -range and super tweeter
to give you full response from 600 cps to past the
of audibility. And, the AH! is complete. Nothing limit
else
to buy-R/C crossover network and AC power are built
in. To prove our confidence in AH's superior quality
we guarantee the elements for 5 full years.

Only

49.95
Send for FREE booklet "8 unusual
and stereo arrangements with
the AH!" Complete with schematic

diagrams and wiring

instructions.

Cosmos Industries, Inc.
31-28
22

Queens Blvd., Lónglsland City I, N.Y.

This is a book written at a basic level
for amateur recordists. Included are chapters on stereo, recording tapes, operating
a tape recorder, microphone placement,
editing and splicing, how to build a tape
library, and tape clubs. Although the technical side of tape recorders is barely
touched upon, most home recordists and
newcomers to the field will find much useful and valuable information in this book.

o ®
"UNDERSTANDING TRANSISTORS" by
Milton S. Kiver. Published by Allied Radio
Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.
64 pages. Soft cover. 50 cents.
This is a short,and concise introduction
to transistors ' and transistor circuitry.
About half of the book is devoted to transistor theory and the remainder to discussions of practical transistor circuits.
Recommended both as a basic transistor
book and for reference purposes.

Free Literature Roundup

"The Final Authority," a four -page pamphlet which tells why the design of a universal tube tester is impractical, is available from all distributors of CBS tubes.
Bud Tomer, the author, points out the inadequacies of "do-it-yourself" tube testers
and goes on to add that only a qualified
technician can interpret a tube tester's
readings accurately.

If you would like to have a resistor capacitor color -code chart to put in your
notebook or hang on your workshop wall,
the folks at EICO are making them available through their distributors. For the
name and address of the distributor in
your area, write to Electronic Instrument
Co., Inc., 33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island
City 1, N. Y.
30
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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HAM

BROADCASTING ,INDUSTRIAL

LAB

FOR VALVE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE!
RCA WV-38A (K)

VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER
o'

Vll

only 129.95*(includes batteries, probe and cable with slip-on alligator
clip, ground lead and clip, assembly and operating instructions) (available
factory -wired and calibrated-only $43.95')
Exclusive features make this RCA VOM kit the buy of a lifetime! Extra 1 -volt and 0.25

-

,,v

volt (250 mv) ranges for wider usage in transistor servicing-new handle clip accommodates probes and test leads for extra carrying convenience. Assembles in a breeze!

extra -large
easier-to -read scales
inch meter
polarity reversal switch excellent frequency response full -wave
bridger rectifier
low circuit loading
standard dbm ranges.
SPECIFICATIONS: Input Resistance -20,000 ohms per volt on DC; 5,000 ohms per volt on AC
Accuracy-±.- 3% DC; ± 5%
AC (full scale)
Regular Scales-2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1030, 5000 volts, AC and DC; 50, tra 1, 10, 100, 500 ma, 10 amps (DC)
Extra Scales -250 mv. and 1 volt (dc)
Frequency Response-AC-flat from 10 cycles to 50 Kc (usable response at 500 Kc)
Dimensions-W. 51/4", H. 67/e",
Ohms -3 ranges: Rxl-(0.2,000 ohms); Rx100 (0-200,000 ohms); Rx10,000 (0-20,000,000 ohms)
FEATURING: ohms -divider network fuse -protected
51/4

°

D. 31/a"

RCA WO -33A (K)

3 -INCH OSCILLOSCOPE
only 79.95 4 (complete with Low -Cap, Direct Input Probe and Cable/ (also
available factory -wired and calibrated-only $129.95')
The first 'scope kit with "gel -up -and -go!" Use it for practically everything-video servicing,

j -.ñ.d
--

audio and ultrasonic equipment, low level audio servicing of pickups, mikes, pre -amps,
radios and amplifiers, troubleshooting ham radio, hi-fi equipment, etc.-and you can take it
with you, on the job, anywhere!
scaled
FEATURING: voltage -calibrated frequency -compensated, 3 to 1 step attenuator
graph screen and calibrating voltage source for direct reading of peak -to -peak voltages
with
low capaci"plus -minus" internal sync...holds sync to 4.5 Mc. shielded input cable
tance probe included weighs only 14 pounds includes built in bracket to hold power cord
and cables.

SPECIFICATIONS: Vertical Amplifier (Narrow Band Position)-Sensitivity, 3 rms mv/inch; Bandwidth, within -3 db, 20 cps
Vertical Amplifier (Wide Band Position)-Sensitivity, 100 rms my/inch; Bandwidth, within -3 db, 5.5 cps to 5.5
to 150 Kc
Mc
Vertical Input Impedance-At Low -Cap cable input...10 megohms, 10 trlvf (approx.); At Direct -cable input...1 megohm,
Sweep Circuit-Sawtooth Range, I5 cps to 75 Kc; Sync, external, ± internal; Line Sweep, 160° adjustable
90 turf (approx.)
phase.

RCA WV -77E (K)

VOLTOHMYST
only

129.95*(also
it-an

available factory-wired and calibrated only $49.95')

VoltOhmyst Kit at this low, low price! You get famous
dependability, plus the easiest to assemble kit you've ever seen!
Think of

'

l'

1

`1
Ii
lI

.ii

"4

RCA

RCA

accuracy and

ultra -slim probes and flexible leads
FEATURING: ohms -divider network protected by fuse
separate 11/2 volts rms and
sleeve attachment on handle stores probes, leads, power cord
front -panel lettering
4 volts peak -to -peak scales for accuracy on low ac measurements

4

acid -etched.

-.,

1101-

SPECIFICATIONS: Measures: DC Volts -0.02 volt to 1500 volts in 7 overlapping ranges; AC
Volts (RMS)-0.1 volt to 1500 volts in 7 overlapping ranges; AC Volts (peak -to -peak) -0.2 volt
ranges;
volts
in
Resistance-from 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms in 7 overlapping ranges. Zero -center indito 4000
7 overlapping
FreAccuracy-± 3% of full scale on dc ranges; -- 5% of full scale on ac ranges
cation for discriminator alignment
quency Response-flat within ± 5%, from 40 cycles to 5 Mc on the 1.5, 5, and 15 -volt rms ranges and the 4, 14, and 40 -volt
User Price (Optional)
DC Input Resistance-standard 11 megohms (1 megohm resistor in probe)
peak -to -peak ranges
.

See ,them

all et your local RCA Test Equipment Distributor!

'

'RAD/O,-CORPORAT/ON OFa

ELÉCTRON5TUBE DIVISION
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HARRISON, N. .o;
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STEREO AMPLIFIER

KIT

Two 20 -watt stereo channels are featured in the new Knight -Kit stereo amplifier. Twin built-in preamps will accommodate up to five stereo program sources, in-

.r ..
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bor, Mich.)

1

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

eluding stereo tape heads. The frequency
response of the unit is from 15 to 35,000
cps ± 1 db at 10 watts and distortion is
less than 0.5% at full output. The amplifier will provide 40 watts output when
used with monophonic program material.
-

FACTORY -WIRED HEATHKITS

Several Heathkits are now available in
pre -wired form. Identical in specifications
and features to the regular kits, these pre wired kits are fully assembled, adjusted,
and tested at the factory. The first ready to -use Heathkits are the WIA-1A Ignition
Analyzer ($99.95) the WVP-1-6 and WVP1-12 Vibrator Power Supplies ($11.95), and
the WCB-1 Citizens Band Transceiver
($60.95). (Heath Company, Benton Har,

.

r

Printed -circuit switches, printed-circuit
boards, and plug-in assemblies reduce wiring time and the possibilities of wiring
errors. Price, $79.50. (Allied Radio Corp.,
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.)

Available either as a kit or factory -wired,
a professional -quality superhet communications receiver offered by Lafayette Radio utilizes eight miniature tubes to achieve
a sensitivity of 1.25 microvolts from a 10-db
signal-to-noise ratio. All controls, switches,
and a built-in "S" meter are located on the
front panel. The BFO and r.f. gain controls

-

NOW YOU CAN -SECURE A

HIGH SALARIED

.

TOP PRESTIGE

CAREER IN ELECTRONICS
IN ONLY ONE YEAR!

ELECTRONICS is the fastest growing industry in America today, creating

,

'

unlimited opportunities for high salaries, with rapid advancement in
INDUSTRY AND THE ARMED FORCES for Bailey Trained electronic
engineering technicians.
LARGE CORPORATIONS from coast to coast, and BRANCHES OF THE
ARMED FORCES send recruiters to visit each graduating class at Bailey
Tech, offering unusually high starting salaries.
BAILEY'GRADUATES ARE BEING HIRED for such fascinating and interesting work as technical salesmen, research and development of guided
missiles, electronic business machines and automatically controlled
manufacturing plants, etc., also good RATINGS IN THE ARMED FORCES.
UP TO SEVEN TECHNICIANS are needed for every engineer ...this, plus
superior training is why Bailey, Graduates are being paid more to start,
and are advancing more rapidly than many men who have spent four
years in training.
MAIL
Resident training is easier and costs less than
you may think! We provide housing and part-

r

,

time jobs while in school, plus free nationwide employment service for graduates. It you
want to quickly enter America's fastest growing and most exciting industry, write for free
booklet ... no obligation.

VETERAN APPROVED

BAILEY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
1625 S. Grand
St. Louis 4, Mo.
,

24
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This Minneapolis -Honeywell system
controls hundreds of automatic man -i
'doctoring operations. Experience
on live equipment is emphasized ati
Bailey and is another reason for the
tremendous backlog of high pay post Lions waiting BAILEY GRADUATES.

TODAY

0,

Please mail immediately this free booklet without obligation
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BASS NOTES. DOWN..
:TO 35 CPS.:. BUILDS.
,THE ELECTRO -VOICE
°ARISTOCRAT.
DRAMATIC PERFCRMANCE has nade the Electro-'
Voice Arisbcrat the world's mast popular enclo
sure for 12" loudspeakers. The Aristocrat will
make an exciting difference in :he performance
of your loudspeacer-hear deer, extended bass
response without amoying boom; sharp, well
defined ow fregJency transients, and all with
greatly increased power handing capacity.

,1

a

ASSEMBLE THE ARISTOCRAT YOURSELF AND
SAVE 50%. Wher completed, the K06 Aristocrat
E -V's
Kit interior construction is ieentical
factory assemble l Aristocrat enclosure, but with
this difference: you save 50% and have an even-

ing's fun:

...

TWO .
THREE. The K06
AS EASY AS ONE
Aristocrat Kit can be assenbled in only one
°

°

°

evening with E -Vs exclusive sJt-assembled parts
and explcded view, step-by-step instructions. All.
you need is a screw driver; the rest is in'thé box.
And E -VAS acct-ratefy milled, furniture grade
woods and veneers plus a choi:e of six finishing
kits create an enclosure that will mach your

v,

finest furniture_

9

-

°

°
'

Model KD6 Aristocrat Kit

Audiophile Net. $39.00
Model FF Finishing <its, each

-

Audiophile Ne:.
5.00.
Factory Finished,Aristocrat Enclosure, Maheigany
Aid ophile Net. 72.00
Aid ophile Net. 79.00
Limed Oak Or Walnut

Et'

GC
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

Mail this coupon fo- free illustrated literature.°.
see wiry more E-V Enclosure Kits have been built
than an others =ornbined.
ó

.INC..
-

-

Superb New Products Through Research:
Microphones-PhanoCartridgesHigh Fidelity Loudspeakers and Enc osuresPLblic Address SpeakersM.rine Instruments-Communicctio Equipment =°
Electronic Test Instruments and
Material for Defense.

Electro-Voice, Inc.
Buchanan, I4,6chigan

Dept. 129-P

Gentlemen: Please sand me free illustrated literature on E -V kits, erciosures aid speakers.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
MOO

December, 1959
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p A C (o
quality electronic
equipment in KIT

(Continued from page 24)
are completely variable, and switched a.v.c.
and automatic noise limiting are included.
Frequencies from 455 kc. to 31 mc. are
covered in four ranges. Complete with cab-

FORM

PACO is

the only line of test instrument
kits engineered and produced under the
auspices of a leading test equipment
and meter manufacturer.
and, you pay nothing extra for the convenience of buying PACO kits directly
from your own local parts distributor.
COMPARE PACO against any other kits
for performance, appearance, ruggedness, ease of operation and simplicity

-

_--r.,..a-`

of assembly and wiling.
COMPARE

-

,4)

you have ever seen.

MODEL 8-10
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT
M-40
KIT NET PRICE: $41.95
FACTORY WIRED: 49.50
MODEL C-20
RES-CAP -RATIO BRIDGE KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $20.95
FACTORY WIRED: 31.50
MODEL 0-30
S-50
RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $28.50
FACTORY WIRED:
39.95
MODEL M-40
HIGH SENSITIVITY V -O -M KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $31.50
FACTORY WIRED: 37.50
MODEL S-50
S-55
5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $49.50
FACTORY WIRED:
84.50
MODEL S-55
WIDEBAND 5" OSCILLOSCOPE
KIT NET PRICE: $87.50
FACTORY WIRED: 139.50
MODEL T-60
TUBE CHECKER KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $38.75
FACTORY WIRED: 54.50
MODEL 7-65
TRANSISTOR AND CRYSTAL
DIODE TESTER KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $39.95
FACTORY WIRED: 59.50
MODEL V-70
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $31.50
FACTORY WIRED: 47.50
MODEL Z-80
RF-AF SIGNAL TRACER KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $29.50
FACTORY WIRED: 42.50
MODEL SA -40
40 -WATT STEREO
PREAMP-AMPLIFIER KIT
KIT NET PRICE: $ 79.95
FACTORY -WIRED:
129.95
COMING SOON!
MODEL ST-45
AM/FM STEREO TUNER KIT
Write for latest, complete catalog.
If Available at leading electronic parts distributors.

prAl [C} o
(

Export: 458 B'way., N. Y.13
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inet, the receiver is priced at $64.50 for the
KT -200 kit and $79.50 for the HE -10 factory -wired model. (Lafayette Radio, 165-08

Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.)

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER

The "AH!" electrostatic speaker, a combination mid -range and super -tweeter unit,
has been introduced by Cosmos Industries,
Inc., 31-28 Queens Blvd., Long Island City
1, N. Y. Frequency response is from 600 cps
to beyond audibility. The "AH!" has a selfcontained RC crossover network with crossover point between 650 and 850 cps and can
be connected in parallel with a woofer

LT'.Suca:'.$R9....ffi..:::.

..

_._

__....

.

...

without an additional network. Direct radiation over 120° is provided, and 180°
coverage via reflected wave when speaker
is mounted at least six inches from back

wall. $49.95.

PLUG-IN SILICON RECTIFIERS

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Toronto 19

Apparatus Company. Inc.

r

...- `

-

ELECTRONICS CO., INC.

PRECISION

----

ay

70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27,1.1., N.Y.
.

t

ia

superbly detailed,
step-by-step instruction manuals and
giant size wiring diagrams, against any
PACO'S

-

You get the advantages of instant operation, ruggedness and long life in a series of
plug-in silicon rectifiers announced by International Rectifier Corp., 1521 East Grand
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Opportunities in
Electronics
Radar
Guided Missiles

Computers
Automation
Industrial Electronics
Home Electronics

Broadcasting
Aeronautical Electronics
Are you interested in learning
how you can have a profitable
career in any or all of the
above fields?

Find out how modern technical training and a Governnzent License (FCC) can lead
to profitable employment in
any branch of electronics.

Thousands of interesting well paid jobs in electronics must be
filled. To fill such jobs, you need
sound technical training. An
FCC license is convincing proof
of technical skill. Send for the
three Cleveland Institute booklets offered here. They explain
how you can prepare for an interesting and profitable career
in electronics. Mail the coupon
today-no obligation.

iOntow z-rwtntait

l

o

Send.for these
3 FREE Booklets

-

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Desk PE -59

4900 Euclid Ave.

cost-it pays!

good training doesn't

Cleveland 3, Ohio

,Accredited by
the. National
Homé- Study
,Council ,
.

:
;

P

.

P

e

Please send FREE Booklets prepared to help me get
ahead in Electronics. I have had training or experience
in Electronics as indicated below:

Military
Radio -TV Servicing

Manufacturing

Amateur Radio

In what kind of work are

you now engaged?

In what branch of Electronics are you interested?

Broadcasting
O Home Experimenting
Telephone Company
O Other

Name

Age

Address

City

,

Zone.... State
Desk PE -59

December, 1959.
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pliers with a shear cutting blade at the tip.
Jaws behind the blade hold the clipped end
of sheared wire firmly, and a locating pin

(Continued from page 26)
Ave., El Segundo, Calif. Exact equivalents
are a\ ailable for such tube types as the
6X4, 5U4, 6X5, 5AW4, 5Z3, and many

keeps the jaws parallel even when pressure
is applied to the handles. Model No. 2086PC comes equipped with a coil spring
which holds the jaws open.
STEREO AMPLIFIER

The 20LJ dual 10 -watt stereo amplifier
being offered by Grommes features eight
inputs and has separate bass, treble, loudness, and channel -balance controls. Distortion at full output: 2% harmonic and 3%
IM. For mono operation, the two stereo
channels can he used together, providing 20
watts mono output (40 watts peak). Output
impedances for each channel are 4, 8, and
16 ohms, with an extra high -impedance

L.

others. Current ratings vary from 85 to
600 ma. and peak inverse voltage ratings
are from 1500 to 2800 volts.
LONG -NOSE

PLIERS

Mathias Klein & Sons, Chicago, Ill., has
recently developed a pair of long -nose

CITIZENS RADIO TELEPHONE
(27 MC. CLASS D)'

No exam for FCC license

for

... !

.

MOBILE
BUSINESS
SPORTS
INDUSTRY

BOATING
HOME
FARMING
CAMPING

'

5

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED CHANNELS
NOISE LIMITER
SQUELCH CIRCUIT
7 TUBES IN RECEIVER
5 WATTS OF POWER

slightly higher
on west coast

'i
See

your dealer, now!

by

MULTI-ELMAC
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MODEL CD -5/6
MODEL CD -5/T2
iceAC
1

6

12

VOLT
VOLT

DC
DC

includes: MICROPHONE,

AC CORD,

1

AND 110 VOLT AC
AND 710 VOLT AC
1

SET

CRYSTALS,

PLUG
L
DC CORD WITH CIGAR LIGHTER

fofte°

MULTI -PRODUCTS COMPANY
21470 COOLIDGE HWY.

OAK PARK, -MICHIGAN
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LET RCA TRAIN YOU
elv. IN ELECTRONICS
RCA Institutes celebrates Fifty Years of Electronic
Training by introducing its newest Home Study Course

..

ELECTRONICS FOR A UTOMA TION
...

Now you have four comprehensive courses for your
electronic training . . from basic electronic theory to the more
advanced principles of color TV and Automation.
,

Eleckeill;

in rlla°t-

2

Electroñics

1

for
Automation

.

e

Television

Servictri.

;.

,.--

Color
'retevision

.

v

'''"th

Ft

.r+ms
t

Practical work with the very first lessen. Pay -as -you -learn.
You need pay for only one study group at a time.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.

Home Study School, Dept. PE -129

Corporation of America
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.
Without obligation, send me the FREE catalog of Home Study Courses. No
A Service of Radio

64 page Home

Study Catalog

salesman mill coll.

~b.

FREE!
RESIDENT SCHOOL offers
Technical Institute and Vocational School Courses in
Electronics. Day and Evening classesstart 4 timeº
each year. Resident School
Catalog sent tree on request.
ANOTHER WAY RCA
SERVES EDUCATION
THROUGH ELECTRONICS

December, 1959
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Korean Vets! Enter Discharge Dote

-

Take advantage of these some RCA courses at no
CANADIANS
additional cost. No postage, no customs, no delay. Send coupon to:
RCA

Victor Company, Ltd., 5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Quebec
To tone time, poste coupon on postcard.
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output for tape recorders. Tubes used: four
12AX7/ECC83's; four EL84/6BQ5's; and
,......_ ...,.___^'

te et

Ir=z7.

Mosley
27 rric:Anten. nas
are practically
maintenance -free!
Rugged ... Durable!
-

100% Rust Proof!

100% Corrosion Proof!'`
Stainless Steel Hardware!
61516 Heovy Gauge Aluminum!

Offirr:.

__

b ..

..

one EZ81/6CA4. (Grommes, Div. of Precision Electronics, Inc., 9101 King St., Frank-

lyn Park, Ill.)

TAPE KIT

Robins Industries Corp., 36-27 Prince St.,
Flushing 54, N. Y., has produced the Gibson Girl Tape
Kare Kit (TK4H). It contains
woo*
an H-4 splicer,
xP9rnrJ- ' '
jockey
JCT-2
cloth for cleaning tape, a roll
-yam
of ST -500 splicing tape, a box
of ST -500 tape
.-clips to prevent
tapes from
winding, and a

.
un-'
i^rI'

When Mosley Antenna Coot,

supplied, is used as directed.

r

TURN WITH
TV ROTOR!

MODEL A-311, Three Element Beam for
best point-to-point communication.
9.3 db gain over reference dipole.
Net Price $37.50

tape editing

hook. Tape recorder owners will find this

kit very useful. Price, $3.50.
STEREO TONE ARM

The Empire 98 Stereo/Balance tone arm,
recently announced by Audio Empire, 1075
Stewart Ave., Garden City, N. Y., is claimed
to be so well balanced that it will track
both sides of a 45-45 stereo groove when
the turntable is placed at any angle. Fea-

MODEL V -27 -GP, Ground Plane Vertical
for effective communication with mobiles.
Net Price $34.95

Catalog Sheet on request.

fsieyt

/iG'

8622 ST. CHARLES ROCK ROAD.-:
ST; 'LOUIS

30

1-4

MISSOURI

.

tures include: dual ball -bearing races 'for
horizontal and vertical pivots; non -resonant, compliant rear counterweight; selflatching arm rest; removable cartridge
shell with spring -loaded contacts; and
height adjustment for both arm and arm
rest. Price, $34.50 (12"), $38.50 (16"). 30
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'FREE

LAFAYETTE'
1960

CATALOG

308 GIANT SIZED PAGES
,Our 39th Year

-

The Complete Catalog Featuring
"The Best Buys In The Business".

9/F
4//age.;ú'1

PUBLIC

=

_
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ADDRESS SYSTEMS

AMATEUR EQUIPMENT

INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

MINIATURE COMPONENTS

a

EXCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE

-

`:
A

FOR THE NEWEST AND FINEST IN
STEREOPHONIC HI-FI EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
TAPE RECORDERS

.

$.

RADIO & TV TUBES AND

TRANSISTOR 8

HI -Ft

PARTS

t...
1 ,1

KITS

Send for Lafayette's FREW Catalog-the mast cornplete, up-to-the-minute electronic supply catalog
crammed full of everything in electronics at our
customary down-to-earth money-saving prices.

-.

p

CONTAINS HUNDREDS OF EXCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE ITEMS
NOT AVAILABLE' IN

ANY OTHER

ANY OTHER SOURCE

-

CATALOG

SEND FOR

OR FROM

YOUR COPY NOW!

A "must" for the economy -minded hi-fi enthusiast, experimenter, hobbyist, engineer, technician, student, serviceman and dealer.

,eade4tóet

_,

The most complete selection and largest stocks of hi-fi components and
systems-available for immediate delivery at the lowest possible prices.
Save even more on Lafayette endorsed "best -buy" complete systems.

\i.

e
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W

-
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KT -135

443ANB
RECEIVER

'

EASY PAY TERMS Available oriorders Giver'$20=
Only
down -Up to 12 Months to pay
PA 56 TRAN3ISTñRIZEI

-

;

n

POWER

`"'

KIT
(Less

CThinet)

18.50

RE4/'HONE

'

29.50

10

PK-330

4 SPEED CHANGER
WITH BRAND NEW

TM-66

'r.

a

GE

STEREO

VR-22 1.7 MIL) ['AMEND
STEREO CARTREGE
,

3995

AUDIO ANALYST

/
I

-

'

11.95

= --

=

RW-60

20,000
PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS

"4:

RECEIVER
KT -200 KIT

7

64.50
79.95

PK-331 33T/á RPM
HYSTERESIS TURNTABLE

OHM
PEE

-

47.50

11

-

=#

HE -10 WIRED

t

VIXT

MLLTIT?STER

13,50

11>
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NEW!

50 Watt Complete Stereo Ilho o Sys
COMPONENTSCOMPLETE

STEREO

'LAFAYETTE LA -250 50 -WATT AMPLIFIER ..
...
NEW GE VR-22 (.7 MIL) DIAMOND.STEREO CARTRIDGE
GARRARD RC 121/11 STEREO CHANGER
LAFAYETTE WOOD CHANGER BASE
2- LAFAYETTE SK -58 _FAMOUS FREE EDGE

SYSTEM

174.50

12"

29.50

COAXIAL SPEA

LAFAYETTE LA -250

89.50
24.45
41.65
3.95
59.00

REGULAR CATALOG PRICEZ.1-&5'5

YOUR GUARANTEED BEST STEREO SYSTEM BUY!

LAFAYETTE
5K-58

/
You Save 4R 4.05

NEW GE

`

VR-227

his superb system will add: a new dimension
in living to your home with all the excitement
and realism of a live concert. The new .Lafayette
LA -250, 50-wat9tereo amplifier (25 watts each
GARRARD RC1211 channel) forms the heart of this outstanding
stereo hi-fihphonograph music system -the feaWOOD BASE
tures
ersatility and advanced circuitry of this
unit are second to none. Also included is the
f6mous Garrard RC121/11 intermix 4 -speed automatic record changer with full manual or
automatic operation supplied with your choice
of stereo cartridges -the new GE VR-22 (.7 Mil)
diamond stereo cartridge, Pickering 371-7D
(.7 Mil) diamond stereo cartridge, Shure M7D
9
(.7 Mil) diamond stereo cartridges or the new
Electra -Voice 31 MD7 (.7 Mil) diamond stereo
(OPTIONAL) cartridge. Supplied with, the Lafayette wood
LAFAYETTE base cut for the RC121 in your choice of finr
ELIPTOFLEX ishes. These outstanding components are coupled

with the 2 famous free edge Lafayette SK -58 12"
Coaxial speakerswith built-in crossover network
and brilliance level control. System supplied
with plugs, cables and simple instructions.
Shpg. wt., 67 lbs.
HF-681 Hi -Fi STEREO PHONO SYSTEM with
choice of cartridge and mahogany, walnut or
blond changer base
down 12.00 Monthly

(please

17.45
Net 174.50

specify)

HF-683 Same as HF-681,but with 2 Lafayette
Eliptoflex Series Bookshelf Enclosures Aplease
specify finish). Shpg. wt., 143 lbs.
22.99 Down, 15.00 Monthly
Net 229.95
HF-682. Stereo AM-FM-Phono System. Same as
but including the new Lafayette LT -50
stereo tuner. Shpg. wt., 85 lbs. 28.75 Down,
17.00 Monthly
Net 287.50
HF-681

Unquésti_on.abie.,EcoñomV-Ele,gánt 'Styling
AYETTE

36 -WATT INTEGRATED

STEREO

"

.`

1

0UXE-7O WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER KIT
KT -400
IN KIT FORM

NEW.!

69.50

KT -236

INi(IT

FORM

52:50"

4t)

--

=

LA -2S0

°

COMPLETELY WIRED

o

94.50

-18

-

WATTS PER CHANNEL
36 -WATTS MONAURALLY
UNIQUE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 15.30,000_CPS -F- 1 DB
"BLEND" CONTROL O CONCENTRIC CLUTCH -OPERATED
VOLUME CONTROL
DUAL CONCENTRIC BASS AND TREBLE
CONTROLS
4-EL84 TUBES IN USN PULL
This exciting new amplifier kit ombrees dual preamplifiers
and dual 18 watt power amplifiers on one compact 'chassis,

Instant selection from monophonic' to stereophonic is provided
by the turn of a switch. An amazing new `"Blend" control
gives continuously variable channel separal'on from full
monophonic to full stereo. The concentric clutchopera'ed
volume control offers independent or simultaneous level adjustments of both channels. Dual concentric bass end treble

controls furnish 4 independent 'tonal adjustments. Harmonic
distortion less than 0.15% at normal listening level. 1.M distortion is less than .3%. Hum and noise 70 db below}toted
output. Complete with cage, legs and detailed instructions.
Shpg. Wt., 24 lbs.
KT 236 Stereo Amplifier Kit 5.25 Down

Net 52.50

ate

CONSERVATIVELY RAYED AT 70 WATTS
INVERSE
VARIABLE DA
N
FEEDBACK
METERED BALANCE
AND BIAS ADJUST CONTROL
AVAILABLE IN KIT AND
WIRED FORM

Here's ultra -Stability in a 70 watt basic power amplifier employing highest quality components. lectures matched pair
KT 88's and wire range linear Chicago, output transformer,
variable damping control and meter tfor\bias and balance.
db, Hum and noise
Frequency response 10-100,000 cps ±
90 db below, full output. IM distortion lesk than 1'/u% at
70 watts, less than 9.3% below 30 watts. Harmonic distortion
1
db.
less than 2% at 70 watts from 20 to 20,000 cpg
Output impedance 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Size 14'/ X\10 x 7'/s"
including cage and knobs. Shpg. Wt., 40 lbs.
KT -400 Lafayette 70 watt Deluxe Basic Amplifier Kit complete with cage and detailed assembly instructions. 6.95 Down.
69.50
Net
LA -70 Same as above completely wired and tested with cage
Net 94.50
and instruction manual 9.45 Down
1

n

\

MONEY -BACK, GUARANTEE
Lafayette Kits are exclusive products of Lafayette Electronics. Each Lafayette Kit must
meet or exceed its published specifications, or your money is refunded in full.
32
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'

Lafayetté Superior Quality
SO WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER

Hi -Fi

PROFESSIONAL STEREO CONTROL CENTER

KNTI

IN

64.50

_

®e

LA -250

89.50
level)

,

17.21,000

CPS

±

ey4J

'e

-^k

COMPLETELY
WIRED

RESPONSE

DB

(at normal listening

KT-606'
IN KIT FORM

LA -600
COMPLETELY
WIRED

134.50

(7

I

°_

l

RESPONSE

5.40,000

CPS

±

1

UNIQUE STEREO &

DB

MONAURAL CONTROLEATURES
1

Kits

PRECISE

"NULL" BAL.

ANCING SYSTEM

UNIQUE "BLEND'( CONTROL
PREMIUM EL86
50 WATTS'MOHAURAL-25 WATTS EACH
STEREO CHANNEL
CLUTCN4FRATED VOLUME CONTROL
OUTPUT TUBES

.:
S.

SEPARATE BASS & TREBLE CONTROLS

CONCENTRIC INPUT LEVEL CONTROLS
A truly professional stereo
and master audio con-

trot

pmplifier

center-solves every stereo/monaural control problem.

Features unique Bridge Control fan variable cross -channel feed

for elimination of exaggerated (Sonnet separation effectsplus controlled Ord channel oulput\Has all -concentric condutch -operated Volum4.8alance control. Pro =trots-including
rides complete end advanced facilities for accepting, controlling and providing undistorted gain for taw and all program
;, sources. Sensitiviry 2.2 my for
volt out (low level inputs).
,: Dual low impedance "plate follower" outpuhV 500 ohms. Retaunre 5.40,000 cps ± 1 db. Less than .03% IM distortion.
less' than .1% harmonic distortion. Hum and 'noise 80 db
below 2 volts (sigh level inputs). Uses 7 new 7023, low-noise
° dual triodes. Sizes 14" o 4'h" x 10%". Shpg,
wt) 16 lbs.
Complete with ad ports, tubes,- deluxe cabinet and detailed
Instruction manual.
KT -600 Stereo- Preamplifier 1(11-7.95 Down
Net1 79.
LA.600 Stereo-eampiifier,
P'
wired and tested -13.45 Down
Net 134.
a

completely new stereo high fid.li
mplifier with a high
Quality of reproduction, rmoskab e
QQfQlility and new dis
linctive styling Full range of rennet. (include a unique
"blend" control for continuously satiable bonne) separation
-horn full monaural to full stereo; ¿.position Selector, Mode,
Loudness and Phasing switches plus- outputs for 4, 8 or 16 ohm
speakers Hormonlc distortion less than 0.25%, 1M distortion
less then 1%
Hum and Noise 74 db below full output.
Assembly is simple-no special skills or tools required. Camplete with deluxe cabinet and legs, all parts, tubes end detailed instruction manual. Shpts. wt;, 26 lbs.
KT -250 Stereo Amplifier Kit
.6.45 down..
Net 64.50
LA -250 Stereo Amplifier, wired &tested -8.95 down
Net 8950\
A

a

1

Outstanding Design-Incomparable Performance
STEREO/MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER KIT

_

=;=

_-====

7f

,

FM -AM STEREO TUNER KIT

KT -310
IN KIT FORM=

47.50

-

`

COMPLETELY
WIRED

72.50

°

superb bas(c stereo amplifier in easyto-build kit form. Unit
may be used with o stereo preamplifier to provide two 18 watt
stereo channels or at the flick of o switch, as a fine 36 watt
monaural amplifier Controls include 2 input volume controls,
Channel Reverse switch and Monaural -Stereo switch. Dual outputs for 4, 8, l6 -or 32 ohm speakers. Input sensitivity .45
rolls per channel for full output. Tubes are 2.6AN8, 4-7189,
GZ.34 rectifier. Size 10-9/16" d x 51/2" h x 13'/." w. Con
plate kin with cage, all parts, tubes and detailed instruction
manual Shpg. wt., 22 lbs.
KT -310 Stereo Power Amplifier Kit -4.75 Down ...Net 47.50
-310 Stereo Power Amplifier, wired and tested -6.95 Dawn

100.6th Ave.
WOrth 6.5300

December, 1959

LT -50
.ICOMPLETELY
WIRED

s

-

124.50

+

precision engineered, highly stable tuner-perfect for lifelike stereo FM -AM broodéast reception, FM reception and/or
AM reception, Features separate tuning and volume
controls
for AM and FM. Magic eye on AM and FM, plus automatic
frequency control on FM for accurate tuning-stations are
"locked" in. Other deluxe features include cathode follower
outputs and 5 -position Function Selector. Efficient, broadband
circuitry on AM with builtin antenna. FM section features include 2 microvolts sensitivity for 30 db quieting, frequency
response 20-20,000 cps ± Y db and full 200 KC bandwidth.
Two prinjed circuit boards make wiring simple-even for such
o complex unit. Complete kit includes all parts,
deluxe cabinet
and detailed instruction manual. Size Is l3'/." W x101/4" D x
A

f

,,

Net 72.50

°

74.50

dual-purpose)
Tu
g Eye + Selenium
rectifier provide 17 tube performance
Multiplex Output for new Stereo FM
Arntitrong Circuit with Dual
Limiters and Foster -Seeley DIscrimiinator
Extreme
Sensitivity rind Wide Frequency Response.

A

NEW YORK, N. Y.

KT500
IN KIT FORM

.

11 Tubes (4

36 WATT STEREO AMPLÍFIER-18 WATTS EACH CHANEMPLOYS 4 PREMIUM -TYPE 7189 TUBES
2
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 'FOR' SIMPLIFIED WIRING'
RESPONSE BETTER THAN ,35.30,000 CPS ± 1/2 DB AT 18
WATTS
LESS THAN Tye HARMONIC OR 1M DISTORTION

(it:~

-

LA -310

NEL

°

-

4'h"

H. Shpg. wt., 22 lbs.
KT -500 FMAM Stereo Tuner Kit -7.45 Down
Net
LT -50 Same as above, wired 8 fasted -12.45 Down

74.50

Net 124.50

1('ack)

BOSTON, MASS.
110 Federal St.

HUbbard 2-7850

°

165'-08 Liberty Ave.

JAMAICA, N. V.

AXtel1-7000

BRONX, N. Y.

NEWARK, N. J.

542 E. Fordham Rd.
,FOrdham 7-8813

24 Central Ave,

PLAINFIELD, W. J.
139 W. 2nd St.

MArket 2-1661,

PLainfield 6-4718
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Techniques

value -packed
IT.
SEND FOR

ALLIED

TOOL KIT EYE -DROPPER

f
tRADIO

SAVE
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ELECTRONICS- J

1960

1

opN

EVERYTHING

;IN ELECTRONICS'

Standard eye -dropper bottles available
at low cost and in several sizes from your
corner druggist are excellent for carrying
various servicing liquids-such as dial cord
dressing, oil, and carbon tetrachloride-in

3a+. re

EASIEST TERMS
I:<.

I

I

""-"

only $2 down on

orders up to $50

_

.WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS
most widely used buying
guide to everything in Electronics
for Experimenters, Builders,

i

Send for the

..

KNIGHT-KITS®-Best in Build -Your-Own
Everything in STEREO Hi -Fi

your tool kit. The bottles are spill -proof
and present a professional appearance. The
rubber used in the dropper stands up well
in contact with radio chemicals.-Herman
Landsman, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Hi-Fi

Music Systems and Components
*Tape Recorders & Phono Equipment
Public Address & Paging Systems
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories
Amateur Station Equipment
Latest Test & Lab Instruments
*Parts, Tubes, Transistors
*Everything in Tools & Technical Books

SOLID SOLDERING STAND

-

on everything in Electronics
ALLIED
get fastest service,
expert personal help, guaranteed
satisfaction. Send today for your
FREE 1960 ALLIED Catalog.

at

Everything in Electronics
from One Reliable Source
our.39th year

1

noxrs

Amateurs, Servicemen, Engineers
arid Hi -Fi enthusiasts. Save on:

SAVE

Itlnn

SEND FOR

FREE
CATALOG
AWED

IWO

IAItTRONCB

If you use one of the heavier soldering
irons, your workbench probably bears some
dark brown scars which were made when
the iron fell off its stand. You can prevent
this from ever happening again by making
1ñ

.

ALLIED RADIO
ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 79-M9
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Rush FREE 1960

G"

ALLIED Catalog.
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a tip -proof stand out of an oval -type sardine can. Simply make two cuts in the
shape of an "H" in the bottom of the can,
bend the two flaps up, and then put "V"
notches in them. You'll have a stand with
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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'

.
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At Bell laboratories, Holmdel, N. J., a horn reflector antenna is beamed skyward by scientists Edward
Ohm,
David Hogg and Robert DeGrasse. The maser amplifier, which employs a ruby cooled in liquid helium,
is inside
building at right. Over-all "noise" temperature of Intenna, amplifier and sky is only 18'K at 5600 megacycles.

Another step toward space communications
The above antenna is part of a new
ultra -sensitive radio receiving system
under development at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. It has extraordinary directivity. Beamed skyward. it ignores
radio "noise" from the earth, yet picks
up extremely weak signals from outer
space.
The signals are amplified by the
latest Bell Laboratories "maser" amplifier. The maser principle was first
demonstrated, using gas, by Prof. C.
H. Townes and his collaborators at
Columbia University. Bell Laboratories scientists applied it to the solid
state guided by a theoretical proposal
of Prof. N. Bloembergen of Harvard
University. Their latest traveling wave

maser amplifier employs

a

ruby

mounted in a waveguide. The ruby is
excited to store energy. As signals pass
through, they absorb this energy and
are thus amplified. The device uniquely

combines the characteristics needed for
practical space communication: extremely low inherent noise and the
ability to amplify a broad frequency
band.
At present the receiving system is
being used to pick up and measure minute radio noise generated by the
atmosphere. It also foreshadows important advances in long distance com-

munications. For example, it could

extend the range of space -probe tele metering systems. It could also help
make possible the transatlantic transmission of telephone and TV signals
by bouncing them off balloon sate lites.
In addition there are numerous possible applications in radio astronomy
and radar.
This pioneer development in radio reception is one more example of the role
Bell Laboratories plays in the pursuit
of better communications technology.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

December, 1959
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Make More Money soon

,a base about 7" by 5" and it will take some
doing to knock it over. Oh, yes, don't forget to take ,out the sardines before starting
to work!-A. Zanelli, Tampa, Fla.

axing Electric

ppliances

ELECTRIC SOLDER POT

An inexpensive electric solder pot can be
made from any cone -shaped heating element-the hol-

Train at Home in Spare Time
e

t
I

(Continued from page 34)

Tips

...

ceramic

low

cone forms an

excellent molten solder container. If the
only type of
heating element
you can locate
is the type with
holes, furnace
cement can be

-

used to seal any
points of possible leakage. The
completed unit
is plugged into

Better Pay-More Opportunities
Get into

a

field where there is important work and oppor-

,14

an appliance
outlet and solder's fed into the hollow cone
until the molten solder level is within one
half inch of the top rim. Be careful-the

tunity for the trained man. Millions of electric appliances

are sold every year. Every wired home now has an average
of S. Many of them need service and repair. Owners pay
well to have them fixed quickly, properly. This is your opportunity for a hotter job, your own part time or full time
business. NRI can give you the training you need, at home,
in your spare time.

heating element is not only hot physically
but is also hot with respect to the a.c. line.

Spare Time Earnings Start Soon

-Ted

Soon after starting you will be able to earn extra cash fixing
toasters, clocks, fans, vacuum cleaners, etc., for neighbors
and friends. Keep your job while learning and earning. Put
spare tinte to work for you. Work in your basement, garage,
spare room. You'll be amazed how easily, quickly you, too,
can start earning many extra dollars. NRI shows you how.
Even before you finish training your spare time earnings
may pay for the course and equipment.

NRI Sends Tester to Learn and

e

Lewis, Montebello, Calif.
KIT -BUILDING HINT

Although the kit instructions may not
tell you this, it's a good idea when mounting can -type capacitors in a kit to solder

Earn

You need proper equipment to service today's automatic appliances.
With this course you get parts to build professional type, multi -use
Appliance 'rester. You learn to rise it. Takes guess work out of
servicing. Mail coupon for COI Isli
book and Sample Lesson.
See how
easy it Is to Ica rn. Find out about
N
school that for more than 40
years has been training men. through
home study. for success good pay
jobs. Our reputation, record, experience back up this course \\'rite now

/

-

to

lit-a

LL

j

to: NATIONA I, ItADIO NSTri'Ij'l'E.
Dept. 1) I NO, \Vashlmtt, n. I). C.

1\'-4

I

-

Lesson'and Book
this NOW!

FI

FREE. Mail

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. D4N9, Washington 16, D. C.
Send me Lesson and Book Free. No Salesman

Name

will call.

one lug to the chassis. Hard -to -troubleshoot cases of hum and oscillation have
been traced to capacitors that developed a
resistance to ground at their flaunting tabs;

Age

Address
Zone
State
City
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
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Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

BECOME Á: RADIOTECHNICIAN'I For Only _
$22'.95;
I

.

-

a

-

BUILD 16 RADIO

CIRCUITS AT HOME

.

All Guaranteed to Work!
Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" ®

NOW INCLUDES

* 12 RECEIVERS
* TRANSMITTER
* SIGNAL TRACER
* SIGNAL INJECTOR
** CODE OSCILLATOR
*

'

Knowledge of Radio Necessary
No Additional Parts or Tools Needed

No

only

PRACTICAL
HOME
Ay
RADIO
COURSE
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and without delay.
The high
cognition which Progressive
"Edu-Kits" Inc. has earned through its many
years of serviceto the public isdue tor its

the
aintethe highest
instructional stindards, and 10oke adherence
to its Unconditional Money Asa result, we dº not have a ingle dissatis
lied customer throughout the n entire world..
unconitional

in

perfect

f

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
You do not need the slightest background
in radio orscience. Whether you areinter-

ages

estºd

tries of the world.

Electronics

because

you

ant an Interesting hobby, a well paying
business or a job with a future, you will find
the "Edu-Kit" a worth -while investment.
Many thousands of individuals of all

and

used the

backgrounds

"Edu-Kit"

i

The

have

successfully

moree thanc79

has been

carefully designed, step by step, so that
you cannot make a mistake. The 'Edu-Kit"
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world,
and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The ''EduKit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct,
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble-shooting-au in a closely integrated program designed to provide an an sily-learned thorough and interesting background In radio.
You begin by examining the various radio parts Of the "Edu-Kit." You then learn the
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing
and trouble -shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. ' Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the "Edu-Kit" course are sixteen Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator,
Signal Tracer, and Signal Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional "breadboard"
experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional wiring
and soldering on metal chassis. plus the new method of radio construction known as
"Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.
THE r "EDU-KIT" 15 COMPLETE
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 16 different radio and electronics circuits each guaranteed to Operate. Our Kits contain tubes,
tube sockets,
viable, electrolytic mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, coils,
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals, hook-up wire, solder, etc.
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis,
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools. a
professional electric soldering iron, and a self -powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The "Edit -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive 'Code Oscillator,
in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License training. You
will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in
Radio -TV Club, Free Consultation Service. Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges.
You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

PRINTED CIRCUITRY
At no increase In price, the "Edu-Kit"
Includes Printed Circuitry. You
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector,
a unique servicing instrument that can
detect many Radio and TV troubles.
This revolutionary new technique of
radio construction is now becoming
popular In commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit Is a special insulated chassis on which has been deposited a conducting material which
takes the place of wiring. The various
parts are merely plugged in and soldered
to terminals.
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this subject Is a necessity today
for anyone interested in Electronics.
now

build

December, 1959

e

istence
upon
engineering,

punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis.
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
troubleshooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector. Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester and the accompanying instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build 16 Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer
and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will receive an excellent
background for television, Hi -Fi and Electronics.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu-Kit" is the
product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The 'Edu-Kit" will provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete
price Of $22.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.

St

ut

tion,

and

Radio

,.111

Unconditional Money -Back Guarantee I
It is understood and agreed that should I
the Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" be returned
to Progressive "EduKits"
Int. for any
reason whateve', the purchase price will be
refunded in full, without quibble or ques-

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a
price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, mating
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construcuockbottom
tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type Of

in

Reg. U. S.
Pat. Off.

FREE EXTRAS
SET OF TOOLS

I

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER
ALIGNMENT TOOL
WRENCH SET
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK . RADIO
PLIERS -CUT FERS

TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:
CONSULTATION SERVICE
FCC
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS
You will learn trouble -shooting and
servicing 'n a progressive manner. You
will practice repairs o the sets that
you construct. You will i learn symptoms
and causes of trouble in home, portable

and ear radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the

unique Signal
dynamic
Radio & Electronics
ctroncs Tester. While you
are learning ie this practical way, you
will be able to do many a repair lob for
your friends and neighbors, and charge
fees which will far exceed the price of
the "Edu-Kit." Our Consultation Service
will help you with any technical problems
you may have.
J. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar PI., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired
several sets for my friends, and made
money. The "EduKit" paid for itself, I
was ready to spend 5240 for a Course,
but I found your ad and sent for your
l

Kit."

FROM OUR MAIL BAG
Ben Valerio, P. O. Box 21, Magna,
Utah: "The Edu-Kits are wonderful. Here
I
am ending you the questions and also
the answers
w r
for them. I have been in
Radio n for º the last seven years, but like
to work with Radio Kits, and like to
build Radio Testing Equipment. I
joycd every minute I worked with the

different kits; the Signal Tracer works
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio-TV Club."
Robert L. Shuff, 1534 Monroe Ave.,
Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would
drop you a few lines to say that
re1

d my Edu-Kit, and was eally amazed
that such a bargain
n be u liad at such
a low price.
I
have already started repairing radios and phonographs. My
friends were really surprised t0 see me
get
quickly.
Troublleshooting
ester that come with
the Kit is really swell- and finds the
trouble, if there is any to be found."

slth

ORDER DIRECT .FROM AD-RECEIVE FREE -BONUS
RESISTOR AND .CONDEÑSER KITS. WORTH 1$7
Send "Edu-Kit" postpaid. I enclose full payment of 522.95.
Send "Edu-Kit" C.O.D.
will pay $22.95 plus postage.
Rush me FREE descriptive literature concerning "Edu-KIt."
I

Name
Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
Progressive Building, Dept. 563D, 1184-86 Broadway, Hewlett, N. Y.
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Tips

(Continued from page 36)

the 'best tab to solder is one that already
has a grounding wire on it=this will minimize your difficulties if the can ever has to
be removed. Elliot Gordon, New York,
N. Y.

center bolt for proper contact. If the phone
plug has a rivet instead of a bolt, simply
break or cut off the tabs as shown in the
'photo.- Herman Landsman, Forest Hills,
N. Y.
TVI FROM DIODES

MIKE -CONNECTOR ADAPTER

standard, large screw-terminal phone
plug can be modified to form a handy
adapter fora screw -type microphone connector. If. the phone plug is the type with
A

Amateur radio stations using diodessuch as the 1N34-to rectify r.f. for monitoring purposes, may find that a diode is
generating enough harmonics to cause TVI
through radiation from the pickup wire of.
the monitor. Check your monitor by disconnecting its pickup wire. If you lose your
TVI, you have found the cause. To reduce
TVI, move the pickup wire away from the
transmitter until the TVI ceases and there
is still a. usable output from the monitor.Donald A. Zupon, Turtle Creek, Pa.
PLASTIC BAG PROTECTS PORTABLE

a thin retaining bolt down its center, simply
unscrew the bolt and remove the two connecting tabs. Make sure that the insulating
washers and tubes -do not get lost; if necessary, add washers to raise" the head of the

.

When you take your portable radio on
,boating trips or to the beach, it's a good
idea to put it into a plastic bag like the
kind foods come in. The bag will prevent
the highly corrosive salt air from harming
the set. You will be able to hear the radio
(Continued on page 114)

; Build the Best Pórtable. .`Eico
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RADIO
Wired $49.95

Kit $29.95

:luMw

a lifetime of big -set
Easy creative fun to build
designed so that even the novice can build
you go

Mi. ~IN
Mum

firwm

IRBMINI`> mime
-.1411'

A

L

l

qg

.

WWI

planetary vernier tuning (7:1, reduction) for easy station selection

1

S

TO

*

S.

Pu.
at. No.

:.---'s
R
a

.

tuning

&

high -impedance earphone jack for private listening; eliminates drain of output
attractive tan leatherette case, retractable handle
stage when using earphone
compact: 81/2" w, 4'/a" h, 2'h" d. Only 3 lbs.

A

7EICO

Build the 'BEST BUYS in" "HAM" geár ';.
¿

entertainment wherever

.

i1 & obtain a handsome
professional assembly & outstanding performance. American-made modern
super -heterodyne all.transistor circuitry, plus finest quality parts throughout,
assure you of highest durability & stability.
big -set volume & tone quality with 4" x 6"
high sensitivity & selectivity
built-in Ferrite rod
PM speaker & 250 mw push-pull audio output stage
pre.aligned RF &IF transformers
antenna for good reception in any location

quo/60 ~Re

T R,.x

RA -6

6 -TRANSISTOR

Imeim111111111111111111.110

!,

"i ;;+r'

D -184,776

GRID DIP METER

90 -WATT CW TRANSMITTER *#120

Kit $79.95

Wired $119.95

UNIVERSAL MODULATOR -DRIVER

- -

or novice"
ELECTRONIC
KITS GUIDE. "Top quality"
POPULAR ELECTRONICS. "Well designed". ELECTRONICS WORLD.
-switching.
10
meters
with
one
-knob
band
80 thru
Full "clean" 90W input, 65W external plate
mod. Matches loads 50 to 1000 Ohms. May be
used as basic exciter unit. TVI shielded. Tubes:
6146, 6CL6, 2.64(15, GZ34. Attractive "living
room" low -silhouette design. 15" w, 5" h, 9" d.

"Ideal for veteran

Kit $49.95

730

Wired $79.95

Cover E-5 $4.50
Delivers 50W undistorted audio. Modulates
transmitters having r.f inputs up to 100W. Unique
over -modulation indicator. Output transformer
matches 500-10,000 ohms. Low-level speech
clipping & filtering. Inputs for olal or dynamic
mikes, phone patch, etc. 7 tubes. 6' h, 14' w, 8' d.

Includes complete set of coils for full
band coverage. 400 ke-230 me in 8 overlapping ranges. 500 ua meter. Plug-in
coils are pre -wound, pre.calibrated to

0.5% accuracy.
power supply

f

.
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1r,

N. Y.

Transformer -operated

2'w

h,

25,"

w,

6v/a" I.

-

-

at
judge for yourself
your neighborhood EICO distributor.
For tree catalog on 65 models of

Compare
EICO

5 ELECTROÑIC INSTRUMENT,.CO., Íñ e. r 33-00 N. Blvd. r ' L L' C,

#110

Wired $49.95

Kit $29.95

test instruments, hi-fi

&

"ham"

gear, fill out coupon on Page 40.
Add 5% in the West.

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

WANT SOME EASY MONEY?

"Re juva-Tulae"

CETA

_3

KIT

SENSATIONAL PICTURE TUBE
TESTER -REJUVENATOR
brings "dim-outs"

:

«

MODEL
RE -2 KIT
ONLY

back to

life

j. $69.50

..

PAF.

NO.2,774,645

SEE THE EDITORIAL REPORT ON "REJUVA-TUBE" IN THIS ISSUE!

FLA°

Whether you are a beginner, a part time TV serviceman or make your living at
it - You can't afford to pass up the easy money to be made testing, repairing and
rejuvenating TV picture tubes right in the home.

There's NO GUESSWORK WITH "REJUVA-TUBE". It's EASY TO USE - CAN'T
DAMAGE THE TUBE and you don't even remove the tube from the set!
The "REJUVA-TUBE" has been on the market for over five years --is standard
equipment in every progressive TV shop in the country.
"REJUVA-TUBE" PAYS
FOR ITSELF OVER AND OVER.
A "REJUVA-TUBE" KIT is fun to assemble and wire. No cutting - no drilling.
Highest quality components. Everything is furnished, including step by step
instructions and Operation Manual.

IN A NUTSHELL - HERE'S WHAT "REJUVA-TUBE" DOES

Tests elements for opens, shorts or leakage.
Reads gas content on meter.
Checks and restores cathode emission and brightness.
Removes "particle"'shorts between heater and cathode.
Large illuminated meter - easy to read.
May be used on color tubes - conventional black and white tubes - new "flat" type
tubes as well as regular CRTs. New "Cube Socket Selector" tests them all!
AVAILABLE AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE THE FACTORY

"REJUVA-TUBE"
MODEL RE -2
a. Wired and tested
$89. 50
e

^
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1247 W. Belmont Ave,

" Chicago
1 3, Illinois
A subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corp.
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the experts say

..

o

top-quality:

dealer.

dF

ADDRESS

H 1-

'and MONO

"Excellent"

-

SATURDAY REVIEW;
HOME.
HI -Fl MUSIC AT

- fpl 4.95.5:
Power Suy

With

Á'

Mono Power
Amplifiers (60,
50, 35, 30, 22.

HF85

from 1fed

Mono
$

n1
'1

STEREO Dual

power Amplifier

Kit

IOW

HF8
$43.95.6

Integrated
AmPlifie30
(20,
12 -Watt; use
2

x11

'

S14.95 Wired

$39.95.5.95,
T.
incl. Cover &6F.E

-

2 -Way

Bookstíelf
Speaker
System HFS1

complete with
$39.95.
cabinet: $39.95.

ei0

for Stereo)

$34.95.
Wit
eld $57.95.

from

Wired $74.95.

41

Power Am01111eHF87
STEREO Dual

$23.50.
41.50.

it

.FIIREVIEW

-

for Stereo)

$64.95.
Extreme

fIHIx
a bargain'

-

14 -Watt; use

Kit $39.95-

Wired

'

.I

2

AUDIOCRAFT
AM Tuner HFT94

Kit

Kit $33.95

speakersTRUE

;

Cover $395.
"One of the best
high
buys you
fcanelget inkit
Kit Report.

F.E.T. incl.

HF9

STEREO Dual

PreamP

-

*Less. Cover,

Wiredl$

Kit $69.95.
Wired $109.95.

'

Wired $65.95`

Kit $29.95.

HF

HF0

Klt $3995T9.

HF65A:

jet -

STATE

FM Tuner

I

Preamplifier

STEREO Dual

Preamplifier

I

ZONE

Mono

1011d.

.aF-i.

ó

CITY

-+P'

-

Guide.

Hi -Fi

,

r

EO

Send free STEREO

..

'®'

$ T E F2

-

NAMEu
-c°

r BEST
,,, in

.

TEST' INSTRUMENTS
HI -Fl
"HAM" GEAR 3
Send FREE catalog & name of neighborhood EICO

-

I^°

°.I

EICO, 33-00 Northern Blvd., L. I. Cl,., N. Y. PE -12
Show me HOWTO. SAVE 50% on 65 'models of 1

NEW

!

COMPLETE
STEREO

DUAL

AMPLIFIER

Kit $38.95
Wired $64.95

lncdvolume.
t
loucoert

efficiency

5111.9

.r.ánd-in
TEST .INSTRUMÉNTS

New

Power & Bias.

Supply for
Transistorized
Eqpt, :1020*
Kit $19.95.
Wired $27.95.
'Patent Pending

Miniaturized,
Vacuum

Tube
Voltmeter:221

TracerMultnal
#1454
Kit $19.95.
1

Kit $25.95.
Wired $39.95.

Wired $28.95.

New
TUBE & CRT FIL.

VTVM :232
& Uni-Probe

(pat. Pend.)

5" Push -Pull
Scope

Tester r612
Kit $3.95.
Wired $5.95.
Fast -checks
radio/TV tubes,
pilot lamps, etc.

V-O -M-:536

DC- 5

Kit $12.90.
Wired $14.90

Wird

'

1

96

.90

1350 Combinations!

Tube Tester

Kit

$34.952.5
$49.95,#6

R -C

Bridge

&

Charger
1050
$29.95. Wired
$38.95.
Extra -filtered

--....1---

'

Wired

6V & I2V
Battery
Eliminator

tf

Combination
Kit $13.95.

'

MC

t&

Series/
Parallel

Kit $26.952.

Wired $49.95.

5" Scope 60K
t 79.95
Wired $129.50.

I

1

:425

Kit $44.95
Wired $79.95.

1000 Ohms/Volt

RF Signal
Generafdr

Wired $39.95.

Peak -to -Peak

R -C -L

#9508

Kit $19,95.
Wired $29.95.

for
transistor
Kit $38.95. equipt.:1060
Wired
$47.95

-

IN STOCK! Compare,

take them home
dealers. Over

1

411 See Page 38

40

©

I

right "off the shelf" from 2000.neighborhood
-MILLION
instruments in use throughout the. world.

3959, ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTIed.,

.

-

INC.,

i..00

N. BL1

-

EICO

$

Comparator

.*s.Kit

°

for EICO'S BEST BUYS in "HAM" GEAR and TRANSISTOR RADIOS.

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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will be thrilled
when they see this
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Val

on Christmas morning

RADIO -CONTROLLED
ELECTRIC TRAIN
the coming of winter, radio control hobbyists usually gather their
planes and boats together and head indoors-to wait for spring. But the
Editors of POPULAR ELECTRONICS have dreamed up a novel indoor use for R/C
equipment-radio-controlled electric trains. Christmas is almost here and
both Junior and Dad will get a big thrill out of this newborn hobby.
If you are not yet an R/C fan, you can get started with a completely wired
radio control transmitter and receiver for less than $30.00. If you are an
R/C fan now, you can use your present transmitter, and chances are your
R/C receiver will be suitable for the job.
Our R/C "O" gauge electric train was built around a Lionel Model 614
Diesel locomotive with a Model 6434
poultry dispatch boxcar housing the
receiver. A Lafayette Model F-208
.Cááí'
receiver was disassembled and modified to fit into the boxcar as shown
on the following pages. Operating
details are given on page 44.
WITH

'
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REMOVE ADJUST KNOB

CLIP CONNECTOR OFF
ANTENNA LEAD

Receiver installation
PLASTICSHELL

!

M

CUT WIRES HERE

-SAVE

111\__DISCARD

REMOVE RECEIVER CHASSIS FROM PLASTIC
CASE AND CUT BOTTOM SHELL LENGTHWISE'
WITH JIG SAW

CUT SHAFT HERE AND PUT
ADJUST KNOB ON SHAFT END

FOR

RECEIVER

CHASSIS

SMOOTH CUT

EDGE WITH FILE

APPLY QUICK DRYING CEMENT
WHERE CHASSIS MEETS PLASTIC CASE

ADJUST
KNOB

RECEIVER
CHASSIS

T

gr

CONNECT AND
SOLDER ADDED
WIRE

REMOVE

ORIGINAL
WIRE
PLASTIC
CASE

SOFT FOAM PLASTIC
OR SPONGE ACTS AS
SHOCK ABSORBER

CEMENT
SPONGE
TO SIDE
OF RECEIVER

"B"
BATTERY
CLIP

SPLICE WIRES BUT DO
NOT SOLDER OR TAPE.
AMMETER WILL BE
CONNECTED HERE
DURING RECEIVER
ALIGNMENT

* DO
NOT
SOLDER
UNTIL

PARTS ARE
MOUNTED

RL

IN BOX CAR

*

RECEIVER

ANTENNA
LEAD

SOLDER AFTER

BATTERY

ANTENNA IS
INSTALLED ON

=

PHONE

WIRE

ANTENNA

RED
BLUE
GREEN

MINIATURE

IS"
STIFF

BOX CAR

TWISTED WIRES

ADDED WIRE FROM RELAY

PLUG

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

42
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

CAREFULLY SLIP IN RECEIVER'
BE CAREFUL NOT TO JAM
RELAY CONTACTS

DRILL HOLE IN TOP OF BOX CAR FOR ANTENNA. THEN
CEMENT BALSA BLOCK OVER HOLE. PASS STIFF WIRE
ANTENNA THROUGH HOLE AND FORCE THROUGH BALSA
BLOCK. SOLDER ANTENNA LEAD.

DRILL SMALL HOLE
AND PASS TWISTED
WIRES THROUGH

SOLDER PLUG
TO TWISTED

'1

WIRES

ATTACH BATTERY CLIP

M¡I4i

REMOVE SCREW
FROM HERE TO
TAKE BOX CAR

/áf1

REMOVE ORIGINAL LIGHTS.

APART

BATTERY HOLDER
WITH TERMINALS
BROKEN OFF

RECEIVER

ANTENNA

>f

SOLDER"A" BATTERY CONNECTIONS.
DO NOT INSERT"A" BATTERY UNTIL
WIRING IS COMPLETE AND
RECEIVER IS READY FOR TESTING

ATTACH
BATTERY
HOLDERS

AFTER ALL DETAILS ARE
COMPLETED CLOSE UP
BOX CAR, BEING
CAREFUL NOT TO PINCH
WIRES

TRANSMITTER

--r

MULTIMETER
UNTWIST PIGTAIL SPLICE.
CONNECT METER FOR
POSITIVE READING

-°es= ..'

.4 7

b _YiS:Is

ri,

Receiver Adjustment

_

SET AT 10 MA. SCALE

Connect a multimeter set to the 5-10 ma. range into fhe B battery positive wire at the unspliced pigtail.
2 When you insert the A battery into holder under car to turn
on receiver (ihe B battery is connected during receiver installation), the meter should read approximately 2.5 me.
3 Turn Adjust knob all the way in (clockwise) as far as it will
go, and then back it off slowly, watching the meter. Adjust
knobfor maximum meter reading. (Lift your hand from knob
before taking meter readings, to avoid effects of hand capacity.) Note that the maximum point is quite critical and
can easily be bypassed; you may have to reoeat this operation
before you find the maximum reading point.
4 When you turn on and operate the R/C transmitter, the receiver's meter reading should dip to about 1.4 ma. Repeat
several times to make sure receiver holds its adjustment.
5 Remove meter, splice and tape the bare leads and tuck
them into the boxcar. Check receiver operation by listening
for relay clicks as the transmitter button is depressed.
6 Remove A battery from under boxcar to turn off receiver.
1
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Locomotive Modification

S

ORIGINAL
WIRE
TO STEPPING RELAY
TO
POWER

PATH OF

ORIGINAL
WIRE

ORIGINAL
WIRE

_

RAIL
CONTACT

TO

STEPPING
RELAY

MINIATURE PHONE
JACK
(REAR VIEW)

I3

-ATTACH PHONE JACK HERE BEFORE REPLACING COVER

-r

1.1

COVER

111~29v
'oTS-

REMOVE
s

SCREW

TO TAKE OFF COVER

MINIATURE
PHONE JACK

ORIGINAL POWER LEAD CUT HERE

ADDED WIRES

R/C SYSTEM PARTS LIST
1-Diesel locomotive (Lionel Model 614)
1-Poultry dispatch boxcar (Lionel Model 6434)
1-Radio control receiver (Lafayette F-208)
1-Radio control transmitter (Lafayette F-249)
-67.5-volt battery (Mallory M217)
1

-1.5 -volt penlight cell
I-Battery holder (Acme #52-terminals are
1

broken

off)

1-Battery holder (Acme #5)
1-Battery connector (H. H. Smith Type 1205)
1-Miniature phone jack (H. H. Smith Type 9245)
1-Miniature phone plug (H. H. Smith Type 9231)
Receiver modifications are
IS

shown on schematic diagram.
Note the color -coded wires.

ANTENNA

TUNE

10(1(1).

ADJUST

5 MEG.

QUENCH
TRANSFORMER

.01(1).
BLACK

BREAK

YELLOW
NOT USED

ERE

GREEN

RELAY
(POWER ON

SIGNAL)

BATTERY

RED

I
67.3+V.
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The construction details given here for
the R/C train are intended as a guideyour exact setup will depend on the components you use. There are many other
possible installation techniques. The locomotive modification shown above permits
normal operation when the miniature
phone plug is removed.

Running the train is simple. Be sure the
receiver is adjusted and the batteries are
in place. Set the cars up with the track
power off, and plug the boxcar control plug
into the receptacle on the locomotive. Then
turn on the track power. You'll find that
.for each press of the button the power control. relay in the locomotjve will cycle the
drive motor to Forward, Stop, Reverse,
Stop, and then back to Forward for a new
cycle.
You will need an FCC Class C Citizens

i

NO

POWER CONTROL RELAY

.

BATTERY

-.I+

Band license to operate the transmitter. If
y our youngster is over twelve and a citizen
of the United States, he can apply along
with Dad for a Class C Citizens Band staBLUE
tion license. No exams. are necessary. All
that needs to be done is to read Part 19 of
the FCC rúles and fill out Form 505 obtained from the FCC. Have the form notaw °
rized, and mail it. To rush your license
191
Q=
through the FCC, enclose a self-addressed
zo.aJ
5
and stamped envelope.
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Meet
the Man
Who
Out -Thinks
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By D,ICK YATES

Ace trouble-shooter Jim Stewart matches wits with electronic
computers daily and always comes out ahead
AT FOUR. in the morning not long ago, in the skyscraper headquarters of
one of the world's largest corporations, a giant digital computer stopped
dead. Instantly, the well -trained maintenance crew checked all the obvious
trouble spots; then they looked for more obscure causes of circuit failure

.

and tried various remedies: nothing worked.
This was serious; two million dollars' worth of electronic equipment was
standing idle, a mountain of statistics had to be processed before the opening of business at nine, and each passing minute put the crew into hotter
water; At last, like a doctor confronted with the need for a specialist, the
crew chief decided there was only one thing to do. He picked up the phone
and put through an emergency call to Jim Stewart, a pleasant, sandy -haired
young man who has earned a unique reputation around New York as an
electronic brain specialist.
Minutes later, rubbing sleep from' his eyes with one hand aidbalancing a
container 'of coffee in the other, Stewart was on the job... He -asked questions, gave orders, cracked a few jokes to loosen everyone's nerves, and'
December, 1959
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When trouble-shooter Jim Stewart starts to work on a computer, he first programs some
tests on the control panel (left). Then, he checks results of tests on read-out typewriter. In
many cases, this gives Jim enough information to deduce which circuit is causing the difficulty.

got straight to the heart of the matter by
applying what he calls "logic and educated
guesswork." By dawn the problem was
licked, the computing center was back in
business, and Jim Stewart was home in bed.
Natural Talent. Neither a mathematician nor a graduate engineer, Stewart is a
27 -year -old Navy veteran who never went
to college-a fact that apparently has
proved no handicap in his highly successful
career with one of the nation's top com-

puter manufacturers. Officially his title is
technical liaison specialist (New York region) for the Univac Division of Remington
Rand. Unofficially, he is known to computer
programmers and crews throughout the
city as the company's ace trouble-shooter,
the man to call when nobody else can figure
out what's gone wrong in the complicated
innards of a full-scale Univac system.
The circuitry of such a computer, involving the use of some 1500 tubes and 18,000
diodes, takes no less than 200 separate schematic diagrams to describe. "I honestly
.think Jim carries all 200 of those prints in
his head," his superior, Ed Cousy, said recently, "but there's a lot more to his ability
than factual knowledge. He has a quick,
natural analytical mind. He never lets the
computer scare him, but he never underestimates it either."
Rapid Progress. Stewart, a native New
Yorker, has been fascinated by electricity
and electronics for nearly as long as he can
remember. As a kid he was "always fooling
around with the radio or the toaster," and
his interest in more complex equipment per-

sisted throughout high school and on into
his Navy service. Offered a choice of several Navy technical school opportunities, he
applied for training as a fire -control technician because he figured it would give him
a broad general background in electronics.
By the time his four-year hitch was over,
Stewart had decided which branch of electronics he wanted to aim for in civilian life
large-scale commercial computers, a burgeoning new industry just beginning to
come into its own.
An employment agency sent Stewart to
the New York office of Remington Rand,
where he was hired as a technician trainee
in April, 1954. After an intensive study of
basic digital computer technology, he was
assigned to a stint on the preventive maintenance crew working with the Univac installation at Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, one of the busiest computer
rooms in town. Then his promotions came
rapidly, first to maintenance engineer, then
to maintenance supervisor. At 24, after less
than two years of employment, he was
placed in charge of the eight -man maintenance crew of Remington Rand's New York
Univac Service Bureau.
Later the same year, with customer installations increasing throughout the metropolitan area, Stewart's present job as
roving trouble-shooter was created for him;
he became the first Remington Rand employee ever assigned to that kind of work
on a regional level.
Pinpointing Difficulties. Computers of
the Univac class generally function with re -
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Careful study of the computer's schematics helps
Jim pinpoint faulty components. At upper right, he
prepares to check out a tape recording mechanism.

markable self-sufficiency. Their most common cause of breakdown, tube failure, is
usually averted through the daily routine
of preventive maintenance practices. When
a breakdown does occur, the system automatically stops and signals, by means of a
bank of indicator lights, that its "thinking"
is in error. The actual testing and repair
is a relatively straightforward matter; and
the test equipment used is basically similar
to that employed by any well-equipped TV
technician. The difficulty, of course, is in
isolating the faulty circuit from a baffling
maze of possibilities. It's only when the
maintenance crew has tried and failed to
do so that Stewart's services are required.
Sometimes he is able to pinpoint the difficulty by studying the system's control panel
and making one of his educated guesses; at
other times he must pore over the schematics and try various solutions before he
comes up with the right one.
The problem is apt to be particularly
knotty in cases of intermittent rather than
consistent operating failure. Stewart recalls one unusual case several years ago
when a computer kept making intermittent
errors. The problem seemed to defy all
logic until he found that the errors had
their origin in the computer's cooling system rather than its "thinking" apparatus.
"One of the mechanical blowers in the
base of the system was throwing everything
off," he explained. "The fan belt was worn
down so that its metal links were exposed
and were acting as pulse generators. The
computing circuitry kept picking up pulses
December, 1959

Waveform analysis

is

also

useful 'in

diagnosing computer' "illnesses." Here,
Jim is checking a tube's output waveform.

from those belt -links, and it was lousing up
the whole works."
Always .On Call. A normal working day
for Stewart begins at 4 :00 p.m. and ends at
midnight-these are the hours when the
computers in his care are undergoing their
daily preventive maintenance routines. He
keeps in close touch with a number of installations at such important and dissimilar
customer organizations as Sperry Gyroscope and the Readers Digest. In the last
year or two, with the gradual replacement
of tubes by transistors and the general design improvement of all computer components, serious operational 'breakdowns are
increasingly rare. But they still occur often
enough so that Stewart, like a physician,
must remain "on call" around the clock.
How does he feel about being roused from
bed or called away from a party to diagnose
an ailing machine? When asked that question recently, his answer was as simple as a
(Continued on page 131)
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Report on Portable
Designed for work or play, self -powered

portables allow you to record "on the go"

AMERICANS are the busiest and most
mobile people in the world, which makes
them the most likely customers for a relatively new type of electronic equipmentthe self -powered tape recorder. In addition
to the units being manufactured in this
country, portable tape recorders are now
imported from several foreign countries,
including England, West Germany, and

Austria.
The editors of POPULAR ELECTRONICS recently secured seven representative portable tape recorders to put them through
their paces and to see what they would and
would not do. Of the seven, three are medium-priced units designed primarily for
.

.s.N, í41

;.

voice recording and reproduction. The remaining four are more expensive (over
$200.00) and intended for more critical applications, such as professional and broadcast use.
General Characteristics. Most portable tape recorders have battery -powered
amplifiers and motors. A few, however,
have spring -wound motors; these machines
are designed for use in out-of-the-way
places where one cannot run down to the
corner drugstore for batteries. The units
which are completely battery -operated usually run from 30 to 50 hours on a set of
batteries, depending on how much winding
and rewinding is done, playback level, etc.

c

Light and compact, the PhonoTrix "Mark III"

is easy to operate.
Four flashlight batteries power the 6 -volt Distler motor. Adapters for
using this recorder with either 110 volts a.c. or 6 volts d.c. are available.
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The seven units checked vary in weight
from 3 to 17 pounds. At first consideration,
the prospective purchaser might think,
"The lighter, the better." This reasoning,
however, is valid only if low weight is really
essential. Extreme "portability," i.e., light
weight, is usually obtained at the expense
of playback quality since the playback reproduction is limited by the quality of the
built-in amplifier and speaker. And, in general, better playback systems add weight
to a tape recorder.
Accordingly, the heavier portables have
better tone than do the ultra -lightweight
units. Thus, two heavier units-the Butoba
MT4 and the Stuzzi "Magnette"-are at
..

^

...

-.,

an.°4,

+`

..

the top of the class as far as self-contained
playback quality is concerned. These are
the only machines that approach the record -and -built -in -playback standards of typical a.c.-operated home recorders.
However, all of the seven units checked
have output jacks for use with external
amplifier -speaker systems. In fact, the
more expensive recorders are designed primarily for use with external playback
systems.
The PhonoTrix "Mark III" is one of the
least expensive portables available, selling
for $99.50, which includes a leather carrying case. Two -push-button operation makes
this West German import a very simple

dS6.cP'o¿+°g.

19,`Q
-
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The "Transcorder" puts up to 60 minuses of dictation on a single tape. Sold by Lafaye-te Radio,
it is similar to a well-known higher -priced recorder.
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Smart -looking Steelman "Transitape" is very easy to use and its mechanism seems
to be foolproof. Recordings can be made without taking microphone out
of case.

machine to use, and its

quality is adequate for
voice reproduction. It
should be useful for dictation purposes.
One of the best points
in the Mark III's favor is
that it operates for 50
hours on only four ordinary flashlight batteries.

1.100

y

.41

T h e "Transcorder,"
which is marketed by

Lafayette Radio, is the
smallest and lightest unit

checked, tipping the scales at only three
pounds. Designed strictly for voice reproduction, the Transcorder operates at 1°/B
ips, and can put up to 60 minutes of recording on a single 3" tape cartridge.
This is a simple machine to operate and
is small enough to be carried in a coat
pocket-preferably a reinforced one. (Actually, it could be employed with a "wristwatch" microphone for amateur sleuthing.)
Power rewind is not included, but a swing out manual rewind is easy to use and operates smoothly.
Incidentally, the Transcorder seems to
be almost identical with a recorder that

Model
Phono Trix

Mark Ill

Speed
(ips)
31/2

Frequency Recording TranResponse
Time
sistors
(cps)

(minutes)

200-6000

2x22

Used

sells nationally under another trade name
for $249.50.
The Steelman "Transitape," a handsome example of modern design, is about
the easiest of the seven machines to operate. The mechanism seems to be completely foolproof, and switching from play
to fast rewind to fast vv ind while the tape
is in motion causes no difficulty. Also, the
tape speed can be switched from 1% ips
to 39/4 ips while the tape is running. The
microphone is cleverly packaged in a little
nook on top of the recorder, and since the
case is perforated above it, recordings can
be made without removing the case top.
Life of
Battery

Battery

Type and
Price

(hours)

4

.50

4-1 '/z -volt

"D" cells

Weight
(with

batteries)
6 lb.

Reel
Size

(max.)

Power
Rewind

3"

Yes

3'

No

(20c each)

Lafayette

11/2

Transcorder
Steelman
Transitape

31

150-7500

2x12

voice

2x24

31/2

50-13000

2x60

1'/e

60.5000

2x120

31/2

80-9000

2x23

'/t

80-4000

2x45

Yrn

MT4

StuzzI

Magnette

1

F( -Cord

Model IA

A.C.A.
Model

612 -TO

50

2x30

12-18

4

Burgess 2XT

3

(51.82)

1

Butoba

150-5000

71/2

50-12000

2x9

t3

1

Ye

db
voice

7

%:

50-10,000

±2

db

-

7

Amp: 300

13

Motor:
50

RMI2R (90c

20.40

7

.

8

1

%f -volt

(cartridge)

3'

Yes

12 lb.

5'

Yes

8 lb.

4'

Yes

3'

No

5'

No

8

lb.

each)

"D" cells

-

(20c each)
7

30-

4 Burgess

100

532 (68c
each)

7

2-4

11

125
(springwound
motor)

2x36

2x22

Mallory

lb.

.

4 rechargeable
cells
(33.95 set)
2

Mallory

TR-135R

4

%x

lb.

17 lb.

(52.04 each)
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Sturdy Butoba MT4 features push-button operation,

5" reels, and tone control for playback. A converter
which fits into the battery compartment is available
for powering the unit from almost any a.c. source.
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Stuzzi "Magnetfe," manufactured in Austria, is notable for
the quality of its workmanship.
At 33/4 ips, its frequency response is from 80 to 9000 cps.

.

Although the use of 3" reels limits oneway recording to 12 minutes at the 33/4 ips
speed, this figure can be doubled by using
the machine at 1°/s ips. Thus, up to 48 minutes of recording can be put on a single
reel by recording on both tracks.
The Butoba MT4 is made in West Germany and is the least expensive recorder
in the higher -priced group. Whereas the
units which sell for under $200.00 are intended primarily for voice reproduction
(dictating, office conferences, etc.), the
more expensive machines are intended for
serious recording applications, either for
recording music in the field or for "roving -

Indicator

Level

Battery
Condition
Indicator

No

No

No

Yes

$189.50

Yes

Yes

$199.50

Steelman Phonograph &
Radio Co, Inc.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Yes

No

$249.50

Turning Corp. of America,
60 E. 42 Sr.,
New York 17, N. Y.

Yes

Yes

$269.50

Ercona Corp.,
16 W. 46 St.,

Yes

Yes

$330.00

Yes

Yes

$465.00

ii eaord

Price

Distributor

St.,

Matthew Stuart & Co.,
$99.50
353 W. 54
carry 'g case) New York, N. Y.
(with leather

Lafayette Radio Corp.,
165-08 Liberty Ave.,
Jamaica 33, N. Y.

New York 36, N. Y.
Kingdom Products,

514 Broadway,
New York, N.

Y.

Amplifier Corp. of America,
398 'Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

reporter" television or radio interviews.
The MT4 is one of the heaviest portables
tested and has the best self-contained
sound -reproducing system. It has an unusually solid feel, but still weighs only
twelve pounds with all of its eight flashlight batteries in place. If you want to
power the MT4 from a.c., a plug-in converter is available which fits into the battery compartment; this allows operation

with any a.c. source from 110 to 240 volts
at either 50 or 60 cycles.
At the speed of 33/4 ips, the manufacturer
claims frequency response to 13,000 cps.
Use of 5" reels makes possible 60 minutes
of recording time on each track at 33/4 ips.
The Stuzzi "Magnette" is a precision made recorder from Austria. It is being
used at the present time on transoceanic
flights of BOAC, the British airline, to record all land -to-plane communications.
Offering push-button two -speed operation (33/4 and 1% ips), the Magnette's
frequency response goes out to 9000 cps,
(Continued on page 130)
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Part 4
Probing the Power Supply

By LARRY KLEIN
Technical Editor

IN

GENERAL, the quality of an oscilloscope is judged by how accurately the
scope displays an electrical wave. The best
scopes will reproduce very low voltage

waveforms perfectly with.frequencies ranging anywhere from zero cycles
(d.c.) up
to 5-10 megacycles.
Watching the Waves. We don't have to
work very hard to prove the point
that
scopes have certain special
advantages
over other instruments.. Let's consider some
typical waveforms encountered in electronic equipment and see what a scope
.can do for us by way of visual analysis.
A good case ín point is FM
alignment.
Figure 1 shows the output of an FM receiver's discriminator circuit when a 10.7mc. FM signal from a sweep
generator is
fed into the i.f. stages. The
manufacturer's
instructions tell you to adjust the
inator transformer so that the discrim10.7-mc.
marker will appear at the center of the
crossover lines and the crossover lines
themselves will be as straight as possible.
You can see that a VTVM won't tell
you
much about how "straight" the crossover
lines are-although there are alignment
techniques in which the VTVM is used.
52
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Television circuits provide a barrel full
of examples where the form of
the wave,
rather than the height or frequency of
the
wave, is the important factor.

Pówer Supplies. Let's get down
to
cases and check out wine "do's,"
"don'ts,"
and techniques by examining waveforms
in
an operating electronic circuit. The
ard transformer -operated power standsupply
makes a good guinea pig, not only
because
it's one of the fundamental
electronic circuits, but because it produces a nice
assortment of waves suitable for our discussion.
First, a few words about power
in general. The two types you'll supplies
encounter
most often are the full -wave (Fig.
2)
the half-wave supply tFig. 3). Whereas and
the
full -wave power supply. is always
trans POPULAR ELECTRONICS

the best way to do this would be to connect the scope's input leads to points A and
B, but stop for a moment and consider
exactly where A and B are. That's rightdirectly across the a.c. line.
Now let's look at the schematic of your
scope. Notice that the "Gnd." jack at both
the vertical and horizontal input terminals
is connected directly to the scope's metal
chassis. This is an advantage (it provides
shielding) except in connecting the scope
across the a.c. line. Then there's a 50/50
chance that the "hot" side of the a.c. line
is going to be connected to the ground side
of the scope. If luck isn't with you, you're
apt to have a 117 -volt surprise the first
time you reach for a control knob.
The moral of this particular story is:
carefully think out what you're doing when
you connect the test leads of any chassisgrounded test instrument directly or indirectly to the a.c. line. Note that generators and VTVM's also fall into the category

E

5

4

former-operated, the half -wave type (usually employing a selenium or silicon rectifier) may not be.
Although the full -wave power supply is
shown in Fig. 2 with a choke in its filter
circuit, in the last few years there has
been a trend away from the use of power
supply filter chokes. This trend is probably due mostly to technical improvement
in the design of filter capacitors. Nowadays so many microfarads can be
crammed into a physically small capacitor
that the equipment manufacturers prefer
to get rid of hum by throwing in an extra
100 µf. or so rather than use a space -consuming, hum -radiating filter choke.
The Hot Ground. For comparison purposes, first take a look at the input voltage
to transformer Ti. One would think that
December, 1959
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Typical waveform obtained during sweep generator alignment
of an FM discriminator.

Full -wave power supply with let 2 tered points discussed in text.

Half -wave transformer-operated
3 supply using selenium rectifier.
Idealized sinusoidal waveform

4 of standard 60 -cycle a.c. line.
Full -wave rectification before
5 smoothing effect of the filter.

Input filter capacitor changes
6 previous hill -and -valley waveform into something like this.
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of test equipment with a chassis ground,
so
your scope. You can see why more filtering
be extra careful when you use
them for is required by a half -wave
supply the
alignment or testing of a.c.-d.c. receivers.
"valleys" between the peaks are much
Once we get on the "isolated"
secondary wider and hence place more of a
side of T1, we can safely connect our
test on the filter capacitor to "fill" themdemand
leads anywhere without worrying about
during
the period that the rectifier is not
test instrument being "hot." Placing the
passing
the current.
scope leads across C or D to ground will
A.C. Ripple. The a.c. or ripple
result in a 60 -cycle waveform (Fig. 4)
component
at the output of the power supply
which is, with rare exceptions,
identical to
the input waveform. Exceptions arise when when viewed on the scope (at the same
gain setting as the previous traces) will
the transformer, because of some
peculiar - be so small as to be practically
undetectable. However, if the scope's vertical
gain
control is turned up full, a trace
resembling Fig. 8 will be seen. These
squiggle
are not significant since they represent
such
a small a.c. component.
It's important to be aware that the scope
is showing you only the a.c.
component in
the d.c. output voltage. Although there is

-

Half -wave rectification before
1 filtering
action takes place.

1

8 Completely filtered

d.c. output. Slight a.c. ripple is only
visible with high scope gain.

a definite relationship between the peak
a.c.
voltage of the rectified wave and the d.c.
voltage before filtering at the output of the
rectifier, this relationship doesn't hold after
filtering. If you're wondering how much
ripple is allowable, the answer depends
the needs of the equipment the supply onis
supposed to power.
ity in the load, puts a "kink" in the
wave In touring the power supply. with the
form.
oscilloscope, we've seen only a very small
The ideal full -wave. waveform shown
in sample of the variety of
Fig. 5 won't be encountered in the
waveforms the
full - scope can .display. The power
wave power supply unless filter
supply was
chosen for discussion here because its waveCi is missing or open. The sort capacitor
of trace forms are basically simple
and easy to
you are likely to find with the scope's
.test
probes 'connected between E and ground interpret. As you go deeper into electronics,
resembles Fig. 6. Filter capacitor CI as the the you'll find that more and more of what
first element in the filter network is respon- to scope screen shows is meaningful only
someone with the proper training and
sible for the waveform change at this
point.
Capacitor C2 and choke CH1 convert' the theoretical background.
The oscilloscope is not a magic wand
pulsating d.c. of Fig. 6 into the ripple-free will
that
somehow open up the mysteries of eleccurrent required for a humless B+ supply.
Before filtering, the output. waveform of tronicsto you. The oscilloscope is a tool.
the half-wave rectifier looks like Fig. 7 on And like any tool, it functions best in the
hands of someone trained to use it.
-3j54
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New
CR T Tester an

Rejuvenator Kit
WITH millions of TV sets in use for

many years now, picture -tube testing
and rejuvenation assume more importance
than ever before. When a TV set owner
hauls in his picture tube and it checks out
dead, he is less likely to complain about
buying a new tube if an attempt is made to
bring his old tube back to life.
One of the newest instruments that both
checks and rejuvenates picture tubes is the
Model RE-2 "Multiphase Rejuvatube"
(Central Electronics, Inc., 1247 Belmont
Ave., Chicago 13, Ill.). It is available factory-wired for $89.50 or it can be purchased
in kit form for $69.50.
Features. The Rejuvatube checks standard CRT's for emission, gas, opens, shorts
or leakage between elements, grid cutoff,
and "life expectancy." A built-in current
limiter prevents accidental burn out of the
cathode ribbon, a too -common trouble experienced with early CRT rejuvenators.
A "Cube Socket Selector" allows the
testing of any CRT (including color tubes)
without the use of extra adapters. A selector switch permits each gun of a color tube
December, I959

Central Electronics' Model

RE -2

gives old tubes a new lease on life

to be tested individually. Seven-inch tubes
can be checked by using an accessory cable.
Assembly of the kit is facilitated by a
precut, laced wiring harness-it should
only take about six hours to make a very
neat job of it.
Operation. The tube is first tested for
shorts or open elements, then for emission.
If the emission is low and the set shows a
weak picture, the rejuvenation procedure is
next on the agenda.
This tester "rejuvenates" at the normal
filament voltage, instead of at a boosted
voltage. The rejuvenation process is continued until the meter shows no further increase in reading. For very weak tubes and
the "slow -starters," a Heater -Increase
switch permits raising the filament voltage
55
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to the level of about 10 volts for a moment or two.
After rejuvenation, a second emission
test is run. If the tube still checks low,
the Heater -Increase switch is depressed,
and the reading noted. If increasing the
heater voltage brings the.emission up to a
usable level, a standard picture tube
booster will allow the tube to operate
satisfactorily until the end of its life.
Gas and "life expectancy" tests are standard. For gas, a 10-megohm resistor is inserted into the grid circuit and the shunting
switch connected across it is opened; the
resulting change in meter reading is then
noted. Very high readings indicate a high
56
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gas content and a probable lack of brightness control. The life test is made by
simply turning the heater off and noting
the time the meter needle takes to drop to
zero; very rapid drop-off indicates a loss
of active material on the cathodesurface
and hence a short life expectancy for the
tube.
Comment. This is a fine kit and quite
easy to assemble if the instructions are
followed carefully. No significant difficulties
were encountered in the model we put together and the instrument did everything
claimed by the manufacturer. It should be
a very useful addition to any TV service
shop or home laboratory.
30
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Inside the
Ste ire O
Cartridge

h

PUTTING the two channels needed for
stereophonic reproduction in the single
groove of a disc recording is one of the
miracles of modern technology. However,
because much misleading literature on the
stereo disc has been published, many people
imagine that the modulated stereo groove
looks like a plowed furrow of an even
depth, with one wall modulated by one
stereo channel and the other wall modulated by the second channel. This is a simplified way of looking at the stereo disc,
but it does not present a very accurate
picture of its operation.
Background of Stereo Discs. Perhaps
the easiest way to understand how the
stereo disc recording system works is to
trace the development of monophonic recording systems. When Thomas Edison
shouted "Mary had a little lamb" into his
tin -foil phonograph in 1877, his voice caused
a stylus to modulate the surface of the tin
foil vertically; and the recording stylus left
a trail of depth variations behind it. This
method of groove modulation is called the
vertical or "hill-and -dale" method.
Ten years after Edison's first experiments, the first lateral -cut record was produced by Emile Berliner. In Berliner's sys-

How the various types of stereo pickups operatetheir advantages and disadvantages
By JOSEPH MARSHALL
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ELEMENTS
STEREO GROOVE
WITH RIGHT -SIDE
MODULATION

(A)

UNMODULATED GROOVE,
NO

OUTPUT GENERATED

ELEMENT

15

AND

BENT

PRODUCES OUTPUT

(B)

RIGHT SIDE MODULATED,
OUTPUT FROM RIGHT
ELEMENT ONLY

MODULATION

STEREO GROOVE
WITH LEFT -SIDE
MODULATION

IN THIS DIRECTION

ELEMENT IS BENT
AND
PRODUCES OUTPUT

(C)

LEFT SIDE MODULATED,
OUTPUT FROM LEFT
ELEMENT ONLY

MODULATION

IN THIS DIRECTION

CENTER LINE
OF

UNMODULATED GROOVE

Fig. I. Each voltage -producing element.
of a 45-45 stereo pickup responds
to modulation in only one side of the record
groove. Although the elements
shown here produce output when the
adjacent wall is modulated, some cartridges operate in reverse fashion. However, the
general
principles are the same.

tern, the cutting stylus moved from side to
side. Lateral recording gradually gained

popularity and eventually superseded Edison's hill -and -dale method. However, the
vertical -cut system was still in use until the
beginning of World War II, being employed
mainly in the production of broadcast
transcriptions.
The idea of using the two systems simultaneously to record two sound tracks in a
single groove no doubt occurred to many
people. In playback, the stylus would drive
two voltage -generating elements, one of
which would respond only to vertical modulations and the other to lateral modular
tions. In the early 1930's, vertical -lateral
dual -track records were actually produced
experimentally in England. Because of
technical difficulties and consumer disinterest, however, these early experiments
were discontinued.
Modern Developments.. Little more
was heard about the stereo disc until 1957,
58
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when two British companies announced
that they had advanced the old vertical lateral system to a surprising degree of
refinement. But still inherent in the vertical -lateral system was an apparently insuperable fault. As the playback stylus
tracked the grooves, whenever it attempted
to follow -the narrower sections of the
groove caused by heavy lateral modulation it would be lifted slightly due to
"pinch effect" and thus would induce a
spurious signal into the vertical channel.
Because this "pinch -effect" distortion had
no, relation to the signal in the vertical
channel, it would stick out like. a' sore
thumb and make the vertical channel far
inferior .to the lateral channel.
Then the Westrex Company came up
with a solution. Instead of trying to improve the vertical -lateral system, Westrex
tilted the whole recording, process by 45°;
this resulted in the two channels still being
at right angles to each other, but each at
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

COIL "A"

COIL "B"

UNIVERSAL
GIMBAL
FINGERS
JEWELED
PIVOTS

DIRECTION

"8"

DIRECTION "A"

STYLUS

Fig. 2. Exploded view of she ESL "Gyro
Jewel" moving coil stereo cartridge. When
stylus moves in direction "A", coil "A"
rotates within a magnetic field and produces a voltage. Movement in direction
"B" causes coil "B" to produce an output.

a 45° angle from the record surface. The
Westrex, or 45-45 system, was also based
on principles worked out in the early
1930's, and together with new and better

Fig. 3. Moving magnet design is typified
by the Empire 88 stereo cartridge, made
by Audio Empire. Moving magnet attached
to stylus induces voltages in the coils.

cutters, it reduced pinch -effect distortion to
the point where commercial records became
practical.
The 45-45 System. The mechanics of
the 45-45 system are shown in Fig. 1. For
playback, two voltage -generating elements
are attached to the stylus at right angles
to each other, but at 45° to the record's surface. Each of these elements is so coupled
to the stylus that ít will produce an output
only when one side of the groove is modulated. The elements in Fig. 1 most closely
resemble crystal transducers, but the principles of operation are the same for all
types of stereo pickups.
In Fig. 1(A), with no modulation in the
groove, the stylus just goes' along for the
ride and no output is produced by either
element. When the right side is modulated
(B), the right element is bent, and thus
generates a signal voltage in accordance
with the audio modulation on the right side
of the groove. Note that the side of the
groove is not modulated laterally, but at a
45° angle; that is, right -wall modulation
means that the right side of the record
groove varies both in depth and in lateral
displacement. To the left reproducing element, the right -wall modulation looks like
a hill -and-dale cut, and to the right element
it looks like a lateral cut. Since the left
element responds only to being bent and
not to being pushed, it produces no output.
Alternately, in (C), when the left side is
modulated, the left element produces an
output and the right element produces

STATIONARY

none.

Types of Stereo Pickups. The two
general classes of stereo pickups are the
magnetics, which generate an output signal
December, 1959
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COILS

4o1;\11:1141911j
MAGNE
QUADRATURE
POLE
STRUCTURE

STYLUS

I

by the interaction of a magnetic field with
.a coil, and the piezoelectrics, which produce
outputs when their voltage -generating ele-

ments (usually crystal or ceramic materials) are bent or twisted.
'Magnetic cartridges are divided into
three types : moving coil, moving magnet,
and variable reluctance (sometimes called
moving iron) cartridges. In the moving
coil cartridge, stylus motion causes extremely small coils of fine wire to move
either back and forth in a magnetic field or
to rotate around a magnetic field. An example of the moving coil design is the ESL
"Gyro/Jewel" cartridge; the internal construction of this cartridge is shown in Fig. 2.
Moving magnet cartridges are relatively
new to the stereo scene, but two of themthe Shure and the Audio Empire-are at
the very top of the class. In the moving
magnet cartridge, a tiny magnet attached
to the stylus arm follows the movements
of the stereo groove and induces electrical
59

STATIONARY
COILS
MAGNET

OUTPUTS

MOVING STYLUS
VANE

Fig. 4. Variable reluctance principle

employed by General Electric in
all models of stereophonic pickups.
is

output signals into stationary coils. An internal view of the Empire 88 moving magnet stereo cartridge is shown in Fig. 3.
The variable reluctance principle is familiar to most hi-fi'ers from mono days,
when the General Electric cartridge made
"VR" a common phrase. This design is basically composed of a horseshoe magnet with
a metal vane in its open end. As the stylus
moves the vane in the magnetic field, the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit is varied,
and a signal is induced into nearby coils.
Manufacturers using the variable reluctance principle in their stereo cartridges
are General Electric, Dynaco, and Picker-

ing. See Fig. 4.
Pros and Cons. All of these cartridge
types have their advantages and disadvantages. The variable reluctance movement, for example, has to move only a very
small and light piece of metal, and its stylus mass and compliance can be very good.
On the other hand, the coils have to be
quite large, with a lot of inductance. This
LEFT -

CHANNEL
TRANSDUCER
GROUND

STYLUS

74.

RIGHT-

CHANNEL
OUTPUT

írt1101

RIGHT

-

CHANNEL

TRANSDUCER

Fig. 5. CBS "Professional" stereo
cartridge uses two ceramic voltage producing elements to provide high
output and to minimize hum pickup.

inductance combines with the distributed
capacitance of the coils, the capacitance of
the shielded cable from pickup to preamp,
and the input capacitance of the preamp to
form a resonant peak, and it is very difficult to keep this resonant peak above 20,000
cycles. It is extremely sensitive to cable
length and to the resistive load.
The coil in a moving coil pickup is much
smaller and the resonant peak can more
easily be kept above 20,000 cycles where it
has no serious effect on the audible response. By using very small wire, the mass
of the coil can be kept down and the stylus
mass and compliance of a monophonic version can be very good indeed. But in stereo
versions, two coils have to be moved by a
single stylus; consequently, the mass and
compliance cannot be as good as in a monophonic version using the same size coil.
Nevertheless, by reducing the size of the
coils and mounting them cleverly, designers have been able to achieve stylus mass
and compliance figures almost as good as
the best monophonic moving coil pickups.
However, the moving coil pickups do
suffer somewhat from low output voltage.
The moving magnet pickup has coils intermediate in size between those of the
VR and moving coil types. With care, it is
possible to keep resonance above 20,000
cycles. This pickup is especially suited for
stereo because the stylus does not have to
move a bigger magnet for a stereo version
than for a monophonic one. Thus the stylus
mass and the compliance of a stereo cartridge can be just as good as in a mono-

phonic version.
Ceramic cartridges enjoy the advantages
of high signal outputs and no hum; high
signal output, however, is a virtue only
when the preamplifier used with the cartridge is specifically designed for it. Many
preamps do not provide proper equalization
for ceramic or crystal cartridges.
The CBS "Professional" stereo cartridge
comes with two sets of equalizers that can
be plugged right into any preamp or amplifier. This is something every manufacturer
of high-fidelity ceramics should note because the ceramics can provide excellent
performance when properly equalized.
Many audiophiles prefer magnetics to ceramics or crystals, but part of this preferance is based on prejudice and part on the
fact that few ceramics are properly equalized. When they are, they are hard to tell
(Continued on page 122)
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y`\0aLeakage
Tester
By R. L. WINKILEPLIECK

l._

Ir

WHAT do the drip, drip, drip of á faucet
and the flip, flip, flip of your TV picture
have in common? They are both caused by
leakage-one by leaky pipes, the other by
.

leaky capacitors.
Leaky capacitors are bad in any circuit
but in TV sync circuits they're pure poison.
And trouble -shooting is complicated by the
fact that capacitors leaky enough to cause
trouble are frequently detectable' only by
specialized test equipment. For instance, a
capacitor with as little as 20 megohms leakage Can completely upset the horizontal
stability of a TV receiver and yet be immune to detection by a standard ohmmeter.
You can assemble this extremely sensitive, inexpensive leakage tester in about an
hour. Since component values are not especially critical, the junk box should be able
to provide its share of parts. The tester's
simplicity is belied by its performance, for
it will expose leaky capacitors ás dependably as your ohmmeter finds off -value resistors-and you'll probably use it as often.
Essentially a voltage doubler which applies 250-300 volts to the capacitor under
test through a neon lamp, the circuit is
well enough isolated from the power line
December, 1959

Easy -to -build unit

checks coupling capacitors

quick as a blink
to make an isolation transformer unnecessary. Just make sure not to connect any
part of the circuit to the aluminum box.
There's' little possibility of accidental
shock since the s.p.d.t. push-button switch
(Si) shorts the test leads, except during
+

RI
.

3.3K

R2

IOOK
SDI

+

SO2

,S

I

c1

IOpf.
ISO V.

C2
NC -51

IlOV.

IOyf.

R3
100K

here in its
depressed, SI un shorts the leads and applies the test voltage.

Push-button switch SI
normal position; when it

is shown
is
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Compact construction

is achieved
of special components
such as Sarkes Tarzian silicon rectifiers Type K-200 (SDI and SD2) and
the Switchcraft s.p.d.t. switch #953.

through the

the actual leakage test. Keep in mind, however, that when Si is depressed there's
nearly 300 volts across the test leads.
In testing a capacitor, one end of it
should be disconnected from its associated
circuit, and the radio or TV set must be
disconnected from the power line. Attach
the test leads and depress the push button.
The neon lamp will blink only once if the
capacitor is good. It will stay on if the
capacitor is shorted or leaks badly.

use

A low level of leakage is indicated by
repeated blinking of the lamp as the push
button is held down steadily. The blinking
rate indicates the degree of leakage. Exact
calibration is not necessary.
If a capacitor in a sensitive circuit shows
any significant leakage, discard it. For if
it's not causing trouble now-it will later.
Potential trouble-makers can be e iminated
in double-quick time with this handy test
unit.
3p
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HE VTVM is certainly one of the handiest instruments on the test
bench; and if you don't have one, you're undoubtedly looking forward
to the day you do. The common VTVM can be used for so many different
kinds of measurements that it can be said to have duly one di'sadvantageit doesn't measure current. But the Heath Model*7-A VTVM has an excellent and expensive Weston 200 -microampere movement which can be
easily adapted for direct current reading without impairing its functioning
in the VTVM.
Although the meter movement is burn -out -proof while it is part of the
VTVM proper, it is not similarly protected when it is being used to read
current. So be careful to avoid overload in making current readings. The
only components needed for the conversion are a 3-polé, 6 -position rotary
December, 1959
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switch, four precision shunting resistors
and two binding posts. The shunts used
have standard values and are available
from the larger electronics suppliers.
You have a choice of techniques for installing the conversion components. They
can. be mounted in a separate housing
either attached to the VTVM or connected
to it via a four-wire cable. The physical

arrangement shown is somewhat complicated, but the portability of the VTVM is
unimpaired and its cabinet can be removed
without disturbing the conversion compo-

nents.
A simple ring or Ayrton series -shunt arrangement has been used to provide several
current ranges. (See "Test Instruments,"
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Feb., '59, for the
theory involved.) In order to use standard value resistors, a l0X range multiple was
selected, starting with the unshunted 200microampere range and proceeding through
2, 20 and 200 milliamperes to 2 amperes.
Only a single -pole switch is necessary to
select the correct shunts, but the use' of a
three-pole switch makes for a more flexible
arrangement. When the switch is in the
"off" position, the VTVM circuit is normal
and the conversion components are isolated. In addition, the current test leads
are shorted for uninterrupted current flow
through the circuit under test. With the
switch in the current measurement positions, the VTVM circuit is isolated from

FORMER METER LEADS.

Use of a three -pole switch adds
to the operating convenience of

the meter movement conversion.
Only two leads of the original
wiring circuit need be changed.

N

Mounting technique shown

o

is

employed with Heath Model 7-A
VTVM. Other manufacturers' instruments may require other approaches for proper conversion.

e
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Range switch can be mounted on
separate plate for internal installation in the VTVM cabinet or used
as external accessory in its own
cabinet. In either case, connections
to VTVM circuitry are the same.

.

TO METER

the meter and the current test leads are
reconnected. The first position from "off"
is the highest current range, to reduce the
possibility of accidental overload of the
meter movement.
It's possible to make rapid readings from
a circuit being examined. For instance, say
we're adjusting the grid bias of a tube and
want to observe both the bias voltage and
the plate current as the bias is varied. The
regular VTVM leads are connected to control grid and cathode, and the new current
leads complete the plate circuit to B-plus.
Simply by switching back and forth between "off" and the correct current range,
both readings can be taken in rapid sequence.
The only modification to the VTVM circuit proper consists of removing the leads
to the meter movement terminals, connecting them to the correct switch contacts,
and connecting the two leads from the
switch to the meter movement.
In the author's model, the insulated binding posts and the switch are assembled on
a small square of scrap aluminum, which
is then mounted on the rear bracket of the
VTVM using the screw which holds the bat December, 1959

TO FORMER METER

LEADS

OF

VTVM

tery. Holes are drilled in the back of the
VTVM case to clear the switch shaft and

the binding posts (which must not short to
the case). A square of paper is glued to
the outside of the case on which the current range for each switch position is
shown.

There's no suitably marked scale on the
Heath meter movement, but the 50 -volt
scale is correctly divided. Small numerals
from 2 to 20 glued to the scale as shown
will make for easier reading.
The space between decks of the switch
specified on the diagram is quite large; so,
if the switch is to be mounted inside the
VTVM case, it should be reassembled with
shortened spacers-allowing only enough
space between decks to clear adjacent contacts. After assembly, the protruding tie
bolts and shaft can be cut off. (An alternative is to use a single-deck switch such
as the Mallory 3236J.)
This same type of conversion can be
made on any VTVM; but unless the basic
range and internal resistance of the meter
movement is the same as Heath's, the
values of the shunting resistors must be determined experimentally.
30
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100 TV Rabbit -Ears Antenna

-

By ART TRAUFFER

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS with this simple
TV "rabbit ears" antenna; it's easy to
make, looks good, and works practically as
well as a factory -made job. The two metal

rods are straightened -out wire clothes hangers mounted in a wood base. A 24" length of
standard 300 -ohm twin -lead connects the
"ears" to your TV set in the usual way. If
you cut the base from scrap lumber, the complete antenna should cost no more than a
dime.
Cut the base round or square from a piece
of 3/4" pine and gouge out a groove for the
300-ohm line. Drill two % " holes for the rods
spaced about 13/4" apart at a 60° angle. Sand
and finish the wood to match your TV cabinet.
The exact length of the two rods is not
critical. Rods about 30" long will do a good
job for local reception on channel 6 or under.
For best reception
on channel 7 and
BOTTOM OF BASE

ENDS OF

METAL
RODS

CUT OUT
TO FIT

FLAT -HEAD
WIRE NAIL

above, the ears

should be shorter.
Wrap tape around
the ends of the rods
to improve appearance, and to prevent
accidents. And glue
a piece of felt on
the base to avoid
scratching your TV
cabinet.
30

DISC OF FELT, CLOTH
OR RUBBER

60'
2 FEET OF 300 -OHM LINE

4
Clofhes-hanger wire rods are at

SPADE
LUGS

t

a 60° angle from each other.
Protective cloth disc covers grooved channel ín which 300 -ohm
Be sure to clean and tin rod ends before soldering.

line is run.
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ACOUSTICAL TILE
EXCESSIVE sound reflection in a music listening room cannot only decrease listening pleasure but, in the case of stereo, it can even destroy
the desired effect. Luckily for the listener, `however, poor room acoustics
can be controlled to a great extent by the application of sound -absorbent
materials; the results of treating a typical room
with acoustical tile were.presented in the November
issue Of POPULAR ELECTRONICS.
The first step in installing acoustical tile is to
determine where you need it. In many cases, applying the tile to the ceiling will provide enough sound
absorption; in others, it may also be necessary to
cover the walls, either partially or completely, with
acoustical tile. The photos on these three pages will
show you how it should be done.

I

HOW TO- STARoLE.
TILE TO CEILING
Before tile work is started, light
fixtures and electrical wiring must
If necessary, call an
be installed.
electrician to help you make the
connections to the main switch box.
Recessed fixtures are easy to install
between joists and make for an attracfive job with good light distribution.
1

V.

ANDREW LORANT

Stapling acoustical file to furring strips is the easiest
2 and most popular method of installing tile. The first
step is to nail 1" by 3" furring strips over the ceiling joists.
To keep the acoustical tile level over uneven joists, add some
shims behind the furring strips until everything is level.

,

As the furring strips are nailed up, the rows of 12" by
3 24" acoustical tile are stapled into position. For best
results, nail up two or three furring strips, then apply the
tile. This allows you to level each row of tile as you go along.

December, 1959
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HOW TO GLUE
TILE TO CEILING

1

l.,'

An alternate way of applying acoustical file is to glue
it to the ceiling. To satisfy some local fire rules and increase insulation, install plaster board before applying the
tile. Half -inch Gypsum Board is available at most lumber yards in convenient 4' by 8' sheets. A few scrap twoby-fours used as T -supports will hold the sheets in place
while you nail the plaster board to the ceiling joists.
1

As each sheet of plaster board goes into place, be
sure to mark the location of light fixtures, heating
ducts, and electrical outlets. After the ceiling is up, you
must cut out holes to uncover the fixtures. The decorative moldings of most fixtures will hide any rough edges.

2

Now you're set to start installing the tile. First, determine the center lines of the ceiling in both directions
and mark them with a chalk line. Then work from the center out and try to end up with border tile more than 6"
in width. A putty knife or small trowel is the only tool
you need for applying the cement to the back of the tile.

3

There she goes! The cement on the back of the tile
acts as a lubricant and the tile slides easily into place.
Each piece makes a tongue -and -groove joint with the
adjacent tiles. Extra adhesive can be added, if necessary, to bring a tile down to the level of adjoining tiles.

4
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HOW TO STAPLE

TILE TO WALLS

If you want to install acoustical tile on your walls,
the first step is to "box in" any plumbing pipes that
may be protruding. Such boxes serve not only to hide
pipes, but may also be used as a "foundation" for lighting fixtures. Paint smaller pipes the same color as the wall.
1

-1

Furring strips provide a surface to which tile can be
Here, furring strips are nailed directly to
concrete block wall. Cedar shims behind furring keep
the strips even, although the block wall is slightly uneven.

2 stapled.

x

Stapling the tiles to the furring strips is a snap. Just
remember to work from left to right with the joints
staggered so the top row is always to the right of the
row underneath. Use a carpenter's level to check the
alignment of each row as it is installed. Molding
will hide the joint where wall tile reaches the ceiling.

`"

4'

If desired, paneling can also be nailed on the furring strips. Here, luxurious Weldwood panels are
used to achieve a rich effect. Joint where tile meets the
paneling will be covered by wainscotting (wooden trim).

4
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On 60 Meters

the

"Path of darkness" brings you the rare ones from Africa,
Indonesia and Latin America
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ANY DX'ERS who work the lower

short-wave frequencies have found
that best results are obtained when either
the transmitter or the receiver is in a zone
of darkness. This is due to the so-called
"darkness factor." Understanding this
phenomenon is a key to better pickup on

By
GEORGE
R. COX
WPE3JJ

frequencies, particularly the 60 meter "tropical" band.
Long-distance radio communications are
possible only because the "E" and the "F"
ionospheric layers reflect signals back to
the ground, enabling "skip" signals to be
received great distances from the translower

RECEPTION ON 60 METERS (NOVEMBER -MARCH)
FOR EASTERN U.S.A.
Transmitter
Minimum
Maximum
Most Favorable
Location
Sunspot Years
Sunspot Years
Listening Time
AFRICA
2030-21300300-0700; and
Short Path
Fade -In:
2000-2100 Fade-In:
Fade -Out: 0800-0900 Fade -Out: 0730-083'
after 2100
ASIA
0930-10301030-1230
Short Path
Fade -In:
0900-1030 Fade -In:
Fade -Out: 1230-1330 Fade -Out: 1200-1300
Long Path
Fade -In:
2130-2230 Fade -In: 2200-2300
After 2200
Fade -Out: 2330-0030 Fade -Out: 2330-0000
LATIN AMERICA
(Central and Fade -In: 2200-2330Fade-In:
South America, Fade -Out: 1100-1300 Fade -Out: 1030-1230
Mexico)
and 0400 and fade before 0500. South Africa and Mozambique will peak between 0330 and
0430 and lade before 0600. Stations in the Belgian Congo, the Congo Republic (French
Equatorial Africa), and Libya may hold up until 0700. Other West Africans, such as the
Ivory Coast and Liberia, will be among the last to fade out. The elusive Indonesians usually
appear from about 1030 to 1130. Petropavlovsk, 5.050 mc., which runs 50 kw., may at times
appear at 0800 or earlier. VLM-4, Brisbane, 4.920 mc., has appeared before 0700.
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During daylight hours, however,
a lower layer, the "D" layer, is present
which absorbs radio waves and keeps them
from being bounced back to earth. At noon,
when the "D" layer is at its thickest, 60 meter reception is confined to within a few
hundred miles of the transmitting site.
mitter.

The author uses a Hammarlund HQ -160 receiver
with an RME DB-22A preselector, a 10-kc. calibrator, 60' long-wire antenna and an antenna tuner.

,
-We

¡ill
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.

noon DX session to check conditions on 41
and 31 meters first, then try 49 meters a
little later. Reception on these bands sometimes gives me an indication as to how good
or poor 60 meters will be when it opens. If
CNR-3, Sebaa-Aioun, Morocco, 6.006 mc.,
comes through with a fairly good signal
around 2000 GMT, there may be a chance
to get good reception later on 60 meters.
This method is not always reliable, however, since conditions can change quickly.
Also, some stations pop through at only a

.
~
-

'4-14

%y'
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the picking up of stronger and better
quality signals.
Rare Pickups. Though most of the stations in the 60 -meter "tropical" band are
intended primarily for local or regional reception, if there is considerable darkness
between the transmitter and the reception
point, you will be rewarded by some rare
transmissions from Africa, Indonesia, and
the Latin American countries. It is truly
surprising how some low -powered stations
can get out under good conditions.
A case in point is the "seasonal" CR6RH,
Sa da Bandeira, Angola, outlet on 5.024 mc.
I have tuned this 400-watter with a signal
level almost equal to the "regular" CR6RZ,
Luanda, on 4.995 mc. which runs 3 kw.
It is usually my practice during an after-

.

After sunset, the "D" layer disappears, and
real DX is possible.
In general, it seems more important for
the transmitter to be in a darkness zone
than the receiving point, especially in long path DX. However, total darkness between
the transmitter and the receiver results in

certain time of the year. Simply because
the Angolan on 6.026 mc. is coming through
does not mean that CR7RD on 4.851 mc. or
CR6RH on 5.024 mc. will follow.
Long -Path DX. Perhaps the most thrilling form of reception is long -path DX; but
(Continued on page 126)

RECEPTION ON 60 METERS (NOVEMBER
FOR WESTERN U.S.A.

Transmitter
Location

Minimum
Sunspot Years

-

Maximum
Sunspot Years

MARCH)

Most Favorable
Listening Time

AFRICA
Short Path
Long Path

Fade -In:
0000-0030 Fade -In:
0030-01000400-0730
Fade -Out: 0830-0900 Fade -Out: 0800-0830
Fade -In:
1330-1430 Fade -In:
1400-14301500-1530
Fade -Out: 1530-1600 Fade -Out: 1500-1600

ASIA
Short Path

Fade -In:
0600-0700 Fade -In:
0700-08000900-1430
Fade -Out: 1600-1700 Fade -Out: 1500-1600

LATIN AMERICA

(Central and Fade -In:

0000-0100 Fade -In: 0000-0130After0130
America, Fade -Out: 1100-1400 Fade -Out: 1100-I33
Mexico)
NOTES: All times are in GMT. Unfortunately for West Coast listeners, there will
South

be no

Africans operating at 0000. However, they may be fortunate enough to catch Azores, 4.864
mc., closing at 0000; and Dakar may possibly break through when signing off at 2330 on
4.950 mc. Around 0400, Mozambique, 4.840 mc., South Africans on 4.810 mc., 4.945 mc.,
and Rhodesia, 4.911 mc., will provide the best reception. Long -path Africans, such as
Tanganyika, French Somaliland, British Somali, Kenya, and Uganda, are usually heard best
from 1430 to 1530.
"x11,111
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By HANK BENNETT
W2PNA/WPE2FT

IN complete opposition to the many

totals do nót include loggings of or verifications from
utility stations or other stations outside of
175 verifications. These

DX'ers who feel that an expensive and
elaborately built antenna system is a must
in snaring those hard -to -get stations, Gerry
Dexter has amassed an enviable log using
only a 100' single -wire antenna. Now 23
years old, a student, and single, Gerry has
been DX'ing for nearly nine years. He operates out of the Middle West (144 Windsor
Drive, Waterloo, Iowa) and is the holder of
POPULAR ELECTRONICS monitor call letters
WPEOJJ.
Gerry's well-equipped listening post is
headed up by a trio of receivers-a Hammarlund HQ -129X, a Hallicrafters S -40B,
and a Zenith Trans-Oceanic-plus an RME
DB-22A preselector. He listens mostly on
the 60 -and 49 -meter bands (4600-6500 kc.),
also in contrast to many DX'ers who prefer the higher frequencies.
In checking through Gerry's log, we find
that he has heard a total of 118 countries,
with 101 of them verified. In all, he has

li.

the short-wave category.
Gerry's favorites are the Swiss, Belgian,
Australian and British stations, for their
generally superior programing. His best
DX catch: VQO2,

Honiara, Solomon

Islands heard during the period when
VQO2 was running only 100 watts. Other
catches: the Fiji Islands and some Asiatic
Russian stations.
Although Gerry has DX'ed on the medium -wave bands as well as the FM and TV
channels, currently he devotes 99% of his
listening time to the short waves. He holds
membership in the DXplorers Radio Association, the Newark News Radio Club, Universal Radio DX Club, and the Internahonal Short -Wave League. And his future
plans include a career in the broadcasting
field.

(Continued an page

137)
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Gerry Dexter, WPEOJJ,

shown with his Zenith AM -

FM

receiver (at left),

(with
and TV -FM
booster on top of it), and
RME DB-22A preselector.

Hallicrafters

0 -multiplier
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Antenna
Mount

You can mount your ham or Citizens Band antenna in

a minute, without drilling

By J. G. KARNATH, W2RRA

THE ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST or ham is often faced with the
necessity for quick installation of an antenna or his automobile for experiments with mobile transmitters, receivers,
garage door controllers, and other radio -controlled devices. With
the recent FCC approval of the Citizens Band, and the appearance of many construction articles on mobile equipment, the
easily built antenna mount shown here will be a useful addition
to any experimenter's paraphernalia.
Many times a model under test is strictly temporary and may
be placed on the front seat, to be readily accessible for adjustment and change. But the wife will demand that it be quickly
and completely removable for a trip to the local supermarket in
the family car. This window antenna mount can be attached
and removed in about one minute, and will remain firmly and
December, 1959
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safely attached at speeds in excess of 60
mph. No mounting holes need be drilled and
the car is not defaced in any way.
While the regular automobile radio antenna can .be unplugged from the set and
pressed into service, it is usually highly inconvenient to do só with today's crowded
and complicated under -dash areas. In this
case you would also need a cable with a
mating socket to extend the antenna leadin to the equipment output jack.
Another point which is often overlooked

x 3/32" mounting plate is made of
aluminum, and the spring clip is formed
from stainless steel approximately 3%" x
33/4" x1/32". Spring brass or phospor bronze
could be substituted for the steel. The two
parts are riveted together as shown.
The antenna used may be of any reasonable size or configuration. The antenna element proper is held to the two stand-off
insulators by metal wrap -around clips
which are screwed to the threaded hole on
the apex of the insulator.
33/4"

ANTENNA
I

7/4'

^

SPRING CLIP

v
MOUNTING PLATE

2

RIVETS

734"
.

4 /Z

2"
GLAZED CERAMIC
STAND-OFF
INSULATORS

4

\

RUBBER

SUCTION CUP

The dimensions shown for the antenna mount need not be
followed strictly, but the stand-off insulators should be high
enough to clear the roof over -hang. Keep in mind that the
larger the mounting plate the smaller the available window area.

is the fact that the conventional auto radio
antenna cable is intended for use at broadcast -band frequencies where the effects of
insulation leakage and stray capacity are
negligible. When it is used at much higher
frequencies, however, these factors may
have a very detrimental effect.
Construction is simple, as you can see
from the dimensional drawing. The 8" x
74

Mount the unit on the vehicle by lowering the window about halfway and wetting
the two rubber suction cups. Next, push
the spring clip down over the upper edge of
the window and wind the window closed,
pressing the two suction cups firmly to
the glass. You can pass the antenna lead-in
through the partly opened ventilating pane
to the equipment.
30
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LIGHTNING BUG NIGHT LIGHT
By CHARLES H. WELCH
WHILE this dependable blinking "bug"
furnishes no actual illumination, it is
a friendly and reassuring sign in the night
to the small fry. It was originally built to
serve as "evidence" proving the existence of
huge lightning hugs in Central America;
now the outsized "insect" acts as a night
light in a child's bedroom.
The flasher unit is a conventional neon bulb relaxation oscillator which is completely self-contained inside the bug. All
the components are supported by their own
leads and are soldered in place. The batteries are soldered, too, since they shouldn't

require replacement

very often; how-

ever, be very careful when you solder
because it is quite
easy to damage the
batteries with too
much heat. The NE 48 neon lamp was
chosen because its

large size suits the proportions of the bug.
Build the bug itself from a 1/z" -thick
sheet of balsa wood. The body is a box, with
inside dimensions just large enough to accommodate the flasher unit and leave room
at the neck opening for the head to plug
in. Make a hole. at the tail to fit the neon
lamp. The thickness of the balsa permits
rounding the body and shaping the wing
covers. Shape the head from a block of
balsa. The sombrero (necessary on the
original to "certify" its Central American
origin) is a plastic bottle cap.
All the balsa parts are finished with
sander -sealer and
model airplane dope.
The legs are made
NE -48
of wire and the feelers are pipe cleaners. You can use
india ink for the
face markings and
red map pins for the
eyes.
30

10 MEG.

.

TWO 45 VOLT
' BATTERIES

.05 y}.

The "bug's" battery terminals should be insulated carefully to prevent the kiddies from
getting a 90 -volt "tickle" from the battery.
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TWO 45 VOLT BATTERIES
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By
SAUNDER HARRIS
WI NXL

Blown out any resistors lately?Here are some whys
and wherefores on the proper way to treat
.

..

sir
IN

1827, the ancient German city of
Cologne saw the publication of a pamphlet with the typically mouth -filling Teutonic title "Die galvaní.sche Kette mathematisch bearbeitet." No huzzahs greeted
the work; in fact, it was so coldly received
that the disheartened author, a professor
of mathematics, ,resigned his position and
vanished from the academic scene for over
:

ten years.
What does this have to do with resistors?
The professor's name may give you a clue
it was Georg Simon Ohm.
Look in your electronic parts catalog.
You'll find hundreds of resistors-big ones
and little ones-of all types and, sizesranging from a fraction of an ohm to over
20 million ohms, from 1/10 watt to 300
watts. Why are all of these resistors
needed? What do they do?
Herr Ohm answered these questions for
us in 1827. Translated from technical German, the story is this the resistor's job
is to limit the flow of current. The more
resistance in a circuit, the less current

...

talr's

We know that in any conductor where
voltage "pushes" electrons there is a current flow. When the conductor has resistance, some voltage is "dropped," pushing
the electrons through it. This voltage drop
depends, logically enough, upon (1) the
resistance of the conductor and (2) the
amount of current flowing through it. The
situation is like a race over an obstacle
course-the higher the hurdles, the more
energy is used up.
Therefore, if you want a lower voltage
at any point in a circuit, insert a resistor
and the voltage in its struggle to push
the current through the resistance will
drop to the desired value.
On the Job. The best way to understand how a resistor is chosen for a par -

o

:

flow.
The Big Push. At the same time that
resistors are limiting current flow, they are
usually doing another important job. They
are placing a specific voltage at the point
in the circuit where it is required. How
is this done?
76
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Voltage pushes electrons.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ticular job is to look at some of them in
action. Our basic tool for determining the
value of any resistor in a circuit is the
product of our friend Herr Ohm. Ohm's
law expresses the basic relationship between resistance, current, and voltage, and
can be written in three forms:
Voltage = Current X Resistance (E = IR)
Current = Voltage/Resistance (I = EIR)
Resistance = Voltage/Current (R = E/i)
In practical work, we use R as the symbol for resistance, I for current, and E for
voltage. Referring to the first equation
above, it is easy to see where the expression "IR drop" (voltage drop) originates.
The voltage drop across a resistor is always equal to the resistance times the
current through it.
You'll want to remember these fundamental Ohm's law equations, because you'll
be using them all through your electronics
career. Now, let's put them to work.
Filaments in Series. Here we have the
the problem of hooking up the three tube
filaments in an a.c.-d.c. phonograph ampliFILAMENTS OF
3

TUBES

35Z5

50L6

ssv.

50v.

12507

R=?
DROPPING
RESISTOR

VOLT
LINE
VOLTAGE

12 V.

117

150 MA.

fier. This is a representative situation
which arises in the design of any radio or
TV receiver'using series -filament operation.
Stop for a moment and look at the typical a.c.-d.c. tube, the 50L6. As you probably know, the "50" in this tube's name
indicates the filament voltage; that is, the
tube's filament is designed to operate at
the correct temperature with 50 volts applied across it. The resistance of the filament is calculated to allow a flow of .15
ampere (150 ma.). The story is the same
for the 35Z5 and 12SQ7 except that their
filaments operate on 35 and 12 volts respectively.
If we were to hook up the three tube
filaments in series to a 117 -volt source,
however, the current flow through the filament circuit would be excessive because
the tube filaments were designed to add
up to a total voltage drop of 97 volts and
their combined resistance would not be
high enough to limit the current to the
December, 1959

Resistors divide voltage

.. .

.15 -amp flow required. Since the line voltage is a nominal 117 volts, we have to

provide a series resistor to drop the extra
20 .volts (117 minus 97). As we already
know the current and voltage values,
Ohm's law (R = E/i) gives us the answer.
Since R = 20/.15, the dropping resistor
should have a value of 133 ohms.
As 133 ohms is not a standard value, we
look in the parts catalog for the closest
value to it. A standard 125 -ohm resistor
with a ±10% tolerance will do the jobthat is, it will do the job if it doesn't overheat or burn out. And here's where the
question of power enters into the problem.
Power Rating. Just as we work up a
sweat pushing a lawn mower, so heat is
generated by electrons pushing their way
through a resistance. Unless the resistor is
designed to withstand the heat generated
by the current, it will burn up.
The following relationship can be used
in figuring the amount of power the resistor is required to dissipate: power (in
watts) equals the resistance times the cur (Continued on page 132)

and block current flow.
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Infercommunication

Simplified

By GLENN A. TOWILL

FOR less than $5 you can have an intercom that employs nothing more than a microphone and a
speaker, has instant operation, and is powered by
flashlight cells. If your junk- box is well stocked, it
may not cost you a cent.
The simple system shown in Fig. 1 is suitable for
one-way operation to a garage or workshop, for example, to call hubby for supper (he can't talk back to
make excuses) It's a straightforward circuit, the battery, mike and speaker being connected in series with
a push-button switch for on/off control. The switch
is mounted beside the mike; the battery can be placed
with the speaker. Interconnect the stations with a
two -conductor wire or use a grounded return if a good
ground is available.
A carbon -type mike must be employed here, but any
small PM speaker will do. Volume is adjusted by the
voltage of the battery and can be varied for the noise
level in the room. Up to six volts can be applied safely,
and this will provide sufficient volume for office use.
The battery can be three or four flashlight cells in
series, or a single six -volt "hot -shot" battery may be
used, if you wish.
For a two-way intercom, twice the number of
parts is needed. If three -wire cable is available, exact
duplicates of the circuit in Fig. 1 can be built with a
mike and speaker at either end. If the unit is to be
used at great distances with two-\\ ire cable or
grounded return, switches can be added as shown in
Fig. 2. Here the switches are single -pole double -throw,
with a spring return to one side, such as the Centra lab #1463.
Results may not be exactly hi-fi with this intercom,
but you'll find that it's a handy gadget for keeping in
touch with "home base."
30
.

(A}

Fig. 1. One-way
system using two

wires between
stations (A) or
one wire with water pipe or other
common ground

connection (B).

Fig.. 2. Two-way system
uses s.p.d.t. spring -

return switch with

single wire and common
ground between stations.
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Take the Noise Oút

Car Radio

óf Your

\\

THERE is nothing more annoying than
having the reception on an auto radio
marred by various snaps, pops and clicks,
making it sound like a bowl of breakfast
cereal on a rampage. But consider the auto
radio's problem it must operate in a
"mighty tough neighborhood"-there are
probably more assorted sources of electrical disturbances to the cubic inch in an
automobile than in any other place you
could name! Nevertheless, it is possible to
enjoy noise -free radio reception in a car
if the proper methods are used to reduce
or eliminate the noise.
Electrical Noise Types. Noise can be
divided into three classes: pulse, hash and
intermittent noise. Pulse noise is always
regular in nature, a series of identical
"pops"; hash is a continuous roaring or
scratching sound; and intermittent noise
can be made up of pops, clicks or other miscellaneous noises occurring at irregular intervals and resembling natural static. The
type of noise you hear will give you the
first clue as to its cause and location.
Causes of Noise. Figure 1 shows the
potential trouble points in the electrical
system of a typical car. Each of the parts
:
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You don't have to be
a Sherlock Holmes to track down

those interference sources

..

.

here are some trouble -shooting tips
that will pay off in
an improved music/noise ratio

By JACK DARR
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shown will generate a different type of
noise, with the ignition system being the
worst offender.
Spark plugs are fired by means of a
pulse of current generated in the ignition
coil. This coil has two windings, a large
secondary and a much smaller primary.
There are cam -operated breaker points in
the distributor which make contact at regular intervals. When the points close, a
pulse of current is sent through the small
primary winding, which induces a similar
but much higher voltage pulse (up to
20,000 volts) in the secondary. This high
voltage is fed, via the distributor, to the
correct spark plug-where it arcs between
the points, thus firing the cylinder.
You'll be able to identify this noise by the
regular 'popping' sound in the speaker. Its
frequency will vary directly with the engine speed, ranging from a slow "pop -pop pop" at idling speed up to a fast "buzz" at
high speeds. The box at the right of the
"engine" in Fig. 1 shows what this noise
looks like on an oscilloscope-a series of
regular pulses, each beginning with a very
high peak, then dying away rapidly.
The next potential noise source is the

battery -charging system of the car: the
generator and voltage regulator. Here,

you'll find two types of noise, both of which
are illustrated by oscillograms in Fig. 1.
The first is a typical hash noise, from the
brushes of the generator; this will be a
sort of "growl" at low speeds and will
change to a high whine as the engine is
raced. The second is "voltage -regulator
noise," and comes from an irregularly
spaced fast -make -and -break of the relay
points inside the regulator; it's an intermittent popping noise, and can easily be
confused with spark plug noise until you
learn to detect the slight difference.
Listen carefully to the noise; if it is all
irregular, it is probably VR noise. Let the
engine idle very slowly at low speeds, the
generator is not charging, and no current
is flowing through the regulator. Then
speed the engine up slowly and watch the
ammeter. If the noise begins just as the
ammeter shows a charge, or the "GEN"
light goes out in cars not equipped with a
dash ammeter, then it is definitely regulator noise. Spark plug noise, of course, is
present at all times when the engine is
running, and is usually slightly worse at
low speeds, due to the longer duration of
the sparks.

Z1Noise -producing

elements of a fypcal car electrical system with oscil-'
loscope traces showing noise types.

Another-and very similar-noise, which
confuses even the experts at times, comes
from such instruments as the fuel gauge,
oil pressure gauge, and similar equipment.
Figure 1 shows only one of these, the fuel
gauge, as they are all basically alike. In
the fuel tank there's a small rheostat, actuated by a. float mechanism, which "telemeters" information to your dashboard
gauge. Battery current flowing through
this circuit can cause an irregular noise,
similar to VR noise.
To identify this noise source positively,
turn the ignition switch on-but don't
start the engine. With the radio turned up
to high volume, but not tuned to a station,
stamp heavily on the floor. Or kick the rear
bumper. If you hear a loud "pop" whehever the car is jarred, you've got fuel gauge noise.
Suppressing Noise. There are two
ways of eliminating electrical noises in any
car: suppression and bypassing. Suppres-

I

II
(A)

IINP

Waveform of an ignition pulse before suppression (A), and after installation of suppression resistor (B).

Inserting a bypass capacitor in a
noise -carrying d.c. line effectively
"shorts out" the a.c. noise peaks.

:
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(B)

HIGH A.C. NOISE PEAKS

NOISE
SOURCE

F---I-

SHORT CIRCUIT FOR
NOISE ONLY
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sion is used only in the ignition system,
and always on the high -voltage side. It
means putting a large resistor in series
with the offending pulses, to "damp" their
peaks, as shown in Fig. 2. The undamped
pulses of an ignition system are shown in
Fig. 2(A). By adding a 10,000 -ohm resistor
in series with the circuit, as shown in Fig.
1(A), we can cut down both the peak
amplitude and total duration of the pulse.
Specially built carbon resistors are installed in the high -voltage lead between
the ignition coil and the distributor cap.
This puts the resistor closest to the place
where the most bothersome arc occurs, at
the distributor cap. The resistors are made
in three types. To install the "cable type"
(1) which has hollow threaded ends, cut
the wire in the center, and screw the two
wire ends into the threaded portion of the
suppressor. The plug-in type (2) is provided with sockets and plugs, and the wires
from the distributor are simply pulled off
and plugged into the suppressor and the
suppressor plugged into the distributor. A
special resistance lead (3), which looks
exactly like ordinary wire, but has 10,000
(Continued on page 123)
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PULLEY, DRIVEN
BY FAN BELT
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PAPER

FIELD

WARNING

TERMINAL
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ARMATURE
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FASTEN CONDENSER
LUG UNDER THIS
SCREW

SMALLER
WIRE

LARGE WIRE TO
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Armature brush noise of the generator is
eliminated by a bypass capacitor which is
installed directly on the generator housing.
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By LOU GARNER
WHEN December 25th dawns crisp and
cold, many happy individuals will find

transistor radios under their Christmas
trees. Small, useful, attractive, and not
overly expensive, personal receivers are
among the nicest of presents; and they have
the added advantage of being suitable for
almost any individual, regardless of age,
sex, or personal interests.
A very high percentage, if not a majority,
of the transistorized receivers distributed
this holiday season will be of Japanese
manufacture, for imports of Japanese -made
electronic equipment are running at an alltime high. In 1958, for example, Japan exported more than two -and -a -half million
receivers to the United States. Final figures
are not in yet for 1959, but there's a good
chance that the total will be close to 4,000,000 sets-with a majority of these being
transistorized portables.
Interestingly enough, not all "Made In
Japan" receivers carry recognizable Japanese brand -names. -A number of American
manufacturers are buying components in
Japan for assembly here under a "Made In
U. S. A." tag. Others have contracts with
Japanese manufacturers to produce some
receiver models under their own brand names. To such well-known Japanese
brands as Sony, Yashica, and Hitachi, then,
we can add a number of receiver models
distributed by Channel Master, Motorola,
and Bulova. Many of the largest. of U. S.
manufacturers have working agreements
with Japanese firms, including such outfits
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Transistorized hearing aid now
available from Sonotone is no
larger than

a

man-sized thumbnail.

Silicon cartridge rectifiers introduced by International Rectifier have peak inverse voltage ratings from 600 to 10,000 volts.

as RCA, General Electric, Western Electric,
and Motorola.
At one time, Japanese -made products
were frequently poorly executed copies of
American, German, Swiss, and British designs. No longer. Today the majority of
Japanese imports are of good quality and,
often, represent a high order of creative
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

engineering. For example, Japan's famous
Sony Corporation, as this is written, is the
only firm in the world producing a fully
transistorized AM -FM portable receiver.
And in addition to portable receivers, Japanese firms are producing transistorized
tape recorders, portable stereo phonographs,
radiophonographs, hearing aids and inter-

modified Hartley oscillator arrangement,
with T1 providing the feedback necessary
to start and maintain oscillation and also
matching the transistor to the loudspeaker's
voice coil impedance. Base bias is supplied
through the transformer's primary and
limited by R1. Capacitor Ci helps determine output frequency (or "tone"). Operating power is supplied by B1, controlled
by the hand key serving as a s.p.s.t. power
switch.
Bob suggests assembling the CPO on a
small aluminum chassis; he used a "surplus" pie pan measuring 6" x 41/2" x 11/2".

coms.

Readers' Circuits. Looking for a good
present for a budding electronics technician
or a beginning radioman? You might consider the merits of a transistorized code
practice oscillator (CPO). If the prospec-

Fig.

1. Reader Robert Bari's lowcost code practice oscillator circuit.

sexn.

Fig. 2. Greg Lupfer's circuit can be
used as a CPO or an audio

amplifier.

1

J2v

2N107

G1.001Mt.

T5!

T

J3

yt.

9Y.

R2
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tive recipient is on the young side, you can
assemble one yourself, presenting the
youngster with a ready -to -operate unit. On
the other hand, if he has learned to wield
a soldering iron and can handle a pair of
"dikes" and long -nose pliers without mishap, your gift may well consist of the necessary parts for CPO assembly, plus a diagram, and, if .needed, a little professional
advice. Here are two suitable low-cost CPO
circuits.
Submitted by Robert Bari (207 N. Washington Ave., Bergenfield, N. J.), the circuit
shown in Fig. 1 requires only seven electrical pants, is powered by a single size "D"
flashlight cell, and can be assembled quite
easily in an hour or so. According to Bob,
this unit supplies ample output power for
group code practice.
A p -n -p power transistor is used in a
December, 1959
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The chassis serves not only as a mounting
base for the circuit but also as a heat sink
for the power transistor; note that the
2N554's collector is connected directly to
circuit ground. T1 is a standard power
transistor output transformer (Argonne No.
AR -503), and RI is a 1/2- or 1 -watt resistor.
Try values for Cl from 0.01 pf. to 0.1 µf.,
finally installing the unit which gives the
most pleasing tone. For best results, use
as large a PM loudspeaker as you can, preferably from 4 to 8 inches (or larger).
The circuit in Fig. 2, submitted by Greg
Lupfer (513 E. 2nd St., Litchfield, Minnesota), can be used either as a small "booster" audio amplifier or as a CPO, depending
on how connections are made to jacks J1,
J2, and J3. It is an excellent project for the
gadget -minded hobbyist.
In operation, a p -n -p transistor is used as
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Fig. 3. The new Amperex OC 170 transistor
has

a

cutoff frequency

of

70 mc., made possible through the use of
a

base connection

recrystallized
layer (N type)
ohmic contact

very thin base layer.

emitter connection
d

layer (P type)

diffused base
layer (N type/ ..Hector
tab

a conventional common -emitter amplifier.

The input signal is supplied through jack
J1 and d.c. blocking capacitor C2 to the
transistor's base -emitter circuit. Base bias
is supplied through RI and current -limiting
resistor R2. The amplified signal appearing
across the secondary winding of impedance matching transfórmer Ti is available at
jack J3. When the circuit is used as a CPO,
the feedback needed to sustain oscillation
is obtained from the transistor's collector
and coupled back through J2 and Cl to the
base circuit. Operating power is supplied
by a single 9 -volt battery.
You can duplicate Greg's combination.instrument by assembling the circuit on a
small metal chassis or a fiber board. Layout and lead dress are not critical. Note
that J2 is insulated from circúit ground.

Transformer Ti is a. standard transistor
output transformer (Argonne No. AR -167,
for example). Although a G.E. type 2N107
transistor is specified, any p -n -p transistor
with similar characteristics can be used in
this circuit; suitable alternates are the

2N34, CK722, GT-222, and so on. You can
employ n -p -n types if El's polarity is re-

versed.
To use the completed instrument as an
audio amplifier, connect your signal source
to JI and your output load-such as a small
PM loudspeaker or a pair of earphonesto J3. Turn the instrument on and adjust
Ri for optimum operation.
To use it as a CPO, connect a standard
hand key to J2 and your earphones to J3,
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and adjust R1, holding the key depressed.
Try values from 0.001 if. to 0.1 µf. for Cl,
installing the final value which gives the
most pleasant tone. In some cases, you may
find that better results are obtained if the
feedback signal is taken from TI's 'secon-.
dary winding rather than the transistor's
collector circuit, as shown. Note the connection indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 2;
if you are unable to obtain oscillation with
this connection, try reversing Ti's secondary leads.
New Transistor. Introduced recently by
the Amperex Electronic Corporation (Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.), the 0C170 is a low-cost
v.h.f. germanium transistor. Designed for
use as a mixer -oscillator for mobile radio
equipment, car radios and short-wave re-

ceivers, and as an r.f. or i.f. amplifier for
FM receivers, this unit has p -n -p characteristics and a cutoff frequency of 70 mc.

Its average beta is 80.
The 0C170's excellent high -frequency
characteristics result from a new manufacturing process which permits the formation of an extremely thin base layer having
a short transit time. The process represents á combination of the best features of

the well-known alloying and diffusion techniques.
In practice, the transistor is built up on
a piece of p -type germanium. Two small
metal pellets are placed on it; pellet B, the
base pellet, contains only an n -type impurity, while pellet E, the emitter pellet, contains both p -type and n -type impurities. The
resulting assembly is heated, with the germanium dissolving into the metal pellets
until saturation is reached, and the pellet
impurities diffusing into the solid germanium.
The p -type impurity in pellet E has a low
diffusion constant and, therefore, very little
penetration. The n -type impurities used in
both pellets have a greater diffusion constant and readily penetrate the germanium,
forming a diffused n -type layer. When
cooled, the layer of germanium recrystallizes as in normal alloying.
The result (as shown in Fig. 3), is a p type collector, a thin diffused n -type base
layer, and a p -type emitter. Connections
are made to the original p -type germaniúm
and to the two metal pellets.
The new Amperex process makes possible base layers only a few microns thick.
It is easily controlled, assuring a high yield
(Continued on page 113)
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Across th Ham Bands
By
HERB S. BRIER

TVI-Causes
MY

W9EGQ

and Cures

young friend, Jim, really looked down

in the dumps when he walked into my

shack. "What's wrong, Jim," I asked.
"Burn out your last 6146 ?"
"Worse! I've got television interference!
The neighbors for about half a block
around our house are mad at me. And my
own family half blames me every time our
TV picture jumps."
"But when did this all start? You never
had TVI trouble before."
"Well, Herb, I think it began when I
switched to the higher frequency bands.
When I worked 80 and 40, my TVI was nil.
Oh, maybe I'd put a line on my own TV
once in a while, but that's all. But nowboy! When I fire up on 10, 15 and 20, some
of the neighbors complain that I kill the
picture on their best channel. And that
crank next door says I'm blotting out all
the channels. In my house, I clobber chanitruhnol

nel 2 on the new 17" set in the living room
when I'm on 10 and 20, but I don't bother
the other channels. On that old 12-incher
in my shack, though, all the channels go
bad. I guess a certain amount of TVI is

inevitable.

Our December "Ham of the Month is
Max V. Stout, K5CDA/Maritime-Mobile,
Radio Officer, SS "Penn Shipper, Penn
Shipping Co., 405 Park Ave., New York 22,
N. Y. Max has another address in
call book, but he is

the!

more likely to be

found in Calcutta,
Port Said, or the Fiji
Islands. He has a 35 wpm code certificate
and is a member of

the Rag Chewer's

.

."

W9EGQ."

Jim's jaw dropped. "By golly-no TVI!
What's your secret, Herb?"
"Sit down, Jim," I said, "and get ready
for your first lesson in TVI-its causes and
its cures."
"Fundamental" Interference. The first
step in curing TV interference is to find
out what causes it. There are two main
causes. Sometimes it's due to the offending transmitter radiating harmonics in a

Hamof the

11111111111111111,11

.

Without saying a word, I switched my
TV set to channel 2 and tuned my transmitter to 29 mc. I picked up my microphone and said: "Hello test. This is

Month--,111,,,..,,,,.11111111,11,11,1,11,,,.,,1111.,,,,,1,,,,1m1111,111,,,,,,,,11

spent with phones clamped tightly over his
ears as code messages were exchanged to
avoid revealing information to the enemy.
Since 1945, Max has been a sea -going
commercial radio op_ '
Ilel i
erator, except for two
land hitches totaling
41/ years. On his last
®® AI
trip, he spent a continuous 30 -hour radio
watch getting help
-1
for a crew member
seriously injured in

!

a shipboard accident.

Transferring from
ship to ship and

and the Old
Timer's Club.
Club

Max got his start
as a ham in April,
1938, as W9JTY, and
was active on the air
until he joined the
Navy in 1940. Aided
by his ham experience, he quickly became
a full-fledged radio man and spent World
War II on various ships in the Pacific. He
still recalls vividly the endless watches

conflicting rules and

--

ª- regulations often

,,E

keep K5CDA off the
air. When he is not
able to transmit, Max
likes to send reports
to low -power stations he hears miles from
nowhere. He receives on a Hammarlund
HQ -160, and has an EICO 720 transmitter.
Look for K5CDA on 15 meters.

inunnuni
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This antenna coupler will
match your antenna to your
receiver as well as to the transmitter.. Scrape paint around
coax connector mounting
hole to assure good ground.
See page 133 for details.
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television channel. We'll talk about this a
bit later. The. second cause is the TV -receiver not having sufficient selectivity to
reject the fundamental signal from a nearby transmitter, even though the signal is
far from the TV channels. The signal rides
into the receiver along with the TV signal.
"Fundamental" interference often affects
several TV channels simultaneously, and
operation on any ham band can cause it.
It's most common on the 14-, 21-, 28- and
50-mc. bands because they are closest to
the TV channels.
While older TV receivers aré very susceptible to "fundamental" interference, a
majority of the TV receivers manufactured
in the last year have built-in high-pass
filters and are almost immune to it. These
filters greatly attenuate the frequencies below 40 or 52 mc. In any event, the standard cure for such interference is. to connect a high-pass filter between the TV antenna and the TV receiver, installing it as
close to the set's tuner as possible and
grounding it to the chassis.
High-pass filters which cost about $3.50
attenuate fundamental TVI about 60 db
without affecting the strength of the TV
signals. Those that sell for a dollar or so
give about 20 db protection to the TV re .

'

ceiver from lower frequency signals, which
is sufficient when TVI is not too heavy.
Transmitter Harmonics. If the installation of a high-pass filter doesn't eliminate
the TVI, your problems are probably
being caused 'by harmonics. All transmitters generate some harmonics in addition
to their fundamental signals. If one of
them falls in an occupied TV channel, it
causes interference on that channel on
nearby TV receivers. The second to fifth
harmonics 'of the 14-, 21-, and 28-mc. amateur bands cause. the most trouble, because
they land in TV channels 2 to 6 (54 to 88
mc.) and are far stronger than the harmonics from the lower bands.
Connecting a low-pass filter between the
transmitter and the antenna will cut the
strength of these harmonics 60 to 90 db
for a standard, multi -section filter (less for
the "economy" models) with negligible
effect on the fundamental signal. However,
even though the harmonics are stopped by
the low-pass filter, they can leak out
through gaps in the transmitter shielding
and via any conductor-power leads, key
lead, etc.-which is not thoroughly bypassed and filtered before it leaves the

transmitter.
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Assembles a

D.C.

Oscilloscope

.

.

Special circuits
in Heathkit OR -1

achieve response
down to d.c.

s.t

NLIKE the common "garden variety"
oscilloscope, the OR -1 kit now available
from the Heath Company (Benton Harbor,
Mich.) can be used to measure c.c. potential in addition to a.c. signals. Such d.c.
measurement is made possible through the
use of direct -coupled horizontal and vertical amplifiers which ha\ a no coupling capacitors between stages.
If you connect a battery to the input of a
regular scope, the trace will jump and then
return to its original position. Any d.c. signal applied to the input' of the OR -1, on the
other hand, will cause a proportional change
in the deflection electrode voltage. At full
gain, a 1.5 -volt battery would cause the
trace to deflect approximately 15 centimeters.
The vertical and horizontal amplifier sections are identical, which results in very
little relative phase shift between channels.
Although this scope is intended for "readout" applications with computers, it is also
useful for visual observation of electrocardiogram and electro -encephalogram sig-

U
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nals. The bandwidth and phase -shift characteristics make the unit ideal for audio
testing and alignment of single-sideband

equipment.

Circuit Description. The input signal
(either channel) is fed to a frequency compensated switched attenuator. Following
the attenuator switch is a 6C4 cathode follower with a vernier gain control located in
the cathode circuit. The 6C4 dri\ es a 6BQ7
common -cathode phase splitter and voltage
amplifier. Potentiometer R12 varies the
bias on one half of the 6BQ7 tube, thereby
controlling the vertical position of the
trace.
The plate signal is then directly coupled
to the grids of a 12AU7 which amplifies the
signal and couples it to the cathode-ray
87

tube's deflection plates. The CRT used is a
5ADP2 "flat -face" type. Approximately
2000 volts on this tube produces an extremely fine scanning spot; it is possible
to make excellent 35 -mm. photographs of
events displayed on the face of the tube.
Both the sync and sweep sections are
quite adequate. Sync signals are taken from
the vertical amplifier (or from the external
sync jack) and fed to a sync cathode follower, half of a 12AT7. This tube is directcoupled to the sweep multivibrator which
generates the time base for 'the oscilloscope.
Another cathode follo}ver (the other half of
the 12AT7), couples the sweep signal to the
horizontal amplifier system.
An external capacitor can be connected
to the sweep generator to slow the time

¡
V

!VERTICAL
.

INPT
.

INPVT

GATwooE

The job is made easier by clear instructions,
subassemblies, and a wiring harness.
The first thing that will impress you upon
completion of the unit is its commercial appearance. The anodized front panel, two
tóne lettering, and black and red knobs
make it downright pretty!
Drift is a problem with some direct coupled oscilloscopes. Every so often it is
necessary to readjust the centering controls.
Not so with the OR -1. The trace position
settles down within two minutes, which is
unusually good with this type of scope.
Two of the specifications in the instruction manual were found to be conservative.
The bandwidth is listed as extending from
d.c. to 200 kc. (1 db póint). However, the
scope is quite usable .(for other than phase

AMPLIGIERI
C)vERT

VroLLw[R

2

SYNC. VOLTAGE. TO
SWEEP GENERATOR

1

Identical verfical'and horizontal amplifiers

are used in the OR -I oscilloscope. A 6C4 cathode
follower keeps the input impedance high and enables the use of a non -frequency discriminating gain
control in the cathode circuit. The signal is then coupled to the upper half of a 68,97 by the vdltage
developed across the large cathode resistor RIO and continues in push-pull to the cathode-ray tube.

base down. For example, if a 20-µf. capacitor were connected to the external capacity
jack, it would take the spot approximately
20 seconds to cross the face of the tube.
The power supply consists of three separate sections. The "low" voltage portions
provide positive voltages up to 450 regulated and unregulated and a negative 105
volts. Silicon rectifiers in a full -wave voltage doubler circuit are used, and the outputs are stabilized with gas regulator tubes.
The negative high voltage is obtained by
using a 1V2 tube as .a half -wave rectifier.
Trying It Out. About 30 hours after you
tack up the fold -outs and pictorial diagrams, you should be able to try out the
unit. Understandably, there are many construction steps to a kit of this complexity.
.
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measurements) out to 1 mc., or so. The
phase shift (relative to the 'two channels)
in the sample tested was only 2° at 200 kc.
and virtually unmeasurable below 20 kc.
When the OR-1 was used as an a.c.-coupled
scope, the phase shift was about 3° at 8

cycles.
As with most scopes, it is difficult to syn-,
chronize low-level sine waves (less than 1
cm.). But sharp waveforms, such as square
waves, snap right in at almost any level.
The automatic sync feature will appeal to
those not too familiar with scope operation.
All things considered, the Heath OR -1
looks like an excellent piece of engineering.
If you want a better than average' scope,
or need the d.c. features the OR-1 provides,
it is highly recommended.
30
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ASIMPLE rewiring job will make your
Christmas tree lights burn cooler and
last longer. The lights will produce a
softer glow, and the tree won't dry out so
fast because of excessive heat developed by
the lights.
Series -String Lights. The amount of
heat -producing current through series string lights can be cut in half by just
wiring two sets in series'. Cut into the first
set at any point and splice in the second
set, using the wires that go to the second
set's a.c. plug as connecting wires. You
can either discard the extra a.c. plug or
throw it in your junk box for later use.
Check the circuit resistance at the a.c.
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DUAL
RECEPTACLE

TOGGLE
SWITCH

LINE CORD

AND PLUG

STANDARD
LIGHT BULB
(OR SCREW PLUG)

AND SOCKET

By A. C. LANGUIRAND
plug of the first set when the wiring is
completed. A reading from 100 to 500 ohms
will indicate that the job was done correctly.
Parallel -String Lights. Reducing the current through parallel-string lights
is almost as simple. Just wire an ordinary lamp socket in series with a dual
receptacle (see diagram above). You can control the current through the lights
by varying the wattage of the light bulb placed in the socket. A light bulb
of between 40 and 150 watts should be about right, depending on the amount of
30
brightness you want to cut down.
December, 1959
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"Pocket -Sized" Missile Launcher
The "Red -Eye," a new surface-to-air shoulder -fired guided missile system, is now being
developed by Convair-Pomona under a contract totaling approximately $6,000,000. Capable
of shooting down low-flying jets or
conventional
aircraft, the Red -Eye can be carried and fired
by one man. The U. S. Army and the
Marine
Corps plan to employ this device in terrain where
no other type of anti-aircraft weapon
can be
transported. The four -foot 20 -pound unit contains
propellant, an electronic guidance system, and a
warhead. (Authenticated News Photo)

4
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«:<
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Mobot Robot
"Man's replacement for man," the
"Mobot Mark I," goes through some
exercises to show its complete mobility,
television camera "eyes," and steel arms
that enable it to find, lift, and place objects.
It was developed -by Hughes Aircraft for
use in the Atomic Energy Commission's
"hot" labs at Albuquerque. The Mobot is
operated from an R/C console at a safe
distance from the radioactive area.

Portable

1

TV System

four-piece completely portable
TV station weighing only nine
A

pounds has recently been engineered by Lockheed. The young lady
is displaying the camera and control
unit. In the foreground are the 50 watt FM transmitter and the power
supply. The miniature system has a
1000-mile transmitting range and its
picture quality compares with that
of commercial television. Powered by
a 28 -volt battery, it is rugged enough
to withstand being rocketed into
space. (Authenticated News Photo)
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By
JOM

KYLE,

K5JKX

Soup Up Your AC -DC
Short -Wave Receiver
YOU HAVING TROUBLE separating the c.w. stations with your

AREinexpensive short-wave receiver? How is the selectivity when you're
working phone stations? If you own one of the many receivers which use

an oscillating i.f. stage for c.w. reception, you can add this simple regeneration control to the i.f. stage and put new life into the old set. You'll find
that AM reception is improved to the point where those weak phone stations
will cut through the noise and static as never before.
Some of the receivers that use an oscillating i.f. stage include the Hallicrafters S-38 series (B through E) and the National SW -54, NC -60, and'
NC-66. The modifications are very simple and will cost $5 or less, depending on the stock in your junk box. Results are excellent and are somewhat
like the effect of adding a Q -multiplier.
Construction. The 1000 -ohm, 1 -watt potentiometer, the 15,000 -ohm, 5 watt resistor, and the terminal strip are mounted in an aluminum box of
any convenient size. Wire the components according to the schematic diagram and connect three 18" or longer leads (WZ, W2, and W3) to each of
the three "output" terminals. Run this three -wire cable through a grommet

Get more selectivity on c.w. and voice signals with a regen control
December, 1959
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Twist wires WI, W2, and W3
into a three -conductor cable.
Selectivity decreases as the arm
of the pot is moved toward W I.

in the box. Now modify the receiver depending on the make and model as follows:
Hallicrafters S-38B through S -38E. Locate the cathode pin on the i.f. tube socket.
In the S -38B, C, and D, this is pin 5 of the
12SG7, and in the S-38E it's pin 7 of the
12BA6. Solder wire W2 to this pin. Next,
connect wire W3 to the negative lead of the
power supply filter capacitor. Wire W1 is
soldered to pin 4 of the 50L6 audio output
tube in the S -38B, C and D, and to pin 6 of
the 5005 in the S -38E. Be careful not to
short the three -wire cable to the chassis.
National SW -54, NC -60, NC -66. Locate
pin 7 on the 12BA6 i.f. tube. Note that a
100 -ohm resistor is connected from this pin
to a nearby tie point. Disconnect the resis-

tor lead from this tie point and solder the

free end to wire W2. Now solder wire W3
to the tie point. Wire WI is then soldered
to pin 6 of the 5005 audio output tube.
Again, make sure that the wires do not

short against the Chassis when you replace
the chassis in the cabinet.
Using the Control. Turn on the receiver and let it warm up. Flip the AMc.w. or "voice -code" switch to the c.w. or
code position. If you have an S-38, flip the
standby -receive switch to standby. Use of
this switch eliminates extra wiring.
Turn the potentiometer control fully
clockwise, then tune across your favorite
band. If everything is working right, you'll
hear a whistle on each station.
Now slowly turn the control counterclockwise until the whistle just disappears.
This is the proper operating point for receiving voice but you'll find that this setting varies according to the strength of the
signal. For code, leave the control just at
the point of oscillation.
As you tune across a signal now, you'll
find the voices sound "bassier." Your increased selectivity is actually cutting some
of the "highs" out of the signal. Advance
the control for more "highs."
With the control nearly "off," the set
will be almost dead to incoming signals;
but as you turn it' up, the i.f. stage gets
more and more sensitive until the point of
oscillation is reached. Flip the AM-c.w.
switch back to AM to compare "before and
after."
A few minutes' practice with the set after
the surgery will tell you more about how
to use it than any description could, so give
it a try. You'll keep. that low-priced receiver a while longer, for it will be doing
its job and more besides.
30

Finding I.F. Transformer

Frequencies

Haven't you often wished that you could determine the frequency of
an_unmarked i.f. transformer? Here's an easy way to do it. Use a
.signal generator and a sensitive milliammeter or low -range voltmeter
connected as shown in the diagram. When
the signal generator is tuned to the resonant frequency of the transformer, a
1534 OR
2.5mhy.
EQUIVALENT
w sharprise in the meter readingwill result.
R.F.C.
A 5000 -ohms -per -volt meter will be sensitive enough for most applications, but if the.
IONmf
signal generator used has a low output, try
a 20,000 -ohms -per -volt unit or a VTVM to
ºw obtain a satisfactory reading.
-Robert B. Kuehn
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As a former serviceman, your skill could
be valuable to the U. S. Air Force. If so,
the Air Force has an important job and a
guaranteed future waiting for you in this
new Age of Space. You'll work with the

most modern equipment and learn the
newest techniques of your specialty. And
don't forget: your previous service counts
toward rank, pay and retirement income.
Talk it over with your local Air Force Recruiter, or mail the coupon.

FORMER SERVICEMEN:
YOUR EXPERIENCE

;

CAN MEAN A

ti;

;,.l

GUARANTEED
FUTURE
IN THE
NEW. AGE OF SPACE

'ese
g..

s

BE A SPECIALIST .IN THE _U:S.; IAFORCE
PASTE ON POSTAL CARD AND MAIL TO:

Prior Service Information, Dept. MP-912
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me more information on the Air Force Prior Service Program.
Nsme

THE FUTURE BE
TO THE
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Transistor Clock Radio Kit

New

LEATHER CARRYING CASE

HEATHKIT No. 93-3
Shpg. Wt. 2ibs.

HEATHKIT TCRtt

$495

$4595
Everything A Clock Radio Can Offer And Portable Too!

.

Completely portable, all transistor circuit
Runs up to 500 hours on standard batteries
Deluxe features at half the cost
Easy to assemble-even by beginners

"YOUR CUE" TRANSISTOR
CLOCK RADIO KIT (TCR-1)
Take all the deluxe features found in the most expensive
clock-radios, add the convenience of complete portability, plus a modern 6-transistor battery operated circuitry
then slash the price at least in half, and you
have the new HEATHKIT "Your Cue", Transistor
Portable Clock Radio.
Packing every modern clock -radio feature into a compact, beautifully styled turquoise and ivory plastic
cabinet, "Your Cue" lulls you to sleep, wakes you up,
gives you the correct time and provides top quality
radio entertainment any time, any place. It can also be

...

used with the Heathkit Transistor Intercom system,
below, to provide music or a "selective alarm" system.
An "alarm -set" hand, hour hand, minute hand and
sweep second hand grace the easy -to -read clock dial.
The "lull-to -sleep" control sets the radio for up. to an
hour's playing time, automatically shutting off the receiver when you are deep in slumber. Other controls set
"Your Cue" to wake you to soft music or conventional
"buzzer" alarm. A special earphone jack is provided
for private listening or connection to your intercom or
music system.
Six easily obtainable penlight-size mercury batteries
power the radio receiver up to 500 hours, while the
clock operates up to 5 months from a single battery of
the same type. Ordinary penlight cells may also be used,
with reduced battery life. The handsome two-tone cabinet, measuring only 3y" H. x 8" W. x 7%" D. fits
neatly into the optional carrying case for beach use,
boating, sporting events, hunting, hiking or camping.
Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs.

Transistor Intercom Kit

i'~

Master unit can call any one, any combination, or all five remote stations.
Remote stations can turn system "on" and call another. Each remote unit
equipped with "privacy" switch. Master unit can be connected to new
transistor clock -radio shown above (or any radio not AC -DC operated) to
supply music or alarm to system; separate listen and talk volume controls;
handsome case of two-tone ivory and turquoise high -impact plastic. Remotes are "look -alike" miniatures of master. Eight flashlight batteries
power system up to 300 hours. Master and remotes sold separately; order
up to five remote stations for each master station ordered.
INTERCOM AC POWER SUPPLY (XP-t): Adapts Intercom for permanent
operation from household AC current. Fits in space normally occupied by
battery supply. Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs. Heathkit XP-1 $9.95

.H E AT -.H -C
94

M PA N Y/Béiiton $arbor, Michigan

BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED
HEATHKIT XI -1 Master.
Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

$2795

HEATHKITXIR-1 Remote.

$695

Shpg. Wt.

fl

4

lbs.

a subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
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Stere ó Amplifiers

14/14 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT (SA -2)
A complete dual channel amplifier/preamplifier combination the
new Heathkit SA -2, in one compact, handsomely styled unit provides all the modern features required for superb stereo reproducyet is priced well within your budget.
tion
The SA -2 delivers 14 watts per stereo channel, and 28 watts
total monophonic. Maximum flexibility is provided by the 6 -position function switch which gives you instant sele::tion of "Amp. A"
or "Amp. B" for single channel monophonic; "Mono. A" or Mono.
B" for dual channel monophonic using either preamp with both
amplifiers; and "stereo" or "stereo reverse". A four position input
selector switch provides choice of magnetic, phono, crystal phono,
tuner, and an extra high level auxiliary input for use with tape
recorder, TV, etc. The magnetic input is RIAA equalized and features 3 my sensitivity-adequate for the lowest output cartridges
available today.
The dual -concentric volume control is equipped with a friction
clutch which can be set to lock the two controls together once the
balancing of the two amplifiers has been accomplished.
Ganged dual tone controls adjust bass and treble response of both
channels simultaneously. Proper speaker phasing may be conveniently accomplished with the speaker phase reversal switch
located on the rear chassis apron. A hum balance control is provided for each channel. Two AC outlets, one controlled by the
power switch, provide convenient accommodation for accessory
equipment. As beautiful as it is functional, the S,.-2 features the
latest Heathkit styling in vinyl -clad steel with leather-like texture
in black with inlaid gold design. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

best stereo =buy everl

...

,,
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HEATHKIT SA -2
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15295
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Go stereo for

just $29.95

SPECIFICATIONS-Power output: 14 watts per channel, "hi -ti";

12 watts per channel,
db from 20 cps to 20 kc
at 14 watts output. Total harmonic distortion: less than 2%, 30 cps to 15 kc at 14 watts output. Intermodutation distortion: less then 1% at 16 watts output using 60 cps and 6 kc
mixed 4:1. Hum and noise: mag. phono Input, 47 db below 14 watts; tuner and crystal phono,
63 db below 14 watts. Controls: dual clutched volume; ganged bass, ganged treble; 4 -position
selector; speaker phasing switch. AC receptacle: 1 switched; normal. Inputs: 4 stereo or
8 monophonic. Outputs: 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Dimensions: 4%' H. x 15' W. x 8" D. Power
requirements: 117 volts, 50/60 cycle, AC, 150 watts (fused).

"professional";

16

watts per channel,

"utility". Power response: ±1

1

ECONOMY STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT (SA -3)
This amazing performer delivers more than enough power for pure
undistorted room -filling stereophonic sound at the lowest possible
cost. Featuring 3 watts per stereo channel and 6 watts as a monophonic amplifier, the SA-3 has been proven by exhaustive tests to be
more than adequate in volume for every listening taste. You will find
its ease of assembly another plus feature. Heathkit construction
manuals, world famous for their clarity and thoroughness, lead you
a simple step at a time to successful completion of the kit. Tastefully
styled. in black with gold trimmed control knobs and gold screened
front and rear panel. A tremendous buy at this low Heathkit price.
Shpg. Wt. 13 lbs.
SPECIFICATIONS-Power output: 3 watts per channel. Power response: ±1 db from
Total harmonic distortion: less than 3%; 60 cps, 20 kc. Intermodulation distortion: less than 2% (, 3 watts output using 60 cycle 6 6 kc signal mined 4:1.
Hum and noise: 65 db below lull output. Controls: dual clutched volume; ganged treble,
ganged bass; 7-position.setector; speaker phasing switch; on -oft switch. Inputs (each than
net): tuner, crystal or ceramic phono. Outputs (each channel): 4, 8, 16 ohms. Finish:
black with gold trim. Dimensions: 12/>' W. x 6%' D. x 3%.' H.

r

:

(y1

"''."_
HEATHKIT SA -3

82995'

.

50 cps, 20 kc at 3 watts out.

December, 1959
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"BOOKSHELF" 14 -WATT HI-FI
AMPLIFIER KIT (EA -3)
Without doubt one of the finest investments you can make in
top quality amplifier and preamplifier combination. Features
three switch -selected inputs, separate bass and treble tone
controls, RIAA equalization and a special hum balance control. Tastefully styled in black simulated -leather with brushed
a

gold trim. Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.
--

l

NOTE THESE OUTSTANDING SPECIFICATIONS-Power output: Hi -Fi rating
watts; Professional rating 12 watts. Power response:
db 20 cps to 20 ttC at 14
watts output. Total harmonic distortion: less than 2%, 30 cps to 15 kc at 14watts
output. Intermodulation distortion: less than 1% at 16 watts Output using 60 cps and
6 kC signal mixed 4:1. Hum and noise: map. phono Input 47 db below 1a watts; tuner
and Crystal phono, 63 db below 14 watts. Output impedances: 4, 8 and 16 ohms.

fi

14

HEATHKIT EA -3

52995

I

..7

Pw
I

HEATHKIT FM -4

$3495

HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT (FM -4)
This handsomely styled FM tuner features better than 2.5
microvolt sensitivity, automatic frequency control (AFC) with
on -off switch, flywheel tuning and prewired, prealigned and
pretested tuning unit. Clean chassis layout, prealigned IF
transformers and assembled tuning unit makes construction
simple and guarantees top performance. Flywheel tuning and
new soft, evenly lit dial scale provide smooth, effortless operation. Housed in attractive vinyl -clad steel case with gold design
and trim. A multiplex adapter output is also provided. Your
best buy in an FM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

UNIVERSAL 14 -WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT (UA-2)

lawx7<`
li

HEATHKIT UA-2

52295

Living up to its title "universal" the UA-2 performs with equal
brilliance in countless Hi -Fi and PA applications. Easily meets
14 watt hi-fi and 12 watt professional standards. Power response is ±1 db from 20 cps to 20 kc at 17 watts output.
Harmonic distortion is less than 2% and IM distortion is less
than 1% at 14 watts output. Output taps are provided for 4,
8 and 16 ohm speakers. High quality, remarkable economy
and ease of assembly make it one of the finest values in high
fidelity equipment. Shpg. Wt. 13 lbs.
55 -WATT

A,
HEATHKIT W -7A

$5495

HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT (W7 -A)
Best buy in its power class! Combines modern components,
unique output transformer, power supply and circuit design to
bring you a superb high fidelity amplifier at less than a dollar,
a watt. Power response is ±1 db from 20 cps to 20 kc at full
55 watt output. Total distortion is less than 2% at full output.
Output taps are 4, 8 and 16 ohms plus 70 volt line for use in
wired music systems. On -off switch, gain control, and max,
or unity damping switch are located on the front panel. Clean,
open circuit layout are precut, cabled wiring harness for easy
assembly. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.
STEREO -MONO PREAMP KIT (SP -2A, SP -1A)
Available in two outstanding versions! SP -2A (stereo) and
SP -1A (monophonic). SP -1A convertible to stereo with conversion kit C -SP -1A. Use as the control center of your entire
high fidelity system. Six inputs in each channel accommodate
most any program source. Switch selection of NARTB or
RIAA1 LP and 78 rpm record compensation.
HEATHKIT SP -2A (two -channel stereo). Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.
HEATHKIT SP -1A (single-channel monophonic). Shpg. Wt. 13 lbs.
HEATHKIT C -SP -1 A (converts SP -1A to SP -2A). Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.
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$56.95
$37.95
$21.95
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Tape Recorders
ú11

Have fun making your own recordings. with One
outstanding tape recorder dots

of these
S

STEREO MONO TAPE RECORDER KITS
Our most versatile tape recorder kit, you can buy the
new two -track (TR-1AH) or four -track (TR-1AQ) versions which record and playback both Stereo and Monophonic programming or the two -track Monophonic
record -playback version (TR-1A). Precision bearings
and close machining tolerances hold flutter and wow, to
less than 0.35%. NARTB equalization, separate record
and playback gain controls and a safety interlock. Provision for mike or line inputs with 6E5 "magic eye"
tube as sound level indicator.

íí

MODEL TR-1 A: Monophonic two -track record/playback with
$9995
fast forward and rewind functions. Includes
one TE -1 Tape Electronics Kit. Shpg. Wt.
24 lbs. $10.00 DN., $9.00 MO.

MODEL TR-1 AH: Two -track monophonic and stereo record/
playback with fast forward and rewind functions. Two TE -1 Tape Electronics Kits.
Shpg. Wt. 26 lbs. $15.00 DN., $13.00 MO.
MODEL TR-1AQ: Four -track monophonic and stereo record/playback with fast forward and rewind $1
functions. Two TE -1 Tape Electronics Kits.
Shpg. Wt. 36 lbs. $15.00 DN., $13.00 MO.

$14995

^
49n95

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
TAPE RECORDER KITS
Precision tape mechanism complete and tested, build

only the amplifier. Two circuit boards for easy assembly,
and high stability. Separate record and playback heads
and amplifiers for monitoring while recording. Includes
sound level meter, counter, pause control, record interlock, 2 (switch -selected) speeds 3% and 7% IPS. Response: ±2.5 db 30 to 12,000 cps at 7% IPS. NARTB
equalization. Compares to $350 to $400 units. Shpg.
Wt. 30 lbs.
MODEL TP,-1E: 4 -track stereo playback,
monophonic record & play.
MODEL TR-1D: 2 -track stereo playback,
monophonic record & play.

MODEL TR-1C: monophonic record
playback.

$16995
$16995
$15995

MODEL C-TR-1D: converts TR-1D to TR-1E, 2 lbs.
MODEL C-TR-1C: converts TR-1C to TR-1D, 2 lbs.
MODEL C-TR-ICQ converts TR-1C to TR-1E, 2 lbs.

$14.95
$19.95
$19.95

New Acoustic Suspension H.i-Fi
Speaker System Kit
'HEATHKIT AS -2M
(mahogany)

$7 995
HEATHKIT AS -2U
(unfinished)

$(Q95

HEATHKIT AS-2B
(birch)

$7995

The Acoustic Research speaker is accepted as most praiseworthy in the world of hi -ft sound reproduction. Heathkit,
sole kit licensee from AR Inc., now offers a kit -version of
this remarkable speaker system in money saving, easy to
build form. The 10" acoustic suspension woofer delivers
clean, clear extended range bass response and a specially
designed "cross -fired" two -speaker tweeter assembly provides outstanding high frequency distribution. Response
at 10 watts input ±5 db from 42 to 14,000 cps. Impedance
8 ohms. Cabinets are preassemhled and available pre finished in birch or mahogany and unfinished in furnituregrade birch only. Shpg. Wt. 32 lbs.

'H E AT:H ,C.O M PA N Y/Benton Harbor,' Michigan. J
December, 1959

a subsidiary of Daysfrom, Inc.
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Ham Radio:- Gear
"CHIPPEWA" KILOWATT LINEAR

AMPLIFIER KIT (KL-1)

'Maximum power
at minimum cost

Operates at maximum legal amateur power inputs in SSB, CW
or AM service using any of the popular CW, SSB and AM
exciters as a driver. Premium tubes (4-400's) push the "Chippewa" to top performance levels while a centrifugal blower
provides maximum cooling. Shpg. Wt. 70 lbs.
SPECIFICATIONS-RF section: Driving power required

4J

(10 meters); Class AB)
(tuned grid) 10 watts peak; Class C (tuned grid) 40 waits; Class AB1 (swamped
grid) 60
watts peak. Power input: Class AB1 (SSB-voice modulation) 2000 watts PEP;
Class
AB1 (SSB-two tone test) 1300 watts; Class AB1 (AM linear) 1000
watts; Class C (CW)
1000 watts. Power output (20 meters): Class AB1
(SSB-voice modulation) 900 watts
PEP; Class AB1 (SSB-two tone test) 550 watts; Class AB1 (AM linear)
300 watts; Class C
(CW) 750 watts. Output impedance: 50 to 72 ohms (unbalanced). Band coverage:
80,
40, 20, 15 and 10 meters Panel metering: 0 t0 50 ma, grid
current: 0 to 100 ma screen
current; 0 to 5000 plate voltage, 0 to 1000 ma plate current. Tube complement:
Final
tubes. (2) 4.400A; clamp tube (1) 6006; voltage regulators, (4) OD3, (2) OC3. Power
requirements: AC (power supply primary circuit), 250 watts, 115 volt, 50/60 cycles;
DC, 3000 to 4000 volts, 450 ma. Cabinet size: 19%"
W. x 11%-H. x 16'D.

_

HEATHKIT KL-1

t

$415°°

Top power,
plus economy and safety

KILOWATT POWER SUPPLY KIT (KS -1)

...

Ideal companion for the "Chippewa" Linear Amplifier
and
supplies plate power to most other RF amplifiers in medium to
high power class. Features oil -filled, hermetically sealed plate
transformer and 60 second time delay relay- Shpg. Wt. 105 lbs.
SPECIFICATIONS-Maximum DC power output:

(_

(

1500 watts. Nominal DC
voltage output: 3000 or 1500 volts. Maximum DC current output: Average 500 ma,
peak 1000 ma. Regulation: 180 to 600 ma (typical linear amplifier), 8%;
0 to 300 ma
(typical Class C amplifier), 10%; 0 to 500 ma, 15%. Ripple: Less than 1%. Tube complement: (2) 866A mercury vapor rectifier. Recommended ambient temperature:
50 to 100 degrees F. Circuit: Two half -wave mercury vapor
rectifiers in a full wave,
single-phase configuration with swinging choke input filtering. Line power requirements: 115 V, 50/60 cycles, 20 amperes; 230 V, 50/60 cycles, 10 amperes. Chassis
size:

17%' W. x 12' H. x 13"D.

HEATHKIT KS -1

2

$16995

METER CONVERTER KIT (XC-2)

Extends coverage of the Heathkit "Mohawk" Receiver to the 2
meter band. Use also with receivers tuning a 4 mc segment be-

tween 22 and 35 mc with appropriate crystal. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

"BEST BUY" UTILITY
POWER' SUPPLY KIT (UT -1)
HEATHKIT XC-2

$3695

HEATHKIT UT -1

$2895

New Test
Equipment

Converts "Cheyenne" and "Comanche" mobile transmitter
and receiver to fixed station operation. May also be used to
provide filament and plate voltage for wide variety of ham gear.
Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.
FM TEST OSCILLATOR KIT (FMO-1)
Complete FM test facilities in one compact, easy to use instrument. First of its kind on the market.
SPECIFICATIONS-Output frequencies: for RF alignment, 90 mc (FM band low
end), 100 mc (FM band middle range), 107 mc (FM band high end). Modulation: 400 cycle incidental FM. IF and detector alignment: 10.7 mc sweep. Sweep width
markers: 200 kc to over mc, variable, 10.7 mc (crystal), 100 kc sub -markers. Modulation: 400 -cycle AM. For other applications: 10.0 mc (crystal) and harmonics, 100 kc,
400 -cycle audio. Controls: main frequency selectbr, modulation
switch/concentric
level control, marker oscillator switch /concentric level control, sweep width-power
switch, output control, AF-RF (source impedance) switch. Power supply: transformer, selenium rectifier. Power requirements: 105-125 V, 50/60 cycles, 12 watts.
Cabinet size: 7%' H, x 4'/,' W. x 4%" D.
1

HEATHKIT FMO-1

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT (RF-1)
High precision performance ... for troubleshooting and aligning RF and IF circuits of all kinds. Preassembled and aligned
bandswitch/coil assembly. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs,
.

SPECIFICATIONS-Frequency range: Band A, 100 kc to 320 kc; Band B, 31011C to
1.1 mc; Band C,
mc to 3.2 mc; Band 0, 3.1 mc to 11 mc; Band E, 10 me to 32 mc;
Band F, 32 mc to 110 mc Calibrated harmonics: 110 mc to 220 mc. Accuracy: 2%.
Output: Impedance, 50 ohms; voltage, in excess of 100,000 uv on all bands. Modulation: internal, 400 cycles approx. 30% depth; external, approx. 3 V across 50 k ohm for
30%. 400 cycles audio output: approx. 10 V open circuit. Tube complement:
VI
12AT7 RF oscillator, V2 6AN8 modulator and output. Power
requirements: 105-125'V
50/60 cycles AC, 15 watts. Aluminum cabinet dimensions: 6%' W. x
9%' H. x 5' D.
1

HEATHKIT RF-1

$2795
98
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New Citizen's Band Transceiver
WIRED OR

KIT FORM!
No Tests to Take-No Operators License Required

Any Citizen

or Older can Have Own Station

18

Hundreds of Business and Personal Uses

CITIZEN'S BAND TRANSCEIVER KIT (CB -1)
Have your own wireless communications system! Make
necessary personal contacts with family, friends, or associates from your car, home, boat or office. Light, compact,
easy to use, the Transceiver reliably covers distances from
one to ten miles depending on location, antenna and type
of installation. Transmitter frequency is crystal controlled. Receiver tunes any of the 23 channels assigned
to the 11 meter "Citizen's Band". Operates from 117 volt
AC line using internal power supply, or from 6 or 12 V.
batteries using separate vibrator power supply. Can be
transferred in minutes from fixed to mobile operation. All
pertinent FCC regulations, and station license application
forms are furnished. Comes complete with microphone,
two power cords, station identification card, set of stick -on.
call letters and crystal for one channel. Smartly styled in
rich mocha and beige. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

Kit Model, Heathklt CB-t $42.95
Wired Model, Heathklt W -CB -1 $60.95 ($6.10 dwn. $6.00 mo.)
Both Models Include Transceiver, crystal, microphone and
Two Special Power Cords.

ANTENNAS
$9.95
CBU-1 "UTILITY" ANTENNA
Good coverage, portable antenna for temporary mobile or

fixed installations. S(Ipg. Wt.

3

lbs.

CBM-1 "MOBILE" ANTENNA
Best coverage mobile antenna. 9' whip.

Bumper mount. Shpg. Wt.

7

$19.95

lbs.

$19.95
LOCATION" ANTENNA
Excellent coverage, >f, wave, 9' elements. 50' connecting cable
and mounting bracket. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.
CBF-1 "FIXED

WIRED AND KIT FORM POWER SUPPLIES
FOR MOBILE USE OF CB -1
VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLY
KIT: model VP -1-6, Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs
WIRED: model W -VP -1-6, Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs

6 -VOLT

VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLY
KIT: model VP -1-12, Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs
WIRED: model W -VP-1-12, Shpg. Wt.

12 -VOLT

$7.95
$11.95

,....$7.95
4

lb

$11.95

II

FREE
describing

Send 'now for latest Heathklt Catalog
in detail over 100 easy-to-assémble
kits for the Hi -Fi fan, radio ham,

boat owner,and technician.

T

H

HEATH` COMPANY/BENTON

!Da subsidiary
_pioneer in
do -IL -yourself

HARBOR 10, MICH.

of Daystrom, Inc.

Send latest Free Heathklt Catalog.

'electronks
All prices and specifications
subject to change without no
tice. Pieese include postage on

orders to be shipped parcel
post. 2021 deposit Is required
on all C.O.D. orders. All prices
are NET F.O.B. Benton Harbor,
Mich., end apply to Continental

U.S. end Possessions only.
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In recent laboratory tests made with the usual
damping materials (fibrous glass and cellulose
fiber), HI-FI FELT® was scientifically proven to be
the ony material really effective 'in the low frequency range where troublesome cabinet reso-

nances occur and where most of the power

7cwr-

and lows.
Send check or money order!

only $5.98
per sq. yd. (packaged).
HI -Fl

FELT®

J

Continental Felt Co.

W9EGV

is

transmitted.
A few strategically placed pieces of sound
-absorbing NI-FEFELT® inside the cabinet can give you an
entirely new idea of your speaker's capabilities.
Only a few minutes work is required! Use glue or
thumbtacks!
Listening tests prove without- doubt, that sound
from a cabinet lined with HI-FI FELT® has a cleaner
sound with a much better
balance between the highs

By

JOHN T. FRYE

Tipsy, Jr.
WOULD

a

0{1t11Cltál

-F

FELT

22 West 15th St.
New York 11, N. Y.

ENGINEERS
-

MECHANICAL

e
..
Specializing in undersea
weapons, also working with
special weapons and missiles, we supply the Fleet

-

Po

ELECTRONIC
ELECTRICAL

with

the best... from a
wooded 13,500 -acre site on
the unspoiled Virginia Peninsula where you'll have a
choice of city, suburban, or

rural waterfront living in
the world's most extravagantly restored his to r y land.

CHEMICAL
GENERAL
travel and moving expenses
world-wide transfer rights
flexible retirement plan

You'll like working with
your government too-the

that boosts
your country's secur it y.
feel of

a

job

Rightnow we have openings
for the right men, starting
at $6285 to $8810. Get, applications (Standard Form

low-cost insurance
suggestion awards

disability benefits
merit promotions

liberal vacations

57) from your postmaster.
Mail an application or copy

of your resume to the Employment Officer.today.

:5, NAVAL WEe PONS STATION
YOP.YTO,NN: VIRGINIA°

100

paid sick leave
paid tuition

-

YOU PLEASE tell me what
we're doinghere?" Carl asked plaintively of his chum, Jerry. The two boys
were huddled in semi-darkness before an
open window in the upper part of a boathouse on the edge of- a lake. It was nearly
midnight, and a howling gale was blowing
outside. A short distance behind them were
the gay pre -Christmas lights of Johnson
City, a town some 40 miles from where the
boys lived. In front of them was nothing
but the dark glistening surface of the large
frozen lake that bordered, Johnson City.
Carl's question was understandable. Four
hours previously he had stepped off the bus
after visiting an uncle at the state capital
only to be grabbed by Jerry who explained
they were going to Johnson City at once on
a mysterious errand and that the trip had
been cleared with Carl's folks. In a matter
of minutes the two boys were in a state
police patrol car speeding to Johnson City.
Once there, the patrolman helped them unload several pieces of electronic gear from
the trunk of the car and carry it up to the
loft of the boathouse; then the patrol car
left. Jerry at once began to supervise the
assembly of the equipment, keeping Carl so
busy that he couldn't ask any questions.
Finally, everything was apparently in order. A dish -type reflector with a telescope
sight mounted on it was connected by a
coaxial cable to a chassis that contained
several glowing tubes. Separate leads from
this chassis ran to a meter, to a pair of ear.

phones, and to an oscilloscope.
"Where do you want me to start?" Jerry
asked with a grin.
"You might start with what this nasty looking bunch of equipment is supposed :to
be," Carl suggested.
"This is a small -potatoes copy of the
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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REMARKABLE TUBE VALUES AT 1950 PRICES
ALL TUBES INDIVIDUALLY BOXED, CODE DATED

AND BRANDED "TRU-VACS"
Typical TRU-VACS Bargains!
A PARTIAL LIST 65N7GT
ALWAYS 30c
More Always In Stock
ALWAYS 30c
6W4GT

THIS IS
Thousands
3AÚ6

0Y4
004
IA7GT

606
6064

6138

6CH8

O8Á6

61(5

3606
3C06

6ÁC7
6ÁE4
6ÁG5

66C8

6Cí6
6CM6
6CM7

6806

6CM7

304

6Á440T

6666

OSOS

6515
6517

354

6Á116

61115

6CR6

6007

384

6ÁK5

68060 6C56

65117

6846

3BC5
313N6

18301

IC6
IC7

If4
IFS

4807*

6A15
4058
6AM8
4607 60413
4C66
6A05
SAME 6A06
5ÁN8 6007

104
IHSGT
184
Il6

INSGT
IRS

Is,

657
658GT
6SÁ7

650701

7114

12676

12547

36

765
786
787
760

17617
12AÚ6
12AU7
120 V6

12117
12517

38

7C4

7C5
7C6
7C7
715
7E6

6616

6CÚ5
6CÚ6

66165

606

6517
6087
6017

6SK7

60E6

6507

6131.701

600607
6006

65R7
61'4

7E7
717
718

6114

6646

5016
56

121106
126E6

19Á0407
196060

57

7G7

12870

1914

714

69601

7117

128117

I9í3

240
251607

75
76
77
78
80

640601

5AV8

6607

095
686

6618

606

6W6GT

7917

12806

610

614

707

12017
17877
12CA5

5004

US

SORB

64040T

61358

102
102
2014

516

6AUSG1

66756 615

6X5GT

757

SR4

6AÚ6

6626

616

608

5U4

617

6Y6G

5u8

66607

786
787

2694

6008
6617
6Á850T 6C4

7n4/XXl

607

765
7A6
7A7
748

304
305
3615

508
573

6CR6

5060T 6Aw8

6CD6G 6117
607
6AX4GT 6Cí6
654
6AXSGT 6C07

1

50Á5

1447/1287 5085
5005

OARS

5940. 6ÁV6

43
45

1407

17134

SATO

2cY5

42

12046
12607

IÚ4
I

12Á17

41

1485

6AS5
6ÁT6

114

39/4+

1251170/
12507
128401
12Á87
12Á8407 1274601
120X7
1204

YEAR GUARANTEED

774
774
1248
12485
12A05

19

26
27

84/6Z4
'117Z3

12015

35

1204

3545

12F5

3565
35C5
35114
3505

1217
1216

1207

5B

PICTURE TUBES

Brand New
Allied A-1 Tubes
Brand New
Below Listed prices do not include dud. Add Additional $5.00 Deposit
on tube sixes to 20"; on 21" and 24" tubes - $7.50. Deposit refunded
immediately when dud is returned prepaid. Aluminised tubes - $4.00

extra.
Picture tubes shipped only to continental USA and Canoda
F.O.B. Harrison, N. 1.
7,7 16094 13.10 17(84 1690 14(74 150 21b94 le7a 2044
1089+
17.84 11074
1211,
10.ie14x9, 1194 17094 17.44 20094 7589
1417/04

11

H

12.10

1710+

1944 13.49

17094

184

10084
4374

16104
1.3044

17.14

16074

43.11

16118

MP+

AT

11

14 MI, le.,
1.

?1184

DM,.

21

83

le

78

- All tubes

7514
43
21184 + a 71 21084 22 34
211994 11.70 21,844 13 29

21994 16,11
277 94
2414+
23098

17.49

7437444 17.84 21 014

2409,

21J4

9184

43.19

/Me

14

17

7.04
27,71

V.84

Get (Webb'PMBigger
,

Selection

Reroallt

le

When You
Tube Values
IBuY
Get

PTRU-VAC

HUNDRED'

GUARANTEE

Only TRU-VAC guarantees
any tube
to replace free
in
which becomes defective
year oGm
se

within

dale

of

.

...

TRU-VAC® PAYS YOUR POSTAGE
On orders of $5 or more in U.S.A. and Territories. Send approximate
postage on Canadian and foreign orders. Any order less than $5
requires 25c handling charge. Send 25% on C.O.D.'s. All orders subject
to prior sale.
Complying with Federal regulations, the following statement appears
in all Tru-Vac advertising: Tubes appearing in this ad may be FACTORY SECONDS or USED tubes and are clearly marked.

TRUMV
Harrison Avenue
Harrison, New Jersey
Box 107
HUmboldt 4-9770

one

USED
GUARrv
AMTEED
S

I°"

1T'e
h n y

2"

ONSES
To

°u

Receive

ThWen7

XIL'

purchase.

A%-D
u1.
ATTENTION QUANTITY USERS!
Call or Write For Our 1000 Tube "Private
Big Discounts Are Yours
MGR.
Dept.
Lobel" Speoiall Attention Branding
MONEY CHEERFULLY REFUNDED WITHIN FIVE (5) DAYS,
IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED!

December, 1959

!

PER

TIONnev

TrulY

For any
used or
factory second tube!
17

All sets

10
nentol

shipped-77-Z;
1»Sed
Sets

sonNew

1_ wo

Cor

lpnre
oodo

Jrsey,Uand

;-$S57a5

stcon¡Harr
s
only,
dp

FREE

Value

EARS

with each
set purchased
9,

^Write Dept. L'For FREE LIST Of Other Tube
Types and Products Sold By TRU-VACS!

Electric Company
Visit Our Huge Testing Depe. In The Heart
Of Harrison( N. l.'s Electionics Industry

g

101

NEW-G-12
radio
for your
2-Way

personal use,
business or

Combat Surveillance Radar AN/TPS-25called 'Tipsy -25' by the G.I.'s-developed by
the Army Signal Corps in collaboration
with Hazeltine Corporation. Tipsy is a
pulse -type Doppler radar so sensitive it can

-

private

Citizens'
Communicator
FOR 11 -METER CITIZENS' BAND

Use in car

truck
office
boat
aviation
contracting
warehousing
sports
outdoors
farming
ranching
mining
construction
Full feature Citizens Bond
Radio: No tuning-has quartz

crystal -controlled channels for
highest stability, reliability.

Easy, press -to -talk
has noise limiter,

operation...

adjustable

squelch, superhet receiver.
FCC type accepted.

rugged, dependable, comH, 7" W, by
10" D. Weighs 11 lbs. Has gimbal mount, 12VDC/117VAC uni-,
versal power supply for fixed
or mobile service.
Is

pact! Only 41/2"

46E1 GO N S E T
Dept. PE

_

14995;,.
With mike end crystals
for one channel...

Send

for

FREE

Citizens Bánd booklet .'

Division of Young Spr,ng& IV ire Corporation

801 South

Main St., Burbank, Calif.

Get Your First Class Commercial

F.C.C. LICENSE
QUICKLY!
GRANTHAM TRAINING

PREPARES YOU

The Grantham Communications Electronics
Course prepares you for a FIRST CLASS-F.C.C.
license, and it dues this by TEACHING you'
electronics. Each point is covered simply'and in
detail, with emphasis on making the subject
easy to understand. The organization of the
subject matter is such that you progress, stepby-step, to your specillc objective
first class
F.C.C. license.

-a

Grantham training-in Hollywood,
Kansas City, Washington, or in your ownSeattle,
home
can do the job. Learn in resident classes or
by home study. Get complete details free.
Write
to the Grantham School nearest you. Here
are
the different addresses:

-

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, Dept. 93-T1
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 7, California
GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, Dept. 93-12.
408 Marion Street, Seattle 4, Washington

GRANTHAM. SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, Dept. 93-T3
3123 Gillham Road, Kansas City 9, Missouri
.

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, Dept. 93-T4
821 -19th Street N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
102

'

Complete 4 -channel station! Operates on new
11 -meter Citizens Band.
Easy to obtain license
. merely
fill out FCC
form, No exam.

detect a man crawling through tangled
scrub two miles away.
"You know about the Doppler effect, It's
what makes the sound from an approaching train whistle seem to rise in pitch. Because the sound source. is moving toward
you, the sound waves are 'bunched together'
and produce an .apparent increase in frequency. If the train is moving away, the
sound waves are 'stretched out,' and the
pitch seems to go down.
"In Doppler radar, the frequency of a
reflected signal is compared with that of
the signal source. When the echo is returned from a stationary target, there's
practically no difference in frequency; but
when the signal comes .back from a target
with radial velocity-that means the
straight-line distance between the target
and the observing point is changingthere's a Doppler frequency shift in the
echo signal. The amount of frequency shift
depends on the radar frequency and the
radial velocity of the target.
"When I saw a magazine article on Tipsy,
I made upmy mind to try to build a very
simplified version; so I collected all the information I could get. Inasmuch as Tipsy
is classified, that wasn't much; but one
press release said a radial velocity of one
(Continued on page 106)
-

Always say you saw' it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

NOT, USÉD, NOT PIJLLÉD OUT OF OLD SETS
.

4

I.
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RAD-TEL'S

s

,

FIRST

QUALITY
Remember
ALL RAD-TEL

BETTER

TUBES

THAN

GUARANTEED
ONE

70%

I¡

FULL YEAR

'

OFF!

WHY GAMBLE ON USED & "PULL-OUT" TUBES?

BUY ONLY RAD-TEL'S FIRST QUALITY
& SAVE!
BRAND NEW TUBES

...

'

Qty.

Type

-0Z4M

-1AX2

-1 B3GT
_1D N5
-1 G3
-1J3

_I K3
-1 L6

-1LA6
-1LC6
_1L N5

-1

R5

_195
_11-4

Price

Qty.

.79
.62
.79
.55
.73
.73
.73
1.05
.69
.79
.59
.62

-4A U6

.51

_4CS6

N4

.58
.57
.50
.82
.96
.60

_2CY5

.71

-1
-1

U4
U5

-1X2B
2A F4

_2B

_3A L5
_3A U6
_3AV6

-3BA6
-3BC5
-38E6
_313 N4

-3BN6
-3BU8
-3BY6
-3826
-3CB6
_3C F6
_3C S6
_3CY5

-31) K6
-3DT6
_3Q5

-3S4
_3V4

.42
.51
.41
.51

.54
.52
.63
.76
.78
.55
.55
.54
60
.52
.71

Type

EACH TUBE INDIVIDUALLY AND ATTRACTIVELY BOXED
Price

-4BA6
-4BC5
-4BC8
-4BE6
_413 N6

_4 Bp]
-48S8

-4BU8
-4BZ6
-4BZ7
-4CB6

_40 E6
_40 K6
4DT6

-5A M8
_5AQ5

-5A T8

-56Q7Á
-5BR8
_5CG8

_5CL8
_5EA8
_5EU8

-516
_5T8

_5U4
_5U8
_5V6
_5X8
_5Y3

-6A B4
_6AC7

.60
.50
.80
.61

.58

-6A F3
-6A F4

-GAGS

_6A H6

-6A K5

.54
.51

.56
.96
.54
.75
.96
.98
.71

.58
.96
.59
.61
.62
.60
.55
.79

.52
.80
.82
.97
.79
.76
.76
.80
.80
.68
.81

.60

Qty. Type

Price

_6A L5
_6A M8
_6A N4

.47
.78
.95

_6A Q5

.50
.55
.60
.43

-6A R5
-6A S5
_6AT6
_6A T8

-6A U4
-6A U6

_6A U7
_6A U8

_6AV6
_6A W8
_6A X4

-6A X7

-6BA6
-6BC5
-6BC7
-6BC8
-6BD6
-6BE6
-6BF6
-68G6
_66 H6
-6BH8
-6816
_613 K5
_613 K7

.81

-6BL7

.56
.78
.46
.46
.96
.73
.97
.65
.99
.95

_613 N4

_61196

-6BQ5

-6BQ6GT

-6SQ7
-6BR8

-6658

-6BU8
-6BY6
-6BZ6

Qty.

Type

Price

_6917
-6C4
-6BC6

.97
.43
.54

_6CD6
_6CF6
_6CG7
_6CG8

1.42
.64
.60
.77

_6C M7

.66

.79
.82
.50

-6C N7
-6C R6
_6C 96

.57

.61

_6CU5
_6CU6
_6CY5
_6CY7

-58
1.08
.70

-6DE6
-6DG6

.68
.69
.58
.59
1.10
.76

.87
.40
.89
.65
.64
.49
.54
.94

..97
.51

.55
.44
1.66
.65
.87
.62
.80
.85
1.00
.57
.74

.65
1.05
.95
.78
.90
.70
.54
.54

-60Á4
-6D85
6DQ 6

-6D15

_60 T6
_6E

U8

-6EAS

-6E B8

-6H6GT
-6J5GT
_6J6

-6 K6
-6S4

-6SA7GT
_6SK7GT

-6SL7
_69 N7
-6SQ7
_614

-618

-6U8
_6V6GT
_6W4
_6W6

.65
.51

.71

.53
.79
.79
94
.58
.51
.67
.58
.48
.76
.74

.80
.65
.73
.99

.80
.78
.54
.57

Qty.

Type

Price

_6X4
-6X5GT

-6X8

.39
.53
.77

_7AU7

.61

-7B6

.68
.69
.69

-8A U8
-8A W8

.83
.93

_7A8
_7Y4

-8BQ5
-8C07
_8C M7

-8C N7
-8C X8
-8E B8

-10DA7
-11CY7
_12A4

-12A B5
-12A C6
-12A06
_12A E6

-12A F3

_12A F6
-12ÁJ6
_12A L5
_12AL8

_12AQ5

.60
.62
.68
.97

.93
.94
71

.75
.60
.55
.49
.57
.43
.73
.49
.46
.45
.95

.52

-12A U6

-I2A U7

_12AV5

-12AV6
-12AV7
_12A X4

-12A

X7

_12AZ7

-1284

-12BA6
-12BD6
-12BE6
_1213 F6

_128H7

_126 K5
-12BL6
-12BQ6
_126 Y7
-12BZ7
_12C5
_12CA5
_12C N5
_12C R6
_12CU5

-I2CU6

-12CX6

Price

Qty.

Type

.43
.76
.50
.60

-120 65

.97
.41

_120 Q6
-12DS7
-12D16

.75
.67
.63
.86
.63
.50
.50
.53
.44
.73
.70
.56
1.06
.74
.75
.56
.59
.56
.54
.58
1.06
.54

-12DE8
_12DL8
_17.1)M7

_12EL6
_12EG6

-12E K6
_12E16
_12F5
_12F8

-12FM6
-12K5
-12SA7M
-I2SK7GT
-12SN7
_12SQ7M

-I2U7

-12V6GT
_12W6

-12X4

Price

Qty.

.69
.75
.85
.67
1.04
.79
.56
.50
.54
.56
.53
.66

_17DQ6

.66
.45
.65
.86
.74
.67
.73
.62
.53
.69

.38

_17A X4
-17BQ6

-17 C5

.67
1.09
.58

_17CA5

-17 D4

.62
.69

USE

Type

_17L6

_17W6

_19A U4
-19BG6

-19T8

-21EX6
_25A U4
-25BQ6
_25C5
_25CA5
_25CD6
_25CU6

_250 N6
-25EH5

-2516

Price

1.06
.58
.70
.83
1.39
.80
1.49
.87
1.11
.53
.59
1.44
1.11
1.42
.55
.57

_25W4

.68
.66

-35C5
_35L6

.51

_35W4
-35Z5GT

.52
.60
.60
.53

-2526

-5085

_5005
-500C4

.57

.37

_50EH5

.55

-117Z3

.61
.61

-50L6

ORDER BLANK

1

55 Chambers St.
Newark 5, N. J.

Name.
Address

.69

MAIL ORDER TUBE CO.

SPEEDY ONE -DAY SERVICE!

December, 1959

Type

-12AT6
_I2AT7

AS YOUR
rRad-TelTHIS
Tube Co.

NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER

55 CHAMBERS ST.

Qty.

Mitchell 2-3147 NEWARK 5, N. J.

depósit must accompany
all orders -balance C.O.D. NO HANTERMS: 25%

DLING CHARGE WITH THIS AD. Subject to prior sale. All shipments F.O.B.
Newark warehouse. No C.O.D.'s outside continental U.S.A.
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CRT TESTER-REACTIVATOR
NOW ...

really designed to test,
whether

a TESTER-REACTIVATOR

EVERY PICTURE TUBE MADE

-

repair and reactivate
with exclusive features never
black and white or color
before found in picture tube testers.

...

MULTI-HEA)(patent pending)
f 'THE
HEAD AND UNIQUE
.

`

2

--Housed in
hand -rubbed

-

oak carrying

complete with
MULTI -HEAD*

case

s1

-

1

-i--'

Model CRT.2-

$5iso.
s/7

1

Net4

A

perfect
'Boost' or 'Shot' method tsreactivation.
control of either'thet'B
THE
CARTON,
IN
THE CRT -2 DOES ALL THIS RIGHT
SET
OUT OF THE CARTON OR IN THE
the guesswork

TEST
white and color picture tube
for quality of every black and
up to one megohm
for all inter -element shorts and leakage
for life expectancy

REPAIR

and leakage
Will clear inter -element shortstwo
elements in the tube gun
Will weld opens between any

,

-

-

-

6

ofishes

-

pulse) method of reactiva
The unique controlled 'SHOT' (high voltage
picture tubes to new life in
tion provided by the CRT.2 will restorebefore.
Furthermore the high
instances where it was not possible
of stripping the cathode as you
voltage is applied without danger
pulse.
voltage
high
the
of
control
perfect
always have
is
also provided by the CRT.2
The BOOST' method of reactivation
but with
a superficially good picture
used effectively on tubes withexpectancy.
improve definition.
will
It
poor emission and short life add longer life to the picture tube.
contrast and focus greatly and

R.£:^

IN-CIRCUIT CONDENSER TESTER

-

_

Model
CT -1

THE WHOLE lOB! The CT -1 actually Steps in and takesCTover
Here is an IN -CIRCUIT CONDENSER that DOES
-1 a
application of a dual bridge principle gives the
where all other in -circuit condenser fail. The ingenious
an
absolute 'must' for every serviceman.
it
makes
and
tremendous range of operation...

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Quality of condensers even with circuit shunt resistopens,
. (This includes leakage, shorts,
ance ,

intermittents)

r

Value of all condensers from 200 mmfd. to .5 mfd.
Quality of all electrolytic condensers (the ability to
hold a charge)
Transformer, socket and wiring leakage capacity -

out -of -circuit checks:

of

, (This includes leakage,
Quality of 'condensers .
shorts, opens and intermittents)
Value of alt condensers from 50 mmfd. to .5 mfd.
Quality of all electrolytic condensers (the ability to
hold a charge)
High resistance leakage up to 300 megohms
transformer, Socket,
New or unknown condensers
component and wiring leakage capacity

...

Ultra -sensitive

2

tube drift -free circuitry

.

Multi-color direct scale readings for both quality and
value... in -circuit or out -of -circuit
Simultaneous readings of circuit capacity and circuit
resistance
Built-in hi -leakage indicator sensitive to over 300
megohms
Cannot damage circuit components

Electronic eye balance indicator for every greater
accuracy

Model CT -1

Isolated power line
Housed in sturdy hammertone finish steel
comes eb mp(ele Wrth test leads
c aye
-411.ái

.74F.,

a_

-

y'

$3450
Net

...

.-..^li*r'r_:tCi ;cam

'q;a,

TERMS; $9.50 within 10
days. Balance $5 monthly

for

5

months.

EASY TO BUY IF SATISFIED -see order form on facing page
104

$

Large 4V2"
emission test principle
di
Employs the time proven dynamic cathode
for smooth action, accuracy and long life
meter with heavily damped movement
Filament
element in the picture tube instruction
Provides separate shorts test for each
to
read
easy
An
glow indicator
continuity is Shown on a separate
picture
type
new
and
old
on
information
manual contains all the latest testing
-rubbed oak carrying case with special comparttubes Housed in handsome hand
ment for MULTI -HEAD and line Cord.
*patent pending

._..-_-._.

in -circuit checks:

E
03

-

p

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

REACTIVATE

"

--

3

TERMS:. $13.50 within 10
days. alance $11 month
Bea months.
ty for 4

of
the limitations an shortcomings
The CRT-2 steps in 'and solves ordinary
CRT tes ers that keep entering
Unlike
a new
present day CRT Testers. range
of operation, the CRT-2 employs
the field with a limitedcircuit designed
reactivate
it
and
to. test, rep
brilliantly engineered
CRT -2 eliminates
or color picture tube made. Th
every black and white
been present when a
and risk that until now, has always

°

IN CABLE
. . - A SINGLE PLUG
tremendous advance over the maize of
test,
found with other testers. Enables you to than
cable and adapters generally
of picture tube with greater convenience
repair and reactivate everytotype
whether 12 pin'
110 degree types from 8" to 30", base. A special
ever before ... 50 degree base
7
pin
latest
very
...even the
base, 8 pin base, 14 pin -HEAD
enables you to test, repair and reactivate
color switch on the MULTI
color guns separately.
each of the red, green and blue
TUBE'-you actually see and con.
WATCH IT REACTIVATE THE PICTURE as it takes place, allowing you for
on the meter
trot the reactivation directly
voltage. This eliminates the
thereactivation
control
you to see the
the first time to properly
of the oxide coating. It enables
danger of stripping the cathode
you will see if the
whether the build-up is lasting.
speed of reactivation and too
is too tar gone to
great and if the picture tube
cathode contamination is
be reactivated,
VOLTAGE FOR BETTER
CONTROLLED "SHOT" WITH HIGHER
. high enough
.
Stronger than any found in other testersthe picture tube.
REACTIVATION
yet controlled to avoid damage to
to really do the job
Will burn out inter -element
UNIQUE HIGH VOLTAGEPULSE CIRCUIT safety to the picture tube,
shorts and weld open circuits with complete
see the life Enables both you and your customer tothat your cus
SVISUAL LIFE TEST
on the meter. The fact
expectancy of any picture tube right
your tests as you make them virtually eliminates
tomer Can see the results ofreplacement
when necessary.
resistance to picture tube
SPECIAL LOW SCREEN VOLTAGE
TESTS, REPAIRS AND REACTIVATES
special low voltage Of approxi
Many new type picture tubes use
TUBES
types with
will test, repair and reactivate these
mutely 50 volts. The CRTas-2 the
with Complete safety.
types
regular
the same thoroughness
Including the very latest 2.35 volt
FILAMENT VOLTAGES
volt types.
and 8.4 volt types as well as the older 6.3
7SEPARATE
found in
PICTURE TUBES
TESTS, REPAIRS AND REACTIVATES 'SF'
These picture tubes have different
the newest Sylvania and Phileo TV sets.
and there is always an
tubes
picture
standard
than
connections
base pin
ordinary
may be burned out when tested with new
element of risk that the tube -2
base
designed to accommodate this
picture tube testers. The CRT is tube
with no danger of damage,
pin arrangement and will test the
A

TEST
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Convince yourself at no risk that CENTURY instruments are indispensable
your every day work. Send for instruments of your choice without obligation ... try them for 10 days before your buy ... only then, when satisfied,
pay in easy-tobuy monthly installments
without any financing or carrying charges added.

FREE

FOR 10

TR1AL

DAYjn
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BP

VACUUM
toartad EASY
-TO -READ

TUBE VOLT METER

WITH

Model
VT -1

featuring the sensational new 10171-PROBE
No extra

Patent Pending
probes to buy! The versatile MULTI -PROBE
does the work of 4 probes

a AC -Ohms Probe

DC Probe

a Lo-Cap Probe

O

Próbe

RF
The VT-1 is a tremendous
achievement in test equipment. With its unique
all the jobs a V.T.V.M. should
MULTI -PROBE it will do
do without the expense of buying
additional probes. No longer do you
have to cart around a maize of entangled
cables, lose time alternating cables or hunting for
placed probe. With just a twist of the
a mis-PROBE tip you can set it to do
saving jobs. A special holder on side MULTI
one of many timeof case keeps MULTI -PROBE firmly inany
place ready ter use.

FUNCTIONS

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

-

DC VOLTMETER. .
will measure D.C. down to
full scale with minimum
circuit loading,

Completely portable
self powered with Icing life'
batteries
permits use everywhere
e New advanced
pentode ampfier circuit assures
amazingly low
drain
Large
100 -microampere meter, manybattery
times
more sensitive than meters used in
most V.T.V.M.'s
Laboratory

1.5 volts

and give accurate readings of
scale divisions as low
as .025 volts
Will measure low
and oscillator
bias voltages from .1 volts or less AGC
to 1500 volts
with consistent laboratory accuracy up
on all ranges .. .
Zero

...

6

accuracy

performance
2% of full scale
on DC, 5% of full scale on AC
Simplified multi -color
easy -to -read 4.scale meter
No heat operation assures
rigid

center provided for all
measurements
such as discriminator, ratio balancing
detector alignment and
hi-fi amplifier balancing.

stability and accuracy
Immune to power line
fluctuations
Amplifier rectifier circuit with
frequency
compensated attenator
a feature found only in
costly
laboratory instruments
Meter completely isolated
practically burnout proof
Hand-crafted
circuitry
eliminates the service headaches of printed
circuitry
lee resistors used for permanent
accuracy
Separate
RF ground return for

-

AC VOLTMETER ...True
Peak-toPeek

measure.
ments as low as 3 volts of any wave
form including
TV sync, deflection voltages, video
in Ri.fi amplifiers, AGC and color TV pulses, distortion
Scale divisions are easily read downgating pulses
Measures RMS at 1/20th the circuitto .1 volts
of a
V.O.M.... Unlike most other V.T.V.M.'sloading
there is no
loss in accuracy on the lowest
AC range.

...

...

.
Measures teem o
to 1000 megohms
Scale divisions are easily read
down to .2 ohms
Will measure resistance values
from .2 ohms to one billion
ohms
high resistance leakage in electrolytic Will detect
and by-pass
condensers.,
RF and LO -CAP
MEASUREMENTS
, . ,
With these extra VT -1 functions you
voltages in extremely high -impedance can measure
circuits such
as sync and AGC pulses,
driving
color TV gating pulses, mixer saw tooth voltages,
stage -by -stage gain and detector output levels, I.F.
inputs.
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FAST-CHECK TUBE
TESTER
set two controls ...
insert tube

Model

FC2
Simply
. , . and press
quality button to test
any of over 100 tube
types completely, accurately
Over 20,000
IN JUST

...
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s

S.

TERMS:

-

Impedance
11 megohms DC, 1 megohm Sc,
10 megohms to -Cap
Input Capacity
130 mmfd. RMS, 250 mmfd. Peak -to
-Peak, 25 mmfd.
.,
.
'

servicemen
SECONDS!
servicing time way down,are now using the FAST -CHECK in their
every day
eliminating
by selling more tubes
and are cutting
call-backs and increasing work
with very little unprofitable
their dollar earnings
chose the FAST -CHECK
effort.
above all other tube See for yourself at no risk why so many
testers.
servicemen
PICTURE TUBE TEST ADAPTER
INCLUDED WITH FAST -CHECK

RANGE OF

OPERATION
Checks quality of over
700 tubes types, employing
proven dynamic
emission test. This covers the time
99% of all tubes cathode
in
more than
use
today,
including the
TV tubes, auto
series -string
12
tubes. OZ4s, newest
regulators, special ptatevolt
eye tubes, gas
purpose hi-fi tubes andmagic
Checks for inter -element
even foreign tubes.
Checks for gas content. shorts and leakage.
Checks for life -expectancy.

Enables you to check all
picture tubes (including
the new short-neck 110
degree type) for cathode
emission, shorts and life
expectancy.. . also to rejuvenate weak picture tubes.

-

SPECIFICATIONS
...

No time consuming

MOdel FC2

-

hammertone
steel -case
complete with
MULTI-PROBE

unit: 000

IMW In 600 ohms

.,
*á

....<

SPECIFICATIONS

Housed in

Volts
0 to
volts
AC Volts (RMS and 1.5/6/30/150/300/600/1500
Peak -to-Peak)
to
Ohms
0 to a billion ohms, 10 ohms 3/12/60/300/1200 volts
center scale
Asl/10/100/1K/10K/
100K/114
RF
Peak reading demodulator supplied
for use on all DC ranges
2ero Center available
on all DC volt ranges with zero
at mid -stale
Decibels
from -10 DD to +10¡22/36/50162
based on the Gbm
DC

l.

_

-

measurement
MicroMatching cover pro.
snaps on and off instantly.

-

oots instrument face

_

.

law-loss RF
type co -axial connector

phone

ELECTRONIC OHMETER

-

on conventional testers multiple switching
only two settings are
No annoying roll
located inside cover.
required
Chart checking .
of banks of switches
. tube
New listings are added
chart listing aver 700
tion of multi -section tubes
without costly roll
tube types is
and if only one section
chart replacement
41 phosphor bronze
is defective the
Checks each secberyllium tube sockets
tube
will
mounted on panel
read
"Bad"
on the meter scale
Large 41/a" D'Arsanval type never need replacement
protected against accidental
7 -pin and 9 -pin
meter is the most
burn-out
straighteners e4
line voltage variation
sensitive
Special
12 filament positions scale on meter for low currentavailable, yet rugged
fully
no shock hazards
tubes
Separate
Long lasting etched
for
aluminum panel. gas and short jewel indicators Compensation
The FastCheek positively
Line isolated
cannot
become
all future tebe types as they
obsolete
, circuitry
is engineered to
come out- New tube listings
accommodate
are turnislsed periotlically
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at no cost.
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CO., INC.
ELECTRONICS
INSTRU..._..._
Roosevelt Avenue, Dept. 311, Mineola, New York
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GUARANTEED FOR
ONE FULL YEAR

The extremely low
prices are made
possible because
you are buying di-

rect from the
manufacturer.
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Please rush the instruments checked for a 10 day free trial. If satisfied agree to pay
the down payment within 10 days and the monthly installments as shown. If of
n
nd there
Completely SatlSf fed I will return the instruments within to days and
further obligation. It is understood there will be NO INTEREST or FINANCING
charges added.
I

Model CRT2 CRT TESTER REACTIVATOR
$17.50 within 10 days. Balance $11 monthly

...$57.50
for 4 months.

Model CT -1 IA Circuit C000enser Tester
$9.50 wilhle 10 days. balance $5 monthly for

$34.50
months.

5

lit

Model
$58.50
Battery Vacuum Tube volt Meter
$14.50 within 10 days. Balance $it monthly for 4 months.

Name

..
Model FC-2 fast Check Tube Tester
$trio within 10 flays. Balance $11 monthly for

Address

.

Prices Net F.O.B. Mineola, N. Y.

.
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$69.50

months.

.
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mile per hour produced a frequency shift
of 30 cycles. That gave me a clue as to
Tipsy's operating frequency."
"It did ?" Carl questioned.
"Sure. I read that the Doppler frequency
shift in cycles is equal to 89.4 times the
radial velocity in miles per hour divided by
the wavelength in centimeters; so-"
"Include me out of any math," Carl in,

FREE!
H. H. Scott Helps You

PLAN FOR STEREO
With New Hi Fi Guide
and Catalog

H. H. Scott Inc., 111

Powdermill Road, Dept.

PE -12,

Maynard, Mass.

Rush me your FREE Hi Fi Guide and cat=
alog to help me plan my stereo system
Name
Address
Export: Telesco International, 36 W. 40th St.,

The

N. Y. C.

Battery That's Used in Guided Missiles

Now Released as Government Surplus
For Photography, Aircraft, Models, Searchlights, Radios, Boat Running Light, etc.
Postpaid

$1'95

-plate Nickel Cadmium alkaline storage batteries
designed for "NIKE" Missile and
surplus due to design
A lifetime battery with co known limit of
lover 5000 recharges on test without loss of eaea. Other features: Virtually indestructible, compact &
citylC
lightweight, withstands heavy shock and vibration. Flat
voltage curve during discharge retains charge year or
high discharge rate up to 50 amps, for this cell, no
corrosive fumes to harm clothing or equipment, spill -proof
construction. discharge In any position, Indefinite storage
without deterioration. operates in temperatures - 60° F to
+200` F. Each cell isapprox. 6 ampere hour capacity.
Nominal voltage

Sintered
i'f/1

size

Uses Potassium -Hydroxide (30%) electrolyte.
loss during lifetime service. Add only distilled

Negligible

water once
a year. A fraction of Government cost.
Used Test Cells..... ....
51.95 ea. Postpaid
Brand New Cells..
2.95 ea. Postpaid
in
24 V. Battery (20 cells)
metal case used 540.00 New 560.00.

Plastic batten cases may have slight cracks-repaired
easily with household cement or you mar add 25e to price
of each to insure uneraeked cases.

All eeliv o,mranieed to your satfafoerlon or money
refunded (less posldge) Dept.

ESSE RADIO COMPANY

42 W.

D2

S°°°''Street

Indianapolis 25. Indinna
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Pr_intYour Own

Cards, Stationery, Advertising, Circulars,
labels, photo and movie titles, church work,
tags, etc. Save money. Sold direct from factory only. Raised printing like engraving, too.
Own a Printing Business

Print forOthers,Good Profit. Have home shop.
Junior press $16; Senior $29 up. We supply everything. Easy rules. Pays for self in short time.
Write for freeeatalogof outfits and all details.
KELSEY PRESSES, C-10 Meriden, Conn.

terrupted.
"Now cut that out!" Jerry said sternly.
"If you're ever going to get anywhere in
electronics, you've got to stop gagging every time someone dangles a little math
formula in front of you. Let me show you
how easy it is.
"Substituting in the formula, 30 cycles
equal 89.4 times 1 mph divided by X centimeters. By a little algebra mumbo -jumbo
we can rearrange this so that X centimeters equals 89.4/30, or approximately 3
centimeters. We know that the frequency
of a radio signal in cycles per second is
equal to the speed of light, 300,000,000 meters per second, divided by the wavelength
of the signal in meters. If we want our frequency in megacycles, we just chop 300,000,000 down to 300. Three hundred divided
by .03 gives us 10,000 megacycles as the
frequency .of a 3 -centimeter wavelength."
"That didn't hurt too much," Carl admitted; "but don't try to tell me you built
this gear in the two days I was gone."
"No. I was going to try to convert some
war -surplus u.h.f. gear; but Sam, the technician who takes care of the state police
electronic equipment, said he had one of
the radar speed indicators that had been
superseded by a newer model and that I
could play around with the old unit if I
liked. Since it operated just a little above
the 10,000-10,500 mc. band, Sam helped me
lower the frequency. The police obtained
special permission for us to use pulsed
transmissions in the amateur band.
"On the speed -detecting unit, the audio
beat frequency between the radar oscillator
and the Doppler-shifted echo frequency was
amplified and clipped and used to actuate
an audio frequency indicating meter calibrated in miles per hour. We brought out
the unclipped signal to phones and the
scope. The -telescope sight on the dish antenna helps point the narrow radar beam
at a desired target. Want to see it work?"
"Sure!" Carl said promptly.
"Okay. Take the antenna to that window
at the other end of the boathouse and point
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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0A2

5Y3GT

024

1A7GT

1631ST

1H4G

SY4G

6A7

648

SBYSG

64F4

11.4
11.6

SAGS

SN5GT
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1V2
1X2
2A3
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35C5
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6AQ6
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NEW! DYNAMIC
"TRANSISTOR CHECKER

Dynamically checks
transistors either "ín
or out" of circuit!
No set-up required-safely identifies and tests PNP and NPN
Transistors "in or out" of circuit! Wide range of types: small
signal, including "drift" types; medium power and power
types. Fast, positive visual check for "opens", shorts, and
gain. Compact, self-contained.
MODEL 100-Wired and Tested

-`-

i

$19.95 NET

NEW! LOW COST'
TUBE TESTER

hst
Grid Circuit and
Tube Merit Tester!

-4",-`11w

Complete coverage all modern TV tube types and all heater
type radio tubes, using only 5 sockets! Incorporates patented
Seco Grid Circuir Test plus reliable Cathode Emission Testalso checks for filament continuity ind open elements. One
easy -to -read meter. Fast, easy to operate! With portable carrying case, pin straighteners, and fast tube set-up flip chart.
$69.50 NET
MODEL 18-Wired and Tested

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS!

SECO MANUFACTURING CO.
ECO 5015
Penn Ave. So., Minneapolis, Mlnn.

the beam at different moving objects at
that intersection across the way. I'll sit
here and listen to the signal in the phones
and watch the 'scope and try to tell you
what you see in the telescope sight. Remember to keep the beam on objects that
are moving too and us or away from us
instead of those moving left -right or viceversa."
CARL CARRIED the dish antenna to the
other end of the boathouse, opened the
window, and sighted through the telescope
at a street intersection about a block from
the edge of the lake.
"Okay, what do I see?" he challenged.
"A man walking," Jerry answered
promptly. "He sounds like 'wump-wumpwump-wump.' Each 'wump' is produced by
the fast movement of his leg as lie takes a
step."
"I get that, but how do you know it's a

man?"

"Get a woman in your sights and I'll
show you."
"Okay," Carl called a few minutes later;
"now I'm looking at a woman. "
"I know," Jerry said. "See the difference
on the scope trace? She moves her arms

,TRANSISTORIZED--CITIZENSBAND

5
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.50 each

l

Complete
Ready -to -

89 Operate

Only the ELCOLAB

RT-27-A offers
--of-the followingmodel
features:

you all

self-contained. NO plug -ins. no antenna
Completely portable and power
source required.
cables and no external operates
from six size 'D" flashlight
Transistorized circuitry
cells available :rlivwhere. batteries and measures 8" x 5" x 00.
eighs only [t pis. with
Unclosed in a In gauge anodized aluminum case.
Receiver tunable to any of the 22 channels with a single control knob.
the 22 channels by changing
Transmitter tunable to any of
with each unit.
crystal. One crystal supplied ('lass
"D" citizens radio service.
Steels FCC requirements for
by any U.S. Cif iaen Over 18.
License obtainable free of charge'
Bitch hers maximum
-to -talk
Telcphone handset with pushdrain.
and
s permits more privacy
convenience. 'educes battery
'upl1one.
n
than, a loudspeaker :end separate
miles depending
1/
to
several
tulle
range
'from
m(l[ilag
T'ra
on nbstrtctions and elevation.
weak as one microvolt and
Receiver will detect signals as
of strong
to
overloading
volume
prevent
control
has automatic
signals and noise clipping to reduce Interference caused by
autos and electrical aPpliauces.
order.
with
each
. Free R.F. entrer indicator
amateur bands'at no extra
Also available for the n or 10 meter
cost. (Many now in use for civil defense.)
factory. Mall your order with
Available only from the h:lcnlab
C1/1/. For each unit
full payment or .510.o0 deposit balance
nsurance.
postage for 7 pas, plus
ordered. include sufficientsales
tax.
N.Y.C. Residents Include

ELCOLAB
H011is 8-2720
108

190-48

99th Ave.

Hollis 23, N.

Y.

Dept. EP -12

da.7`,/,'

t

r

differently and swings her hips more; so
you can still pick out the separate pulses
of signal for each step, just as is the case
with the man; but these pulses have lots
more little frills to them in the case of a
Now you're looking at a car,"
woman

...

Always say you saw

it in-POPULAR
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Jerry broke off, "and it's a straight -stick
job. An accelerating car produces a tone of
rising pitch, and it's .easy to hear the little

.

REE CAREER

steps in this tone when a driver shifts
gears by hand."
"That thing's uncanny," Carl remarked
as he brought the antenna back to the win1
dow, overlooking the lake. "Now for quesCIREER
tion number two-what are we doing out
Trepare=llur
here on a cold and windy night like this?"
¿n
"This morning the state police asked me
cng¿neering
if we would like to help them and the police of Johnson City with a nasty problem.
Three times in the past two weeks a thief
has smashed a show -window in a store here
and made off with valuable merchandise
displayed for the Christmas season. Each
time he was chased to the vicinity of the
lake and then lost completely. The police
think he has some method of making a
quick getaway, but they can't figure what
To guide you to a
it is. There's never any sound of a plane
successful future in
motor taking off; the lake is frozen, so a
boat is out; he never has had time to put
on skates and take -off.
"Sam suggested maybe we could see
something with Tipsy, Jr., here, that was
invisible to squad car spotlights: This boathouse is on a kind of point that lets us scan
the whole lake shore bordering the business part of town. Incidentally, I guess we
Ebetter get with it. It was always shortly
after midnight that the thief struck beThis interesting pictorial booklet tells you
how you can prepare for a dynamic career
fore. We'll take turns swinging that anas an Electrical Engineer or Engineering
tenna back and forth so the beam covers
Technician in many exciting, growing
the lake. The other guy can listen and
fields:
watch the scope."
MISSILES
AVIONICS AUTOMATION
"At this stage, I'm probably a better
SALES
DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRICAL POWER
ROCKETRY
beam -swinger than. scope -watcher," Carl
RADAR
RESEARCH
said; "so I'll start. As I get it, we should
Get all the facts about job opportunities,
hear no sound nor see anything on the
length of study, courses offered, degrees
scope as long as Junior here doesn't see a
you can earn, scholarships, part-time work
moving target. Is that right?"
as well as pictures of the Milwaukee
School of Engineering's educational and
"Exactly," Jerry nodded as he huddled
recreational facilities. No obligation it's
farther down in his heavy coat. "Man, lisyours free.
ten to that wind! I doubt if the joker shows
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
tonight. It's not fit out for man nor beastwups!" he suddenly exclaimed; "back up a
MAIL COUPON TODAY.'!.
bit. I think I heard something."
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Obediently Carl retraced the slow arc he
Dept. PE -1259,1025 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send FREE "Your Career" booklet
had been describing with the antenna. He
I'm interested in
did not need Jerry's upraised hand to tell
Electronics
Radio -TV
Computers
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
him to stop when the antenna was pointName
ing straight out across the lake. The thin
Age....._........._
PLEASE PRINT
horizontal line on the scope face expanded
Addressinto several crowded cycles of a sine wave,
City..
_......_
and the meter swung to the right.
I'm eligible for veterans education benefits.
Discharge date....__ ....................._..............._......._...
MS -117
"Wow!" Jerry exclaimed in a hoarse
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Easier-to-build

-#n'mems.
HI=FIDELITY

-

KITS

LAYER BUILT
COLOR GUIDE

1

"Best buy in its field"

-LIFE MAGAZINE
pre-amp. 20 watts
1DB.
peak. All quality components. Frequency response
8,
4,
16 ohms. Treble,
20-20,000 CPS. 4 inputs. Outputs
Bass and exclusive Automatic Loudness Control. Punched
chassis, color coded, step-by-step instructions. Easily and
successfully assembled by anyone with screwdriver, pliers
$24.95
and soldering iron. Model LJ6K
10

WATT AMPLIFIER-With built-in

"

20

WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER

with built-in pre-amp and all
controls.
Model 20LJK

$59.50

PRE -AMPLIFIER

Self powered. 10 controls ..
$44.50
Model 207AK

41110 ?

60

WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER
$79.50

Model 250K

At dealers or sent prepaid with check or M.O

FREE!

GROMMES Div. of Precision Electronics, Inc.
9101-F King Ave., Franklin Park, Ill.
Please rush details on these and other Grommes Kits.
Name

Address
City

whisper. "Something is coming-or goingout there at a seventy-mile -an -hour clip.
Watch the scope and keep the beam right
on the thing. Keep the antenna pointing so
the scope trace is maximum."
"You mean you can't tell if the target is
going or coming?"
"Only by noticing if the beat signal becomes stronger or weaker, but this thing
is coming. See that scope trace growing?
Can you see anything? I can't hear anything but the wind."
"No -o -o," Carl began as he peered out
into the darkness. "Wait a minute! See
something out there that looks like a big,
black cloud?"
Before Jerry could answer, a huge triangular dark shadow swept silently toward
them, slowed down, and came to a gentle
stop directly beside the boathouse.
"What do you know, an ice boat!" Carl
breathed as the two boys peered down
through a little side window at the pilot of
the boat, who quickly furled the sail and
made the boat fast in a position for a quick

47.__State

ELECTRONIC ORGAN

for your HOME!

.'

BUILD -IT
YOURSELF

SAVE!
Now you can own a professional electronic organ and
save up to 50% on an easy pay -as -you -build plan...
in 14 models
The world famous ARTISAN ORGAN

-

from the popular 2 -manual Home entertainment style
to the majestic 4 -manual Theatre and Church style is
now available in kit form. Simple step-by-step instructions, pictorial diagrams and schematics make this an
ideal spare -time project for anyone.

á

a

SEND' FOR THIS
FREE LITERATURE

TODAY!

facts on the magnificent
20th Century Successor To The Pipe
Organ-The ARTISAN! Gives you Information you should know before you par

.

Get ALL the

chase ANY
model.

organ-kit or commercial

ELECTRONIC

ORGAN ARTS, INC.
York Blvd., Dept. PE -12
Los Angeles 42, California

4949
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take -off. In less than a minute he was striding toward the bright lights of the city.'
"Now what?" Carl asked.
"I don't know," Jerry admitted. "He may
or may not be our man. You go to that
phone booth at the filling station up there
by the intersection and call the chief of
police .at this number and tell him what
we've seen. In the meantime I'l] try to fix
that ice boat so the fellow can't make a
quick getaway."

t9

tRL RAN OFF, Jerry frantically
searched the boathouse for something
to use to delay the ice boat. His flashlight
fell on several large sheets of coarse sandpaper, and he grabbed these up along with
a length of bailing wire. Working with des AS C

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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perate haste in the darkness, he slipped a
sheet of the paper coarse side down under
each of the three runners and'.bound it
tightly in place with the bailing wire. As
he finished wrapping the steering runner
at the bow of the boat, he felt a shadow
looming over him; but it was only Carl.
"Let's get back in the boathouse," Jerry
said through chattering teeth. "It's scary
mean cold-out here."
"The chief said he would send a squad
car over as soon as possible," Carl reported
as they climbed the stairs; "but most of the
cars are on the other side of town on a tip
that holdup men are going to hit an allnight truck stop there."
"May be a decoy action," Jerry observed
as he peered out the window toward town.
"Oh, oh! Here comes someone running. I'll
bet it's the guy with the ice boat."
And it was.. In a trice the man had
vaulted into the narrow cockpit of his slim
craft, had jerked a rope that loosened the
great dark sail on its 20' -high mast, and
was waiting expectantly for the boat to
start. When the sail filled but nothing happened, he lunged impatiently, for he could
see bobbing flashlights coming down the

-I

.Get

T

path he had just covered. Finally, muttering a curse, he leaped from the boat and
tried to push it to a start. Failing, he ran
swiftly across the ice out into the darkness.
Two foot patrolmen, brandishing flashlights, came to a sliding stop beside the
boat.
"He ran out on the ice," Jerry called to
them. "Follow him and listen to us. We'll
tell you which way lo go. Carl, run down

° ::

is Valuable Book

` `
!

lust'For Examining O'YNE'..New Set

"
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so
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Yes, you get our big Diagrams book, FREEI
It's like a road -map that shows you the way
to easier Radio -TV repair. Needed by every

NO ,a'

serviceman. Complete 11x22" Schematic Diagrams on many Radio and TV sets help cut
servicing time. Includes simple instructions on how to
use diagrams and picture patterns. This hook is yours
FREE for asking to see Coyne's great new 7 -book set,
"Applied Practical Radio -Television l"
AT LAST! MONEY -MAKING "KNOW-HOW" ON
i

ch'lraioTrerso

a

,DAY :FREE TRIAL!.

;-

d

N

s

BIG

BOOKS
IN ONE
GREAT SET!

r

`

TRANSISTORS, COLOR TV AND SERVICING

Coyne's great 7-volume set elves you all the answers
to servicing problems-euicklyl For basic "know-how"
that's easy to understand you'll Find everything you
want in Volumes Ito 5 on over 5000 practical facts
and data. Every step from fundamentals to installing,
servicing and trouble -shooting all types of radio and
TV sets. So up -lo -date it includes the latest on COLOR
and UHF. All this plus Volume 7TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS the most com-

SEND NO MONEY!

FREE!
5

YEARS

OF VALUABLE

SUPPLEMENTS

TV

plete book ever published on the applications of
transistors fn electronics. New! Set has color-

ful design, washable covers.

EXTRA! 868 Page TV Encyclopedia Included!
For speedy, on -the -lob use, you also get Volume
famous Coyne CYCLOPEDIA. Answers problems on
servicing, alignment, installation, etc., in easy ABC
order. Use
7
TV

6-

this

-volume

-RADIO

LIBRARY FREE for 7 days; get the
Servicing Book FREE!

FREE

rrr

s

With your set you
also net Coyne's
annual Supplement
Service FREE for 5
years.
Keeps your
set
p-todate on
everything that will
be new in radio,
television,
d
leeteicits-

Edúcational Book^ Publishing' Division
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1501

W.

Congress Pkwy., Depl.

CAIu¢a

BOOK -FREE, TRIAL COUPON!

Educational Rook Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. C9 -PE
1501 W. Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, III.
YES! Send 7 -Volume "Applied Practical Radio.Televislon" for 7 days
FREE TRIAL per your offer. Include TV Radio Patterns & Diagram
Book FREE.
Name

age

Address
-

City

ELECTRICAL'.SCHOOL

COYN E

Just mall coupon for 7 -volume set on 7 days free trial. We'll include book of 150 TV Radio Patterns 8, Diagrams. if you keep the set, pay 13 in 7 days and 03 per month until
527.25 plies postage is paid. (Cash price, only 524.9539r you can return the library at our
expense in 7 days and owe nothing. YOU BETHE JUDGc, Either way, the book of
TV -Radio Patterns is yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. Act NOW!

1,

IIh

Zone.

where Empleyed
U ereck Here If you want Ilbrary sea[
plus

C.O.U.

postage

on dlivery.

State

O.D. You pay povtman sea.ºs
ony-Hak guarantee.
]dy

and grab that megaphone at the foot of

the stairs."
Jerry already had the running thief in
the beam of Tipsy, Jr., and he kept the
beam on him while Carl bellowed instructions to the two policemen whose positions
were shown by their flashlights. If the
thief had just known enough to stand perfectly still, he might have escaped; but he
did not know this, and the two officers soon
collared him.
As all three came slipping and sliding
across the ice back to the boathouse, two
squad cars came roaring up with screaming sirens and flashing red lights. The
surprised thief still clutched the bag of
jewelry he had scooped through the show
window he had broken. He readily admitted
to the other thefts and explained that he
lived across the lake. He only "struck"
when a strong wind assured him a quick
getaway.

Here is your

CHRISTMAS KIT
Complete

- Low

Priced

CITIZEN'S BAND
Two -Way Transceiver
examination required for use of
Made from parts of finest quality.
No

Meets F.C.C. Requirements.
Two models to choose from.

this equipment.

Both now available in KIT

FORM.

Kits are complete, including Cabinet, Prepunched Chassis,
Power Transformer, all components, Mike, Crystal, Easy
to follow instructions and schematic. F.C.C. form 505
furnished with each order.

SPECIFICATIONS
Both models have Superheterodyne Receiver with RF Stage.
One MV sensitivity, over two watts Audio Transmitter 5
Watts .of RF, 100% AM Modulated. 40 to 80 Ohms Antenna Output. Power Transformer operates on 6VDC,
12VDC and 117VAC.
All units can be operated as base
or mobile.

Has noise

CUSTOM DISPATCHER
limiter and adjustable squelch. Crystal con-

trolled Receiver and Transmitter.

!nL
Kit....

95

few factory wired and tested
Custom Dispatchers ready for
prompt delivery at $89.95.
A

.

ASQUAD CAR took off with the thief,
and the boys were soon inside a warm
state police car heading for home.
"That was a nice piece of work you fellows did tonight," the patrolman complimented them. "Sam told the captain he
could depend on you two, and it looks as
though he was right."
"All the credit belongs to Little Old Tipsy
back there in the trunk," Carl drawled
sleepily.
"That's right," Jerry said; "and since it's
only a very crude version of the real AN/
TPS-25, think of what its old man can
do!"
30

MODEL 1000 DK
Has Tuneable Receiver. Receives all 22 channels and 10
meter band. Has fixed squelch and noise limiter.
In

Kit....

5995

$17.00
Finest quality mobile antenna with 15, of lead-in $16.00
POWER SUPPLY KIT for those who want to use
$13.95
parts on hand
Consists of fully shielded 100MA 6V, 12V and 117V transformer, choke, condensers, tube and sockets and vibrator.
Ground plane antenna

15% deposit required with all C.O.D. orF.O.B. Chickasha.
ders or send cash and take 2% discount.

All units complete.

PROMPT DELIVERY

CHICKASHA ELECTRONICS, Inc.
Chickasha, Oklahoma
112
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'Transistor -Topics

(Continued from page 84)
and thus a low price. In production quantities, the 0C170 sells for well under $2.00.
Transistor Publications. Lafayette Radio (165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.)
has issued a new "Semi -Conductor Directory." This valuable booklet is free on
request. It includes a comprehensive and
complete listing of all current transistors,
diodes and rectifiers. Units are listed in numerical order by type number, complete
with a condensed description and basic application information as well as the name
of the manufacturer.
The fourth edition of G.E.'s famous
"Transistor Manual" has just been published. This 227 -page book includes 21 chapters covering such topics as basic semiconductor theory, transistor construction
techniques, biasing, switching characteristics, servicing -techniques, specifications,
and many, many practical transistor circuits. An excellent buy at one dollar, it can
be purchased through your local G.E. distributor or direct from General Electric Co.,
Semiconductor Products Dept., Charles
Building, Liverpool, N. Y.
Product News. One of America's leading hearing aid manufacturers, Sonotone,
has introduced a new transistorized unit no
larger than a man's thumbnail (see photo).
A new series of silicon cartridge rectifiers
has been introduced by the International
Rectifier Corporation (1521 E. Grand Ave.,
El Segundo, Calif.). With PIV ratings from
600 to 10,000 volts, these units are ceramic encased to prevent surface creepage and to
minimize flashover problems. The d.c. output current ratings range from 75 to 250
milliamperes.
Specific Products (P. O. Box 425, Woodland Hills, Calif.) is now producing a fully
transistorized receiver designed specifically
for the reception of WWV standard signals.
With an over-all sensitivity of 2 microvolts,
this crystal -controlled receiver tunes 'to
2.5-, 5.0-, 10-, 20- and 25-mc. signals. It is
equipped with a built-in S meter and a
built-in loudspeaker. Measuring only 9" x
12" x5", the instrument weighs only six
pounds and is powered by six size D flashlight cells.
That does it for now, fellows. See you
next year. But before signing off, Season's
Greetings to you all!
Lou
December, 1959
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They'll do a complete job
on radio and hi-fi building

IN

FOR STRONG, NOISE-FREE CONNECTIONS

...

Dual Heat
Soldering
Gun Kit
Features the tool that's indispensable in electronic soldering
and the favorite of service
technicians
the new Weller
Dual Heat Gun. Heat and
spotlight come on instantly,
and 2 trigger positions give 2

...

soldering temperatures.

Switches instantly to low 90 watt or high 125 -watt heat as
your job requires. High efficiency, long life tip gets into
tight spots. Cleaning brush,

soldering aid and solder

MODEL

4'

8200K

$795

included.

FOR MAKING CABINETS AND SPEAKER MOUNTS

Sabre Saw
Makes every kind of cut
through many materials.
Makes its own starting
hole for inside cuts. And
it's portable, use it anywhere. Exclusive strainrelief design prevents
blade breakage. 3 different blades included.
MODEL 800

40)
-y -- -

'

-

'

v.-l

$1995

+41#tio.-.
-

e

,. `

-

,

Power Sander
é

Sands wood smooth
in a jiffy with big 25
sq. in. sanding area
and 14,400 strokes a

minute. Assorted
sandpaper, polishing
cloth included.
MODEL

700

$1695

Available at Electronic Parts Distributors
WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., EASTON, PA.
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Tips and Techniques
(Continued from page 38)
and operate the controls quite easily without removing it from the bag. But be sure
to keep the radio in the shade-the plastic
bag and sun make an efficient hot house to
"fry" your transistors and batteries. John
A. Comstock, Wellsboro, Pa.
SOLDER "BUMPS" AID LID REMOVAL

...the most sensational advance
in stereophonic reproduction
Totally new, notably different, the acoustic
principle of the TMS-2 integrates two complete
3 -way speaker systems in a single enclosure only
30" wide. By projecting all frequencies from
both channels to the rear and side walls, the
"Trimensional" TMS-2 creates widely distributed broad sound sources for each channel. The
fully balanced stereo sound throughresult
out the room for every listener.

Several minutes can be wasted trying to
remove the lid from a jar of coil dope or
service cement. Once a new jar is opened
and the lid and jar threads are exposed to
the air, the lid freezes on so tightly that it
is almost impossible to remove. When the

t

...

Write for the full story of
the TMS-2 now. Desk A-5,

University Loudspeakers,
Inc., White Plains, N. Y.

jar has

Specso.Q Uhlreh, 25¢
Hear these authentic
°W..If.)

recordings of dramatic

W... 4d.4ky

SLu.r

events from

HUMFREE RECEIVER RECORDINGS

L

"The Amazing World of
Short Wave Listening"

-

1.

narrated by Alex Dreier, Radio -TV "Man en the Go"

President's voice from outer space!
Actual capture of a desperate criminal!
Radio amateur at Little America!
aircraft in action!
Ships at sea

...

3

S-107

`-

receiver

$94.95
short wave bands plus
standard broadcast. Phono
and headset jacks, built-in
4

1rP\ór_á
--

-

13?

speaker,

® hallkrafters..

DEPT. 21, CHICAGO 11, ILL.
Gentlemen: Please rush by return mail my recording,
"The Amazing World of Short Wave listening." I enclose 250.
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
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a metal lid, you can easily overcome
this trouble by applying several drops of
solder all along the edge of the lid as shown.
The solder "bumps" will keep your hand
from slipping and thus allow you to unscrew the lid quite easily.-Charles Lang,
San Francisco, Calif.

STATE

Excellent tape recordings can he made
from the phone jack of most communications receivers. In the S -40B, S-85, SX-99,
and similar receivers, audio is taken from
the plate of the first audio stage, bypassing the output tube and transformer. This
should result in good audio quality, but I
noticed a 60 -cycle hum in my receiver
when recording from the phone jack. I
got rid of the hum by replacing the unshielded wire between the audio tube
socket and the "hot" terminal of the phone
jack with shielded mike cable. I connected
the shield braid to a ground lug near the
tube socket. -Steve Cohen, K1IOL, Manchester, N. H.
STOP ARCING

Arcing between the plates of a variable
capacitor whose voltage rating has been
exceeded can be reduced, if not eliminated,
Always say you saw

it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Learn Radio -TV Electronics

`.,::

byPrucficJnq
uf //orne I,,
Spam Time

a.

Without Extra Charge
You Get special NRI

kits developed to give actual e) perience with
Radio -TV equipment.
You buid, test, experiment with receiver or

.l

r

broadcesting circuits.

4

If-

Keep all equipment.

s!''

-

Act Now-See What
NRI
Can Do for You
41141
Jer N RI has devoted 40
years to developing simplified practical training
met. hods.
You train
at home,
learn by
doing.
NATIONAL
RADIO
INSTITUTE
Waah.16ITU.D.C.

:

-Fig

Have H'gh Pay, Prestige, Good Future as
a Skilled Radio -TV Electronic Technician
People look up to and depend on the Technician,
more than ever before. His opportunities are
great ani are increasing. Become a Radio -TV
Electroric Technician. At home, and in your
spare tine, you can learn to do this interesting,
satisfying work-qualify for important pay.
A steady stream of new Electronic products
is increasing the job and promotion opportunities for Radio -Television Electronic Technicians. R ght now, a solid, proven field of opportunity for good pay is servicing the tens of
millions of Television and Radio sets now in
use. The hundreds of Radio and TV Stations
on the air offer interesting jobs for Operators

and Teennicians.
More Money Soon-Make
$10 to $15 a Week Extra
Fixing Sets in Spare lime
NRI students find it easy and
profitable to start fixing sets for
friends a few months after enrolling, pick up $10, $15 and
more a week extra spending
money. Many who start in spare
time soon build full time Radio Television businesses.

-~t:

I

NRI; Has Trained Thousands for
Successful Carreers in Radio -TV

'7,11

4' y
Studio Engr., Station KATY

"I

am now Studio Engineer at Television Station KATV. Before enrolling, I was held back
by limitation of a sixth
grade education." BILLY
SA NCHRZ, Pine Blur. Ark.

» » » * SEE

.

.

fan Do
have repaired more
than 2,000 TV and Radio
sets a year. NRI training
Has All the Work He

"I

certainly proved to be a
good foundation." H. R.
GORDON.
Milledgeville.
Georgia.

Has Good Part Timo Business

"Early in my training

I

started servicing seta.
Now have completely
equipped shop. NRI
the backbone of my progress.'" E. A. BREDA, Tacoma. Washington.

.
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Cut Out and Mail This Card-No Stamp Needed

Sample Lesson and Catalog
Both Sent FREE
NOLDEST & LARGEST

HOME STUDY

RADIO -TV SCHOOL

ational Radio Institute

6
, Washington 16, D.C.
Please send me sample lesson of your Radito-Television
Training and Catalog FREE. (No salesman will call.)

Dept.

Name.

._-Age

Address

City

Zone

State...........

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

v'-

How Electricity
is Produced

for Electronics

NRI SUPPLIES LEARN -BY -DOING KITS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

Technical Krtow-How Pays Off in Interesting, Important Work

---

x

YOU BUILD AC -DC

'

.

Superhet Receiver
NRI

Television Receiver

Servicing Course includes

all

As part of your

needed parts. By introducing defects I
you get actual servicing experience

modern receiver.
Learn -by -doing.

41

l,.11

ea

receiver; get
actual practice
on

1

TV circuits.

YOU BUILD Vacuum Tube

YOU BUILD

Voltmeter

Broadcasting Transmitter
As part of

NRI course you can get all

I?' picture
tube. to build this latest style Television
components, tubes. including

practicing with this

-'+¡

YOU BUILD This 17 Inch

IUm it

to earn extra cash
fixing neighbors' sets;
bring to life theory
you learn from

NRI Communications Course

you build this low power Transmitter,
learn commercial broadcasting operators'
methods, procedures. Train for your FCC
Commercial Operator's License.

7

NRI's easy -to-

understand texts.

For Higher Pay, Better Jobs
Be a Radio -TV Electronic Technician
Servicing Needs

- More Trained Men
)

Train at Home the NRI Way
Famous for Over 40 Years

Portable TV, Hi -Fi, TranNRI is America's
and largest home study
sistors, Color TV are mak1 Radio -Television oldest
school. The more than 40
ing new demands for J. E. Smith, years' experience
training
the outstanding
trained Technicians. Good Founder reputation and record of men,
this school-benefits
opportunities for apare you many ways. Successful graduates
are
everywhere, in
time earnings or a business small towns, big cities. You train in your own home, keep
of your own. Enjoy prestige. your present
while
job
learning. Let us send you an actual
lesson, judge for yourself how easy it is to learn.

-.

,4I--cam

No Experience Necessary

4./tJ

Broadcasting Offers
Satisfying Careers
4000 TV and Radio stations offer interesting posi-

,a0

tions. Govt. Radio, Police,
Two - Way Communications are growing fields.
Trained TV-Radio Operators have a bright future.

-NRI

Sends

Many Kits for Practical Experience

e

-11

Liák

You don't have to know anything about electricity or
Radio to understand and succeed with N R I Course.
Clearly written, illustrated NRI lessons teach Radio-TV Electronic principles. You get NRI kits for practical
experience. All equipment is yours to keep. Mailing the
postage -free card may be one of the most important acts
of your life. Do it now. Reasonable tuition, low monthly

payments available. National Radio Institute,

Wash. 16, U.C.

NRI Graduates Do
FIRST

CLASS

Important Work

rat

Permit No. 20-R
(Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.)

Washington, D.C.

NRI Course Easy to

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No Postage

Stamp Necessary

if

Mailed

in

the United States

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington 16, D.C.

Understand

"Opened my own
shop before receiving diploma.
I am independent

in my own business."
D.
P.
CRESSEY, Stock-

ton, California.

See

Works on Color TV

"NRI

changed
my whole life. If
I had not taken
the course, probably would still
be a
fireman,

struggling
along." J. F. ME

-

LINE, New York.

Other Side

SAMPLE LESSON

64 -page CATALOG

both

FREE

L'»ST C x !L at 88c ea.
NOW!!! GET A

FREE DOUBLE
BONUS AS OUR WAY OF THANKING THE 1000'S OF LEKTRON
CUSTOMERS THE WORLD OVER
FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR

EEl

F

LEKTRON

LEKTRON'S
BIGGEST
CHRISTMAS

Ij'

DOU

BONUS #2 FREE
$15.00 WORTH OF
RADIO -TV PARTS

BONUS #1

Deduct $ I from
each $10 order!

dég

every $10.00 ORDER

"SEALED"
built-in resistor CIRCUITS:
coupling
networks. 'Seg. $10. Wt. 1881
15

Its. Reg.

1

ÁI

Ca)on.5peel's on,
types
teg... $15. WS88/

variable,

lbs.

--1

POWER0

MINI GEIGER COUNTER
tube: dozens of radiation

detection uses. Reg. $12.
¢
40 TRANSISTOR, mini condensers. 0.00025 to 0.1 mf.
In 100's of trans. sets.
30g.881
II,.
$0. \vt.
1

100

HALF

WATTERS:

re-

sistors; carbon. 10 ohms to
2 meg.
IOr-r tot. i'o 'Ir88¢
makers. Reg. $10. Wt. 2 bs.
of
ea.

1

Camel

40

HI Q CONDENSERS:
NPO's, standoff types too.
20 values. Finest pore. ores.
Wt.
quality.
lb. Reg. $9.88 ¢
1

60 TERMINAL STRIPS: solder lug type; 0.1 so to logo.
in every elec. pro) .88¢
Wt. I Ib.
525 SURPRISE PAK: wide
sed

RESISTORS: 5
to 50W to 10,000
tills. $10. Wt. 3 Ills. ohms,88¢
(

g

vt

$2.50.

20 ARTISTS BRUSHES:
to ti styes. 100% pure$$
hair bristles. Wt. I Ib.

30 MOLDED CONDENSERS:

0.0001 to .1 to 1000VDC.
Oils. porcelain, black beau -88¢
tics. Reg. $25. Wt. 3 Ibs.

to0W.

15 "GRAIN -O
lamps: by G.E.

-WHEAT"
1.5 VDC.
mini. work. Worth 25088
Wt. I/ lb.

vrtety

to 1000VDC.

20 v:dues.88¢
2 lbs. Reg. $12.
35 TWO WATTERS: 10 radio
& TV values; 100 ohms II"
5% too. Wt. I Ib.88¢
5001(.
f--1 10 ROTARY SWITCHES: I,
2. 3. gang: long shafts.
types. Wt. 3 lbs.88¢
;tek',IIS1
VOLUME CONTROLS:
1:33.3,
&
t die shafts.
Up to
I men. :tingles, duals. atvltelt88¢
types, lies. $18. WI. 3 lbs.
T
"SOLARpo"

se o-

orales
werBATTERY:tomSun &
light. 100's of piOJ'
ecis. Peg.
881
2,113"

GUARANTEE!!
Every Lektron Poly Pak has
a
money -back
guarantee

Minimum Order $2.00

in popular

SILICON

G

DIODES:

controls, 51,11s. condenser`.88¢
TRANSISTOR RADIO BASIC:
Incl. transistor & socket.
J UJe. loopstick. In hand.$88
pakette.
88

WORLD'S SMALLEST
CAMERA:
lakes

genuine
Photos. Not a toy.
in palm
of hand. Ordtr No. Fits
AB-0297PF..
fo
60e881
ABID2U8PEt,'ils

used

in gov t & 'space
k.
1522, ele. Worth88¢
N2 .
$10 ea. In handy pakette.
I

COILSc,

60LI

styles.
Wt. 3

12

CHOKES:

sluff-tun ed

types.
lbs.
1

Beg.

&RII I.

arable battery for (lower.
weight. 100's of Dm.88¢
\t. n tbs. lt-g. $5. T
power, battery, uV

1.10111

S

typos. Wt.

2

lbs.

88¢

15 POLY
S
for stocking uhmiV,IIAL &: transistor
parts. E-Z to C. to read, ío88¢

Lark." Asst. sews.

T

CRYSTAL PHONE: use
Ike too! 1V / cord & plug
net. Hearing aid typo 10088¢
to 0000 elm. resp.

LDS SMALLEST RADIO
powered.
KIT.W
Uses for life. Incl. all parts.88¢
nstructlons.

8

GERMANIUM DIODES: for
1'ndlu & TV detectors. limiters, rectifiers. Glass nettled,88,,{{
long

leads.

T

made. Wt. I

i/.
1,
$1u.

1

2

HOBBY TRANSISTORS:
for experimental
& shop use.
Specs. unknown. worth $3001

In handy palette.

matched pairs. For tuners.
amps. recorders. In handy88/
pak-el le.
Y
300 -FT. HOOK-UP WIRE:
16 lhro 24. P1as110. glass.
insulated. Asst. colors.88¢
Tinned. Wt. 3 lbs.

6O

RADIO -TV KNOBS:

51.

colors. set screw type
Plastic t§" to 4^ di a. 8'3'88¢
e a. W t. 3

bs.
ONE PERCENT-ERS: precision earbo-tilnl resistors.
Nifty lab pals-ette. 15 values.
100 ohms to I meg. Reg
S

1

l

40

-88¢

$24.

to

Check items wanted. Clip along dot ed line
and return with check
r M.O. including
sufficient postage; excesss returned. C.O.D.
orders, 25% down; C rated, net 30 days.

00Y'

30
3,

TUBE SOCKETS: 4. 5.
7. 8, 9p ins. Octal., mini
types. Some shield, mica. 881
ceramic. Reg. $10.
¢
20
PILOT LITES: mini hay
A screw types. "Grain88¢
wheat" too. 1.5 to 6V.
35 DISC CONDENSERS:
l. world's
(only
o

lab palette.

1000VIC88

YNifty

IS "POLY PAKETTES":
LI
Mel. poly boxes. vials, asst.
sizes.
For

mini Parts.

radio, T\', sub

-

88¢

l0
ELECTROLYTICS: Fr &
I.ttbu lar paper
a types.

1

8 RCA PLUG & JACK SETS:

Print name, address with POSTAL ZONE NO., amount enclosed, ;n marg..
(Canada postage, 480, 1st lb., 280 ca.

December, 1959

RESISTORS:
5C'
1001
O
nleg. 3O
.lues.
21V. \Vl. 2 lbs. Hog.88¢

l0

to

"Family Shopper"

add'( II..))

lb.

0000

70a bon.
INSULATED
&

h1n5

FREE! CATALOG
Full year's subscription

2 lbs.

88¢

40 "SILVER" MICAS:
5% Asst. values. l'inenI$8&
1

¢
HOUR CLOCK: needs Only

ÓR032.S MICRO -WIRE: .24
Handy lab pakeste.
Asst. colors.
insulation. 88Y,/I
Tinned. Reg. $5.00.
1500 PCS. HARDWARE:
nuts. trolls. screws. brackpetps/,
etc. Handy shop palette. "3.88¢

SURPRISE:

4 lUs.

SPECIAL:

porcelain. oils.
electrolytic, mica, disc. IVt.00,/
2 lbs. neg. $15.S
¢

never Itetare
\Vonlerful hobby & lab offered!
pak. \Vt.

$20.88

tog pro).
I

RELAY

530

CLIP 'N MAIL

60
CONDENSER
met. molded.

3

I".

GO TUBULAR CONDENSERS:
O values 0.0001 to
5 mfd
to 1000 VDC. Wt. 2 Ibs.88,/
lien. SS.
!

Wt.
1---1

of radio

lis.

125 RESISTORS: non-insulated;:lll pnp'Ir values:
1. 2W. 'ctoo. 10 ohms to
10
3
Reg.88¢
$15.Me". WI.
10.18-1 PAKETTE: 'eel. di Orles.
rest:dove, elect roes.
sockets. Ines, wire. knolls.
opw

electronie parts. Wt. 388¢
lbs.

¢

60
MICA CONDENSERS:
1).00025 10.01

Silvers" too.

BOTH FREE with

OUR OWN ASSORTMENT
CLIP 'N MAIL
CLIP 'N MAIL
20 TWIST DRILLS:
1/I6
MINIMETER: O to 15VAC.
Ith calibrated
11trss
/4"
Only 102"" dia. Panel88¢
ease. For electric drills. \Vt.88

CLIP 'N MAIL

60WR.E

,/SALE EVER!

ONUS

E

Single, duals

&

&

triple

`aloes. IO

to 500 mf to 450 VDC. Res.88¢
$18. Wt. 3 lbs.
Y

30
MOLDED
lincst made.

porcelains,
to

3

CONDENSERS:
Black bean ties.

Oils: .001 to .2

I000VDC.
lb-.

Beg. $15.

W88¢f

100

CERAMIC CONDENSER
SPECIAL: Incl. discs. NPO's.
moldeds. tul'ulars. duglxlnes.88¢
values. In handy pakette.
ONE
resistors
1_170tel. I &WATTERS:
5% carbons.
20 pap'Ir values. Reg.
$15.88 ¢

POSTAGE STAMP MIKE:
Niftyystn 1.
Ry inrush.
"
I.
hide -away Call. 100 to8OOY
7000 cps. Response.
I

FREE DOUBLE BONUS
am entitled to
Bonus #1
(please check)
Bonus #2
1

135 EVERETT AVE.

KTRO

CHELSEA 50, MASS.
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by dripping oil on the plates. Apply just
enough oil to form a thin film on the surface. Since oil has a higher dielectric
rating than air, any arcing will usually
be completely stopped.-Mark Wirth, St.
Joseph, Mich.

:HAVE MORE 'FUN: WITH
.

:YOUR HOME TAPE:: RECORDER:.

SOCKET FOI NE -11 NEON 'LAMP
You can use a transistor socket for a
NE -77 three -electrode neon lamp. The
three leads of

"HOME RECORDER TRICKS"
the fascinating new guide to
trick taping by
.DICK JURGENS
big -name bandleader

The only one of its kind, this amazing booklet
gives- edsy -to- understand, step -by-step instructions for making tapes of:
'
animals talking and singing with you
duets and trios of your own voice
duets between you and a popular vocalist
échoes, garbled sounds, demonstration
tapes and many other unique sounds
Amaze your friends on the tape recorder.
Send for your copy of "Home Recorder
Tricks today! Only $1:98 postpaid.
DICK JURGENS RECORDING ASSOCIATES
1405 SOUTH 8TH ST., COLORADO SPRINGS, -COLD.

TODAY.'S.-BÉST`
....;í,, tiQUALITY
u..
u

AWARD

`

/

"

.

WINNING

BUIF°

'.,

-

1.11.-F1t
,KÍTs,f

:

1.11.-F1

aríd

STEREO

- wlREó

ARKAY CS

-28

STEREO AMP/PRE-AMP

1,..15,,`

COMPLETE

CENTER

CONTROL

Full 28 watts stereo or monaural,
60 watts peak
14 watts each
two -channel gain
balance.
control
stereo
reverse
channel
IM distortion, 4
full range bass and treble controls
control
harmonic distortion, 1% 30-20,000 cps dual pre -amp 2V
to 1
response,
speaker outputs, 4, 8, 16, 32 ohms
output jacks
push-pull E184 Williamson circuit.
20-20,000 cps
Wired and tested $99.95 Easy -to -build Kit $6495

r

-

.--._

' ARKAY

ST

TUNER

drift-free stability variable FM -AFC . 4 uV for 20 db quieting
whistle filter
wide band AM IF's
in FM channel
level controls.
cathode follower outputs

$4995

ARKAY SPA -55 55 watt -STEREO AMP
Wired and tested $79.95 Easy -to -build Kit

$6495

ARKAY

CS -12

STEREO PRE

-AMP

AND AMP
watts of clean power.
Operates from ceramic
12

or

crystal

cartridge,

tuners,
equipment.
tape,

Easy-to-bulld Kit

auxiliary

$

L
3v95

See and hear completely wired ARKAY Kits at your dealer.
Write for detailed specifications & cata og. Dept. PE
All prices 5% higher west of MI síssippi.

8806VanWyck,Eapr9isway
Richmond Hit 18. N.Y.
o
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Martin,

Brooklyn, N.

Y.

TOUCH-UP PAINT FOR COLORCODING
Automotive touch-up paint in a 3 -oz.

brush applicator can is good for color -coding. Available in many colors, it comes in
handy for coding electric wires, terminals,
parts, etc. In a pinch, you can also use a
few coats for insulating wire joints or as a
cure for arcing.-Jerome Cunningham,
Chicago, Ill.
SOLDERING PLUG PINS

Soldering the pins of multi -cable connectors is one of the trickiest jobs the experimenter is called
J upon to perform. Part of
the trouble is
due to the fact
that solder does

'

not adhere to
the nickel -plat-

a as.9

Separate AM and FM tuning with

Wired and tested $74.50 Easy -to -build kit

Jim

-1l

AM -FM
STEREO

the NE -77 are
similar to those
of .transistors.
Just trim the
leads down to
about 74" and
the neon bulbs
will easily fit
into the 3- or 5 pin socket.-

á

r

ed pins easily.
To get the best
possible solder

joint with this
type of connector, use a vise
and a small hand drill to ream out the inside of the pins. This will expose a clean
surface of brass which can be readily
tinned, and thus will assure a solid connection. Use a bit slightly smaller than the
diameter of the pins.-W. B. Bernard, Arlington, Va.
30
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Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

SPECIAL PREPUBLICATION OFFER
Here is an advance opportunity for you to examine free, two of the most valuable
electronics books ever published: COMPUTERS AND How THEY WORK, and
THE ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL. If you have a stake in electronics,
these books belong in your library. Fill in and mail the certificate below and you'll be
among the first to receive advance copies of the limited first editions
of these important volumes.

'`..

-

r

Cs©4 '

4

THE
ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S
MANUAL

COMPUTERS
AND
HOW THEY WORK
Here is a complete guidebook to the wonder world of
electronic computers. In it, James Fahnestock takes you
step by step through the workings of every type of computer ever used. No knowledge of electronics is necessary.
It traces thé history of computers from the introduction
of the abacus up to the most complex computing units
in operation today.
Non -technical comparisons, used to illustrate the basic
principles of computers,make this book an easy -to -understand adventure into one of man's greatest fields. If you
understand how a see -saw operatest you will be able to
understand computer memories, flip flops and. the binary
counting systems. If you have ever filled out 'an income
tax form, you are well on your way to understanding how
a computer programmer tells his machine what to dó.
COMPUTERS AND How THEY WORK tells you how computers read, write and remember. You'll learn the two

With a few dollars worth of basic tools, and this book
to guide you, you can explore the magic of electronics.
experimentation more thoroughly than ever before. In a
few short hours, you'll have enough basic know-how to

start your first project.

This book was written by David A. Findlay, Editor of
'Ziff -Davis Electronics Division Publications, and a
ndted authority on electronics experimentation. It is
designed expressly for all experimenters-those who wish
to "follow the simple directions" with more authority,
as well as those keenly interested in knowing the "why"
of everything in a project.
You'll learn about every component used in experimentation, every tool, its purpose, how it differs from
similar components or methods, what its function is, and
why it is used. This book is a perfect stepping -off point
to project designs of your own.
digit mathematical language of computers, where
There are ten big sections. 'each covering specific
1 +1 = 10.' Using this language you can add, subtract,
phases of electronic construction such as Techniques For
multiply and divide by simple addition.
The Experimenter. Wiring The Circuit. Making Printed
Other chapters show you how computers use vacuum
Circuits, etc. There is a giant,section of projects you can
tubes and transistors to make logical decisions in thoubuild, test equipment you'll assemble and use in your.
sandths of a second-how they figure payrolls for giant
work. special tools you can construct-even plans
other
companies so fast that the high-speed checkwriting
for a complete compact workshop that will adapt to any
machines can't keep up.
working area, no matter how limited.
Here is a fact -filled, exciting 'guidebook with more
TILE ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL is a big,,
than 120 illustrations and tables in 10 big chapters. For
handsome volume, containing hundreds of specially pre-,
the student interested in a career in this growing field
pared
diagrams and construction drawings. This book
or for the man in electronics who wants to know all
will give you professional know-how you must have no
about computers, this book is a must.
matter what phase of electronics is your specialty.
USE THIS CERTIFICATE FOR 7 DAY FREE EXAMINATION

7 DAY FREE

EXAMINATION
When your book arrives,
read it and enjoy its diversity of contents, and the
thoroughness of its cover-

age. Then, after 7 days
examination, if you decide
that ít is not everything
you want, send it back and
you will receive a complete
refund of the purchase

price.

December, 1959

6'

'

ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE,
A Division of the Ziff -Davis Publishing Co.
One Park Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Send
of THE ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL, and
bill me at only $4.95 a copy plus a few cents postage.
Send me
copies of COMPUTERS AND HOW THEY WORK, and bill me
at only $4.95 a copy plus a few cents postage.
If don't agree that this is one of the best electronics
investments I've ever made, may return the book(s)
within 7 days and get a full refund.
$
enclosed. (SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment with this
coupon and we'll pay the postage.)
Name
Address

mecopies
I

I

City

Zone

(On orders

ploced within

Stale

New York City, please add 3°/, sales tax
to the price of each book.)

ZE-129
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the
Fix Electric On
Citizens,

Appliances Band
ofpros

means you can break
Shortage
into appliance repair now. Make $95, $150
time or own shop.
and up weekly-In sparé
New speed-up course makes it easy.

By TOM KNEITEL,

AVERAGE wired home has 8 electric appliances! Is it any
wonder repairmen make good money? You can, too. Simple
course teaches how to fix every appliance; set up profitable
spare or full-time business. Many earn while they learn.
Complete training shows, step-by-step, how appliances work;
how to spot trouble; fix, replace, re -assemble. Expert instruction (445 pages, 121 pictures) prepared by "pro" in business
28 years. No previous experience necessary.
Get set for life with depression -proof business. 2 volumes
include latest methods, best practices others use to run profitable business; how to operate from spare room at home or
shop; what to charge; how to hire, expand, get customers.
Same training as given to thousands successfully.
10 -Day FREE Examination: Examine
Appliance Servicing Library course 10
days. Then decide if you want career
in interesting, profitable field. Mail

coupon-without money-now.

-t

CO., Inc., Dept. PE121
327 W. 41 St.. N. Y. 36, N. V.
Send 2 -vol. Appliance Servicing Library
for IU-DAY FREE EXAMINATION. If not
satisfied I will return It-pay nothing.
Otherwise, I will send only $5.45 and
55.00 a mantis later as full payment.

McGraw-Hill Book

Covers All Home
Appliances
Irons
toasters

'

Name

rotissemixers
percolators,
ries
dryers
heaters
washfreezers
ers ranges dishwashers
air conetc.
ditioners

Address

Zone.. State....

City
Employed by

PE-

I-
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use the solder

that most
set makers
use!

KESTER SOLDER.
use the
Make sure your soldering's the best
best
KESTER SOLDER. Send for FREE 16 -page
book that tells you how!
f
I

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4275

Wrightwood Avenue

Chicago 39, Illinois

OVER 60 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN SOLDER

- T-.

MANUFACTURING

AND FLUX

NEW':<MAGIC' .RADIO... WALKIE

TALKIE

YOUR OWNI POCKET SIZE RADIO STATION!I
BROADCASTS TO ANY IIOXIE OR CAR RADIO WITHOUT
WIRES Olt HOOKUPS! Wt. only s o. Sire (I Kx214x4%5°). BuiltPowerful
Transistor-een.itive
antenna.
in
talent-Guinn
witcbl
(tune BR
microphone, frequency a-Iter, break-in
for week on ell-conwlted tbuhlieht batteries. Du ruble plastic ewe. With thin Radio Talkie you CAN
NEARBY OR BEFWEEN
TALK TO YOUR FRIENDS
TWO OR MORE. CARSI FOR SOME DISTANCE! INpermit needed...
START OPERA'rIONI No license
ARANTEED
real Ion in a million wayal

TOuWORK, YEAIt SERVICE
1

1

%W/
'

re

ÁN?EE

GUARaod

"ntn'CO d p
ONLY $3.00
3.00 ailoath.
$12.99for prepaid delivery.CdM PLETE
,

D

OPERATE with 'nstructione and hun-

w

e

¡ledMSc
NOW. Available

e

and tricks for brondenete thru only 1.Edo
yonso nlRADÓ-NLeKEy

WESTERN RADIO, Dept. TEL-12. KEARNEY. NEOR.
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'TALKIE

2W 1965

DURING the past few months we've
noticed a Citizens Band station operating nightly with a professional -sounding
dispatcher at the mike. This station,
2W1602, is operated by the 111th Precinct
Auxiliary Police in the Bayside section of
Queens, New York City.
Just like a regular police operation, there
is communication between the base station
and the patrol cars. The base station is a
home-brew job fed into a ground plane on
the roof of the station house, and the mobile units are equipped with Heath transceivers.
The "brains" behind this ingenious operation are Lt. Ed Webster and Ptl. George
Sloan, who plan to expand the mobile fleet
from the present three units to eleven in

the near future.
In case you haven't heard, the FCC is
really swinging the ax over the length' and
breadth of our little band. Violation notices
("pink tickets") are being generously doled
out to stations in all parts of the country.
About 44% of the people who have been
awarded the notices are would-be DX'ers,
61% are filibusterers who hamper the
"party -line" type operations of CB, 57%
are guys who can't stay within the frequency tolerances allowed by the FCC, and 3%
belong to the overmodulators club.
Put away your adding machines, fellows.
We already know that these figures add up
to more than 100%. It's just that some
stations have earned themselves double
and triple citations.
Speaking of off -frequency operation,
it bears keeping in mind that just because
you buy a ".005" crystal and plug it into
your rig, you aren't necessarily operating
"on frequency." A crystal is guaranteed to
function properly only within the circuit,
for which it was designed.
If you plan on using Crystals not supplied
with your transmitter, or specifically recommended by the transmitter's manufacturer, you had better have your frequency
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

checked against professional frequencymeasuring equipment operated by the
holder of a first or second class commercial FCC license. There's sure to be someone in your area with the necessary license
and equipment.
A clever suggestion has been made by
Ron Cohen, 3W0801, of Wyncote, Pa. Ron
proposes that one channel be set aside, on
a strictly voluntary and unofficial basis, to
be monitored by both CB and SWL stations.
Motorists passing through a city or town
could obtain road information or the location of the nearest overnight accommodations. The big help would be when the
motorist has trouble off the main highway.
Small boats would also be thankful for
such an arrangement. Any comments on
the idea?
Some spiffy new CB transceivers are
being brought out by Chickasha Electronics. One rig, the 1000-D, has a wheelbarrow full of features including a superhet receiver with "r.f." stage, a noise
limiter, squelch, and a high -sensitivity circuit. Not that you could want much more,
but they've even made the receiver tunable
over the entire band, and the whole deal

GET Oft-THEEAiIR

( :.TRANSMIT
ONLY

Business ror Fun

goes for half the price you'd imagine, either
in kit form or in the pre -wired. factorytested model.
With the FCC's hammerlock on CB
DX work, most of the former "DX kings"
must now be content just to listen for dis-

tant stations. Many listeners, because they
can't "give the DX guy a shout and tell him
how good he's comin' in," have taken up the
habit of informing the distant station operator of his power -house signal via mail,
through the use of SWL-type "QSL cards."
The CB "op" who receives the report
usually acknowledges it by sending the reporter his own station card in return.
We've seen some of these cards and
they're quite nice -looking. If you have one
for your station, we'd like to see it.
A handy CB call book is now available
from International Crystal. It lists all
Class D stations by call letters, giving the
operator's name and address for each station. The back of the book is chock full of
additional information useful to CB'ers. If
you'd like one, send $1 to George Beyers,
10W0376, c/D International Crystal Manufacturing Co., 18 N. Lee, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
30

"AND RECEIVE.

o

1..):

N;O-"EXAMINATI`O.Nfor

No Tests Required
K I T:
Q
With this New CITIZENS BAND Transceiver Kit!

AS

°

`

DESCRIBED IN THE MARCH,

1959

F/ COMPLETE WITH ALL PARTS,

CRYSTALS,

TUBES,

PUNCHED

CHASSIS, ETC.

°

a a

ISSUE OF RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS
,/ RADIO & TV NEWS SAYS:
"Even with 5 watts, it is
perfectly capable of transmitting and receiving over

SOCKETS AND SMALL PARTS
RIVETED TO CHASSIS FOR

distances of 3000 miles

QUICK -E -Z CONSTRUCTION
ONLY FINEST PARTS
NO

_

SIMPLE TO OPERATE:

COMPLETE REPRINT INSTRUCTIONS FROM RADIO

Complete with Cabinet &
Microphone: $395 Extra

TV NEWS.

s/ ALL YOU NEED IS SOLDERING IRON,
AND PLIERS.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING

You

f

WORLO'} YOSr

YOUR

OWN ANTENNA.

(Form included./

fIaSOMaUiIO.fLIPOOw,t 'WPM

fl

December, 1959

IOWA,

2

$3995
-

OR MORE
S37.50 EACH
IF YOU WISH, PAY JUST

fill $COO)
DOWN,

$500

PER

MO.

k

NAME,

LABORATORIES
PN-2 0277

COUNCIL.eLU(FS

Only

Please rush your
FREE Catalog ... Enclosed is my cht'1
or money order for
one,
two Transce ver Kit (s).

NOIISI

°

34t5W. eROADWAY-

Simply

VOLUME, TUNING AND
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
SWITCHES.

SCREWDRIVER

must be U S. Citizen over 18 years of one.

out FCC form 505.

or

more when Old Mother Nature has the ionosphere in
good working order."

SURPLUS.

&

LM

ADDRESS:

R

CITY & STATE:

r

~RBI

®
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Inside the Stereo Cartridge
(Continued from page 60)

from magnetics. Construction of the CBS
"Professional" ceramic cartridge is shown
in Fig. 5.
Actually, a good stereo pickup is not the
direct result of any particular type of
movement; much more important is the
way the design is carried to completion. In
any list of the finest pickups, you will find
examples of every design principle.
Desirable Characteristics. What we
want in a high-fidelity pickup, whether
monophonic or stereo, is a flat frequency
response over the full audio range with the
lowest possible distortion. It is no great
problem to produce a pickup which is flat
to about 15,000 cycles; the real headáches
come in trying to cover that remaining
half -octave to 20,000 cycles. The ear does
not miss those final 5000 cycles as such; but
the pickup that reproduces them will have
qualities that make it better in the more
audible portion of the audio range.
Because of its over-all importance, the
compliance of a pickup is a good measure of
its merit. Generally speaking, the higher

the compliance, the wider and smoother the
frequency response and the lower the distortion. Quality stereo cartridges have a
compliance of 3.5 x 10-° cm/dyne or better
and the present trend is toward compliances about 5 x 10-6.
On the other hand, very high compliance
under some circumstances can be too much
of a good thing. A high -compliance pickup
works best with a light stylus pressure.
This calls for the use of the best tone arms.
Few changers will handle a pickup with
a compliance over 5 x 10-0 satisfactorily.
And low stylus pressure calls for advanced
turntable suspension systems to prevent
floor vibration or acoustic feedback from
raising havoc with the reproduction. The
high -compliance pickup demands quality
associated equipment; and if it is used with
inferior equipment, its advantages may not
be realized or may even turn into vices.
Tracking Pressure. The stylus of a
stereo pickup is .5 or .7 mil in radius as
compared with the 1 -mil radius of a microgroove monophonic pickup. At the same
stylus pressure, a .7 -mil stylus will place
twice as much stress and a .5 -mil stylus
four times as much stress on a groove as a
MOBILE -FIXED

TELEPHONE STEPPER
Western Electric 6 pole 22 position. 15 OHM, 12 to 28 VDC Coll
stepping contacts. Same as
used in Pop. Science, Sept. '57.
Game. and Computer.

-self

Good u sed

$J.9J
condition...J

Available crystal controlled up to

e a,

at

Add 2
gr;s oeanywhere$y
for
U.S. Send IE for Giant
liotlng h
dreds more Electronic gadgets.

-

uefnan.
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SOUNDTRONICS LABS

"

630 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.

S U, R PLUS
u S wSAL;E
gear retluCoperating lever arm.
Use to control throttles,
Ives, open doors, trunk
lids. Mechanism. Wt. 5 lbs.
Cost $47.50.
$5.95
VDC Inolor vith

s

*-

.r

SALE

FOB

SOmf-330v AC CONDENSER
Item =1806. New high eat

Tacit= PV RA NOL type capacitor
for s DC -330v AC). Use ru lagfar starting circuit
replace
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1ful
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Brilliant green fluor°s cent screen. Special 905 laboratory type.
o Booklet on Cathode Ray tube theory
nd
experiments plus instructions for building
home experimental oscilloscope52. With eratch
cost
Wonderful Govt.
$52
soJog excreen. nts, etc.

SALE
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Item #1805. Hams, experiutenters, et. al. Won derful expensive Govt. ball
bearing unit. Generates 500
or 1000 v, at 250 m.o. from 12-v. batter y.
'Ideal for hi -power mobile rig on side
band or AM. Also useful home laboratory.

`.F

atomic fall
out detector. Brand new. Govt. cost
ouect
$12.50. Free data. SALE
Ppd.
7
1
MOBILE AUDIO AMPLIFIER
f-1Item =1802. Govt. compact
`m'9
audio 2 -watt amplifier. Operates
'
nom 12-V battery. Built-in dy
motor. Full controls. New.
y
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DYNAMOTOR500-1000 VOLTS

t7.2
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Item 21801. EsArmy
unit. Bake uranium
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Item =54MOTOR Multiple
gear, ball bearing motor
with enclosed 4240-1edu Bon
gear
high torque. 10 to LOO
pm input, eversible. Runs on
6 or 12-v DC or 110 AC through
reslstors. Many uses.
Cost $35. SALE..Ppd.
a

lterphase-t

faulty electrolytic typeto
Cpl fitting circuit.
Filtered. tot,oratory applications. Wonderful
//
industrial unit.
Sexperimental
ize Tree"x5i'a". Wt. 0 lbs.
v. Govt. cost d
Brand
SA 61
$17.55. SALE...Ppd.
EXPERIMENTAL RAY TUBE
Item 21807. Brand new
-..`tZT
Govt. experimental (asclnoting educational Calhode Ray tube. Amaein experiments. See AC
voltage. Makes ultra ssensitive detector, Lis-

13.95

SIC.
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.BANKRU'
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ROBOT ELECTRIC CONTROL MOTOR
Item -540. Powerful 12-

S
54

Also available crystal controlled up to 165 MC.
S 19.95
ORDER TODAY or WRITE for LITERATURE

STANDARD 10 HOLE Telephone Dial. Has
extra make and break coot
p

tads

CONVERTER

POLICE
FIRE
CITIZENS' BAND
#315A is a practical converter for emergency use.
Easily installed. Tuning range approximately 12
SIC in the 26-50 MC band-15 SIC in the 152-162
MC band. Designed for mobile or home use.

18 lbs.

FOB

$9.79
7
7
1

STANDARD DIAL PHONE
a Item
.715. Modern hiefficiency attractive dial
a,a:
phone. Use for extension
/¡¡;'''{
to main line. Use several
Cpl
for complete private yss:
tern, etc. Complete. \t.
on
system.
p pC®
costI arty
$25.00. SALE. Ppd. O.7.`r
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$9.98

LOW PASS AUDIO FILTER
Item
Govt. low cies above'
Sharp. cuts If all
lascncles above
2350 Cycles. Hundreds fascinating uses
in radio ham transmitters, laboratory
experiments, etc. 600 ohm In and out.
Govt. cost $18.50.
SALE
Q1.95
.lJ
Ppd. 77
S
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DUAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER

Item 21803. Ultra -sensitive Govt. portable
vacuum tube amplifier. Pad Controls, hi -,gain.
Impedance matching, Use pre-amplifier, tele phone line amplifier. secret eavesdropping
nit, etc. (tuns on small batteries.
Govt. cost $295. SALE
Ppd. $15.91
1t
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Order direct from ad or send for catalog
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RP L Y S LINCOLN,
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DEPT. 866
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-mil stylus will. Thus, the stereo pickup
should operate at pressures below 4 grams.
Most magnetics and the higher quality
ceramics will operate well at these low
pressures. The Shure "Studio Dynetic" in
the integrated arm tracks at 1% grams;
the Dynaco "B & O," the ESL, the Grado,
Audio Empire, and Weathers will operate
at 2 grams in good arms; the Scott -London
also tracks at 2 grams. Stylus wear is not
significant and the average diamond stereo
stylus should last several times as long
as a diamond mono stylus operating at 6
to 8 grams.
Few changers permit such low tracking
pressures, however. One or two will track
at 2 to 3 grams, but most need up to 5
grams. Record wear at tracking pressure
this high will be more severe than with a
monophonic pickup tracking at 6 to 8
grams.
Constant Improvement. Pickup designers have done a remarkable job in the
brief two years since the stereo disc became a reality. The first stereo pickups
were pretty crude, and there were those
who said that stereo pickups could never
be as good as monophonic designs.
The fact is that today's stereo pickups
are on about the same performance level
as monophonic pickups were two years ago.
Two or three of the best stereo pickups are
as good as their best monophonic ancestors.
And since progress never ceases in the
high-fidelity field, we have every right to
expect that future stereo cartridges will
exceed the best of yesterday's monophonic
models.
Next month we will go into the design
problems of hi-fi turntables.
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Car Radio Noise
(Continued from page 81)
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So low priced you can give
2 for the usual cost of 1

$995

$19.95
value

-

Sensational all -transistor
available only at
radio
Radio Shack! Has

BUILT-IN

21/z"

.;;

;

v

1

SPEAKER, phone
jack for "private"
earphone listening,

.-

Conelrad markings. Powerful antenna pulls in all
\`li`,i
major stations. Handsome
molded case. Perfect for students,
shut-ins, youngsters, office.
Ship. wt. 2 lbs. Accessory earphone,
battery extra (see coupon).

f3:5 -"CANDID 35"

$1397

:CAMERA

Ml,

$34valu.9e5

Priced lower than a box
camera, this DIE-CAST
METAL precision 35 mm
miniature lets you shoot
family portraits or capture
action scenes up to 1/200 -sec.
in black -and -white, color, or
color slides for big -screen showing! Accurate
4 -speed synchro shutter, color -correct f 3.5
sharp 45 mm lens that closes down to f16.
Indoor flash sync, double exposure prevention, optical view. Rugged, handsome chrome
and black body. Ship. wt. 2 lbs. Special!

-

Leather Carry Case, only $1.95.
24 -BULB

TREE

LIGHTS

ALWAYS A SELLOUT! 33 -foot
string for Christmas tree, wreath,
mantle. Tiny red. yellow, blue,

$179

-

-

green and white lamps
11"
between each
that sparkle on
every 3 seconds. Green bases and

$5 value

wire. Ship. wt.

11/2

lbs.

GUIDE 35c
50,000 sold! 312 book -size 8%x11 handsome

NEW 1960

11,

RADIO SHACK ELECTRONIC

rotogravure pages. Illustrations, articles,
data, "specs" for over 90,000 items. A 35c

bargain!

ohms of resistance, is used by Ford and
some other manufacturers; these leads
have "RADIO" stamped along the wire,
and can be obtained at Ford garages and
radio supply houses.
If you run into a really stubborn case of
plug noise, and the distributor suppressor
can't lick it entirely, try a full set of suppressors, one on each spark plug. These will
have to be of the plug-in variety. Better
still, if the car is to be used for mobile
short-wave work, replace the plugs with
the special "resistor plugs" made by AC;
December, 1959

,;,.

FREE

RADIO

SHACK

BARGAIN

CATALOGS

12 -month subscription.
Gifts- galore, bargains in hi-fi, electronics, "ham" gear, records, you-name -it. Send coupon.

,L'\ 7 NN,

RADIO SHACK CORPORATION, Dept. 12B
730 Commonwlalth Avenue, Boston ,17 Mass.
Send Transistor Portable, 90L601 @ $9.95
Accessory earphone, 91L166 @ 69c
@ 59c
35 mm Camera, 97L013 @ $13.97
Leather Case, 97L023 @ $1.95
Christmas Lights, 98L278 @ $1.79

[l Battery, 95L030

-

FREE

0 1960

Cash

Check
Money Order
C.O.D.

Bargain Catalogs
Electronic Guide @ 35c

Name
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LCity
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they are much more effective than external
suppressors, especially above the broadcast

"MY $300 MONAURAL RECORD LIBRARY

SAVED
STEREO

band.

-FAX"

$19.95

BY

"The 3-D ef-

,

feet of Stereo -

Fax on my

--

monaural records is amaz-

"

3 49

ing-realistic,

deep ande

0,4:0

clear," writes
Andrew Maykin

!:

1211,,

of Los An-'

STEREO-FAXnn.::'

geles, who had

ltr

planned

If

to:

give away his

$300 monaural record col -

- until
system.
lection

he hooked a Stereo -Fax to his new stereo

How Stereo -Fax Works: By introducing phase displacement :

between amplifiers, this network component gives stereo
realism to monaural records, tapes, and radio broadcasts,
both AM and FM. Written up in Stereo 1960. Requires no z
' power source. Installation time: 20 seconds.
r.
'

DISC

AMP4l

STEREO -FAX

TAPE
RADIO

HAMPa2

SPKRS

H

Mail: Postpaid (enclose check or M.O.) or C.O.D.
(Postage added.) Calif. residents add 4% tax. Complete
technical data, schematics, and simple instructions included with each order. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ORDER by

OR

'

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION

AUDIOPHILE MODEL U -3A
STANDARD MODEL U -4B

$19.95
$16.95

Gaylor Products Co.
11100 Cumpston St.,

I-.

lc

Dept. P-129

No. Hollywood, Calif.

VOM OWNERS

Get FREE COPY of unusual reference bulletin packed with

valuable data:

"ALL ABOUT VOM's"
Rapid answers to all VOM problems.
No strings attached, but quantity is limited.
SEND TODAY a post card: paste this ad, or write.
GIVE MAKE AND MODEL OF YOUR VOM.
P.O. Box 127 -PE -12
NEW WORLD LABORATORIES
Astoria LI 2, NY

RECORDING TAPE

PREMIUM QUALITY
10 Day Money Back Guarantee
1800' Mylar-made by Minn. Mining and Mfg. Co., 3 for $6.65
2400' Dlylar
3 for 59.60
Lots of 10, any
ortment, deduct 10%.
Add postage 15e per spool.
DON'T BUY HI-FI components, kits, tape recorders, until you
get our low, low Quotes by return mail. Wholesale Catalog Free.

HI -FIDELITY CENTRE

1799P 1ST AVE.

NEW, YORK 28, N. Y.

TINY-",RADI;O :.PLAYS- FOR --10
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TUBES-TRANSISTORS-

BATTERIES OR "PLUG -INS" NEEDED
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than
pack of cigarettes. 1000
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model never runs down or burns out.
1.11
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ANTENNA WIRES. Easy thumb station
tuner
Perma wave detector.
Chrome l
black plastic case. BUILT IN SPEAKERPIIONE
NO SEPARATE DANGLING
EARPHONE. American made and service
guaranteed for 10 years.
d pay
eh, mot
SEND ONLY $2.00 (cash,
livery.
COD on
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rldyl or ist
far eartp
,,tie.
Sent complete- III
Ready to listen with 10 year guarantee. No at
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Free 1000 mi a antenna enclosed if you order at once.
MIDWAY COMPANY
Dept. TPL12
KEARN EY, NEBR.
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Bypassing Noise. Bypassing is the
other noise elimination technique. If you
find a device that is making noise, it will
always be in the form of the pulses we
showed in Fig.

1. This a.c. hash is "added"
to the d.c. of the car's electrical system. So,
to get rid of the a.c. noise and leave the d.c.
unaffected, we must use something that
will pass only the noise, and not the d.c...
in other words, a capacitor. See Fig. 3.
The noise pulses and the d.c. voltage will
be found "mixed" in the line coming out
of the device. Actually, of course, these
noise pulses aren't really a.c. such as is
available at a wall outlet; they're a "pulsating d.c."; but we can treat them as if
they were a.c. If we connect a large capacitor from the device to ground, the noise
pulses will "see" a nice low -resistance path
back to ground, and go that way, leaving
the d.c. line free of noise. They are "bypassed" to ground.
Typical uses of this method are shown
in Fig. 1, at (B), (C), (D) and (E). Notice
the noise waveforms ,shown at each point.
The capacitor indicated by the box will
pass the noise component to ground, keeping it out of the wiring system.
For best results, the bypass capacitor
should always be connected directly to the
terminals of the device causing the noise.
For instance, if you found a fuel -gauge
noise, you'd hook the bypass capacitor
right at the fuel-tank unit, never at the
dash indicator: the tank unit is the source
of the noise.
To bypass generator noise caused by the
brushes, the capacitor is connected right on
the generator housing, to the armature
lead, as shown in Fig. 4. A voltage -regulated generator always has two leads; the
armature and the field. Never connect the
bypass to the field terminal; this will upset
the voltage -regulator action, (and usually
increase the noise, incidentally!). You can
easily tell the terminals apart, as the armature terminal will be connected to the biggest wire. The field terminal usually has a
little red paper collar on it, as a warning
not to hook up a bypass capacitor there!
There's still some hash coming through,
you say? Well, try and live with it till
next month, when we give auto radio noise
its final quietus by tackling wheel, body
and antenna pickup problems.
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LABORATORY?

Now you can"construct a complete multi -purpose test unit in one easy to build package! It's the
exciting
"one -tube -lab"- a little job that will pull many times its own weight on your test bench. It can serve
ás
a grid-dipper..,all-band receiver..,crystal controlled signal generator...serve
many other useful purposes. Build it yourself from complete pictorial diagrams in next month's POPULAR ELECTRONICS!

You'll also enjoy such interesting, informative January
*BUILD A DRY -CELL
TESTER -REJUVENATOR

Here's a do-it-yourself item that will save
you money and time by testing dry cell
batteries in a jiffy. Complete plans and

articles as:
table design is more critical than ever!
There's a complete discussion on turlítable designs.. drive systems...how to
keep rumble low... and many other hints
for the hi-fi turntable buyer.
*PLUS MANY OTHER EXCITING,
HELPFUL ARTICLES

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

-

diagrams!
*ALL ABOUT HI-FI TURNTABLES
With the coming of stereo-hi-fi turn All these features are coming your way in January POPULAR ELECTRONICS-typical of the
coverage you'll enjoy month after month in the world's leading electronic hobbyist magazine.
Take advantage of the present low subscription rates to bring POPULAR ELECTRONICS to your
door every month. Subscribe today!
One year $4

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Two Years $7

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
December, 195?

Three Years $10

434 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
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DX the Tropics on 60 Meters
(Continued from page 71)

FOR 11 .;METER OPERATION
,k
THE

it requires great patience due to its unpredictable nature. At times it is very
short-lived because of rapid changes in
conditions. West Coast DX'ers have success with African stations via the long
path from around 1400-1530 GMT, an extremely unlikely reception time for Easterners. On the East Coast, Asian stations
are sometimes noted around 2130-2330
GMT, at which time the "daylight factor"
would be a handicap for West Coast listeners. A most remarkable long -path Australian is VLX-4, Perth, on 4.897 mc., heard
best on the East Coast from January
through March, peaking around 2230-2300

a

CITIZEN BAND,.ANTENNAS
the Citizens heavy Duty Ground Plane
Commercial duty (100 MPH

rating) citizens ground plane
designed for high efficiency

Model GP -1

point-to-point or base -station
to-mobile operation. Complete

with four

s"

to 34" O.D.
telescoping aluminum radials
and radiator
Drooping
.
.ground plane radials adjusted for perfect 50 OHM
match.
Heavy nylon base
insulator and base casting
6
assembly fits all masts up to
May be
1%" diameter
high masts,
mounted on
$325°
towers or poles for long distance communications. ComModel
CC
-23 Coaxial Kit
recoax
with
plete
S0239
for Ground Plane $5.95
ceptacle less feed line.
.

.

.

GMT.

Winter months provide the best conditions for DX'ing on 60 meters because the
days are shorter and thus there is less
trouble with the "D" layer eating up the
signal. During low -count sunspot years,
signals will be of excellent strength and
quality, as many DX'ers learned during the
1954 and 1955 seasons. Since the maximum sunspot year has now passed, it is
reasonable to expect a gradual improve-

Citizen Bawl Antennas

Other
Citizens
Citizens
Citizens
Citizens
Citizens
SEE
OR

Whip, Model CW
Dipole, Model CD
Mobile, Model CM
Ground Plane, Model CGP

S

Beam, Model 113-G

6.95
12.93
11.95
18.95

34.95

YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBU'T'OR
FOR FREE BROCHURE

antenna
products
LINCOLN NEBRASKA

1135 NO. 22ND

LEARN

RADAR MICROWAVES
COMPUTERS
TRANSMITTERS
RADIO
TV
CODE
Phila. Wireless Technical Institute
Philadelphia 2, Penna.

1533 Pine St.

A Non -Profit Corp. Founded in

1908

Write for free Catalog fo Dept. P-1259

I.

ALL BAND' TRAP -ANTENNA'!.

and,{

Redness Interference
Noise on All Makes Short
Wave Receivers. Makes World
Wide Reception Stronger,
Clearer on All Bands!
.

!

For ALL Amateur Trans-=
mitters. Guaranteed for 300
Watts Power for Pi -Net o
Link Direct Feed, Light. Neat,

Complete as shown total length 102 ft. will, 87 ft. of 72 of,,., Imlanced feedliae.
Ili impact molded insulator. n d sealed automatic frequency changing resonant
1
band for he:,ml!ke renults.
traps (Wt. 3 oa. 1" x 5' lone). You ivat tune to d
Excellent for ALL aorld .vide short wove receivers and amateur transmitters. For
NOVICE AND AI.L CLASS AMATEURS! NO EXTRA TUNERS Olt
GADGETS NEEDED! Eliminates 5 separate antennae with better performance
nnteed. NO HAYWIRE HOUSE APPEARANCE! EASY INSTALLATION!
512.95
80.40-20.15-10 meter band. Complete
$11.95
40-211-15-10 meter bands. 554 ft. antenna (beat for world. ido nwl'sl
518.95
20-15.10 me,., band.. Dim! Trap. 24 ft. Antenna
SEND ONLY 53.00 (cash, eV-. mot and pay 00,1,m,n balmice COD DIus postage
on arrival or send full mice for postpaid delivery. Available only from:
Kearney, Nebraska
WESTERN RADIO
Dept. AEL-12
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Weatherproof

.

:

ment on 60 meters until 1965-when the
next minimum sunspot cycle will occur.
The tables on pages 70-71, designed for
listeners in both Eastern and Western USA
reception areas, will be helpful to old and
new listeners alike on the 60 -meter band.
All times are approximate and are .based
on my five-year study of 60 -meter reception
during the months from November to
March and for a median noise level.
Plenty of patience and perseverance are
needed when you are DX'ing on 60 meters.
Local noise or interference may at times
render the desired signals unreadable. An
antenna fed with coaxial low -loss lead-in
will often lessen such noise considerably.
Don't be fooled by broadcast -band harmonics which may appear from time to
time. An inexperienced DX'er, for instance,
might think he is tuned to Uganda on 5.026
mc. at 1800 GMT when it is more likely
that he is hearing a BCB harmonic on 5.030
mc. Identification is not always easy for
there are many other types of interference
-such as c.w.-QRM-in addition to local
TVI or interference from appliances.
If you want real DX, remember that 60 meter reception thrives best along the
"path of darkness."
30
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Short -Wave Monitor Registration
The sea of mail that poured in during October made our Monitor Registration
Director, Tom Kneitel, cry "Uncle!" So, the editors of POPULAR ELECTRONICS have come
up with an idea to speed the mailing of the certificates. If you have not registered yet,
fill out the form below and send it with a stamped, self-addressed business envelope to:
Monitor Registration, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Please include ten cents to help cover the cost of processing your certificate.
(Please Print)
Name

Address

City

Make

Receiver

State

Model

.

Make

Model

Principal SW
Bands Monitored

Number of Q5L
Cards Received

Type of Antenna Used

Signature

Date

.PERFECt GIFT 'FOR AIVI6ONE

. . .

,tITIZEN ,BANDER KIT!

:1(11T.1
r

complete kit
for 115 V A.C.

b
FOR THE

FOR BUSINESS

Ideal for office infer
com and service trucks

FOR THE HOME

FOR SPORTS

Ship to shore, base
camp to scene of the
hunt, adds enjoyment
to sports!

...

workshop
from
living room to sick room.
BY MAIL! Terms F. O. B.
with 1/3 down payment.

Oklahoma

"

y

w...4

FARMQ(100

Solution to fast communication from the farm
home to the field.

Saves steps from
kitchen to den or

C. O. D.

á
;

_

j1

ORDER

INTERNATIONAL'S

only

7t' /,IIi

City, or

Inténnatiónal.
CRYSTAL MFG. CO.,,'INC.

18

N. LEE

December, 1959

'S. OKLAHOMA;;CITY,

OKLA.

d-

FREE!

-

Gift wrapping on all orders received by Dec. 15.
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UNUSUAL AUDIO CATALOG.
KEY
ELECTRONICS CO.
NO FURTHER

120.8 Liberty St., N. Y. 6

DOES YOUR METER or MULTIMETER
NEED A TUNE-UP?
bent pointer, cracked glass, sluggish or sticky movement can
repaired by us at a low cost to you. We repair all makes and
models of meters and testers including foreign. Send the meter
cr tester to us for a fast repair estimate; NO OBLIGATION, of
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It lists electronic and electrical parts and
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DECEMBER SPECIAL-glassineot-Alle bead thermistors for transducer experiments. Brand New. A $6.00 value, two for $1.00 Ppd.
SEND A POST CARD to be placed on
B -E

-Flyer.
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MOVING?
Make sure you notify our subscription
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Please allow four weeks' time for
processing.
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FCC NEWS
FROM time to time the Federal Communications Commission makes announcements of vital' importance to our readers.
The following is a report on three such
items which affect amateur radio and Citizens Band service.
Third Party Messages. Effective August 30, 1959, the FCC announced that
Mexican and United States amateur radio
stations may exchange international messages or other communications with third
parties. This privilege has some limitations.
The communications are restricted to 'conversation or messages of a technical or
personal nature, which normally would not
be handled by public telecommunications
services. Needless to say, no fees or considerations may be accepted by hams for extending this service for a third party.
Other countries which have similar third
party agreements with the United States
are Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Liberia, Nicaragua, Panama, and Peru.
It is hoped that the State Department, responsible for negotiating these international agreements, can further expand this
list of countries.
FCC Rules, Volume VI,. Rules for Amateur, Citizens, and Disaster Services in the
new loose-leaf form will soon be available
from the Government Printing Office. Part
12-Rules covering Amateur Radio Service,
Part 19-Rules covering Citizens Radio
Services, and Part 20-Rules covering Disaster Communications Service are included
in Volume VI, dated August 1959, which is
now being printed. The cost of the volume,
including amendments for an indefinite
period, is $1.25 (domestic mailing) and
$1.75 (foreign mailing). Send orders to the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
Since Part 19 is not presently available
from the Government Printing Office, an
applicant for a license in the Citizens Radio
Services who does not have a copy may
file his application provided he certifies, under "Remarks" on FCC Form 505, that he
has placed an order with the Government
Printing Office for the new Volume VI, and
strikes out that part of the certification
which deals with possession of a current
copy of Part 19. This provision is valid only
until Volume VI is placed on sale.
Citizens Band. The construction, installation or servicing of Class C and D licensed
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Citizens Band transmitters no longer requires a licensed commercial radio operator if all the following conditions are met.
The transmitting equipment must be
crystal -controlled with a crystal capable of
maintaining the station frequency within
the prescribed tolerance.
The transmitting equipment either must
have been factory -assembled or provided
in kit form by a manufacturer who furnished all components together with full
and detailed instructions for their assembly by non -factory personnel.
The frequency -determining elements of
the transmitter, including the crystal(s)
and all other components of the crystal
oscillator circuit, must have been pre -assembled, pre -tuned to a ,specific available
frequency, and sealed by the manufacturer
so that replacement of any component or
any adjustment which might cause off frequency operation cannot be made without breaking the seal and thereby voiding
the certification of the manufacturer.
The transmitting equipment must have
been so designed that none of the transmitter adjustments or tests normally performed during the installation, servicing,
or maintenance of the station, during normal station operation, or during the final
assembly of kits or partially pre -assembled
units, may reasonably be expected to result in off -frequency operation, excessive
plate input power, over -modulation, excessive harmonics or other spurious emissions.
The manufacturer of the transmitting
equipment or of the kit from which the
transmitting equipment is assembled must
have certified in writing to the purchaser
of the equipment (and to the Commission
upon request) that the equipment was designed, manufactured and furnished in accordance with the above conditions.
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talk to you about ..
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Tape Recorders
(Continued from page.51)
according to the manufacturer. Battery
life is from 30 to 100 hours, and batteries
are available from most radio parts suppliers for $2.72 per set of four. Although
the Magnette's push-button control system
is perhaps a little more complicated than
that of the other recorders, the user will
have no trouble operating it with a little

practice.'
The "Fi -Cord"

is produced in England
under Swiss patent rights. It is almost
unbelievably small considering it has such

"Fi-Cord" Model 'IA

convenient to use and has no power rewind.
It is, however, probably the best tape recorder in the world on a pound -for -pound
basis.
A.C.A.'s Model 612 -TD is one of that
firm's selection of over 60 portable models.
Amplifier Corporation of America makes
fine tape recorders for discriminating users
all over the world (and at pretty prices, we
might add). As the Model 612 -TD is intended for locales where batteries are not
readily available, this recorder employs a
spring -wound motor. Keeping it wound up
might seem like a nuisance, but once you
get into the rhythm, it's not difficult to stay
with it. About every five minutes, a little
bulb lights up to signal that a few more
turns are in order.
Although the Model 612 -TD has no playback amplifier and speaker, it uses a total
of no less than 11 carefully selected transistors. To keep flutter and wow from intruding, a heavy flywheel is attached to the
capstan when the machine is in operation.
The flywheel is removable and is detached
when the recorder is being transported.
Summing Up. Portable tape recorders
can be a lot of fun and they can pay their
own way if there is a business need for

is an ex-

ample of fine machining and
careful attention to detail. This
unit features a mike -mounted
on -off switch, printed -circuitry

and

rechargeable batteries.

outstanding performance specifications. Although it weighs only 41/2 pounds, the manufacturer claims a frequency response of
50 to 12,000 cps ±3 db. It boasts two speeds:
17/$ ips for voice, and 71/2 ips for full -range
fidelity.
Powered by four 2-volt imported rechargeable batteries, the Fi -Cord runs
about three hours on each battery charge.
The charger sells for $39.90 and will pay
for itself quickly if considerable recording
is done. The internal playback arrangements are not adequate for quality reproduction, but this is not a shortcoming since
the manufacturer assumes that only professional users will buy the Fi -Cord and
will play back the recorded tapes on a separate machine.
Partly because the Fi -Cord is not intended
for casual operation, it is not particularly
130
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Spring -wound motor

is

em-

ployed by Amplifier Corp. of
America's Model 612 -TD. This precision -made recorder is intended
for use in remote areas where
extra batteries are not available.

them. Whether you want to dictate letters,
record conferences or interviews, or go into
the backwoods to collect some authentic
folk songs or perhaps even some birdcalls,
you'll find there is a portable that can do
the job.
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The Man Who Out -Thinks Univac
(Continued from page 47)

doctor's: "It's part of my job." Then he
grinned. "Besides, it's not too bad. One
time I was playing cards when the phone
rang, and I was glad to get away. I was
holding deuces in five -card stud."
Stewart lives with his wife and two small
daughters in the Bay Ridge section of
Brooklyn, where he owns a comfortable
two-family house. 'Off duty, his main recreations are reading and hi-fi, though unlike
most electronics buffs he has not built his
own hi-fi set: "I'd like to, but I don't have
the time." In common with many men
whose jobs are intellectually taxing, Stewart makes it a firm policy not to talk business at home. His wife is interested in the
work, but "she understands how I feel. I
want to keep the two things-home and job
-as separate as possible."
Even so, computers are never very far
from his thoughts; he has been known to
come up with the answer to a trouble -shooting problem in his sleep.
"A couple of weeks ago," he recalls, "just
as I was getting ready for bed, one of the

crew chiefs phoned me to say his computer
had gone off and he couldn't get it to go on
again. He was pretty sure the trouble was
in a relay circuit and he'd tried to bypass
it by grounding out a contact with another
relay, but it hadn't worked. There was no
emergency, so I told him I'd be in the next
day. A couple of hours later I woke upI guess I'd been dreaming about it-and
called the guy back. I said 'Try putting the
ground wire on the other side of the relay.'
Iie did and the unit went on immediately."
Future Prospects. Stewart's employers
consider that his future ín the Remington
Rand organization, and in the electronics
industry, is as sound as a gilt-edged security. Already his excellence on the job is beginning to take him into management areas
of the business.
Stewart himself dismisses any long-range
questions about his career with an amiable
shrug. "I don't really think about it too
much," he said. "All I know is I want to
stay close to computers, and I'd like to be
in on some of the technical developments of
the future. In the meantime, I just figure
I'm lucky to have found the kind of work
I like."

IN STOCK NOW!

MAXWELL
ELECTRONICS
RADIOCOM
CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER

Featuring

...

' "t
41.'

Radrco,?
41111..~..

SMALL SIZE
LONG RANGE
LOW BATTERY DRAIN
of this professional quality Citizens Band
transceiver makes it ideal for mobile as well as fixed
installations. Overall dimensions are only 31/2" high,
71/4" wide, 1114" deep. A crystal controlled 7 tube
superhet receiver with two rf amplifier stages, squelch,
and automatic noise clipper contribute to the long
range, which frequently exceeds 25 miles. The four
tube transmitter uses a 12AQ5 output stage for maximum output with 5 watts input. Contains 10 tubes and
four silicon rectifiers. DC models have a transistor power
supply for minimum battery drain (4.5 amperes total
on 12 volts). Supplied complete with crystals for any
one of 22 channels, Shure "Ten -Four" microphone, less
antenna. Write for brochures covering RADIOCOM
transceivers, antennas, and accessories.
The small size

December, 1959

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE

Only $15.95

down and eighteen monthly payments of $9.17
each. All prices include transportation anywhere
in the United States.

$159.50
MODEL 27C -1A 12 VOLTS DC
$159.50
MODEL 27C-1 B 115 VOLTS AC
$159.50
MODEL 27C -1C 6 VOLTS DC
ANTENNA ASP -63 Connects
$
7.50
directly to rear of unit
Quantity prices to dealers write for discount.

-

Distributed by

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS CO.
RICHARDSON, TEXAS

P.O. BOX 506
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Resistors at Work
(Continued from page 77)
rent squared, or W = PR. Substituting
values, we find that W = (0.15)2 X 125, or
2.8 watts.
To avoid any possibility of the resistor
burning up, or overheating adjacent components, we allow a safety factor of 100%
or more. Our final choice would be a 125 ohm wire -wound resistor with a power
rating of 5 to 10 watts. The use of a somewhat higher wattage resistor than required
never does any harm.
One of the things most puzzling to the
novice is the exact significance of resistor
wattage ratings. Let's see if we can find
a clue to what's happening by examining
two 100 -ohm resistors-one rated at 1/2
watt, the other at 100 watts.
Their size difference is immediately apparent, but what does the physical size
have to do with the wattage rating? The
answer is that a larger size allows the
resistor to get rid of more heat. The matter
of wattage (or power dissipation) then
breaks down into the simple question
:

ENGINEERING
DEGREE IN

27 MONTHS
-

24

.

8.5. degree 121 mo.), Aero., Chem..
Civil. Elec.. hiech. & Electronics.
B.E. (36 mo.): Aoro., Chem., Civil,
Elec.. Mech.. Metallurgical. B.S.
(36 mo.): Math.. Chem., Physics.
Preparatory courses. Demand
nd for

GET
INTO
V.T.I.

graduates. Campus.
20 hldgs.:
dorms. gym. Low rate. Earn hoard.
G.1. appr. Enter Dec.; March. June,
Sept. Catalog.
2312 E. Washington Blvd.
Fort Wayne 2, bud.
Keeping pace with progress

INDIÁNA=.TÉÑNÍCÁI`: OLLEGÉ

"QUALITY"

what's the maximum amount of heat a resistor can take (and get rid of) without a
change in its electrical characteristics ?
This need to get rid of heat explains the
puzzling fact that a resistor can have two
wattage ratings-one in free air and the
other under chassis. It also explains why
some wire -wound resistors are designed
with a flat side or made to be clamped to
the chassis. Obviously, if a resistor can get
rid of heat by having the metal chassis
conduct it away, it thereby achieves a
higher wattage rating at no increase in
physical size. Fins on the resistor would
be another answer to heat radiation, but
the increase in physical size that would
be required makes the idea impractical except in very special circumstances.
What we've given you here is but a small
part of the resistor story. In the big picture, the resistor is a vital member of the
team of electronic components serving in
equipment ranging from signal generators
to space satellites. An understanding of
the resistor and its functioning is a basic
step toward the understanding of any electronic circuit or device.
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VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Dept. PE

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

.

WATT (DUAL 12 WATT) BASIC STEREO AMP
FEATURES: Full 24 watt Stereo. 48 watts
Peak Power Output, 12 svatts each Channel, 9 tube complement. Frequency Response ^- 1 Db., 20-20,000
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Kit Form....
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CUTICK ELECTRONICS

WO -2 5866 NYto
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training leads to success as technicians, field engineers,
specialists in communications, guided missiles, computers, radar.
automation. Basic & advanced courses in theory & laboratory.
Assoc. degree in 29 mos. B. S. obtainable. ECPD accredited. G.I.
approved. Graduates with maim- companies. Stmt Feb., Sept.
Dorms. campus. ti. S. graduates or equivalent. Catalog.
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NY

FOR

StereoRamic Cartridge C-501

"

YOUR.

,

.STEREO PICKU,P°SYSTEMráy_

HER
The first ceramic
cartridge to outperform
the finest magnetic pickups.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response
15-30,000 cps
Compliance
6 x 10.6 cm/dyne
Dynamic Moving Mass
0 milligrams
Recommended Tracking Force
Professional Arms
1-2 grams
Changers and other type arms
2-6 grams
Stylus
0 7 mil diamond or sapphire
Separation
25 db
Signal-to-noise Ratio
-60 db
Output per channel
25
0
Volts 7 cm/sec
Audiophile Net
1

C-501-D-Diamond.... $17.50
C-501-S-Sapphiré
$9.75
For more information about Weathers components, write for "The Audiophile's Album"
WEATHERS INDUSTRIES, Division of Advance Industries, Inc. 66 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington, N.J.
Export: Joseph Plasencia, Inc. 401 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
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Across the Ham Bands
(Continued from page 86)

When you buy a low-pass filter, invest in
one-though the cheaper ones are
better than nothing at all. I use a 1 -kw.,
52 -ohm unit with a cutoff frequency of 40
mc. However, if you are working six
meters, use a filter with a 52-mc. cutoff..
a good

Consequently, installing a low-pass filter
on a poorly shielded or filtered transmitis about as useful as trying to burglarproof a house by double -locking the front
door while forgetting to close the windows
and the back door. Fortunately, all the
better ham transmitters sold for at least
the past five years are very good on these
points. Also, the less -expensive commercial
50- to 75 -watt "Novice" rigs usually are
adequately shielded and filtered for areas
where TV signals are not too weak.
To hook up a low-pass filter, mount it on
the back of your transmitter and connect
it to the output coax fitting with a double ended connector such as a Dow Key DKF-2
and a right-angle coax connector (or
through a short piece of coaxial cable).
Then, connect your antenna or antenna
coupler to the output side of the low-pass
filter, If the coupler or transmitter output
is reasonably close to a 50 -ohm load, the
transmitter should handle about the same
amount of power as always, but TVI should
be substantially reduced.

ter

LONG-WIRE ANTENNA COUPLER
With the antenna coupler diagrammed
and pictured on page 86, you can transform the unknown impedance of a randomlength, end -fed antenna to about 52 ohms.
At this low impedance, you will be able to
use a standard low-pass filter for TVI
elimination. Harmonic radiation from the
transmitter v', ill also be reduced a couple
of "S" units with this coupler.
Build the coupler in a 3" x 4" x 5" aluminum box, and follow the layout in the
photo. Wire the coil to the switch (Centralab PA -2001, or equivalent) as follows.
First, unwind a quarter turn from each
end of the 48 -turn, 1" -diameter coil (B & W
#3015 "Miniductor"). Then solder taps
of about #20 solid wire at 214, 10, 22, and
40 turns from one end. Connect the end of
the coil nearest the 21% -turn tap to the
switch contact marked 6 on the diagram

Chief Deluxe
Clobe
SELF-CONTAINED 90W TRANSMITTER,
BANDSWITCHING 10-80 METERS

The Globe Chief Deluxe truly lives up to its
name! Gracefully styled with the new "low
look" cabinet of pleasing proportions and a
tastefully designed panel, its smart, modern
appearance is second to none. Improved circuitry
and new components provide outstanding performance for the advanced amateur or the novice.
Appearance and performance add up to value that
cannot be matched anywhere. Improvements include a new 1300 mmfd loading capacitor fur
continuous variable loading on all bands and for
improved TVI and harmonic suppression, selectable keying (grid -block or cathode): all Globe
Accessories such as a VF), screen or plate
modulator may he plugged in without modifica-

tions: internal control for antenna relay: all
switching functions performed by rotary switches
no unsightly or hard -to -use slide switches.
Standard coaxial antenna fittings. This adds
up to unsurpassed quality and value. Kit conchassis, all parts and tubes,
complete manual for easy assembly. Compact: 15',lx6I4x11 t/i"_ Shipping weight: 31 lbs.
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HELP US OBTAIN OUR HAM LICENSES
K1JWI CALL AREA

Dan Ross (14),

K7/W7 CALL AREA

Gillis St., Nashua, N. H.
(Code.and theory)
Terrance P. Hughes (24), 172 Glen Ave., Colebrook, N. H. (Code)
13

K2/W2 CALL AREA

Charles Reich, 150 Elmora Ave., Elizabeth,
N. J. Phone: EL 2-6234. (Code, theory,
regula-

á

tions and selection of equipment)
Alfred Badson, 1494 E.. 1I2nd St., Bronx 72,
N. Y. Phone: Ti 2-3335. (Code, theory,
regulations aild selection of equipment)
Harold Baer (15),-182'E. Dist St., Brooklyn 3,
N. Y. Phone: PR 8-1548. (General code)
George E. Diament, 28 Devonshire Pl., Bridgeton, N.J. Phone: GL 1-8208.
(Code and theory)
Leonard Feinstein, 841 Ave. Z,
35,
N. Y. Phone: Ni b-2350. (Code, Brooklyn
theory and
selection of equipment)
Joseph Messner, 18 W. Woodburn, Pine Hill,
N. J..(Code and theory) .
Alfred ,Weissmann, 42-30 Union St., Flushing,
N. Y. Phone: IN 3-6385. (Code, theory, regulations'and selection of equipment)
John Wood (14), 164 Wilson Ave., Kearny,
N. J.. (Code, theory and regulations)
Theodore J. Skapinetz (15), 389 Barclay St.,
Perth Amboy, N. J. Phone:
VA 6-6849. (Code,
theory and selection of equipment)
K3/W3 CALL AREA

Michael Tauson, Box 109,,Bradfordwoods, Pa.
(Code, theory and regulations)
Donald Zebrauskas, 26 'Green Way N. W.,
Glen Burnie 8, Md. (Theory and regulations)
Brian Joos (15), 626 Laverock Rd., Glenside,
Pa. 'Phone: TU 4-4558. (Code and
theory)
Philip,Reiff, 6107 Shisler St.,
49,
Pa. Phone: JE 5-3982. (Code, Philadelphia
theory, regulations)and selection of equipment)
E. Haffmans, 325 Thomas Dr., Laurel, Md.
(Code, theory, regulations and selection
of
equipment)
K4/W4 CALL AREA

Jack Cross, R. F. D. 3, Whitehill,
(Theory and selection of equipment) Tenn.
Henry Ramer, Broad St., Lexington, Tenn.
(Code and theory)
CareyDowney (16), 109 Fairook St.,
ville, Tenn. Phone: MU 4-3006. (Code, Shelbyregulations and selection of equipment) theory,
Franklin Erdos, 639 N. E. 62nd St., Miami,
Fla:.' (Code, theory, regulations and selection
of equipment)
K5/W5 CALL AREA
Mike Shafer, P. O. Box 235, Bloomfield, N. M.
Phone:'ME 2-2925. (Code, theory
and selection
of equipment)
Thomas Phipps, 1414 E. Polk, Harlingen, Tex.
(Code and theory)
William M. Menard, Rt. 9, Box 330, San Antonio, Tex. Phone: GE 2-8902. (Code and theory)
Grant Youngman, 5126 Carew, Houston 35,
Tex. Phone: MA 3-4646. (Code and theory)
Mike Childers, 3137 Tilfer, Houston 17, Tex.
Phone: MI 5-0946. (Code, theory and selection
of equipment)
K6/W6 CALL AREA

Bill Bryant, 1581 Myrtle Ave., Eureka, Calif.
(Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Tom Hall (13), 183 Guadalcanal Rd., Ft. Ord,
Calif. (Code, theory, and selection of equip-

ment)

Lyle Melton, 207 Monterey Rd., Ft. Ord, Calif.

(Code and
;

theory)'

Tom Masgali, Moneta, Wyo. (Code)
K8/W8 CALL AREA

Frank Darby (15), 310 E. Weber Rd., Columbus 2, Ohio. (Code)
Kim A. Miller (15), 29225
Roseville,
Mich. (Code, theory and Galloway,
selection of equipment)
Gerald Lang, 15756 Ferguson, Detroit 27,
Mich. Phone: VE 6-9213.
Mike Bockoff (15), 666 W. (Code)
Maplehurst, Ferndale 20, Mich. Phone: LI 2-6307.
code,
theory, regulations and selection (General
of equipment)
K9/W9 CALL AREA

David M. Kimbrel, 435 E. 4th St., Flora, Ill.
Phone: NO 2-5162. (Code and
theory)
Robert Massey, 408 N. Morrison
St., Appleton, Wis. Phone: RE 3-1653.
(Code, theory,
regulations and selection of equipment)
Eugene R. Santoski (15), 140 South 10th St.,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. Phone:
HA 3-0045.
(Code and theory)
Robert Miles, 8249 W. 81st St., Justice, Ill.
(Theory)
Gerald T. Andreoli, 852 N. Keystone Ave.,
Chicago 51, Ill. (Code, theory, regulations
and
selection of equipment)
Jerome \Vayman (14), P.O. Box 144, Calumet
City, Ill. Phone: TO 2-9383. (Code, theory,
regulations and selection of equipment)
James Quilter, 1909 N. Newcastle, Oak Park,
Ill. Phone: TU 9-5528. (Code
theory)
Kirk Merley (17), Route 5,and
Box 814, McHenry, Ill. (Code)

K0 /WO CALL AREA
Alan Inglis (14), 1804 Monte Dr., Mandan,
N. D. Phone: 2659. (Code)
Jack C. Wells, Jr., 1125 Pando Ave., Colorado
Springs, Colo. (Code, theory, regulations
and

selection of equipment)
Dennis A. Anderson, RFD,
Iowa.
(Code, theory, regulations and Royal,
selection of
equipment)
C. O. Brandser, P.O. Box 86,
Minn.
(Code, theory, regulations andWinsted,
selection of
equipment)
Roger Nye (13), 201 E. 14th
Atlantic,
Iowa. (Code, theory, regulations St.,
and selection
of equipment)
John G. Kolp (15), 1301 Chestnut St.,
Atlantic, Iowa. (Code, theory, regulations
and
selection of equipment)
Willie and Jerry Pounds (14, 16), Rt. #1,
Staples, Minn. (Code, theory, regulations and
selection of equipment)
Robert St. Johns, 7245 Garfield Ave. So.,
Minneapolis 23, Minn. (Code and theory)
VE AND OTHERS

Bruce Deptford, P. O. Box 716, Revelstoke,
B. C., Canada. (Code, theory and regulations)

Gerald Zeldin, 61 Riclgevale
Ont., Canada. (Code and theory)Dr., Toronto,
Andre Leduc, 151701, R.C.A.F. Stn., Summer side, Prince Edward Island, Canada. (Code,
theory and regulations)
Kenneth Cote, 13139 63rd St., Edmonton,
Alta., Canada. (Code and theory)
Donald Druick, 261 Sheraton Dr., Montreal
28, Que., Canada. (Code, theory, regulations
and selection of equipment)
John Langford (15), 344 Stewart St., Ottawa,
Ont., Canada. (Code, theory
and regulations)
David Digweed, 80 Sherwood Ave.,
St. Catherines, Ont., Canada. (Code and theory)
Roger Swickis, 689 Cambridge St., Winnipeg,
Man., Canada. Phone: HU 9-6624. (Code and
theory)
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Ken Webb, WV2139M, operates in Amityville, N. Y.

and its opposite end to the movable switch
contact. Use a fairly stiff piece of wire for
this connection to help support the coil.
Skip contact 1 on the switch, and connect
the coil taps to contacts 2 through 5. Now
connect the stator of the 250-µµf. variable
capacitor to the movable switch contact
and to the output terminal. Finally, connect switch contact 6 to the coaxial
connector.
If you have an SWR or reflected power
meter available, connect it between the
coupler and your transmitter, and adjust
the switch and capacitor for minimum
SWR on various frequencies. Record the
settings for future use. Lacking such a
meter, set the coupler controls to some
arbitrary positions, and attempt to load the
transmitter in the normal manner. After a
few trials, you should find several settings
that will load the transmitter. Choose the
combination that results in the rated input
to the transmitter with the least heating of
the antenna coil or the transmitter tank
coil. You'll find that the coupler will handle
the output of a 100 -watt transmitter safely.
News and Views

-

Do you have ignition noise on your mobile?
Paul, K5O5Q, cured his by going to a Mercedes
Benz automobile with a diesel motor, and he
Ivor,
gets 30 to 35 miles per gallon
VK3XD, reports that many of the Novices he
has been working lately on 7150 kc. started

listening for him after reading our September column. But one KN8 kept calling Ivor
"K3XBV," even after Ivor sent "I am a VK"
over and over. The lad replied "K3XBV DE
KN8--- R. R. What is a VK?" Ivor then sent
"Australia" a half dozen times, but that didn't
get through, either.
Eldon Peterson, KNOUAX (14), 127 N. Washington, Lindsborg, Kans., uses the KN5PGM
December, 1959

SABRE SAW
AMAZING-First and only portable
electric saw to give you all these features!
cuts a 6" board or 6" log
yet cuts any pattern, too! .
cuts all metals up to %" steel and 2" pipe!
cuts 4x4 at 45° ... fine pattern work in most
any material, including sheet metal and
sheet steel!
does everything a pattern saw will do
out -performs a circular saw
works as

...

band saw or nibbler, too!
makes cuts only a chain saw could-until now!
beautifully balanced, lightweight, smooth
running
completely safe!

...

!-,

MODEL

909

SPECIFICATIONS: I
Motor: 110V 6 amp AC -DC.
Length: 8". Width: 7". Height:
7%'. Weight: 6 lbs. Powerful
H.P. motor delivers 3400 strokes
per mingle; length of stroke: 1".
3 -wire 8 ft. Cord with adaptor.
Heavy duly roller and oilite bearings. UL listed under industrial
classification.

t1

Look what you get! rip guide,
circle cutter, 45° tilting base
plate and 7 blade complement
-the right blade for
every job!

,

only

4 95
complete!

WEN PRODUCTS, INC.
5810

NORTHWEST HIGHWAY, CHICAGO

31

EXPORTED BY: SCHEEL INTERNATIONAL, CHICAGO
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STATEMENT REQUIRED

III THE ACT OP AUGEST 24.
1912, AS AMIiINDED BY THE
V('TS OF MARCH 3. 1933,
\NI) JULY 2, 1946 (Title 39, United
233) SIIOWINC THE OWNERSHIP, \I States Code. Section
AND
CIRCI11.1T10N OF Popular Electronics \NACEMEN'I'.
published monthly
at Chicago, Illinois, for October 1,
1939.
1. The names and addresses
of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business
are: Publisher, Zill'Davis Publishing Company, managers
934 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago
5, Ill. ; Editor, Oliver Read, One
Park
Ave., New fork 16,
N. Y.; Business manager, Leonard
O'Donnell, One Park
Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
2. The owner is: Ziff -Davis
Company, 939 So.
Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, Ill. Publishing
Estate of William II. Zits',
One Park Ave., New York 16, N.
Y.;
A.
M.
Ziff, One Park
Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
;

3. The known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security
holders owning or holding I percent
or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: None.
9. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the
name of the person or Corporation
whom such trustee is
acting; also the statements in the for
two
show the
affiant's full knowledge and belief as paragraphs
to the circumstances
and conditions under which
and security holders who do not appear uponstockholders
the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity
other titan
that of a bona fide owner.
5. The average number of
copies of each issue
this
publication sold or distributed, through the mails orofotherwise, to paid subscribers during the 12
months
preceding
the date shown above was: (This
information is required
front daily, weekly, semiweekly, and
triweekly newspapers
only.)

L. O'DONNELL, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 17t11 day of
September, 1959.

(SEAL)

WILLIAM PROEMMEtt, Notary Public.
(My

commission expires March 30, 1960)

HI-FI IN A BOTTLE!

lowers cone resonance
extends frequency
response and adds "hi-fi" quality to any speaker
.

.

FLEXICONE

SPEAKER RESONANCE IMPROVEMENT KIT

Flexicone permanentlof
y asoftens eater edges
speaker cone.
'ORDER: NOW
Dodgsml. Audio
Consultant of N.R.I.
,
News, reports: "After
a Flcxicone treatment
12" sneaker which
had been resonating
at 90 Cps dropped to
41 cps. Listening
tests clearly show the
improvement
dium and high mefren.
quencies
Complete Kit
cleaner
eas harsh.
Thoroughly tested-takes 15 minutes to apply-provides
lasting Improvement in our speaker! Each kit treats one
15", two 12", four
8" or six 6" speakers.
Softens outer edge of speaker cone
Lowers speaker casts
10 to 40 cps a Easy 1-2.3
one resonance
application
One treatment
tfeti me.
a speaker

1

QLY

two -element beam described in the
May,

1959, column with excellent results.
He has it
mounted on a used 35' telephone pole, and
the
total installation cost him $4.36. In three
months on the air, Eldon has made 210 contacts in 32 states on 40 and 15 meters, running
50 watts to a Knight transmitter and

ing on a Hallicrafters S-85 with an receivHeathkit QF-1 Q -Multiplier. He also added
has a
40 -meter' doublet antenna
Lewis H.
Lowe, KNDTHU, Box 364, Pelican Rapids,

Minn., worked eight states in his first eight
contacts. And after three months on the air,
he has 24 states, 15 confirmed. Lewis likes 40
best but works 80, too
George, W2MMQ,
Philmont, N. Y., has made 1000
contacts since
getting his Novice license in June,
1957, with
his WRL Globe Scout transmitter, Hallicrafters
S-85 receiver, and dipole antenna.
Jim Stockwell, WV6GDS (14), 5718 Aladdin
St., Los Angeles 8, Calif., has made over
100
contacts in 19 states and Canada in two months
on the air. He operates 40 and 15 meters, feeding a 40 -meter folded dipole antenna with a
Heathkit DX -40, and he receives with a Gonset G-33 receiver. Jim's newest project is
putting up a Cubex tri-band cubical quad antenna
Joe Chusid, WA2FNA
3390
Emeric Ave , Wantagh, N. Y., worked (15),
27 states,
Puerto Rico, Canada, and Venezuela
as a
Novice. He runs 75 watts to a Heathkit DX -40
feeding a Hy -Gain vertical antenna on 40, 20,
and 15 meters and receives with a National
NC -109. Now that he has his General, he will
schedule anyone needing New York for WAS
on any band, except 10 meters.
Glenn E. Zook, KN9STH, 1006 W. 16th
La Porte, Ind., prefers the 40 -meter band St.,
cause he finds the operators on this band bemore willing to chew the rag than those are
on
80 or 15 meters. Glenn has two
a WRL Globe Chief 90-A and atransmitters,
home-brew
60-watter, and he receives on a Hallicrafters
S-107. His antenna farm contains a three band dipole for 80, 40,. and 15 meters, and a
15 -meter folded dipole. In
addition, he building a two -element rotary beam. The is
antenna
supports include a 30' "T" and a 20'
phone pole, obtained from K9BPV, whose telewife
wouldn't let him put them up. One of Glenn's

le

l

,SPECIAL

PORTER & DIETSCH
2459 University Avenue
St. Paul 14, Minn.
RUSH ORDER COUPON

rirfee

Address

1Ñ/tlTt

'S

)

..

PORTER & DIETSCH, Dept. J.
2459 University Avenue. St. Paul 14, Minn.
Gentlemen: Enclosed is my check for $3.00.
Please send me postpaid the
value, on e 53.00 FLEXICONE KIT plus one $3.25 Tiny56.25
Tom Sneaker Housing (All
for
$3.00). State choice of "Tiny Tom"
color
Name

Nty

ItxO4q

INTRODUCTORY OFFER .1
Toacguaintyouwid.
we'll
give you absolutely FREE oneFLEXICONE
Tiny Tom
5" x 7" high impact styrene 53.25
Speaker Housing
with each Flexieone
Kit at 53.00.
Available in
6 soft colors: Brown, Grey.
Pink. Green, Sine
or Yellow.
56.25 VALUE for Only $3.00, postpaid.

s~4

A

a

te

4-,

a

City
State
1
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Shack of Hal Bergeson, KN7GOG, Lewiston,
Utah.
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

pet -peeves is the fellow who sends 12 wpm but
wants you to send 5
Ken Quin, KNSTSQ,
1020 S. 13th St., Edinburg, Texas, now has
47 states and 21 countries worked with his
Heathkit DX -20, Knight receiver, and a DB-23
preselector ahead of the receiver. He needs
Asia for WAC (Worked All Continents).
That's it for this month. Keep your reports,
pictures, items and views coming. Merry
Christmas to you all. 73,
Herb, W9EGQ

Abidjan-Radio Cote D'Ivoire: 0130-0300
(Sundays at 0215-1730), 0715-0830 (Saturdays
to 1900) , and 1245-1730 on 1493 kc. (4 kw.)
4940 kc. (10 kw.) at 0130-0300 and 1245-1900;
and 7215 kc. (1 kw.) at 0430-1230. TBT: 66
hours weekly.
Bamako -Radio Soudan: 0130-0230 (Sundays at 0345-1300), 0715-0800 (Saturdays to
0900), and 1330-1715 (Saturdays at 1300-1800,
Sundays to 1700) on 1430 kc. (1 kw.) 4835 kc.
(4 kw.) at 0130-0400 and 1300-1800; and 9745
kc. (4 kw.) at 0400-1300. TBT: 48 hours
;

;

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Short -Wave Report
(Continued from page 72)
Before we go into some of our usual current
report listings this month, we thought you
might be interested in the schedules for the
numerous stations in the Radiodiffusion
d'Outre Mer Network (French Overseas Radio
Network) Many of these stations are heard
at good volume during the late afternoons.
Medium -wave outlets are given for the benefit of our readers in European Countries.
The majority of the stations listed here are
located in French -African Territories; Tananarive (Madagascar) is off the African
East Coast; Noumea and Papeete are Pacific
Islands; St. Pierre and Miquelon are islands
in the North Atlantic. All times shown are
Eastern Standard and the 24 -hour system is
used throughout.

weekly.

Bangui-Radio Bangui: 0200-0700 (Sundays

only) on 9513 kc. (3 kw.) ; and 1145-1400 on
5982 kc. (3 kw.) TBT: 181/2 hours weekly.
.

Brazzaville-Radio Inter-Equatoriale: 00300130 (Sundays at 0200-1600), 0600-0730, and
1130-1600 on 1484 kc. (600 watts) 4795 kc.
(4 kw.) from 1130 to 1600; 7295 kc. (4 kw.)
and 9545 kc. (50 kw.) at 1200-1355. TBT: 56
hours weekly.
Cotonou-Radio Dahomey: 0030-0130 (Sundays at 0300-0700), 0615-0715 (Saturdays at
0700-0800), and 1200-1600 (Mondays/Wednesdays from 1150, Saturdays at 1100-1800, Sun;

.

days from 1100) on 1475 kc. (1 kw.) 4870 kc.
(4 kw.) at 0030-0130 and 1100-1800; and 7190
kc. (4 kw.) at 0300-0800. TBT: 48 hours, 20
minutes weekly.
Dakar-Radiodiffusion De La Federation Du
Mali, (formerly R. Inter) 0130-0300 (Sundays
;

:

at 0130-1830),

Eath

;
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INTRODUCES FOR THE FIRST .TIME
ANYWHERE A SELECT STOCK OF USED
TUBES AT A FABULOUS LOW PRICE

65F:

116

10567

64f0

6B007C7

1050i
IRS

6

SBYSG
6826

1U4
lUS

68N8

ill"

724
1240
12405
124T6
124T7
124U6
124U7
124y6
12AV7

6517
65KJ
65L7G7
65N70T

6tlL7G7

6507
655]

674
6T8

7BC5

38N3
3828
3C88

,

3Ci6

3C58

;

NVNOREpPER .

AS.

4H27A
5458

BA78

6AU40T

BAUSCT
BAUB
54U8

iAVSGT
iAVe
qW8

E4X5Gi

SAW4
SBK7
518

Ad TUBES

SENT POSTAGE PAID'
send 25c handling for orders under SS Send 25%
deposit on C.O.O. orders. Send approximate postage on

518

68A6

6905

69 0
6XE6

5V4C
5V6G7

BE76
6HG6G
1'VR17EOpFPT.

'

o

CO.

®O

6

su4G

508

7=`r

"..ELECTRON TUBE

BATS

6Y90
7A4/%XL

6CL8

6GM6
eCM7

II

6C58
6CU6
6p
gOQg
6
66N6

81q
615

ec

617

66601

6K)
e6 8

617
BN7
OO7

g5a

658CT
654]

121376

I2N)

7Ca

135N)
125N7G7
12507
12V60T

7C7

707

7%]¡%XFM

a1/44

1315

1216
1207
12547
12507
1251]

703
706

728

35W3516G7
4

3574
352507

37

12077
32C45

748
784
785
766
787
788

7N7
7N]

3545
35C5

12BN7
12H08
12BR7

7A!
748
747

7E6
7E7

26

12Ba1X3

12846
12BÁ7

6%5

6C78
BC07

Elm:.
63C87F]

LISIE

=Conndtan and foreign orders.

354
3Vq

SANO

BA

0408
04070T
OqRS
0455

198060
19T8

244
154V5
25806
250N6

225L607
BC476U8124%4Gy2Ow4Gi
666
6C56W40T12427
2526

1626CB8OW'60T
60060

243
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TV PICTURE TUBES
AT LOWEST PRICES
100114

12LP4
14B/CP4
16DP4
16EP4
16GP4

16KP4
16LP4
16RP4

7.95 16WP4 $12.00 17TP4 $17.00
8.50 16PT4
9.95 19AP4
16.00
9.95 17AVP4 12.50 20CP4
13.50
12.00 17BP4
9.95 20HP4
14.50
12.75 17CP4
17.00 21AP4
22.10
14.50 17GP4
17.60 21 ALP4 15.75
9.95 17HP4
12.50 21AMP4 15.75
10.95 17LP4
11.50 21ATP4 15.75
9.95 17QP4
9.95 21AUP4 15.75

$

1

21EP4 $13.50
21FP4
14.50
21 W P4
14.00
21YP4
14.50
21ZP4
13.50
24CP4
23.50
24DP4 24.50
27P4
39.95
27RP4 39.95

YEAR WARRANTY

Aluminized Tubes $5.00 More than above prices. Prices include
the return of an acceptable similar tube under vacuum. These
tubes are manufactured from reprocessed used glass. bulbs. All
materials including the electron gun are brand new.
ALL PRICES FOB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Deposit required.
when old tube is not returned, refundable at time of return.
25% deposit required on COD shipments. Old tubes must
be returned prepaid. Tubes shipped Rail Express.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST

-PICTURE TUBE OUTLET
3032

-

MILWAUKEE AVE., CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Dickens 2-2048

(4 kw.)
(4 kw.)

at 0130-0300 and 1300-1830; 7210 'kc.
at 0330-1300; 7210 kc. (25 kw.) at

0130-0300 and 1300-1730; and 11,895.5 kc. (25
kw.) at 0700-1300. TBT: 68 hours weekly.
Radio Senegal: 0130-0300 (Sundays at 03001800), 0730-0900 (Saturdays to 1800), and
1230-1800 on 1304 kc. (8 kw.) ; 4893 kc. (4 kw.)
at 0130-0300 and at 1230-1800; and 7171 kc.
(4 kw.) from 0300 to 1230. TBT: 69% hours

weekly.
Djibouti -Radio Djibouti: 0400-0500 and
1000-1430 on 1538 kc. (1 kw.) ; 4780 kc. (4 kw.)
from 1000 to 1430; and 6000 kc. (4 kw.) between 0400 and 0500. TBT: 38 hours weekly.
Douala -Radio

Cameroun II:

0045-0230

(Sundays at 0200-0800), 0615-0730, and 12001600 (Saturdays from 1000) on 1448 kc. (1 kw.)
and 6184 kc. (1 kw.) (temporary use; assigned
frequency is 6115 kc.) TBT: 54 hours weekly.
Fort Lamy-Radio Tchad: 0630-0830 (Sundays at 0400-1600) and 1200-1600 on 1538 kc.
(1 kw.) 4904.5 kc. (4 kw.) from 1200 to 1600;
and 9585 kc. (4 kw.) between 0400 and 1200.
TBT: 48 hours weekly.
Garoua-Radio Cameroun III: 0615-0800
(Fridays to 0830, Sundays from 0430) and 12301600 (Thursdays from 1200, Saturdays/Sundays at 1200-1630) on 1348 kc. (1 kw.) 5010
kc. (4 kw.) at 1200-1630; and 7240 kc. (4 kw.)
at 0430-0830. TBT: 41% hours weekly.
Libreville -Radio Gabon has inaugurated
experimental daytime xmsns on 9690 kc. Fixed
xmsns are expected to be announced shortly.
Lome -Radio Togo: 0100-0300 (Sundays at
02301-0900), 0700-0830 (Saturdays to 1730) , and
1230-1700 (Sundays from 1200) on 1394 kc.
(1 kw.) ; 5036 kc. (4 kw.) at 0100-0400 and
1200-1730; and 7265 kc. (4 kw.) at 0400-1200.
TBT: 64 hours weekly.
Niamey -Radio Niger: 0030-0115 (except
Sundays) , 0645-0745 (Sundays at 0600-1600) ,
and 1230-1600 on 1511 kc. (1 kw.) 5020 kc.
(4 kw.) at 0030-0115 and 1230-1600; and 9710
.

;

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
ELECTRONICS

COMMUNICATIONS

AM FM Television Broadcast Engineering
Marine Radio
Radar
CHECK THESE FEATURES: Tuition $34 per mo.,

room & board $50 per mo. in dorm on campus.
College operates 5 KW broadcast station. Students
get on-the-job training at studios on campus. FCC
license training with all courses. Well equipped
classrooms & lab., am fm transmitters, radar &
marine eqmt., television camera chain, experiment
lab test eqmt. & other training aids. Our graduates
in demand at good salaries. Free placement service.
Have trained men from all 49 states. Approved for
GI. Write to Dept. PE -12 for details.

Port Arthur

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE

I

Texas

Established in 1909

f

;

YOUR OWN 2 -WAY RADIO!

ü;

FROM

$12975.

Anyone can operatelicense issued by the FCC on request!

The very finest Citizens' Transceiver available!. Excellent

selectivity and sensitivity for maximum range. Maximum
legal power. Dozens of features!
WRITE TODAY FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED

E. F.

BROCHURE

JOHNSON COMPANY

124 SECOND AVE. S. W.

WASECA, MINNESOTA

EASY TO LEARN CODE

Learn to Increase speed with an Instructograph
Radio -Telegraph Code Teacher that takes
the place of an operator.Instructor and enables
anyone to master Code without further assistance. Available tapes from beginners alphabet
to typical messages on all subjects. Speed
range
W
ays read-n
Thousands ol avve "acquireds the coder' with Ithe
Instructagraph System. Write today for convenient rental or purchase plans.

-the

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY

4713 SHERIDAN ROAD, CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS
357 West Manchester Are.. Los
3, Calilornia

Anele
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MONITOR REGISTRATION
SWL fans throughout the world have
swamped the POPULAR ELECTRONICS editorial offices with Short -Wave Monitor registration forms. The tremendous number of
applications has resulted in an increasing
backlog of unfilled requests, and Tom Kneitel,
Director of Monitor Registration, has become
a bit upset by the volume of unanswered mail.
So the Editors, with Tommy's blessing, have
come up with a plan to cut down the time
required to process applications. The plan
is: all applicants who want prompt service
should include a stamped self-addressed business envelope (approx. 91/2ír x 4") with the
registration form. Those who do will get the
certificate within two weeks; those. who do
not send a return envelope will have to wait
a while longer. See page 127 if you have not
yet sent in your application.
...,

kc. (4 kw.) at 0600-1230. TBT: 411/z hours
weekly.
Noumea -Radio Noumea: 1400-1500 (Saturdays at 1600-2100), 1900-2100, and 0200-0530
on 1400 kc. (1 kw.) and 6035 kc. (4 kw.) TBT:
47344 hours weekly.
.

Always say you saw it in -POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Papeete-Radio Tahiti: 1645-1800 (Sundays
from 1500) and 2230-0230 (Tuesdays from
2200, Saturdays to 0245) on 6135 kc. (4 kw.) ;
and 11,825 kc. (4 kw.) at 1500-1800. TBT: 39
hours, 15 minutes weekly.
St. Louis-Radio Mauretanie: 0715-0815 on
9610 kc. (4 kw.) and 1445-1800 on 1349 kc. (1
kw.) and 4855 kc. (4 kw.) TBT: 22 hours, 45
minutes weekly.
St. Pierre-Radio St. Pierre Et Miquelon:
1030-1200 (Thursdays to 1215) and 1830-2100
on 570 kc. (1 kw.). TBT: 28 hours, 15 minutes
weekly. DX'ers in Northeastern N. A. may be
able to hear this one at times.
Tananarive-Radio Madagascar: Broadcasts
in French are scheduled at 2230-0000 (Saturdays at 2300-1430), 0400-0600 (Saturdays to
1430) and 1000-1430 on 1394 kc. (1 kw.) 5010
kc. (4 kw.) between 0900 and 1430; 9515 kc.
(4 kw.) between 2230 and 0900. TBT: 671/2
hours weekly.
Broadcasts in Malgache are scheduled at
2230-0000 (Saturdays at 2300-0600), 0400-0600
.

;

,
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anmt-Announcement

QSL-Verification

ri

Eng.-English

s/off-Sign-off

B/C-B

i.

1.

oadcasting

ID-- Identification
IS Interval signal
kc. Kilocycles
kw. Kilowatts
N..\.-North America

"1'IfT

VOA
xmsn

watts) and

(300

7260 kc. (4 kw.)

a

.

"

°

.v..

ZONE --STATE

CITY__

LSOIV..:RADIÓ.
CORPORATION

QR\I-Station interference xmtr Transmitter

There is a special Sunday program (language not specified) at 0845-1145 on 1466 kc.

°'3

If you have a friend interested in electronics send his
name and address for a FREE subscription also.

Total broadcasting
time
Voice of America
Transmission

weekly.

I

ADDRESS

Sign -on

(Saturdays to 1300) , and 1000-1300 on 1502
kc. (1 kw.) and 7155 kc. (4 kw.) ; on 3232 kc.
(4 kw.) between 1000 and 1300; and 9693 kc.
(4 kw.) between 2230 and 1100. TBT: 53 hours

"

NAME

ll,ll 1111o1111111111.1

k.-Radio

s/o

.

-

SHORT-WAVE ABBREVIATIONS
-

e

Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscription to
OLSON RADIO'S Fantastic Bargain Packed Catalog
Unheard of LOW, LOW, WHOLESALE PRICES
on Brand Name Speakers, Changers; Tubes, Tools, HiFirs, Stereo Amps, Tuners and other Bargains.

802 S.

Forge St. Akron 8, Ohio

Can you think faster
than this Machine?

.

Yaounde-Radio Cameroun I: 0030-0230
(Sundays at 0100-1700) , 0615-0800, and 12001600 (Saturdays at 1000-1700) on 1538 kc. (1
kw.) 4975 kc. (4 kw.) at 0030-0230 and 0900;

and 9657 kc. (4 kw.) between 0200 (as
indicated but presumably should read 0230)
and 0845. TBT: 651/2 hours weekly.
1700;

Your Short -Wave Editor is deeply indebted
to ZC4PE1A, our "Middle Eastern Correspondent" reporter, for the above listings.

They represent his final report before returning to the USA. We are most grateful for
his valuable assistance in the past and trust
that reports from his home will be forthcoming in the near future. Now for a few reports
from other areas.

Afghanistan-Iíabul has been noted on 15,190
at 0100-0300 with ID in Eng., French,
German, Russian, and other languages. Another new outlet on 15,385 kc. is tuned at
1340 with Eng. ID. This 1300-1400 xmsn is
QRM'ed by Moscow's European Service.
kc.

(WPE3NF, WPE8GB)

Ascension Islands-British Cable and Wireless, Ltd., is conducting tests between the
Ascension Islands and Slough from a special
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GENIAcI( set up to do a problem in check valve research
careful n -rare you answer. GENIAC the first electrical brain con.
codes.
struction kit is equipped to play tic -lac -roe. cipher anti encipherwell
:s
convert from binary to decimal. reason tin syllogistnal as
adtl, spbtraet, multiply and divide. Specific problems in a
be set
Of fields-actuarial. policy Claim settlement. physics. etc. can eiely
solderless 01111
up and solved with the einni.nents. Connections a
are completely explained with templates in the manual. This covers
ones c t he designed.
125 circuits and shows lima n
You will find building and using GENIACS a wonderful experience:
One kit user wrote us: 'this kit has opened up a new world of thinking to me, You actually se how computing, problem solving. and
be analyzed with Boolean
game play fTic-tae-toe. nlnt. ele.) cast
Algebra and the algebraic .solutions. Iranefored directly Into circuit
diagrams. You create front over 400 specially designed and manufactured components a machine that solves problems faster than you
Be

can express them.

MAIL THIS COUPONSCIENCE KITS, Dept. PE -129, Oliver Garfield
108 E. 16 St., N. Y. 3, N. Y.
Please send rue:

------

Co.,

I

no.

GENIAC Electrical Brain Construction Fit and Manual.
519.95 (East of Mississippi)
520.95 (Elsewhere in United States)
521.95 (Outside the United States)
Returnable in seven days for full refund if not satisfied.
..Is full payment.
I enclose S
sly name and address are attached.
1

...... ....
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MIDGET TRANSISTOR RADIO

ThÍs a New.

WHAT A WONDERFUL SURPRISE FOR CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS!
BUY DIRECT FROM MAKER AND SAVE! This new transistor radio
covers entire broadcast band. Includes transistor, germanium diode,
ferrite toning core, and extension antenna to help pull in distant
signals; plus individual earplug for private listening. Operates ove
1,000 hrs. on Single 10e battery. Made by American transistor mfr.
Arrives completely as se bled, ready to operate. 10 -DAY MONEYAt
BACK GUARANTEE. Sold nationally at 57.98 ca. Order n
our special low price we expect a sell-out!

$495 or for $$95

Semiconductors Inc.

(less btry.)
Save COD fee, send full amount

195-02 JAMAICA AVE.
JAMAICA 23, NEW YORK
F

aulesl

/jj-p=

w 3.91114.

.

,
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CERTIFICATES RETURNED

THIS

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS
CATALOG!
Send postcard today for your
free copy of Walsco's 64 -page
ask for one at
Catalog 59
your distributor.

WALSCO ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.

Division of Textron Inc.
Western Plant: Los Angeles 18, California
Main Plant: ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation

Herb Bridgman, Pasadena, Calif.
W. G. Budden, Toronto, Ontario

'AMAZING -MINIATURE BROADCAST -TRANSMITTER

AKEe

FOOL YOUR FRIENDS with this trnnemilter ... by brondnetinr on to ony radio or ear radio and watch their startl
dio. Can bed
'ben they beaR. YOUR i
n their
ed ns FUN M
P.A. SYSTr EM WALKIE TALKIE.
CAR TO CAR COMh1UNICtions. Sand SIANY OTHER
USES described
instructions. Use on I(UNTING and
FISHING TRIPS.
Completely portable (5Ns311st50 with sell
tined batteriesand equipped with TELESCOPING
faces

,

ANTENNA. ABSOLUTELY WIRELESS

..1;

wires to run to your radio... NO GROUND WIRES
Works up
or HOOKUPS to make on transmitter
.
NO LICENSE
to ONE BLOCK OR MORE
tfM1 smite
REQUIRED. The "SPACECASTER'
t'IIROUG II WALLS! SIMPLY push the button iA
and talk!
The "SPACECASTER" home brill -in station selector
so you can tune in on any station you desire!
Three model.: 2127-$9.05; Lichee powered 2137510.9.5:.uper tower de luxe Mal -512.05 post mild. q,
Or send just 1.90 A pay postman balance. Batteries 2.50
extra. Kite now available, all model.. two dollar. loss I'
than above prices.

...

Available only from HA LCO ELECTRONICS, DEPT. B.
9211 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 34, California

CITIZENS BAND
TRANSCEIVER KITS !

- -

..

-

! !

$3995

GROVE ELECTRONIC MFG. CO.
4103 W. BELMONT

CHICAGO 41, ILL.

Include postage with orders-No C.O.D.'s

L.

White, Harrisburg,

Pa.

!

-6

ONLY

Ronald Cissell, Takoma Park, Pa.
Richard R. Conger, Millington Tenn.
W. S. Dale, Michigan City, Ind.
Charles Edwards, Columbus, Ohio
Denny Goodwin, Clanton, Ga.
A. Hart, Ilkeston, England
J. L. Herrick, Dyess AFB, Tex.
Bill Jackman, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Don Jacobson, Pasadena, Calif.
T. Kadleck, Jr., Hot Springs, Ark.
John J. Knudsen, Denver, Colo.
E. R. Kopacz, Lowell, Mass.
Tomas Lau, Lockport, N. Y.
J. F. Marshall, Oakland, Calif.
Howard I. May, Minneapolis, Minn.
Robert G. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.
Jose A. Reines, Ft. Eustis, Va.
James C. Sapp, St. Petersburg, Fla.
J. B. Smith, Layton, Utah
Ted Snoddy, Long Beach, Calif.
Stephen Standic, Montreal, Quebec
Bill Stotelmyer, Greencastle, Pa.
Samuel S. Sutton, Bridgeton, N. J.
Robert F. Turner, Westover AFB, Mass.
Steve J. Urben, Norfolk, Va.
Ronald Varner, Washington, D. C.
J. H. Welch, U. S. Navy

Jim

OFFICE
BOAT
CAR
MAJOR COMPONENTS MOUNTED
PRE -PUNCHED CHASSIS
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
HANDSOME CABINET
COMPLETE WITH TUBES, COILS,
CRYSTAL, KNOBS, ETC.
VOLT, 12 VOLT, 110 VOLT
3 MODELS
FOR HOME

Monitor Certificates
Some Short -Wave
.mailed to our readers have been returned
due to insufficient or incorrect addresses.
More may have been lost in the mail. If
your name appears on the list below, drop
us a post card giving us your correct and
complete address. Send it to: Monitor Registrahion, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park
Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

...or
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Barbadoes-Barbadoes Cable & Wireless is
noted on various channels in the 25- and 31 meter bands with network feeds between Barbadoes and Trinidad for medium -wave station. There are no ID's and the broadcasts
are subject to unannounced stopping as well
as to frequency changes. (WPE3HP)
Liberia-The United States has signed an
agreement with Liberia that will permit the
VOA to construct a relay station in that

VURsBIGFREE
WALSCO

L..,

'

º

.

xmtr which transmits over 2000 different
channels between 5500 kc. and 50,000 kc., employing one at a time and covering all within
a space of 15 minutes. The receiver at Slough
is synchronized with this xmtr. The tests,
which will end in June, 1960, are being made
to study radio propagation effects on áll communications frequencies simultaneously and,
ultimately, to improve tele -communications
over long distances. (WPE3HP)

country which will be the most powerful
xmtr in Africa. (WPEGEZ)
Martinique-Radiodifusion Television Francaise, Fort de France, has returned to the air
on 5995 kc. and is heard daily from 1800 s/on
to 2041 s/off with classical music and talks.
The signal is good. (WPE1BM)
Netherland New Guinea-R. Omroep, Biak
can be tuned on 5045 kc. from 0545 to 0730/
close. Varied music is presented, American
pop music on Fridays. The anmts are in
Dutch with final ID in English. (WPE5EK)
North Borneo-R. Sabah, Jesselton, now operates on 7240 and 9740 kc. and carries Eng.
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

at

0630-0800 (news at 0630) Sundays and
Fridays 2345-0015, Saturdays 2220-2300. (ER)
Rhodesia and Nyasaland-The Federal B/C
Co., Broadcasting House, P.O.B. 8008, Causeway, Salisbury, South Rhodesia, does not issue
QSL cards. Their letter shows the schedule to
be: 9505 and 6018 kc. at 0500-0700 (Sundays
from 0100) ; 3396 kc. daily at 1000-1500. (TL)
Solomon Islands-A letter from VQO2, Honiara, 5960 kc. states: "This station is on the
air from 0300 to 0530 (from 0400 Saturdays

It's

,

all there

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/111
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SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
Jerry Berg (IVPEIBf!), \Vest Hartford, Conn.
Richard ilorcroft (WPE3IIP), Pittsburgh, l'a.
George Cox (WPE3NF), New Castle, Del.
John Cobb. Jr. (IVPE4A!), Cartersville, Ga.
S.Sgt. Pedro Vasquez (WPESEK). U. S. Army, Japan
J. Art Russell (kVPE6EZ), San Diego, Calif.
Richard England (WPESFV), Columbus, Ohio
Ken Board (WPE8GB), Morgantown, W. Va.
A. R. Niblack (WPE9KM), Vincennes, Ind.
Gerry Dexter (IV PEW!), Waterloo, Iowa
Middle Eastern Correspondent (ZC4PEIA)
Theys Lambert (TL), Teheran, Iran
Eugene Rubin (ER). Milwaukee, Wis.
Ron Satterfield (RS), Indianapolis, Ind.
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and Sundays) The present service started
last Jan. 5th with 5 kw. on the short waves
and 660 watts on medium waves. The xmsn
is radiated from an eight -element vertical
incidence array designed to concentrate the
radiation as far as possible within the Solomon Islands, but we have been receiving
many reports from Australia, New Zealand,
and the USA." The letter was signed by R. F.
Calvert, Broadcasting Officer, Box 115, GPO,
Honiara, Solomon Islands. (WPE4AJ)
Switzerland-The Evangelical Broadcast
from Beatonborg, 11,767 kc., is noted at 1545
with a religious program; Eng. ID at 1600;
s/off at 1800. Xmtr location may be in Morocco. (WPE3NF, WPE8FV, WPÉ8GB, and
.

WPE9KM)

Trinidad-The only short-wave station operating here at present is Piarco Air Radio (an
airways station) heard well on 8837 kc. from
1900 with plane contacts and aviation
weather. A letter from the government-oper.ated Radio Trinidad indicates an indefinite
suspension of commercial s.w. broadcasting.
,

Conn.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Gt. Pasture Rd., Danbury,

Choose

C É 1.,l:=rE

Nand Tools ... the Professionals do!
You need the BEST TOOLS
to do the BEST JOB . . .

d

y

(WPE3HP)

Tunisia-A letter from Radio Tunisie indicates that this station is not as yet on the
air and that DX'ers who report hearing it are
actually hearing other stations. However, a
station with a Tunis ID is definitely noted on
7210 kc. with drums IS and French s/on at
0131. (WPE1BM, WPEQJJ)
USA-The Friday evening boxing matches
can be heard in the Spanish broadcast to
Latin America over Press Wireless stations

WFL51, 11,035 kc., WFK24, 14,431 kc., WFK63,
13,840 kc., and WFL65, 15,850 kc. The broadcast usually runs from 2000 to 2200 after a
test xmsn. (RS)
Clandestine-Radio Free and Fighting Algeria is probably the Arabic clandestine station noted on 6983 kc. to 1805 s/off. The Algerian is now back on the air after a long
absence. (WPE3NF)
30
December, 1959

Your Radio, TV and
Electronic Parts Distributor has them !
Select from the Complete XCELITE Line of
Quality Tools and Handy Kits

...

*CELITÉ,aNCORPORATED
ORCHARD PARK,

NEW YORK

Canada: Chirles W. Poi'', on, Lid. Toron,o
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July -Dec., 1959'
AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Antenna, All -Band Trap (Brier)
Antenna, Key to World -Wide DX (Noll)
Antenna, Novice 90 (Stanley)
Antenna Coupler, Long-Wire (Brier)
Antenna Mount, Mobile (Karnath)
Antenna Systems, Small Boat (Robberson)
ARINC-Unheralded Voice of Airlanes

144 Oct.

67 Nov.
97 Oct.
133 Dec.
73 Dec.
75 July

(Kneitel)

BFO Pitch Control (Desind)

Code Keyer
Code Practice Oscillator
Code Practice, Oscillator, Tubeless Transistorless (Wortman)
Converter, Power Supply for (Smith)
DX the Tropics on 60 Meters (Cox)
DX -O -Graph (Rockey)
FCC News
FCC R.A.C.E.S. Rule Change
Filter Cord Cuts Interference (Frantz)
Filter, Variable Bandpass (Van Meter)
Frequency Standard, Mark -A -Spot (Lewis)
Hamming in Braille (Sheperd)
Modulator -Driver, Build a

Preamplifier, R. F.
Radiotelephones for Small Boats (Ballard)
Receiver, Build a Novice Band (Stockton)
Receiver, Police Special (Whalen)

77 Oct.
76 Nov.
85 Aug.
83 Aug.

99 Aug.
67 Sept.
70 Dec.
54 July
128 Dec.
142 Sept.
76 Nov.
63 Sept.

Aug.
63 July
81 Sept.
84 Aug.
69 July
61

45 Oct.

50 July
45 Aug.
Receiver, Trans -Six (Sury)
134 Sept.
S -Meter, An Effective (Brier)
Short -Wave Monitor Registration
.127 July, 139 Aug., 129 Sept., 149 Oct., 127 Dec.
Short -Wave Receiver, Soup Up your AC -DC
91 Dec.
(Kyle)"
65 July
Transmitter, Build a Six -Meter
Transmitter, Build a Solar -Powered
55 Aug.
90 -Meter (Stoner)
128 Oct.
Two -Meter Band Opened to Technicians

CITIZENS BAND RADIO
Antenna Mount, Mobile (Karnath)
FCC News

Field Strength Meter, Build a "(Stoner)
Listening on the 27-mc. Band (Kneitel)
Radio for Small Boats (Stoner)
Radio -Controlled Electric Train (Sienkiewicz)
Tips for Applicants

73 Dec.
128
61

Dec.

41

Dec.

July

69 Sept.
85 July
53

Aug.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
83 Aug.
Eight -Watt Audio
Multi -Purpose Transistor (Henry) 82 Oct.
49 Oct.
Super Stereo (Kolbe)
for Toy Telephones, Transistor
96 Sept.
Antenna, All -Band Trap (Brier)
144 Oct.
Antenna, Novice 90 (Stanley)
97 Oct.
66 Dec.
Antenna, 10G TV Rabbit -Ears (Trauffer)

Amplifier,
Amplifier,
Amplifier,
Amplifier
(Pugh)

Antenna Coupler, Long -Wire (Brier)
Antenna Mount, Mobile (Karnath)
BFO Pitch Control (Desind)

Capacitor Leakage Tester (Winklepleck)

Code Keyer
Code Practice Oscillator
Code Practice Oscillator, Tubeless Transis-

torless (Wortman)
Connector, Versatile Electrical (Trauffer)
Converter, Power Supply for (Smith)
Customize Your Kits (Stoner)
Field Strength Meter (Stoner)
Filter, Variable Bandpass (Van Meter)
Filter Cord Cuts Interference (Frantz)
Fish Lure, Electronic (Busse)
Footswitch, Power (Sevcik)
Frequency Standard, Mark -A -Spot (Lewis)
I.F. Transformer Frequencies,

Finding (Kuehn)

142

133
73
76
61
85
83

Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.

Aug.
Aug.

99 Aug.
64 Sept.
67 Sept.
96 Aug.

July
63 Sept.
76 Nov.
61

71

65
61

Sept.

Sept.
Aug.

92 Dec.

Intercommunication Simplified (Towill)
Lights, Cooler Operating (Languirand)
Magnetize your Tools (Shields)
Microphone, Wireless
Night Light, Lightning Bug (Welch)
Oscillator, High -Frequency Xtal
Oscillator, Stereo Phono (Elkhorn)
Photo Relay, Sensitive
Power Source, Variable Transistor (Tooker)..
Power Supply, Variable (Welch)
Power Trumpet, Transistorized Two -Way
(Winklepleck)
Preamp, Dynamic Microphone
Preamp, Hi -Fi Transistor (Seeder)
Preamplifier, R. F
Pulser, Multi -Purpose, (Pugh)
R. F. Signal Generator as Grid Dip Meter

78
89

98
86
75
84
94
86
61
99

Dec.
Dec.

Aug.
Aug.
Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
July

77 Sept.
85 Aug.
79 Nov.
84 Aug.
55 Sept.

(Turner)

58

(Kyle)

91 Dec.

Radio, Trans -3 Pocket (Kolbe)
47
Radio -Controlled Electric Train (Sienkiewicz) 41
Receiver, Novice Band (Stockton)
45
Receiver, Pocket Marine (Pugh)
67
Receiver, Pocket Regen
84
Receiver, Police Special (Whalen)
50
Receiver, Trans -Six (Sury)
45
Reflex 12 (Gordon)
104
S -Meter, An Effective (Brier)
134
Short -Wave Receiver, Soup Up your AC -DC

Signal Tracer, Simple AF-RF (Trauffer)
116
Sine -Wave Test Generator (Zarr)
49
Stereo Tape Preamp, Transistorized (Stoner) 91
Stereoflector Enclosure (Gordon)
73
Supersonic Squawker (Chapel)
50
Switch, Inexpensive Lock (Verner)
62
T -R Switch, Simple (Brier)
116
Timer, Wide -Range (Winklepleck)
113
Transmitter, Solar -Powered 40 -Meter (Stoner). 55
VTVM, Add Current Function to (Miller)
63

DEPARTMENTS
Across the Ham Bands (Among the Novice
Hams (Brier)
.117 July, 89 Sept., 101 Oct., 77 Nov., 85
After Class
119 July, 103 Aug.,
97 Sept., 99 Oct., 71, Nov., 76
Carl and Jerry (Frye)
128 July,
118 Aug., 100 Sept., 110 Oct., 38 Nov., 100
Letters from Our Readers
10 July, 10 Aug., 10 Sept., 12 Oct., 10 Nov., 10
New Products
32 July,
34 Aug., 24 Sept., 32 Oct., 30 Nov., 24
Notes from the Editor (Read)
.8 July, 8 Aug., 8 Sept., 8 Oct., 8 Nov., 8
On the Citizens Band (Kneitel)
..130 Aug., 124 Sept., 138 Oct., 112 Nov., I20
POP'tronics Bookshelf
16 July,
18 Aug., 16 Sept., 20 Oct., 16 Nov., 16
Short -Wave Report (Bennett)
126 July,
105 Aug., 99 Sept., 89 Oct., 88 Nov., 72
Tips and Techniques
24 July,
24 Aug., 34 Sept., 26 Oct., 24 Nov., 34
Transistor Topics (Garner)
122 July,
100 Aug., 87 Sept., 90 Oct., 73 Nov., 82

Oct.
Sept.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
July
Aug.
July
Sept.

July

Nov.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

July
Nov.
July
Aug.
Dec.

Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

FEATURE ARTICLES
Acoustical Tile (Lorant)
A New Hi -Fi Component
93 Oct.
How Well Does It Work')
53 Nov.
Listening Pleasure, Improve Your
67 Dec.
Airborne Electronics, New Look in (Zuckerman)
41 Oct.
Antenna, Key to World -Wide DX (Noll)
67 Nov.
Unheralded Voice of Airlanes
ARINC

-

(Kneitel)
Atom, World Within (Harris)
Atomic Clock to Check Einstein
Automatic Pilots (Read)
Battery Design, Developments in (Harris)

Cancer, Electronics Against (Atkinson)

Car Radio, Take Noise Out of (Darr)
Citizens Band Radio for Small Boats (Stoner)
Color TV Today (Hebb)
Communications, Magic of Cross-Country
(Zuckerman)
Customize Your Kits (Stoner)
Depth Sounders and Fish Finders (Sands)
Drone Scouts the Enemy
DX the Tropics on 60 Meters (Cox)
DX -O -Graph (Rockey)
Electrolysis and Corrosion (Robberson)
Electron Microscope, Amazing (Rubin)
Hamming in Braille (Sheperd)

77 Oct.

63 Aug.
66 Oct.

72 July
44
41
79
85
41

July
Aug.
Dec.
July
Sept.

50
96
90
112
70
54
93
63
63

Sept.
Aug.
July
July
Dec.
July
July
Nov.

July

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Ignition System, Tune Up Your Car's (Tartas) 89
69
Listening on 27-mc. Citizens Band (Kneitel)
85
Loudspeaker, Inside the Hi -Fi (Marshall)
the
Hi
Enclosure,
Inside
-Fi
Loudspeaker
45
(Marshall)
47
Mikes, Maze of (Gordon)
94
Mirrors, He Did It With (Kohler)
News, Electronics in
132 July, 88 Aug., 54 Sept , 90
41
Operation Radio Airwatch (Moses)
Power Amplifier, Inside the (Marshall)
57
Part 1
57
Pert 2
87
Radar and Loran (Jackson)
Radar Eyes for TV Weather Forecasts
52
(Zuckerman)
81
Radio Direction Finder (Rosenfeld)
87
Radio Triggers Street Lights (Valaika)
69
Radiotelephones for Small Boats (Ballard)
Raymond Scott: Electronics Enthusiast (Haas)102
70
Record Clubs, Low -Down on (Milder)
73
Recording Tape, How to Choose a (Enger)
49
But
True
(Frantz)
Shocking
57
Stereo Cartridge, Inside the (Marshall)
79
Stereo Tape is Back-to Stay! (John)
64 July, 60
Sticklers, Electronic
Sunglasses Radio, Look and Listen with a-.. 48
48
Tape Recorders, Report on Portable
Telemetering-Vital Link to the Stars (Sto41
well)
Test Instruments (Klein)
Hi.Fi
Tracing
in
VTVM (Part 6)-Signal
109
Amplifier
Oscilloscope (Parts 1-4)
58
How Cathode -Ray Tubes Work
54
Horizontal Sweep Circuits
57
Voltage Amplifiers
52
Probing the Power Supply
53
Applicants
Band
Tips for Citizens
Transistor Circuits, Understanding (Butterfield)

Transistors, How NOT to.Use
Transistors or Tubes in Marine Gear?
(Garner)
Tuner, Inside the Hi -Fi (Marshall)
Univac, Meet the Man Who Out-Thinks
(Yates)
Unpopular Electronics
Water Witch, Electronic (Hyatt)

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

July
Sept.
Dec.

July

July
Aug.
July

Aug.
July
Aug.
July
July
Oct.

Sept.
Aug.
Dec.
Oct.

Sept.
Oct.
Dec.

Nov.

July
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Aug.

67 Aug.
76 Sept.
79 July
83 Sept.
45 Dec.

114 Aug.
59 Nov.

HI-FI AND AUDIO
Acoustical Tile (Lorairt)
A New Hi -Fi Component
How Well Does It Work'
Listening Pleasure, Improve Your
Amplifier, Eight-Watt Audio
Amplifier, Super Stereo (Kolbe)
Amplifier, for Toy Telephones, Transistor
(Pugh)

Intercommunication Simplified (Towill)
Kit Design Speeds Assembly, New
Loudspeaker, Inside the Hi -Fi (Marshall)
Loudspeaker Enclosure, Inside the Hi -Fi
(Marshall)
Microphone, Wireless
Mikes, Maze of (Gordon)
Oscillator, High -Frequency Xtal
Oscillator, Stereo Phono (Ellchorne)
Power Amplifier, Inside the (Marshall)

Part 1
Part 2
Power Trumpet, Transistorized Two -Way
(Winklepleck)
Preamp, Dynamic Microphone
Preamp, Hi -Fi Transistor (Seeder)
Raymond Scott: Electronics Enthusiast (Haas)

87 Dec.
70 Nov.

Fuel Vapor Detector Prevents Explosions
84
(Heath)
81
Modulator -Driver (Eico)
95
(Knight)
Receiver, 4 -Band Regen
62
Stereo Control Center (Lafayette)
125
Stereo Control Unit (Knight)
Stereo Tone Arm Kits (Audax, Components,
63
Gray)
61
Transceiver, Citizens Band (Heath)
65
Transmitter, Six -Meter (LW)

MARINE ELECTRONICS
Antenna Systems, Small Boat (Robberson)

Automatic Pilots (Read)
Citizens Band Radio for Small Boats (Stoner)
Depth Sounders and Fish Finders (Sands)
Electrolysis and Corrosion (Robberson)
Electronics Afloat (an editorial)
Fish Lure, Build an Electronic (Busse)
Manufacturers of Equipment
Power Trumpet, Transistorized Two -Way
(Winklepleck)
Radar and Loran (Jackson)
Radio Direction Finder (Rosenfeld)
Radiotelephones for Small Boats (Ballard)
Receiver, Pocket Marine (Pugh)
Shipboard -TV Keeps Kids Happy
Transistors or Tubes in Marine Gear (Garner)

96 Sept.
78 Dec.
57 Oct.
85 Oct.
45 Nov.
86 Aug.
47 July
84 Aug.
94 Aug.
57
57

July
Aug.

77
85
79
102
70
73
104
57
79

Sept.
Aug.
Nov.
July

KIT REPORTS
Bias and Power Supply, Transistorized (Eico). 72 Oct.
55 Dec.
CRT Tester and Rejuvenator (Central)

75
72
85
90
93
68
71
97

Radar Eyes for Weather Forecasts (Zuckerman)
Shipboard -TV Keeps Kids Happy
TEST EQUIPMENT
Capacitor Leakage Tester (Winklepleck)
I.F. Transformer Frequencies,
Finding (Kuehn)
R. F. Signal Generator as Grid Dip Meter

Signal Tracer, Simple AF-RF (Trauffer)
Sine -Wave Test Generator (Zarr)
Test Instruments (Klein)
VTVM (Part 6)-Signal Tracing in Hi -Fi
Amplifier
Oscilloscope (Parts 1-4)
How Cathode -Ray Tubes Work
Horizontal Sweep Circuits
Voltage Amplifiers
Probing the Power Supply
VTVM, Add Current Function to (Miller)

TRANSISTORS
Amplifier, Eight -Watt Audio
Amplifier, Multi -Purpose (Henry)
Amplifier for Toy Telephones (Pugh)
Code Keyer
Code Practice Oscillator
Marine Gear, Transistors or Tubes in (Garner)
Microphone, Wireless
Oscillator, High-Frequency Xtal
Photo Relay, Sensitive
Power Source, Variable (Tooker)
Power Trumpet, Two -Way (Winklepleck)...
Preamp, Dynamic Microphone
Preamp, Hi -Fi (Reeder)
Preamplifier, R. F.
Pulser, Multi -Purpose (Pugh)
Radio, Trans -3 Pocket (Kolbe)
Receiver, Pocket Marine (Pugh)
Receiver, Pocket Regen
Receiver, Trans -Six (Sury)
Stereo Tape Preamp, Build c (Stoner)
Sunglasses Radio, Look and Listen with a
Supersonic Squawker (Chapel)
Understanding Transistor Circuits (Butterfield)

Use Transistors, How NOT to

Oct.

Sept.
July

July
July
July
July
July
July
Sept.
July

79. July

61

(Zuckerman)

July
Sept.
Aug.
Nov.
July

77 Sept.
87 July
81 July
69 July
67 Oct.
84 July

TELEVISION
Antenna, 106 TV Rabbit -Ears (Trauffer)
Capacitor Leakage Tester (Winklepleck)
Color TV Today (Hebb)
Communications, Magic of Cross -Country

(Turner)

93 Oct.
53 Nov.
67 Dec.
83 Aug.
49 Oct.

Oct.
Record Clubs, Low -Down on (Milder)
Sept.
Recording Tape, How to Choose a (Enger)
July
Reflex 12, Build the (Gordon)
Dec.
Stereo Cartridge, Inside the (Marshall)
Oct.
Stereo Tape is Back-to Stay! (John)
Stereo Tape Preamp, Build a Transistorized
91 Sept.
(Stoner)
Stereoflector Enclosure, Building the (Gordon) 73 Oct.
48 Dec.
Portable
Tape Recorders, Report on
63 Oct.
Tone Arm Kits, Stereo
83 Sept.
Tuner, Inside the Hi -Fi (Marshall)

December, 1959

D.C. Oscilloscope (Heath)
FM Tuner (Heath)

66 Dec.
41

Dec.
Sept.

50

Sept.

52
84

Aug.
July

61 Dec.

92 Dec.
58 Oct.
116 July
49 Nov.

109 July
58 Sept.
54 Oct.
57 Nov.
52 Dec.
63 Dec.

83 Aug.
82
96
85
83

79
86
84
86
61
77
85
79
84
55
47
67
84
45
91

Oct.

Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Nov.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Aug.

Aug.
Sept.

48 Oct.
50 Nov.
67
76

Aug.
Sept.

N_J
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Experimenters

:

BARGAIÍV°

SAVE ON
_

.

d

'

Amateurs

Hobbyists

Input Working Range RMS/ACV Res. or Cap.

CITIZENS BAND TRANSMITTER
crystal

x,x/plv
35/50

ms/piv
70/100

rms/plv
140/200

ms/plv
210/300

n /plv
280/400

rms/pIv
350/500

4ms/pIv
20/600

rms/piv
490/700

rms/ply
560/800

rms/plv
630/900

rms/plv
700/1000

rms/plv
770/1100

36c

$1.25

52.00

52.40

630

51.60

53.25

81c

51.90
53.90

Example: 140V at 5002ía each 630 less 20% on 810 orders
or 20 for $10 PPD. Buy QLys Deduct 20% on $10 orders.
Use in Bridge or C.T. up to 750ma DC. Postpaid 48 states
order 510.

"TAB"

Sacramento, California

111TY

LIBERTY ST.

N. Y. 6, N. Y.

Buy One At Our Regular Low Price And
Get The Second For Only 16 More
SIC) 5 ward chassis. completo with

127

$1.1.99 each, two for 915.00.
CITIZENS BAND RECEIVER ch. .e.i. tunable through all 22 channels. Complete
with audio amplifier. $9.99 ca. two for $10.00.
AMATEUR BAND TRANSCEIVER (144-149 SIC) chassis with duel VIIF triodes
for walkie-talkie radiophone. $9.99 ca. two for $10.00.
COILED CORD a conductor
telephone cord. Extend. to over 416.99 ea. two for

Say You Saw It in

Il'

$1.00.

540

.99

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAIN
BULLETIN
P.O. Box 6188CCC,

ONE CENT SALE

BASEMÉIV"1'

NEW SILICON 500MA RECTIFIERS

Extraordinary values await you in government surplus electronic
components.Don't buy
have
ulltin"; new lnateria former dimes you
on the dollar. Rememnin
ber, everything is brand new; here are typical values:
Scope xfmr 115 v pri, 2500/3, 2.5/1.75
52 51.95
Dynamotor, 6 v in, 600 v/150 mils out. Eicor
102 $6.95
455 KC IF 'firm;
f
your choice National/Wilcox.
.100z.
790
Pwr xfmr, 115/230 y pri, 600 ct/350, 12.6 ct/11. .182 54.29
Pwr supply, basic components kit, 525 value
162 55.95
Meter, 0-50 m
amps. Burlington Mod 921
11/42 54.95
Fil xfmr, 1151 y 0pri, 6.3 v/27 amp..
$3.29
Filter cond, 10 mId/1000 dcwv, ceramic terms ....92
32 $1.79
BC -1141-C amplifier is still available
12= 55.95
10 á 15 tube assortments still available at
$1.95..52.95

JOE PALMER

:

THESE SPECIAL BUYS OF THE.,MONTH

KIT OF PARTS

for ASI-F yl V I I F !MI io receiver. Tunable from 50-200 mo. which
includes U.B. .atellite Irenuenaic.. $6.99 ea. two for $7.00.
CONVERTER (Crync.l controlled) for 27 21C Gitisens Rand. Adapts any standard broadcast radio to 27 2íC baud. fuse. all 22 ohmmels. Complete with tubes
and crystal. $14.99 each. ?for $15.00.

POPULAR

LIMITED QUANTITY-NO LITERATURE OR CATALOG

ELECTRONICS

Remit in lull. Include sufficient poetase. No C.O.D.'..

VANGUARD ELECTRONIC LABS,

Box

12-12
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Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS. MARKET=PLACE
._

RATE: 500 per word. Minimum 10 words prepaid.
TRONICS, I Park Ave., New York 16. N. Y.

February issue closes December 8th.

Send order and remittance to

.,1.!L=
POPULAR ELEC-

GOVERNMENT Sells: Surplus Electronics; Test Equipment; Oscilr

I

FOR SALE

CITIZENS Band Vertical Antenna, $12.95; Ham 6-80 Meter
Vertical Antenna, $16.95; 11,000 sold; DX on low power; guaranteed; send check or money order, shipment immediately
express collect. Valuable antenna catalog, free. Gotham, 1805
Purdy, Dept. PE, Miami Beach, Fla.
KIT 106A, Fabulous assortment of widely used electronic parts,
ten pounds, 100 Items, unbeatable value. Price $5.00, MDC,
944 W. Tioga Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.
TRADE-IN TV

$6

up;

also

color Write Justis, Newport, Del.

PRINTED Circuit Kit. Makes 3 Boards 41/2" x 21/2". Guaranteed
$1.95. Electrotechnik Co., 19456 Meyers, Detroit 35, Michigan.

Amateur Repairs. New 2314"x43/4"-6 Transistor
Pocket Radios completely assembled In cast with speaker and
ear jack. Need slight adjustment. Retail for $39.95. Parts
value $14.00. $7.50 each. 3 for $21.00. 25% Deposit on all
C.O.D.'s. Postage prepaid on advance payment. Cees Trading
Co., Inc., 1344 S. Halsted, Chicago 7, III.
RADIO, T.V.

TV Tubes at Manufacturers' Prices!
100% GuaranBrand New! No re -bands or pulls! United Radio, Box
1000, Newark, N. J.

RADIO &

teed!

DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00, Television $2.00. Give
make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE, Hartford 1, Conn.

TELEVISION & Radio Tubes, Parts and Supplies. Guaranteed.
Hi -Quality Tube Co., Inc., 284 Lafayette St., Rahway, New Jersey.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers,

Transmitters, Snooperscopes,
Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 10C. Meshna, Malden 48,
Mass.

TUBES-TV, Radio, Transmitting and Industrial Types at Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed 1st Quality Top Name Brands
Only. Write for Free Catalog or Call WAlker 5-7000. Barry Electronics Corp., 512 Broadway, New York 12N, N. Y.
TRADE-IN

Television

Sets

$9.95

Plus

Shipping.

Jones

TV,

Sanatoga, Pa.
PROFESSIONAL Electronics

Parks, Box 1665,

through

attachment
superheterodyne

receives international broadcasts
radios.
Complete $2.50 postpaid.

Dittrich, 247 -44 -76th Avenue, Bellerose 26, New York.
CITIZENS' Two -Way radiotelephone for business or pleasure.
Gonset, Hallicrafters, Johnson, Polycomm.
Range 10 to 20
miles. Easily licensed. Free literature. Transmitter and receiver crystals for all 22 citizens' channels $2.95 each postpaid.
Specify channel number or frequency. Communications Equipment Company, Dept. PE, 518 State Street, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
NEW!

CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want unused,
clean transmitting, special purpose, receiving, TV types, magnetrons, klystrons, broadcast, etc. Also want military &
commercial lab test and communications gear. We swap too,
for tubes or choice equipment. Send specific details in first
letter. For a fair deal write, wire or telephone: Barry, 512
Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. WAlker 5-7000.
CASH for used short-wave Ham Receivers, Transmitters and
Accessories. Treger, W9IVJ. 2023 N. Harlem Ave., Chicago 35,
TUxedo 9-6429.

Edison Conqueror, Idelia,
and Oratorio models. Berliner Gramophones and Zono-o-phones,
Columbia cylinder Graphophones, and Coin -operated cylinder
Phonos. Want old catalogues and literature on early phonos
prior to 1919. Will pay cash or trade late hi-fi components.
Popular Electronics, Box 50, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
CYLINDER and old disc phonographs.

HIGH-FIDELITY
á
RECORDERS,

Hi Fi.

Free Wholesale Catalogue.

Carston, 125-P

East 88, N.Y.C. 28.

"Hl" HI -Fi Prices? Unusual discounts on your
High Fidelity Requirements. Write Key Electronics, 120 Liberty
St., New York 6, N. Y. CLoverdale 8-4288.
HI -Fl Converter. Console sound from your radio, television, tape
recorder, phonograph, with new speaker and enclosure kit. Free
folder. Windhaven Radio, Box 13-M-74, Baroda, Michigan.
DISGUSTED with

Lake

radio kit $1.00; Preassembled $1.25; Phone $1.75;
catalogue. Clearco Crystal Company, 2966 N. 4th, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
CRYSTAL

John

WANTED

Projects-Organs, Timers, Counters,

Intercoms, etc.-$1 each. List Free.
City, Seattle 55, Washington.

SHORTWAVE

loscopes; Transceivers; Jeeps; Boats; Aircrafts; Misc.-Send
For U.S. Depot Directory & Procedure $1.00-"Government
Surplus Sales," Box 425 -PE, Nanuet, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
"borrowing" your
personal copy of Popular Electronics each month? You ought
to be taking advantage of Popular Electronics' convenient
re -sale plan. Sell copies in your store
.
perform a good
service for your customers
with no risk involved. For
details, write: Direct Sales Department, Popular Electronics,
RADIO Parts Stores & Hi Fi Salons: Someone

.

One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

"10 D'X' Crystal Set Plans" -25C, with Transistor experi-

hlents, catalog.
California.

Laboratories, 1131-L Valota,

Redwood

TUNERS, 88-108 megacycles, 4 tubes complete,
Grutman, 1 E. 167 St., New York 52, New York.
FM

AUTO Radio Distributor Selling, Servicing, Becker
FM -AM, other European, American Sets. Save 30%

City,

Blaupunkt,

i-.

Square

Electronics, 150-60 Northern Blvd., Flushing, New York.
SWL log sheets. 100-$1.75. Dave, Route 1, Box 20-H, Roswell,
New Mexico.

CITIZENS' band walkie-talkie. Five tube circuit. Completely
self-contained. Wired $49.95. Kit $34.95. Plans $1.00. Free
information. Dixon Electronics, 13444 West McNichols, Detroit
35, Michigan.

December, 1959

TAPE & RECORDERS

$14.95.
TAPE Recorders,

HI -Fl

Components, Sleep Learning Equipment,
Free Catalog. Dressner, 69-02F, 174

Tapes. Unusual Values.
St., Flushing 65, N. Y.

HIGHEST Trade -In Allowances Toward Ampex, Concertone, Crown,

Ferrograph, Presto, Pentron, Components. Accessories. Catalog.
Boynton Studio, 10 -PE Pennsylvania, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
RECORDS From Your Tapes, LP's -78's -45's 12 inch LP$6.00; 3/$]5.00. I. M. P., Box B, 1266 Oak Bluffs, Mass.
RECORDERS, Stereo Tapes, Hi -Fi Components, Tremendous values, Catalog, Efsco, 270P Concord, West Hempstead, N. Y.
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Miniature transistorized
a pack of Cigarettes.
radio transmitter. Complete diagrams and instructions $1.25.
C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
POLICE Radar Detector. Stop before those radar speed traps.
Foolproof, legal system. Complete diagrams and instructions
$2.75. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
BE a Spy!
Correspondence course in wire tapping, bugging,
recording techniques, microphotography, invisible and remote
photography, telescopic and aerial photography. Lessons in
surveillance, tailing and use of equipment. Complete course
$22.50. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.
EAVESDROP With

PLASTICS
Liquid Casting Plastic, clear colors. Embed real flowers,
minerals, biological specimens, delicate instruments, electronic
parts. Also cold -setting resin and fiberglass for laminating,
casting, molding, coating. Manual 25C. Castolite, Dept. P-108,
Woodstock, Illinois.
NEW

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented: unpatented.
Service, 2420 77th, Oakland 5, Calif.

Global Marketing

for immediate promotion.
Penna.
Bernley Building, Philadelphia
INVENTIONS Wanted

;

MISCELLANEOUS
test equipment repaired. Meter sales.
Bigelow Electronics, P. 0. Box 1, Bluffton, Ohio.
METERS and

Free list.

Casco, 703-P,

SHOPPING. GUIDE

Classified

PATENTS
,

INVENTORS: Protect your invention.
Patent. Free "Registration Form."
Penn Annex, Philadelphia 5, Pa.

Apply for United States
Miss Ardenne, 806 Wm.

A HANDY REFERENCE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES NOT
NECESSARILY ELECTRONIC, BUT OF WIDE GENERAL INTEREST.

FOR SALE

INSTRUCTION

PHONOGRAPH Records cheap, postpaid.
Box 2026-E, Pine Castle, Fla.

Catalogue. Paramount,

Arrowheads or Hatchethead $1.00. Birdpoint and SpearIroquois, 435 Washington Road, McKeesport, Pa.
POCKET printers, 3 lines $1.00, ideal gift. Villani, Box 674,
FOUR

SPECIAL offer, complete correspondence course in Radio, Electronics and Television. All new material. Only $49.50. Formerly

sold for over $300.00.

supply.

44 books, over 2000 pages. Limited

head $1.00.

Cresskill,

N.

J.

For details write Dept. PE, Electronics Training, P. 0.

Box 764, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

ALGEBRA or Calculus, Powerful Modern Mathematics, Easy Prac-

tical Lessons, First Four $1, Mathco, 4256-8 Minmor, Cincinnati

STAMPS & COINS

17, Ohio.
HAVE

$1.00.

siren burglar alarm in your car! Instructions-diagrams
Ryco, 15402 Corkhill, Maple Heights 37, Ohio.

DETECTIVE Profession. Home Study. Badge, Certificate, Future.
Box 41197 -AG, Los Angeles 41, California.
COMPLETE Correspondence Course In Radio, TV, & Electronics.

Only 12 sections. Includes 1st Class License Prep. Very low
rates. Ascot School of Electronics, Box 29092, Los Angeles 29,

Calif.
While Asleep, Hypnotize with your recorder, phonoor amazing new Electronic Educator endless tape recorder. Catalog, details free. Sleep -learning Association, Box
24-ZD, Olympia, Washington.
LEARN

Coin Bargain Catalog, 25C! Dollar Collections: (7
Indian Cents); (6 Liberty Nickels)-both, $1.89! "Prices Paid"
listing, $1.00! Sullivan, 128 -PL East Fourth, St. Paul, Minnesota.
105 Different U. S. stamps 25C. Approvals included. Shelron,
REVISED

Box

907-1,

New York

8, N.

Y.

1000 Different worldwide. Request details and approvals.
Jacobsen, Crompond, New York.
RAREST CC Mint Dollar 1885 Uncirculated, $7.50/Illustrated
Coin Catalogue, 500. Shultz, Salt Lake City 10, Utah.

graph

COMPUTER logic

kit $9.95, Math course $9.95. Other courses
transistors. Courses, Box 125, Grand

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

computers, physics,
Prairie, Texas.

BUILD mailbox alarm.
New Braunfels, Texas.

Details $1.00, Brandt, 182 Woodland,

12" microgroove record containing nearly one hour
instructional and practice material to 8 WPM, $3.50 postpaid.
Kord-All, Box 444, Warren, Ohio.
LEARNT

code.

Correspondence course and home construction details. Build your own video recorder. Complete course
and construction details $18.75. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
TV TAPE Recorder.

Answer your home teleTELEPHONE Extension in your car.
phone by radio from your car. Complete diagrams and instructions $1.25. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.
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Picture Folder, "How to Make $3,000 Yearly Sparetime,
Backyard, Raising Earthworms! Oakhaven-103, Cedar Hill, Texas.
VENDING Machines-No Selling. Operate a route of coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12, 715 Ensor St., Baltimore
FREE

2, Md.
GROW

Mushrooms.

time, year round.

Spare, full
shed and outdoors.
lb. dried. We have 29,000
Mushrooms, Dept. 334, 2954 Admiral

Cellar,
We

customers. Free Book.
Way, Seattle, Wash.

pay $4.50

extra money selling advertising book matches. Free samples furnished. Matchcorp. Dept. MD-129, Chicago 32, Illinois.

EARN

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

.

MAKE $25-$50 Week, clipping newspaper items for publishers.
Some clippings worth $5.00 each. Particulars free. National,
81 -DG, Knickerbocker Station, New York City.

$100 WEEKLY possible addressing -mailing. Details 250.
Mailorder. Box 383-M. Bethpage 12, New York.
JAPANESE

cifications.

Horems

manufacturer will reproduce products, parts, to speDistributors wanted for R.D.F.'s, stereo equipment.

Box 6, Azabu, Tokyo.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM

EQUIPMENT, SERVICES
FREE!

Blackhawk's

big sale catalog 8mm.,

16mm. movies,

2"x2" color slides. Biggest selection anywhere! Projectors,
cameras, supplies-big discounts! Get free, every three weeks,
12 -page newspaper size bargain list! Blackhawk Films, Davenport 24, Iowa.
WORLD'S

Eddings,

Fair or Miss Universe, Eight
Roberts Avenue, Corning, N. Y.

Colorslides

$1.00.

LEATHERCR AFT

IF THIS MAN
IS

"Do -It-Yourself' Leathercraft Catalog.
Company, Box 791-D31, Fort Worth, Texas.

CHRISTMAS LISTA subscription to POPU-

Tandy Leather

FREE

ON YOUR

LAR ELECTRONICS will
make a perfect gift for

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

OVERSEAS Employment. American Firms and United

States Government. Comprehensive Job Information $2.00. Foreign OpporBox 172, Columbus 16, Ohio.

tunities,

FOREIGN Employment Information-$1.
City, Seattle 55, Wash.

Parks, Box 1665A, Lake

GOING West for electronics job? 20 page descriptive list electronics manufactures & laboratories. $1.00. Western States
Electronics Directory, 2404 W. 7th St., Los Angeles 57, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS
1

kitchen. Sell stores. Free
Niagara, 3605 South 15th, Minneapolis 7, Minnesota.

BAKE New Greaseless Doughnuts in

recipes.

OPTICAL Bargains --Request Free Giant Catalog

-Astronomical Telescopes,

"Cr.

144 pages

Microscopes, Lenses. Binoculars,
Kits, Parts. Amazing war surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific
Co., Barrington, New Jersey.

him, and every other electronics hobbyist,: experimenter or inventor.
For each month, POPULAR
ELECTRONICS offers clearly written,
fully illustrated features on building and
assembling scores of useful projects, reports
on exciting, new electronic miracles Which are
changing our way of life. There is no more
thoughtful Christmas gift, or flattering one,
than a subscription to -POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
the world's only magazine for hobbyists and
experimenters. Each of your gift subscriptions
will be announced by an attractive card, inscribed with your name. And what's more,
you can enter or extend your own subscription
to POPULAR ELECTRONICS at thee special
Christmas gift subscription rates, too!
Check the special Christmas gift order, form
bound in this issue, for low gift rates. Then,
fill in the names and addresses of your.friends
and mail it today!

WOODWORKING Catalog and Manual.

Brand New 1960 Edition!
World's largest selection of domestic, imported woods-materials, tools, supplies, do-it-yourself plans, projects. 130 pages,
many full color. Send 250 (refunded first order). Constantine,
2050 Eastchester Road, Dept. 1-105, New York 61, N. Y.
SONGPOEMS And Lyrics Wanted! Mail to: Tin Pan Alley,
1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

"WINEMAKING: Beer, Ale Brewing." Illustrated.

$2.00.

Inc.,
Eaton

Books, Box 1242-C, Santa Rosa, California.

Fluorescent Bargain Catalog-Fixture kits, Fixtures, Circlines, Parts. Shoplite, 650 E. Franklin, Nutley 10, New Jersey.
FREE

December, 1959

I

WRAP UP YOUR CHRISTMAS GIVING'NOW!
DO IT EASILY, AND APPROPRIATELY,
WITH POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 434 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
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SHIPPED ON APPR
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-- --- - -R

---C. R.T.

NO MONEY WITH ORDER
NMI

SUPERIOR'S
NEW
MODEL 83

1='-0^>:

Tests

and

-N

Rejuvenates ALL PICTURE TUBES

ALL BLACK AND WHITE TUBES ALL COLOR TUBES

Model 83-C.R.T. Tube Tester
Total Price ...................................... $38.50
Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 5 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
nó explanation necessary.

From 50 degree to 110 degree types
-from 8" to 30" types.
Model 83 is not simply a rehashed black
and white C.R.T. Tester with a color
adapter added. Model 83 employs a new
improved circuit designed specifically to
test the older type black and white tubes.
the newer type black and white tubes and
all color picture tubes.
Model 83 provides
separate filament operating voltages for the
older 6.3 types and the newer 8.4 types.
Model 83 employs a 4" air -damped meter
with quality and calibrated scales.
Model
83 properly tests the red, green and blue
sections of color tubes individually-for
section
color
each
of a
tube contains its
own filament, plate, grid and cathode.
Model 83 will detect tubes which are apparently good but require rejuvenation. Such
tubes will provide a picture seemingly good

Superior's New Model TV -50A

.3850

GENOMETER

7 Signal
R.

Test ALL picture tubes-in the cartonout of the carton-in the set!
but lacking in proper definition. contrast
and focus. To test for such malfunction.
you simply press the reJ. switch of Model
83. If the tube is weakening, the meter
reading will indicate the condition.
Rejuvenation of picture tubes Is not simply
a matter of applying a high voltage to the
filament. Such voltages improperly applied
can strip the cathode of the oxide coating
essential for proper emission. The Model 83
applies a selective low voltage uniformly to
assure Increased life with no danger of
cathode damage.
Housed in handsome portable
Saddle Stitched Texon easecomplete with sockets for all
black and white tubes and
all color tubes. Only

Generators in One!

f. Signal Generator for A.M.
Signal Generator for FM.

R. F.

V Bar Generator
V Cross Hatch Generator

V Audio Frequency Generator
V Color Dot
V Marker Generator

Pattern_

Generator

This versatile All -Inclusive GENERATOR Provides ALL
the Outputs for Servicing:

A.M. Radio
i
I

Model TV -50A GENOMETER.
Total Price
$47.50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial, then
$6.00 monthly for 6 months if satis
factory. Otherwise return, no explana
tion necessary.

BAR 'GENERATOR: The Model
TV -50A projects an actual Bar
Pattern on any TV Receiver

Screen. Patterns will consist of
4 to 16 horizontal bars or 7 to
20 vertical bars.

F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: The Model
provides complete
coverage for A.M. and F.M. alignment.
Generates Radio Frequencies from 100
Kilocycles to 60 Megacycles on fundamentals and from 60 Megacycles to 180
Megacycles on powerful harmonics.
R.

TV -50A Genometer

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: The Model
TV -50A Genometer will project a crosshatch pattern on any TV picture tube.

will consist of non -shifting,
horizontal and vertical lines interlaced to
provide a stable cross -hatch effect.
The pattern

MARKER GENERATOR: The Model TV -50A includes all the most
frequently needed marker points. The following markers are provided: 189 Kc., 262.5 Kc., 456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 Kc., 1400 Kc., 1600

the

Black and White TV

VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR: In addition to a fixed 400
cycle sine -wave audio, the Model TV 50A Genometer provides a variable 300
cycle to 20,000 cycle peaked wave

audio signal.

DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR COLOR TV)
Although you will be able to use most of your
regular standard equipment for servicing Color TV,
the one addition which is a "must" is a Dot Pattern
Generator. The Dot Pattern projected on any color
TV Receiver tube by the Model TV -50A will enable
you to adjust for proper color convergence.
The

Model. TV -50A

comes

and operating

color burst frequency).

instructions.

USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT
We invite you to try before you buy any of the models described on this and the7Plowing pages. If after o 10 day
trial you ore completely satisfied and decide to keep the
Tester, you need send us only the down payment and agree
To pay the balance due at the monthly indicated rate.

MOSS ELECTRONIC , INC.

abso-

50

lutely complete with shielded leads

Kc., 2000 Kc., 2500 Kc., 3579 Kc., 4.5 Mc., 5 Mc., 10.7 Mc., (3579 Kc.
is

Amplifiers
Color TV

F.M. Radio

Only

PAGE

t4lQ INTEREST QR. FINANCE CHARGI5

ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you are privileged to return the
Tester to us, cancelling any further obligation.

Dept. D-686 3849 Tenth Avenue, New York 34, N. Y.
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

T
before

you buy!

FOR
YS
1OD
then
if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free,
monthly payments. See coupon below.

A truly do-it-yourself type

Superior's New
Model 82A

TUBE
TEST

R

ANY TUBE IN 10 SECONDS FLAT!

Turn the filament
selector switch to position specified.

2

OInsert it Into a name
bered socket as designated on our chart

(over

Press down the qual-

ity

3

600 types In

button-

eluded).

THAT'S ALL!
Terms: $6.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 5 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

v

1I

Read emission quality direct on bad -good meter scale.
Production of this Model was delayed a full
year pending careful study by Superior's engineering staff of this new method of testing
tubes. Don '1 let the. Jose orice =Mead Yon:
We claim Model 82A will outperform similar
looking units which sell for much more-and
as proof, we offer to ship it on our examine
before you buy policy.

FEATURES:

Tests over 600 tube types.

Tests OZ4 and

other gas -filled tubes. Employs new 4" meter
with sealed air -damping chamber resulting in
accurate vibrationless readings.
Use of 22
sockets permits testing all popular tube types
and prevents possible obsolescence.
Dual
Scale meter permits testing of low current
tubes.
7 and 9 pin straighteners mounted on
panel.
All sections of multi -element tubes
tested simultaneously.
Ultra -sensitive leakage test circuit will indicate leakage up to 5

-J!
Only-.Net

Model 82A comes housed in
handsome, portable, Saddle
Stitched Texon case.

megohms.

4

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Superior's

"`wMrw'lITUIBE

Tests

all

tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7,

NOISE TEST: Phono-jack on front panel
for plugging in either phones or external
amplifier detects microphonic tubes or
noise due to faulty elements and loose

Octal, Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron,
Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, Novals, Sub minors, Proximity Fuse Types, etc.

internal connections.

Uses the new self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element testing. All elements are numbered according
to pin -number in the RMA base number-

ing system. Model TW-11

Model TW-11-Tube Tester
Total Price ................................$47.50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 6 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this page, the preceding
page and the following pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are
completely satisfied and decide
to keep the Tester, you need
send us only the down payment
and agree to pay the balance
due at the monthly indicated

rate.

NO INTEREST
OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further
obligation.

SEE

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAY!

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE
SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW -CURRENT
TUBES Previously, on emission -type tube
testers, it has been standard practice to
use one scale for all tubes. As a result,

does not use

combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a
tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.

the calibration for low -current types has
been restricted to a small portion of the
scale. The extra scale used here greatly
simplifies testing of low -current types.
Housed in hand -rubbed oak
Net
cabinet

Free -moving built-in roll chart provides
complete data for all tubes. Printed in
large easy -to -read type.

rA I llV

r!

411111

I I

TESTER

S4750

...41111111/017A
.

I IPrj
I

MOSS ELECTRONIC, INC.

Dept. D-686 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y.
Please send ere the units checked on opproval. If completely satisfied
the terms specified with no interest or finance charges added. Otherwise,
otter o 10 day trial positively cancelling all further obligation.

Model
98.50
S6.00

83

.

within

10

days. Balance
5

months.

Model TV -513A ...Total Price S47.50
$11_50 within 10 days. Balance
$6.00 monthly for 6 months.
Model TW-1

...Total Price

within 10 days.
monthly for 6 months.
511.50

I

77
Total Price S42.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance
S6.00 monthly for 5 months.

Model

Model

547.50

Balance 56.00

58.50
$6.00

79 ..Total Price 538.50
within 10 days. Balance

monthly for

Name
Address

City

will pay on
will return

Model 82A... Total Price 536.50
56.50 within 10 days. Balance
86.00 monthly for 5 months.

Total Price $38.50

monthly for

I

Zone

All prices net, F.O.B., N. Y. C.

State

5

months.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WiTH ORDER -NO

O.D.

______I_ _I_ _I_ ___ ~II
C.

_
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
~IN

NNW

c;

M

WITH

tv

rl;
1

i

Model 77-VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER.. Total Price

NEW

6"

FULL -VIEW

METER

Compare it to any peak -to -peak V. T. V. M. made by any other manufacturer at any price
Extra large meter scale enables us to print micro -ampere meter is Isolated from the
all calibrations in large easy -to-read type. measuring circuit by a balanced push -pall
Uses selected I,^, zero tempera Employs a 12AU7 as D. C. amplifier and amplifier.
two 9006's as peak -to -peak voltage rectifiers ture coefficient resistors as multipliers. This
to assure maximum stability. . Meter is assures unchanging accurate readings on all
virtually burn -out proof. The sensitive 400 ranges.
SPECIFICATIONS
AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model 77 is InDC VOLTS -0 to 3/15/75/150/300/750/
dispensable in H1 -F1 Amplifier servicing and
1,500 volts at 11 megohms input resistance.
a must for Black and White and color TV
1C VOLTS (RMS)-0 to 3/15/75/150/
Receiver servicing where circuit loading can300/750/1,500 volts.
AC VOLTS (Peak to
not be tolerated.
Peak) -0 to 8/40/200/400/800/2,000 volts.
ELECTRONIC OHMMETER -0 to 1,000
AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because
ohms/10.000 ohms/100,000 ohms/1 megof its wide range of measurement leaky caohm/10 megohms/100 megohms/1,000 megpacitors show up glaringly. Because of its
ohms.
DECIBELS: -30 db to + 18 db,
sensitivity and low loading. Intermittents
+ 10 db to + 38 db, - 30 db to + 58 db.
are easily found, isolated and repaired.
All based on 0 db = .006 watts (6 mw) into
AS AN AC VOLTMETER: Measures RMS
a 500 ohm line (1.73v).
ZERO CENTER
values if sine wave, and peak -to -peak value
METER-For discriminator alignment with
if complex wave. Pedestal voltages that defull scale range of 0 to 1.5/7.5/37.5/75/
termine the "black" level in TV receivers
150/375/750 volts at 11 megohms input re are easily read.
sistance.
AA
Comes complete with operating instructions, probe leads, and stream- S A
50
lined carrying case. Operates on 110-120 volt 60 cycle. Only

....$42.50

Terms: $12.50 after 10 day trial, then
$6.00 monthly for 5 months if satis-

factory. Otherwise return, no explana
tion necessary.

--

i

42

r SUPER-METER

WITH NEW

111:11111.39

-VIEW

6"

FULL
METER
Combination VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER
Plus CAPACITY, REACTANCE, INDUCTANCE & DECIBEL MEASUREMENT;
Also Tests SELENIUM & SILICON RECTIFIERS, SILICON & GERMANIUN
DIODES
A

The model 79 represents 20 years of cantinaduction. For example with the Model 79
ous experience in the design and production
SUPER -METER you can measure the quality
of SUPER -METERS, an exclusive SICO deof selenium and silicon rectifiers and all
velopment. It includes not only every circuit
types of diodes
components which have
improvement perfected in 20 years of speciallcome into common use only within the past
cation but, in addition Includes those services
five years, and because this latest SUPER which are "musts" for properly servicing the
METER necessarily required extra meter
ever-increasing number of new components
scale. SICO used Its new full -view 6 -inch
used in all phases of today's electronic prometer.
SPECIFICATIONS:
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5, 15/75/150 750
tentials. Two separate BAD -GOOD scales on
1.500.
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300
the meter are used for direct readings. All
1,500 3.000
U.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15,
Electrolytic Condensers front
MFD to 1000
150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 15 Amperes
MFD. All Germanium Diodes. All Selenium
RESISTAN('E: 0 to 1,000 100.000 Ohms. 0 to 10
Rectifiers. All Silicon Diodes. All Silicon
Megohms.
CSl'ACITT:.001 to 1 Mfd.. 1 to
Rectifiers.
50 Mfd.
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms
2,500 Ohms to 2.5 Megohms.
INDUCModel 79 comes complete with operating
TANCI:: .15 to 7 Henries, 7 to 7,000 Henries,
instructions, test leads, and
DECIBELS: -6 to -I 18, +14 to ,-38. +34
50.
streamlined carrying case.
to
58. The following components are all
Use it on the bench-use it
tested for QUALITY at appropriate test poon calls. Only

-

p FÑ0
(l

Q

1'...-

1

Model 79 -Super Meter
Total Price ..................................$38.50
Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 5 months

.

if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
no explanation necessary.

TRY FOR 10 DAYS

BEFORE you buy
THEN if satisfact

pay in easy, interest free, monthly
payments. See coupon inside.
We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described

on this and the preceding pages.

FIRST CLASS

If after a 10 day trial you are
completely satisfied and decide to
keep the Tester, you need send us

Permit No.61430

only the
to pay
monthly
side for
details.)

New York, N. Y.

BUSINESS
No

Postage Stamp

REPLY

POSTAGE WILL

BE

CARD

if Mailed

in

PAID BY

-

Necessary

the

U. S.

down payment and agree
the balance due at the
indicated rate. (See other
time payment schedule

NO INTEREST

VIA AIR

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely

MOSS ELECTRONIC, INC.

satisfied, you

are privileged to return the Tester

to us, cancelling any

obligation.

3849 TENTH AVENUE

SEE

NEW YORK 34, N.Y.

further

OTHER
SIDE

1

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAY!

